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Preface
ZHANG Baichun and Jürgen RENN

The present volume explores the development and interaction of two cultures of science, Chinese and
Western, focusing on mechanical knowledge with its long-standing tradition going back to the very
origins of science. The parallelisms between both traditions are sometimes striking, their differences
offer deep insights into the role of cultural contexts for science, and their encounter in the course of the
Jesuit mission to China opens up a unique occasion for understanding transformation and transmission
processes of scientific knowledge.
The work related to this publication was undertaken by a research group dedicated to the development
of mechanical knowledge in China and coordinated by Matthias Schemmel. The group integrates
research of the project on Mental Models in the History of Mechanics, headed by Jürgen Renn at the
Max Planck Institute for the History of Science (MPIWG) in Berlin, of its Partner Group, headed by
Zhang Baichun, at the Institute for the History of Natural Sciences in Beijing (IHNS) of the Chinese
Academy of Sciences (CAS), as well as work of an international group of experts on sinology and Jesuit
science.
The Partner Group of the MPIWG at the CAS Institute for the History of Natural Sciences was
established in July 2001 on the basis of a general agreement that was signed by the President of the
Chinese Academy of Sciences and by the President of the Max Planck Society (MPG) on 23 February,
1999. The group consists of the leader, Prof. Zhang Baichun, and two senior scholars, Associate Prof.
Tian Miao and Associate Prof. Zou Dahai, as well as the Ph.D. candidates Yin Xiaodong, Chen Yue, and
Xiao Yunhong (since 2004 Associate Professor at Ganna Normal University). Work on the development
of mechanical knowledge in China at the Max Planck Institute for the History of Science has been
pursued by Prof. Peter Damerow, Prof. Jürgen Renn (director), Simone Rieger (research coordinator),
Dr. Matthias Schemmel (project coordinator), and Urs Schoepflin (head of MPIWG library). It is now
being complemented by the work of a newly founded Junior Research Group From Invention to
Innovation: Cultural Traditions of Technical Development in China, headed by Prof. Dagmar Schäfer.
The work of the Partner Group has been supervised and accompanied by an international scientific
advisory board. Its members are: Prof. William G. Boltz, chairman of the advisory board (University of
Washington, U.S.A.); Prof. Hans Ulrich Vogel, vice-chairman of the advisory board (University of
Tübingen, Germany); Prof. Fung Kam-Wing (University of Hong Kong, China); Prof. Liu Dun
(Institute for the History of Natural Sciences, China); and Prof. Jürgen Renn (Max Planck Institute for
the History of Science, Germany). Members of the advisory board have also directly participated in the
work of the research group. The work has furthermore benefited from the collaboration with other
scholars, in particular with Prof. Rivka Feldhay (Tel-Aviv University, Israel), a leading expert on Jesuit
science. We would like to take this occasion to thank all of them for their engagement, their
encouragement and critical support.
The success of the Partner Group was by no means obvious from the outset. The concept of a close
interaction of junior scholars with Max-Planck scientists on a specific research theme originated in the
natural sciences, and the Partner Group at the Institute for the History of Natural Sciences was the first
such endeavor in the humanities. In contrast with the natural sciences, research themes in the
humanities are still often shaped by national intellectual traditions, methods, and standards. The scope
of research that the Partner Group intended to pursue in collaboration with scholars at the Max Planck
Institute for the History of Science, as well as with a wider network of scholars, was ambitious. It went
beyond a traditional history of ideas and rather focused on the long-term development of science in its
contexts, comprising different historical periods and different forms of knowledge that are often
neglected in the history of science or studied in isolation from each other. The joint research team thus
investigated the question of the interaction between practical and theoretical knowledge, and that of the
interaction between Chinese and Western knowledge traditions over a period of more than a
millennium. In the course of our work, the interaction of Western mechanical knowledge with Chinese
cultural and scientific traditions at the time when Jesuits introduced Western knowledge into China in
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the 17th and the 18th centuries became a central focus of our research and also of this presentation of
our results.
Research referring to different historical periods, cultures, and forms of knowledge has to cover a
broader basis of sources than traditional studies in the history of science. All papers presented here were
based on a close analysis of the original sources, often presenting considerable challenges in view of the
difficulty of expressing scientific concepts from one culture in the language of another. Work on the
sources was accompanied by transcriptions, translations, and the use of new media for a digital
presentation of working materials on the Internet as part of the ECHO framework and in accordance
with the open-access policy adopted by both the Chinese Academy of Sciences and the Max Planck
Society (http://www.mpiwg-berlin.mpg.de/CHINA/ and http://mech-history.ihns.ac.cn). A key source
for our work is the Yuanxi qiqi tushuo luzui (The Record of the Best Illustrations and Descriptions of
the Extraordinary Devices of the Far West, for short Qiqi tushuo), composed by the Jesuit Johannes
Schreck and the Chinese scholar Wang Zhang in 1627. A copy of this book is held by the library of
Institute for the History of Natural Science; its digital facsimile and a transcription have been made
freely available on the Internet. In addition to the studies of this work presented in this volume, an
English translation produced with computer assistance for ensuring consistency and for extracting
technical terminology is in preparation. Also the work on other sources relevant to the research of the
group is being continued and will complement the existing digital archive of the project.
More generally, it is planned to continue the cooperation between the CAS Institute for the History of
Natural Sciences and the Max-Planck-Institute for the History of Science, also beyond the present
period of funding. On the basis of the work so far accomplished, it makes sense to reexamine the
history of later contacts between Chinese and Western science, in particular in the 19th and 20th
centuries, but also to extend the perspective from mechanics to an equally ancient field of both practical
and theoretical knowledge, optics. Apart from these more or less direct lines of continuing the present
work, the research of the group has also opened up new vistas towards a history of global processes of
the transformation and transfer of knowledge, including also other scientific cultures as well as the
present challenges facing a world in which the encounter between local and globalized forms of
knowledge has become a potential both for conflicts and innovation.
The idea to make this collection of essays available goes back to the 22nd Congress of History of
Science, held in 2005 in Beijing. On behalf of the Partner Group, Zhang Baichun and Hans Ulrich
Vogel organized a special panel entitled “Mechanics in Chinese and Western Traditions,” in which
preliminary results of the international research team were presented. Meanwhile most of the
contributions could be completed, while others are still work in progress, in particular with regard to
overcoming difficulties connected to the language barrier, resulting in some passages that are still
merely raw versions, for instance in the paper by Xiao Yunhong. Due to the considerable interest with
which our work has met among colleagues interested in comparative perspectives in the history of
science, we have nevertheless decided to publish all works in their present form.
Most papers underwent thorough language revisions, editing, and “homogenization” in view of a joint
publication. The lion’s share of the considerable effort involved in this reworking was accomplished by
Peter Damerow and Matthias Schemmel, who both spent many weeks carefully reading all papers,
improving the English, making suggestions to the authors, engaging in discussions with the authors, and
implementing changes. It is due to their stamina and to the assistance by Carmen Hammer (also from
the Max Planck Institute for the History of Science) that this volume could finally appear. We would
furthermore like to acknowledge Joseph Dauben, professor of history of mathematics at City College,
New York; Philip Cho, postdoctoral fellow at the CAS Institute for the History of Natural Science; and
John Moffet, curator of the Needham Institute’s library in Cambridge for their efforts in editing the
language of contributions to this volume. Finally, we express our most sincere gratitude to Barbara
Spielmann of the Headquarters of the Max Planck Society for her unfailing and competent support of
our collaboration.
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Chapter 1

The Transformation of Mechanical Knowledge – an Introduction
Peter DAMEROW, Jürgen RENN, and Matthias SCHEMMEL

1. Prescientific Knowledge as a Basis of Science
Science is not only based on the specific kind of knowledge usually characterized as “scientific” and
expressed in theoretical texts, but essentially involves a broader knowledge base comprising all we have
to know in order to master our environment, our technology, as well as the specific equipments
necessary to gain and validate scientific knowledge. Nowhere does the role of this prescientific
knowledge as the basis of science become more evident than in the case of mechanics, one of the
earliest sciences, which was developed on the basis of the accumulation of practical experiences over
centuries and established long before the invention of the experimental method.
Taking this prescientific knowledge into account one can distinguish between three sources of
knowledge. In the case of mechanics, knowledge acquired through universal human experiences
accounts for the understanding of basic properties of bodies and motion such as the property of heavy
bodies to fall down if they are not supported. Knowledge acquired in connection with the invention, the
production, and the use of technology accounts for the understanding of non-obvious properties of
natural phenomena such as the possibility to compensate weight with distance using the movable
counterpoise of a steelyard. Knowledge acquired with the help of experiments accounts for the
possibility to explore relations between theoretical questions and natural phenomena as may be
illustrated by the exploration in early modern Europe of the motion of fall in the light of medieval
conceptions of acceleration.
In view of the different functions of the representation of knowledge it makes sense to distinguish two
different forms: internal representation by means of mental structures and external representation by
means of actions, instruments, images, speech, symbol systems, and writing. These representations
may take on three basic forms: (mental) models, rules, and theories.
Furthermore, three forms of communication and transmission of knowledge can be distinguished
accordingly: sharing practices, oral and written representation of rules, and the transmission of texts
with an explicit argumentative structure. In our context, a typical example for the transmission of
mental models by means of sets of rules is the literary tradition of compilations of problems and
problem solutions, widespread in all cultures here under consideration without implying any mutual
influence, such as the Aristotelian Mechanical Problems in the West and the Jiuzhang suanshu ʄఉၽ
ீ [Nine Chapters of Mathematical Procedures] in China.
For short, three forms of knowledge determine the role of prescientific knowledge as a basis of science,
which may be called (purely) intuitive, practical, and theoretical knowledge.
Intuitive knowledge is the implicit knowledge of the coordination of sensori-motor activities. In its
developed form this coordination is based on mental models which allow to draw conclusions about
processes or situations even when only incomplete knowledge about them is available, intuitively filling
gaps by default-assumptions suggested by prior experiences. The stability of such mental models results
from the fact that their implicit default assumptions may be changed in the light of new experiences
without abandoning the model. An example is the intuitive knowledge about the causation of motion
structured by the “motion-implies-force model” inducing inferences from an observed or conceived
process of motion to the assumption that it is generated by the application of a force. While intuitive
knowledge is first built up in ontogenesis in interaction with our natural environment and is hence, at its
core, of a universal nature, it may be extended by culturally specific experiences.
Practical knowledge is typically represented by explicit rules prescribing certain actions which may
induce an intuitive understanding of their object. Since these actions involve material tools, as for
instance those necessary to produce or to use a balance, practical knowledge is, from the outset,
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generated, acquired and transmitted within a culturally and historically specific technological
environment. It is typically transmitted by sharing practices or by the oral communication of rules.
Theoretical knowledge is the result of reflection on human action in the broadest sense. The actions
which are the subject of reflection may be material activities that are the basis of intuitive and practical
knowledge. They may be internal operations of the human mind determined by mental models,
operations such as the application of rules, transformations in space and time, or mental derivations
within systems of propositional knowledge. They may also be manipulations with material symbols that
externally represent mental models in written descriptions, symbol systems, semantically ordered
propositions, or formal theories. In order to be transmittable between individuals and thus capable of
being interculturally and historically transfered, theoretical knowledge has itself to be externally
represented in such written forms, thus giving rise to higher order reflection processes.
In the case of mechanical knowledge, the outcome of the processes of theoretical reflection is
knowledge coded in theoretical categories such as the concept of the center of gravity. Its meaning can
neither be grasped by visual perception, nor can it be immediately derived from experiences obtained
from using mechanical devices such as the balance or the lever. To built up knowledge about the center
of gravity requires written language as a medium of transmission since it involves a controlled use of
language and the determination and consistent use of argumentative structures resulting in the
formulation of “theories” such as the Archimedean theory of the equilibrium of planes.
The developmental pathway leading from universal intuition to theories results in what one may call a
“dynamical hierarchy of knowledge,” in which the different levels persist as lower levels necessary for
the application and further development of higher levels. Thus, new knowledge may be created by the
feedback of higher to lower levels, giving rise, for instance, to new intuitive forms of thinking. An
example is the intuitive perception of mechanical motion as seemingly taking place “against nature,” a
perception that is shaped by the emergence, both in Europe and in China, of theories of motions taking
place in accordance with nature.

2. Intuitive Origins of Mechanical Knowledge in China
Universal human experiences that account for the understanding of basic properties of bodies and their
motions leave traces in the language. Certain terms with equal or similar meanings related to
mechanical phenomena such as terms that designate forces occur independently in various cultures even
if any direct influence is historically impossible. The review of meanings of the term li ʎ in early
China by ZOU Dahai in this volume (chapter 2) shows that the Chinese culture is no exception in this
respect. The term li ʎ exhibits the typical connotations of terms for force in other cultures. The term
force has an anthropomorphic root designating human physical strength. The experience that the human
force can be used to produce an effect leads to the belief that any change in our environment is the
result of some force applied by an agent, the magnitude of which corresponds somehow to the intensity
of the effect it produces. Accordingly, as the review shows, also the term li ʎ was used – as early as in
the Pre-Qin period – not only to designate human physical strength but also forces such as those of
animals and of muscles and bones, of eyes and ears, or of the water of the sea carrying the ships. In
particular, as forces in other cultures, li ʎ is considered to be necessary in order to raise a weight or, in
the context of the interculturally shared “motion-implies-force model,” to set a body into motion.
These universal mental constructions become the elements of mental models which are no longer
universal, but which may still be universally understandable. This is the case, for instance, for the
mechanical foundations of some cosmological models analyzed by TIAN Miao in her contribution on
mechanical reasoning in ancient Chinese sources dealing with the motion of celestial bodies. The
ancient Chinese legend for example that says that the heaven was resting on eight pillars until the
mythical creature Gong Gong ιʴ furiously smashed his head against one them and crushed it with
the consequence that the heaven was tilted and the celestial bodies began to move downwards is surely
specific to the ancient Chinese culture. However, the mechanism of this model is understandable
independent of experiences in this culture since broken pillars and tilted planes have the same
consequences in all cultures.
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3. The Specific Impact of the Chinese Culture on Intuitive Mechanical Knowledge
The study of the meanings of the term li ʎ in the literature of the Pre-Qin period does, however, not
only reveal its universal basis in culturally independent human activities. It also shows that the term has
certain connotations that are specific to the ancient Chinese culture. Once the experience of the physical
strength of the human body as a cause of effects is projected onto other agents, there is no longer a
natural limitation of accountable causes that might be designated by the term li ʎ . Thus the term is
attributed in the early Chinese literature not only as in other cultures to phenomena such as the
mechanical forces of animals and physical bodies. The term li ʎ also designates the force to overthrow
ends of others. It was associated with high position and authority and also attributed to heaven and earth
– forces exceeding human abilities. In the Yan Zi Chunqiu ऊʫ[ ߳ݲThe Story about Master Yan] the
term was even attributed to the divination by interpreting dreams, explicitly stating that it is the li ʎ of
the divination rather than some kind of power of the diviner himself.
It is tempting to consider attributions of terms related to mechanical phenomena such as the Chinese
term li ʎ to objects without any mechanical implication simply as metaphors and to distinguish them
from proper generalizations of mechanical experiences. But this would anachronistically impute the
modern distinction between the use of the technical term force in mechanics and its metaphorical use
independent of the realm of mechanical experience onto the Chinese term. Such a distinction can hardly
make sense applied to a term that was in use long before any systematically structured body of
mechanical knowledge had been developed. It seems more adequate to interpret differences in the
semantic fields of terms designating forces in different cultures as they are indicated by the Chinese
attribution of li ʎ to entities such as heaven, earth, and authority as resulting from a fundamental
influence of cultural conditions on the intuitive knowledge gained from basic human activities. It
seems, at least, possible that the ideal of the Western Zhou dynasty in the politically unstable later PreQin period influenced not only the motivations of the philosophers of the time but also the general
understanding of what sets the conditions for human activities.
Another example of culturally specific modifications of essentially universal explanations of
mechanical phenomena is provided by the use of the term shi  for explaining why in certain
situations li ʎ as a cause has not the expected effect. The term may be translated as circumstances, but
in contrast to this English term which leaves the reason for the unexpected result essentially open, the
Chinese term shi  is used as if it designates an alternative to li ʎ as a cause of the outcome of a
human activity. Here the term does not express a problem in finding an adequate mechanical
explanation but rather introduces an alternative cause that inherently limits any attribution of
mechanical causes.
The most obvious example of a generic term specific to the Chinese culture that is used for explaining
certain phenomena related to motions is the term qi य as it is analyzed in the contribution of TIAN
Miao about mechanical knowledge in ancient Chinese cosmology (chapter 3). In spite of the fact that
the term had the same theoretical function of explaining the motion of heavenly bodies as the fifth
element had in Aristotelian philosophy, the two terms belonged to quite different semantic networks.
The meaning of the Aristotelian term is constituted in the context of the Greek doctrine of the four
elements earth, water, air and fire, adding to the interpretation of natural motions in the sublunar world
by means of these elements an independent explanation for the motion of celestial bodies. In contrast,
the term qi य designates a generic state that can dissociate to form heaven and earth, and the
interaction of heaven and earth act as yin ఁ and yang  , which determine the various motions in
heaven and on earth. Accordingly, the term qi य cannot simply be translated into a corresponding
English term, but only be circumscribed. However, whether this untranslatable Chinese term is rooted
in culturally specific, intuitive knowledge of relations between cause and effect or whether it is rather
an outcome of reflection in the context of Chinese philosophy has to be left open here.

4. The Impact of Technology in ancient China and Greece
In contrast to knowledge gained through universal human activities, knowledge that is based on
experiences with invented devices can become interculturally shared knowledge only if these devices
themselves are used across cultures. A typical example of such a device is the balance. While
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indigenous cultures as long as they do not belong to the trading area of civilizations using balances do
not develop a quantitative concept of weight beyond the level of immediate sensory perception of
heaviness, all civilizations such as ancient China which use this device establish weight standards and
develop metrologies for weight with essentially the same hierarchical structure of sizes.

Using a shoulder pole in China.
18th century carpet.
Museum für angewandte Kunst, Vienna.

Carrying wine jars on a shoulder pole.
Floor medallon of a kylix. 500 B.C.
Athens Agora Museum.

Another device developed even earlier in human history is the shoulder pole which facilitates the
carrying of heavy loads. It is impossible to determine precisely when the Chinese shoulder or carrying
pole (biandan ݛደ, in ancient times possibly called gang Ӳ) was invented, but it was probably used
already in the 3rd century B.C. as the shoulder pole dance dan wu ደႬ described in a later poem of the
Tang dynasty suggests. In Greece, the use of the shoulder pole dates also back to early times; it is
attested by a medallon depicting a man carrying wine jars at around 500 B.C. Equipped with a jar, a
bucket, or a basket at each end and carried by a person on his shoulder this device provides immediate
experience of the relation between the distribution of the load to the two containers and the adequate
point to place the shoulder in order to keep the pole in equilibrium.

Moving the counterpoise of a Chinese steelyard.

Based on such experiences it was in both ancient cultures possible to invent or to adapt from another
culture the balance with unequal arms which, once it was invented, provided precise experiences
making it possible to understand the non-obvious possibility to compensate weight with distance using
the movable counterpoise of such a balance. The use of the shoulder pole and of the balance with
unequal arms thus provided in both cultures an intuitive knowledge about the mechanical function of
these devices, knowledge which in modern theoretical mechanics is the basis of the law of the lever.
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In the same way as balances initiated in different cultures the acquirement of similar practical
knowledge about force and weight, certain weapons had the same function with regard to projectile
motion. The contribution of YIN Xiaodong investigating the influence of western military technology
on Chinese ballistics (chapter 10) shows how this shared practical knowledge, embodied for instance in
aiming techniques, was the basis for merging traditional Chinese knowledge with knowledge about
western military technology transferred to China in the 17th century by the Jesuits.

Chinese calculation board with rod numerals in an 18th century Japanese publication.
Source: D. E. Smith and Y. Mikami, History of Japanese Mathematics, Chicago 1914.

Another important example of knowledge gained from the handling of devices which were used in
many cultures in a similar way is arithmetical knowledge related to calculation techniques. Such
knowledge has its origins in the representation of objects by tallies which were handled instead of the
objects themselves in order to control activities that change their quantities, activities like their
distribution among people in a centralized state such as ancient China. As a rule, indigenous cultures
did not invent and use any elaborate calculation technique. In contrast, virtually all early civilizations
with a centralized administration developed arithmetical devices to control their economy.
In all these cultures, the arithmetical knowledge contained essentially the same basic number concept,
the so-called natural numbers, which were abstracted from the representation by tallies, in ancient
China the so-called counting rods (chou ᙖ ), in Greece the calculi (ψῆφοι). Since, however, the
sophisticated tools for performing calculations developed on this basic representation technology
differed considerably between different cultures for a long time, the arithmetical knowledge acquired by
using these tools also differed widely from civilization to civilization. In ancient China this knowledge
was derived from a specific way of geometrically arranging counting rod numerals on the floor or on a
calculation board and by the operations performed with the counting rods within this geometrical
framework. The outcome was a set of arithmetical methods for solving various types of problems,
which determined the specific scope of ancient Chinese mathematics represented by the Jiuzhang
suanshu. The application of this specific Chinese knowledge to problems related to mechanics and the
transformation of this knowledge resulting from the confrontation with western arithmetical knowledge
and calculation technology after the advent of the Jesuits in China is the subject of TIAN Miao’s
contribution analyzing the mechanical knowledge in the Jiuzhang suanshu (chapter 5) and XIAO
Yunhong’s contribution concerning the knowledge about the lever in 18th century Chinese mathematics
(chapter 13) of this volume.

5. The Origins of Theoretical Reflection in ancient China and Greece
The transformation of intuitive and practical knowledge on mechanical phenomena into theoretical
knowledge in ancient Greece and ancient China by means of reflection on the underlying practical
activities is investigated by Jürgen RENN and Matthias SCHEMMEL in their contribution about
mechanics in the Mohist Canon and its European counterpart (chapter 4). Their comparison of the
origins of theoretical mechanics in the two cultures exhibits common conditions under which
theoretical knowledge emerges and reveals a core of shared theoretical knowledge related to
mechanical phenomena within otherwise quite different theoretical frameworks.
The analysis concerns the earliest known texts of theoretical mechanics in ancient Greece and ancient
China, that is, the Aristotelian Mechanical Problems and the Mohist Canon, both written independently
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at about the same time around 300 B.C. They were both written under conditions that favor conscious
reflection and commitment to the results by representing them in the permanent medium of written
language. These conditions were provided in both cases in the context of a culture of disputations about
practices. Such practices were discussed not with the aim of carrying them out but rather to understand
the implicit knowledge embodied in the rules that guide the activities of the practitioners. As far as
basic mechanical knowledge is concerned, the two texts struggle with the same problem. They share the
same intuitive understanding of the relation between mechanical forces and their effects: a greater force
or weight has a greater effect. Moreover, both texts are concerned with the same practical experience
acquired by the use of mechanical devices such as the shoulder pole, the balance, and the lever:
mechanical devices make it possible to produce greater effects with smaller forces or weights. The
implicit contradiction between the intuitive mechanical knowledge, which was the same in ancient
China and in ancient Greece, and the knowledge of practitioners who used basically the same
mechanical devices in China and Greece triggered in both cultures the reflection on the implicit
knowledge embodied in the rules for using mechanical devices. The reflection resulted in theories that
eliminate the contradiction, thus creating an incipient theoretical mechanics.
The two theoretical attempts did not share the same future. In Greece before the decline of the ancient
world the incipient theory of mechanics quickly developed into a comprehensive body of theoretical
knowledge about mechanical devices, prototypically represented in its theoretical and practical aspects
by the works of Archimedes and Heron respectively. In China, by contrast, the theoretical tradition of
the Mohists was soon interrupted by the autocratic regime of the Qin dynasty and the long-lasting
dominance of Confucianism.
This striking difference of the historical influence of early theoretical mechanics in Greece and in China
points to another important aspect of the geographical and historical transmission and transformation of
knowledge. As far as mechanics is concerned, the intuitive mechanical knowledge that is based on
general human experiences is interculturally and historically stable and provides a solid basis for all
processes of transformation and transmission. The practical knowledge that is gained from the use of
mechanical devices is dependent on the survival of technologies in the course of the rise and fall of
societies in history. The theoretical knowledge is also dependent on the historical persistence of
conditions that guarantee their survival. But as long as the institutions that made scholarly work
possible were fragile, the risk that such knowledge was irrecoverably lost with the doom of an
intellectual culture was much higher than that of the disappearance of the inherent knowledge of basic
practices. On the other hand, in contrast to the knowledge of practitioners, theoretical knowledge can
survive over long historical periods in a state of latency as a treasure hidden in manuscripts and prints
kept in the safe custody of archives and libraries until they are unearthed again by the renaissance of an
ancient culture.
Another body of ancient Chinese theoretical knowledge, Chinese mathematics represented by the
Jiuzhang suanshu mentioned above, had a better chance to survive in the intellectual climate of
Imperial China. There are primarily two reasons for this historical stability. First, the theoretical
knowledge gained by the use of rod numerals on the counting board was much closer connected to the
problems that the official of the Chinese state administration faced than the philosophical topics of the
Mohist school. Second, the form of knowledge representation by problems, rules and explanations in
the Jiuzhang suanshu is far more robust against changes and further development of the represented
theoretical knowledge than the representation in the language of philosophy. The Jiuzhang suanshu
analyzed in the contribution of TIAN Miao (chapter 5) provides a historically influential Chinese
example that unveils the advantages and disadvantages of the transmission of theoretical knowledge by
this kind of knowledge representation.
A closer look at one of the problems of the Jiuzhang suanshu can make this clear. The problem provides
an exercise of the method of excess and deficiency (yingbuzu ߚ ˀ Խ ) and concerns the theory of
specific weight. The weight and the side of a cube is given. The cube consists partly of stone and partly
of jade. The problem is to find the amount of jade and of stone in this cube. The solution has to be
calculated from the also given weights of two other cubes, one of them purely made of jade, the other
made of stone, both of them with sides equal to the unit of length.
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Any solution of this problem requires some theoretical knowledge about the relation between weight,
volume and specific weight. A modern solution would make this knowledge explicit and derive the steps
of the calculation from it by means of some algebraic formalism that allows for a formal representation
of the given conditions and facilitates conclusions to be drawn from them. But at the time the Jiuzhang
suanshu were composed, neither an explicit theory of the relation between the three basic theoretical
concepts, nor an adequate formalism for the representation of the necessary inferences and the steps of
the numerical calculation existed. What is recorded in the Jiuzhang suanshu is thus simply a record of
the steps to be performed on the calculation board.
Since these steps lead to the correct solution, the written representation is robust against any doubts
raised by possible discussions. However, the representation conveys the basic theoretical knowledge
about specific weight only indirectly. A disciple will easily find out the rules according to which the
steps of the numerical solution are organized. But he has to do many similar exercises in order to
reconstruct in his mind the disguised theoretical knowledge from the steps of these rules of the
calculation.
This weakness of the representation of theoretical knowledge by rules of what has to be done to solve
given problems becomes particularly obvious in view of the attempt to explain the reasoning behind the
steps of the solution by the ancient scholar Liu Hui in his commentary on the problem which is also
discussed in the contribution to this volume about the Jiuzhang suanshu by TIAN Miao. The
commentary of Liu Hui explains the steps of the calculation without reflecting about the role of the
problem within the broader theoretical context of weight, volume, and specific weight. But since the
simple calculation presented in the Jiuzhang suanshu as the solution uses tacitly the fortuitous condition
in the given figures that the difference of the two specific weights equals 1, the crucial step cannot
really be explained without making explicit how the difference of the two specific weights influences
this solution. It seems that Liu Hui saw that the solution was obviously correct, but could not give any
justification for its crucial step.
This example shows the reason for the historical robustness as well as the structural difficulty of the
representation of theoretical knowledge by casuistically arranged procedures. The correctness of the
application of a rule and of the outcome can be judged independent of the theoretical background. This
makes the knowledge underlying the rule robust, but difficult to be reconstructed from the rules that are
communicated and transmitted.
Chinese mathematics is a typical example of such a form of knowledge representation, Babylonian
mathematics is a similar case, but the representation of mechanical knowledge in the Aristotelian
Mechanical Problems is not. The problems in this treatise serve, in contrast to the problems in the other
two examples, not as exercises for the applications of rules, but to justify an explicitly given theoretical
principle: in circular motion, the same force causes a greater motion if it acts further from the center of
the circle. Accordingly, the influence of this text was quite different from texts such as the Jiuzhang
suanshu. On the one hand, the treatise initiated the rapid development of theoretical mechanics in
ancient Greece. On the other hand, its theoretical principle was soon replaced by a more powerful one,
the law of the lever.

6. The Cultural Transmission and Transformation of Mechanical Knowledge
Probably in all cultures, the historical transmission of knowledge is characterized by continuities and
discontinuities, which may range from an interruption in the transmission of knowledge via its renewal
to its reorganization. In the Western tradition the Renaissance is an example for both the renewal and
the reorganization of knowledge. Evidently, the rediscovery of Greek science in early modern Europe
was a reorganization because it was not limited to just reviving texts as storage of theoretical
knowledge but also comprised a new integration of practical and theoretical knowledge triggered by the
great technological challenges of the time.
This phase transition of knowledge is particularly visible in the conflicts between the Church adhering
to a worldview merging Aristotelian and biblical ideas and the emerging group of engineer-scientists
who were forced into the opposition to this worldview due to the freedom they took in theoretically
interpreting the new practical experiences. But this conflict had consequences also within the powerful
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hierarchies of the Church in its coalition with the secular powers. This is especially evident if we look
at the role of the Jesuits in the transmission of mechanical knowledge to China, the subject of the
chapters by ZHANG Baichun and TIAN Miao (chapter 6), by Peter DAMEROW and Urs
SCHOEPFLIN (chapter 7), and that by Rivka FELDHAY (chapter 8). Since the foundation of the order
in the early 16th century, the Jesuits adopted more and more Renaissance achievements in their
attempts to combine the Christianization of the world with spreading science, technology, and welfare.
Their adaptation of, and their own contributions to, early modern science were thus distinguished by a
marked practical orientation which was also helpful in maintaining a safe distance from the potentially
dangerous implications of the new science for a new world view.

The Jesuits Matteo Ricci, Adam Schall von Bell, and Ferdinand Verbiest
Source: Johann Baptista du Halde, Ausführliche Beschreibung des Chinesischen Reiches und der grossen Tartarey,
Rostock 1749, p. 93.

Any attempt to analyze the historical transmission and transfer of knowledge within Chinese culture
must address the question of whether here a similar Renaissance of ancient knowledge occurred and to
which extent such a Renaissance may have been triggered by external stimuli such as the Jesuit
intervention.
An exemplary case to study this question is one of the most influential outcomes of the cooperation
between Jesuits and Chinese scholars, the Yuanxi qiqi tushuo luzui ჯп֯ወკᎩజ [The Record of
the Best Illustrations and Descriptions of Extraordinary Devices of the Far West] by Johannes Schreck
(Terrentius) and Wang Zhang completed in 1627, which is the main example discussed in several
contributions in this volume. What becomes evident from the investigation of this example is the array
of contexts shaping the process of a massive transmission of European scientific and technological
knowledge to China, as well as the surprising consequences for the transformation of knowledge that
such a process can have. The most important condition of this transformation process was the
confrontation of two quite different cultural contexts with their distinct knowledge systems. In the
contribution of Peter DAMEROW and Urs SCHOEPFLIN (chapter 7) the unreconciled tensions within
the European knowledge background are analyzed as a precondition of the contribution of the Jesuits.
Focusing on the example of salt mining, the chapter by Hans-Ulrich VOGEL (chapter 9) investigates
some of the practical challenges of the Chinese society, thus making evident some of the potentials and
resistances of this society with regard to adopting new technologies and theoretical ideas from the
Western world.
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The productive, but difficult coordination process resulting from the confrontation of the two contexts
after the intervention of the Jesuits in China is precisely what becomes clear if one investigates in depth
both the literary form and the contents of the Qiqi tushuo. The authors were forced, on the one hand, to
bring together basic theoretical ideas such as Stevin’s theory of the center of gravity and Ramelli’s
depictions of partly realistic and partly fictive complex machinery in a way that had no precedent in the
European literature, with the possible exception of Jesuit manuals. On the other hand, they had to
translate the results of this integration into categories understandable to Chinese scholars and
practitioners. Under the condition that a few Jesuits had for a limited time influence on part of the
ruling class, the available bandwidth of transmission was unavoidably limited. The necessity to make
optimal use of this bandwidth led to radical simplifications and curious syncretisms joining such distant
assets of European culture as the Bible and the works of Archimedes, for instance by merging the
biblical story of the expulsion from Paradise with the early modern appreciation of mechanical
instruments, to formulate the claim that the latter were invented by Adam and Eve as a means of
survival outside the Paradise.
Nevertheless the ambitious goals of the Jesuits to transfer the religious, cultural, scientific, and
technological heritage of the West to China for a time had a limited success. The contribution of YIN
Xiaodong about the influence of Western military technology on Chinese ballistics (chapter 10) shows,
for example, how Western knowledge about projectile motion was reformulated in Chinese terminology
based on traditional techniques of shooting. The contribution of CHEN Yue (chapter 11) about the role
of Galileo’s theory on the strength of materials in Ferdinand Verbiest’s book on astronomical
instruments Xin Zhi Ling Tai Yi Xiang Zhi ๙ տ  ͔ ᄮ එ Ӈ [A Record of New-built Astronomical
Instruments in the Observatory] shows how the latest Western scientific achievements were introduced
into the community of Chinese scholars and practitioners. The Jesuit Verbiest describes in his book the
six instruments which he built for the Beijing astronomical observatory. Exploiting Galileo’s theory as a
legitimation, he shrewdly used the superior quality of his instruments to propagate the excellence of
European science and to gain acceptance for the alleged superior competence of the Jesuit scholars
whose status in Chinese society nevertheless remained precarious.
Another example of the merging of Western and Chinese technology and scientific knowledge is the
adaptation of Western surveying techniques. The contribution of FUNG Kam-Wing (chapter 12) offers
an overview and a detailed analysis of the integration of both traditions, extending the thematic scope
of this volume to include the case of Japan.
What were the preconditions for the Jesuits’ limited success? One fortuitous condition was given by an
internal problem at the borderline between science and administration. The Jesuit scholars would have
hardly received as much attention from the Chinese court as they did, if there had been not the need of
the Imperial Astronomical Bureau, motivated by reasons of state, for a more precise and reliable
prediction of eclipses, a need which the Jesuits could – with some effort – satisfy, given that the Jesuit
Christopher Clavius in Rome was the leading specialist in the field, responsible for realizing the
Gregorian calender reform. The success of the Jesuits in this matter stymied for some time their
opponents at the court.
There were, however, also more systematic reasons for the fact that the Jesuit intervention was so
powerful and yet so fragile. On the political side, the Jesuit strategy of gaining influence by convincing
members of the political elite of their superior competence matched the hierarchical structure of
Chinese society. On the epistemic side, the Jesuits’ cultural and scientific baggage determined by the
state of development of Western science corresponded to a culture of Chinese scholarship that had
independently evolved so that mismatches were unavoidable, but displayed a comparable level of
sophistication. The contribution by XIAO Yunhong deals with a telling example of a successful
integration of Western knowledge into an autonomous Chinese tradition, namely the integration of
Western methods including sophisticated applications of the law of the lever into the Chinese canon of
problems in the tradition of the Jiuzhang suanshu, an integration that was aided by the fact that a
balance with unequal arms, the steelyard, was known in both cultures. The law of the lever could be
integrated without difficulty because of two preconditions, practitioners’ knowledge and the availability
of an appropriate mathematics. As a matter of fact, both mathematical traditions, the Western and the
Chinese, were of comparable power to the point that the same problems could first be solved with
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traditional Chinese methods of the Jiuzhang suanshu and then with the newly acquired Western
techniques based on the theory of proportions.
In spite of the many striking parallels between Western and Chinese traditions of technology and
scientific knowledge, they are nevertheless distinguished by a feature that was often considered to be
the hallmark of Western science and the ultimate reason for its alleged superiority to its Chinese
counterpart, that is, the deductive organization according to the model of mathematical proofs, which is
absent even from those Chinese texts that are otherwise a more or less direct rendering of Western
knowledge such as the Qiqi tushuo. What the authors Johannes Schreck and Wang Zheng had to
accomplish was nothing less than to realize transformations such as that of the traditional European
form of organizing scientific arguments, the deductive structure for which Euclid’s Elements had
offered the paradigm, into the traditional Chinese form of organizing a theoretical argument, the
casuistic scheme whose paradigm is the Jiuzhang suanshu – without losing either the range of the
imported Western knowledge or its force of conviction. For this reason such texts, written jointly by
Chinese and Western scholars, offer a touchstone for analyzing the difficulties and the scope of the
solutions found by them to transform Western into Chinese knowledge. They are also a fruitful source
to study the difficulties that arise in the communication of knowledge between two cultural systems.
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Chapter 2

The Concept of Force (li 力) in Early China
ZOU Dahai

1. Preface
In ancient China we find no such category of learning as mechanics. Yet, Chinese made and used
mechanical devices that require and thus give evidence of mechanical knowledge implicit in their
practices. Apart from the possibility to infer such practical knowledge from the archaeological remains
of their activities, it is possible by analyzing the ancient Chinese literature to find evidence of some
concepts through which such knowledge was communicated or at least described. It is true that no
classical Chinese source actually discusses this kind of knowledge in an easily accessible way using
concepts that correspond to the categories of modern mechanics, but descriptions of natural phenomena
and human endeavor entail attempts to conceptualize experiences which in modern mechanics are
theoretically explained using concepts such as force, equilibrium, energy, and work. The use of
language may represent structures of knowledge. The consistent use of terminology, the choice of
subjects, and the focus of attention may give evidence of mental models by which knowledge about
mechanical phenomena was structured and communicated. Whether the ancient Chinese texts handed
down to us are lyrical or essayist, whether they deal with philosophical issues or document political,
social or economic history as their main theme, they may be sources that can help us to understand the
ancient Chinese modes of thinking about mechanical phenomena and how such mechanical knowledge
was integrated into the common knowledge of the time.
The present paper investigates the usage and understanding of the term li ʎ as representing some
aspects of mechanical knowledge in early Chinese texts. This term was chosen after careful
consideration with regard to its modern Chinese translation as “force”. In ancient Chinese literature li
ʎ has a quite broad connotation which has been studied by linguists and paleographers. While their
work on the origin and later development of this term has turned out to be helpful for the present study,
it does not sufficiently allow to draw conclusions about the structure and scope of the mechanical
knowledge, which is the aim of this study. Scholars like Chen Cheng-Yih1 and Dai Nianzu ᐂআ see
the concept of li ʎ in its mechanical sense reflected in the Mohist canon, however, especially the text
of the Mohist Canon poses considerable problems.2 Tan Jiefu ᗳӍԝ 3 and Qian Linzhao Ꭶᒃທ 4 used
Newton’s first law of motion to explain the section defining li ʎ, an explanation which was accepted
by Needham5 and Chen Cheng-Yih. They impose, however, with their interpretation of li ʎ as the
Newtonian concept of force that causes acceleration, an essentially western idea to the traditional
1
2

3
4

5

Chen Cheng-Yih ധ ࠷ ɿ , Early Chinese Work in Natural Science: A Re-examination of the Physics of Motion,
Acoustics, Astronomy and Scientific Thoughts. Hong Kong University Press. 1996. p. 9.
See the groundbreaking study and translation by A. C. Graham, Later Mohist Logic, Ethics and Science, Hong
Kong: Chinese University Press, 1978. The Mohists appeal to the distinction between knowing names and knowing
objects. There is an ongoing controversy about the connection between the Mohist Canon and the Zhuang Zi text
and its terminological relationship. For reference see, e.g., Chen Cheng-Yih, Early Chinese Work in Natural
Science: A Re-examination of the Physics of Motion, Acoustics, Astronomy and Scientific Thoughts. Hong Kong
University Press, 1996. At the Max Planck Institute for the History of Science in Berlin discussions on Mechanics
in the Mohist Canon were organized which resulted in translations and explanations of some sections. See:
Matthias Schemmel, The Sections on Mechanics in the Mohist Canon, Preprint 182 of the Max Planck Institute for
the History of Science, 2001; William G. Boltz, Jürgen Renn, Matthias Schemmel, Mechanics in the Mohist Canon
and Its European Counterpart: Texts and Contexts, Preprint 241 of the Max Planck Institute for the History of
Science, 2003; see also chapter 4 in this volume.
Tan Jiefu ᗳӍԝ (1887–1974), Mobian Fawei ኴᛃഛา [Discovery of the hidden meanings of Mo Bian]. Zhonghua
Shuju in Beijing, 1964, reprint in 1987. pp. 101-102.
Qian Linzhao Ꭶ ᒃ ທ (1906-1999), “Shi Mojing Zhong Guangxue Lixue Zhu Tiao” ᙽ ኴ  ˁ δ ዖ ʎ ዖ ቃ 
[“Explanations on the Sections of Optics and Mechanics in the Mohist Canons”], in Li Shizeng Xiansheng Liushi
Sui Jinian Lunwenji өΕಬη·˘ʐ ̂ [Collected Essays in Memory of Professor Li Shizeng’s 60th
Birthday]. 1942. pp. 135-162.
Needham, Joseph (1900-1995). Science and Civilisation in China. Vol. 4, Part 1, Physics. London: Cambridge
University Press. 1962. p. 19.
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Chinese text. Qian Baocong Ꭶ㚪∿ disagreed to this and interpreted li ʎ in the section as representing
a general idea of physical strength6, an interpretation which was in accordance with the later one by
Graham7. Dai Nianzu cited several scholars’ opinions about this section without his own judgment. He
also quoted several paragraphs concerning the word li ʎ from the Lun Heng (፱) by Wang Chong ̚
̮ (27 A.D.-97 A.D.), and gave simple explanations8. However, Wang Chong cannot be considered a
mainstream thinker but rather an exception to the rule. His text was hardly known in its own time and
throughout the period of imperial China. Dai Nianzu’s explanation moreover tends to neglect the
context of Wang Chong’s arguments which rarely aimed to explain physical phenomena, but rather
concerned cosmological structure.
The agenda of the present paper is to investigate the meaning of li ʎ and its relation to other important
concepts or notions of mechanical knowledge, in particular concepts represented by the terms zhong ࡍ
(weight), gong ̸ (effect), and shi  (circumstances), and the concept of motion. For analytical
purposes the following semantical distinction will be used to describe the various meanings of the term
li ʎ.
1. noun: physical strength or power of human body or animal; also used to refer to physical
strength/ability of thinking organs (this does not mean that the li ʎ was used as strength/ability
of thinking itself)
2. noun: general ability or power/energy of human beings
3. noun: general strength, power, energy or ability of any nonliving as well as living things
4. verb or adverbial modifier: to endeavor to do, to make effort to do, to do with exertion
5. noun: effect, achievement, contribution
6. noun and verb: labor, work
7. noun (also as adverbial modifier or attribute): forcible power, strong arm, especially armed force,
military strength.
8. noun: corvee
After a short survey into the early occurrences of the character li ʎ on oracle bones, the paper will
focus on the pre-imperial and early imperial period which will be briefly characterized in the following.
In its early days China was ruled by the western Zhou dynasty that based its power on a centralized
state system. The following period of political fragmentation, the Spring and Autumn period (770-476
B.C.) and the Warring States period (475-221 B.C.), provides the backdrop against which China’s
elementary philosophies—for instance, the school of Confucianism which referred to the centralized
organization of the western Zhou dynasty as a model state for the Confucian ideology—developed their
distinct profiles. In various competitive feudal states a plethora of schools and ideologies arose that
would hitherto found the basis and nourish Chinese intellectual thinking. The earliest cohesive texts
(except from oracle bones), the text corpus that would later form the classics, stem from these periods.
The rise of the First Emperor of the Qin dynasty in 221 B.C. brought dramatic changes. While he
gradually united the states between the Changjiang and Huanghe regions, he established a centralized
autocratic empire, forbade free thinking, banned most schools, and burned many documents of the
former feudal states. Although the Qin dynasty lasted merely 15 years it had a lasting influence on the
later formation of Chinese thought: it meant to destroy the line of transmission vitally. The following
Western Han (206 B.C. – 25 A.D.) and Eastern Han (25 A.D. – 220 A.D.) dynasties inherited a
landscape of fragmentary bits of wisdom which could only be partially recomposed to their original
forms. During the Han dynasties formerly independent, individual cosmologies were merged into new
6
7
8

Qian Baocong Ꭶ ᘾ ∿ (1892-1974), “Mojing Lixue Jinshi” ē ኴ  Ĕ ʎ ዖ ˒ ᙽ [“Modern Explanations on the
Mechanics of Mohist Canons”], in Kexueshi Jikan ߱ ዖ ͒  ̶ [publication of Collected Essays on History of
Science], No.8, 1965. pp. 65-72.
Graham, A. C., Later Mohist Logic, Ethics and Science, Hong Kong: Chinese University Press, 1978. p. 279.
Dai Nianzu ᐂআ, Lao Liang Ш ۑ, Zhongguo Wulixueshi Daxi Lixueshi ˁٶዖ͒ʩᗔ ʎዖ͒ [A Series of
History of Physics in China, Vol. Mechanics]. Changsha: Hu’nan Jiaoyu Chubanshe, 2001. pp. 161-165.
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systems of thought that from then on constituted an important epistemological backdrop for the
description of natural phenomena and for the formation of a Confucian state system.

2. The Concept of li 力
The earliest occurrences of the Chinese character li ʎ are found in the oracle-bone inscriptions. It was
written as graphs (1) and (2) (ca. 13th century B.C.). The character also occurred in the inscriptions on
bronze (13th century B.C. – 3rd century B.C.), where it was written as graphs (3)-(9). The graph (10) is
from the Shuowen Jiezi კ ̂ ༲ ϫ [Explaining Radicals and Analyzing Compound Characters, 100
A.D.-121 A.D.] by the scholar Xu Shen  児 (ca. 58-ca. 125 A.D.). It is the earliest book trying to
identify the original meanings of Chinese characters.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

Xu Shen believed that the character li ʎ is closely related to the compound character jin 㣂 (tendon,
muscle) and depicts the shape of a human muscle. According to his belief, li ʎ (strength) would denote
the function of jin ശ (tendon, muscle)9 He considered other meanings of the character as derived from
this basic meaning:
2.1 ʎçശʜìඑʇശ˄ӂé٣̸̇ʎç়ʩԔé)10
li ʎ [means] jin ശ , [it] depicts the shape of a human being’s jin ശ . The achievement of
administration that are based on laws is called li ʎ, [which] can protect against disaster.
Modern Chinese paleographers criticize Xu Shen’s assumption about the original meaning of li ʎ .
They argue that this assumption was based on the peculiar form of the graph as it was written in Xiao
Zhuan ʯᇺ style, a style of writing characters used in the Qin dynasty. Most of them rather agree to the
opinion of Xu Zhongshu ࣞ ˁ ൘ (1898-1991) which was based on an analysis of oracle-bone
inscriptions. He came to the conclusion that the character li ʎ originally depicted the shape of a lei Ы,
a kind of farm tool for plowing soil.11 Thus, Xu Shen’s assumption about the relation between li ʎ and
jin ശ was probably wrong. Nevertheless, he might have been right with his opinion that the character li
ʎ was originally used to designate force or strength. It is true that in the oracle-bone inscriptions the
character li ʎ was only used to designate a kind of sacrifice so that attributing to its origin any
meaning related to human strength or human work seems unfounded. But later references to periods as
early as the Shang dynasty indicate that the character may anyway have had the connotation of strength
and power already at that time.
In the chapter Pangeng ᇠ מof Shang Shu 䨼ऐ, possibly dating back to the 13th century B.C., the
King of Shang dynasty, Pangeng ᇠ( מdated back to the later period of 14th century B.C. to the early
13th century B.C.), is reported to have said to his people:
2.2 Г۠ШϿʇçࣛׄЊͨéώۃʞదç۴̴ʃʎçˆɿʇ˄іຣé12
You should not show the cold shoulder to adults, [you] should not slight children. Everybody should
long live in your new places, and make effort to use your li ʎ (effort) and obey my order to act and
rest.

Duan Yucai ޘൾ (1735-1815) said: “The jin (tendon, muscle) is the substance, while the li is the function” See
Duan Yucai’s Shuowen Jiezi Zhu კ ̂ ༲ ϫ ٍ [Commentary on Explaining Radicals and Analyzing Compound
Characters]. Shanghai Guji Chubanshe,1981. p. 699.
10 Xu Shen  児 (ca. 58-ca. 125 A.D.), Shuowen Jiezi კ ̂ ༲ ϫ [Explaining Radicals and Analyzing Compound
Characters, 100-121 A.D.]. Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1978. p. 291.
11 Hsü Chung-Shu ࣞ ˁ ൘ (1898-1991): “Leisi Kao” Ы ஓ Щ [“On Some Agricultural Implements of the Ancient
Chinese”], in Zhongyang Yanjiuyuan Lishi Yüyan Yanjiusuo Jikan ˁ ͛ ䷫ Ԧਗ 㞔 ͒ დԶ ䷫ Ԧ  ̶ [Academia
Sinica Bulletin of The National Research Institute of History and Philology], Vol. II, Part I, 1930. pp. 11-59.
12 Sun Xingyan ࢾ( ࠰ݷ1753-1818), Shangshu Jin Ju Wen Zhushu 䨼ऐ˒ٍ͆̂ [Commentaries on the Modern
and Ancient Texts of Shangshu]. Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1986. p. 231.
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In the poem Jian Xi ᔵ˙ of Shi Jing ༷ (possibly not later than the middle of 6th century B.C.), a
poet wrote a poem to admire a wanwu ໘Ⴌ dancer:
2.3 ၮʇç˚ࣙ໘ႬéЊʎϩڵç੮ᜉϩஈé13
How strapping the tall man is, when he is performing the wanwu dance in the ancestral temple. He
has [so much] li ʎ (strength) as a tiger, holds the horse reins (so skillfully) like (a weaver’s)
weaving.
These examples make it likely that, in spite of the limited use of the character li ʎ in the oracle-bone
inscriptions, the first of the meanings listed in the preface, physical strength, was the primary one which
formed the starting point from which the ancient Chinese developed the various meanings of the term
li ʎ. The later definition in the Mohist Canon that “Li ʎ (strength) is that by which the body exerts
itself (ʎçν˄̤ዓʜ)”14 may well have preserved the essence of the original meaning of the term
li ʎ.
The literature that came down to us from later times of the Pre-Qin Period provides much richer sources
about connotations of the term li ʎ.
The Chunqiu Zuo Zhuang ͤ߳ݲ෮ (ca. 5th century B.C.) records a sentence of Zhi Wu Zi هډʫ
(564 B.C.).
2.4 ѽʫఢ˼çʯʇఢʎçη̚˄տʜé
A gentleman uses his xin ˼ (heart) to work hard [while] a petty man uses his li ʎ to work hard.
This is the rule of ancient kings.
The ancient Chinese thought thinking was a function of the heart. Thus, Mencius ׃ʫ (ca. 372 B.C. ca. 289 B.C.) also juxtaposed li ʎ with xin ˼ (heart).
2.5 ̇ݮíఢ˼çఢʎìఢ˼ڗ٣ʇçఢʎڗ٣ءʇé15
Therefore [I should] say: some people [use their] xin ˼ (heart) to work hard while others [use their]
li ʎ (strength) to work hard. The people [using their] xin ˼ (heart) to work hard rule people, while
the people [using their] li ʎ to work hard are ruled by other people 16.
(From the chapter Gao Zi Shang of Menciusē׃ʫ·ѿʫʖĔ)
2.6 ˼˄۲é17
The function of the heart is thinking.
The third of the meanings of li ʎ listed above, general power/strength/energy, is not frequently used,
especially compared with the first and second meanings. In the Zhanguo Ce Jianzhu ዣ  ര ၻ ٍ a
proverb mentioning the li ʎ of the warrior Meng Ben ׃ 18 is quoted in a discussion between Su Qin
ᙩএ and King Min of the state of Qi (ᄬහ̚).
2.7 დ̇íīᘰង˄ʜçኢਡη˄ì׃˄ࡤʜçʪʫణ˄éĬ˯ኢਡèʪʫçശਢʎ۶ێ
ءねងè׃ʜçъ۲î݉৺˄ᕊʜé19

13 Yuan Mei ০ଌ, Shijing Yizhu (Guofeng Bufen) ༷ᙳٍă࡙௱˝Ą [Translation and Commentaries of Classic of
Poetry (the Part of Songs of Various States)]. Jinan: Qilu Shushe,1980. p156.
14 Mo Zi ኴ ʫ [Master Mo], Dao Zang ཤ ᕆ [Depository of Taoist Scriptures] Edition. Photocopied by Shanghai
Hanfenlou, 1924. Vol. 10, 1a. The sentence will be discussed later in this paper.
15 Yang Bojun, Meng Zi Yizhu. 1962. p. 270.
16 D. C. Lau presented a free translation. See: Lau, D. C., Mencius: A Bilingual Edition. Hong Kong: the Chinese
University Press, 2003. p. 115.
17 Yang Bojun ј࣎ (1909-1992), Meng Zi Yizhu ׃ʫᙳٍ [Translation and Commentary of the Mencius]. Beijing:
Zhonghua Shuju, 1962. p. 124.
18 Meng Ben ׃, sometimes written as ֲ׃, is a famous warrior in Warring States Period. Re. Zhang Qingchan ડଢ
ઘ (1915-1998), Wang Yandong ̚  ףಶ , Zhanguo Ce Jianzhu ዣ  ര ၻ ٍ [Commentaries of Strategies of the
Warring States]. Tianjin: Nankai University Press, 1993. p. 130.
19 Zhang Qingchang ડଢઘ (1915-1998), Wang Yandong ̚ףಶ, Zhanguo Ce Jianzhu ዣരၻٍ [Commentaries of
Strategies of the Warring States]. Tianjin: Nankai University Press, 1993. p. 293.
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The proverb says: “When a swift horse is exhausted, [then even] an inferior horse can surpass it;
when Meng Ben is tired, [even] a woman can overcome him.” The extent of the inferior horse’s and
the woman’s muscle and bone li ʎ (strength) is not greater than the swift horse and Meng Ben. So
how could this be? [This is because the inferior horse and the woman] take advantage of starting
later [without having exhausted their li ʎ (strength)]20.
(Chapter 12 of Zhanguo Ce ēዣരĔֈʐʆ)
The passage shows that li ʎ may be attributed to muscles and bones.
2.8 ʇݱၷΒʎିçᙝ˄̤ॶᗗç̤伡̅࢝ͧڈçˀͅణΈʜìݱၷЬʎିçᙝ˄̤˘
݇ˊࡗçˀͅణΈʜé21
Once a sage has reached the limit of his eyes’ li ʎ (ability)çthen [he] turns to using a compass,
carpenter’s square, level and plumb line to make a square, circle, plane and vertical line. The utility
of [these tools] is inexhaustible. After [he] has reached the limit of his ears’ li ʎ (ability), then [he]
turns to using six bamboo pitch pipes to adjust the five tones. The utility of [these tools] is
inexhaustible.22
(Chapter Li Lou Shang of Mencius ē׃ʫ·ֈʂ·ᕺੳʖĔ)
Here, Mencius mentioned “the li ʎ of the eyes” (Βʎ) and “the li ʎ of the ears” (Ьʎ).
2.9 ቃᕊԿߗᛇˍéᕊԿ˄ݾçۃʕʂ˵çឩს˵͘ڗì˯ۃʓʕ̤ʖçгʓʕˊ˵çਡᏀۃ
ʆ˵ʊʮç༶ᕊԿ˄ʎЪ˄Ҏç˯͘˝˄ʓϛʖé23
The various ji che ᕊԿ are all made of iron. The ji che’s [vertical] post is 1 zhang ʕ 7 chi ˵; the
part [of the post] that is buried is 4 chi ˵ long. The fu ˯ (possibly a lever) is 3 zhang to 3 zhang 5
chi. The ma jia ਡ Ꮐ is 2 chi 8 cun long. To test the li ʎ (force) of the ji che, make a kun Ҏ
(possibly a fulcrum). Three-fourths of [the length of] the fu ˯ is above [the kun]24.
(From chapter Bei Chengmen of Mo Zi ēኴʫ·ఖۄܘĔ)
In this paragraph, the Mohist mentioned the li ʎ of a military device, “li ʎ of Ji Che” (ᕊԿ˄ʎ)
Lü Shi Chunqiu 䣳̐ ߳ݲmentions “li ʎ of land” (Ϛʎ, fertility of land) and “li ʎ of water” (̑˄
ʎ, force of water) í
2.10 ၹʫ౮ءघ˚̇íīዐΊʩՇçའʦᗠഹçၤϚʎ˄ѧçбˀࠝ௦éቂ̤伡ʩΊåå
Ĭé25
Guan Zi said to Duke Huan: “[As for] cultivating fields and expanding cities, reclaiming land and
planting millet, and fully using the benefit of the land’s li ʎ (fertility), I am not as good as Ning Su.
Please appoint [him] as Great Field Officer. …”
(From chapter Wu Gong of Lü Shi Chuqiu ēѼ̐·߳ݲˢ৻Ĕ)

20 J. I. Crump, Jr. also presented a translation. See: J. I. Crump, Jr. Chan-Kuo Ts’e. Oxford University Press, 1970.
p. 198.
21 Yang Bojun, Meng Zi Yizhu. 1962. p. 162.
22 D. C. Lau also presented a translation. See: Lau, D. C., Mencius: A Bilingual Edition. p. 149.
23 Mo Zi. Dao Zang Edition. 1924. Vol. 14, 9b. Re. collations of Mo Zi Jiangu by Sun Yirang. See: Sun Yirang ࢾ⌟
(1848-1908), Mo Zi Jiangu ኴ ʫ  ඈ [Explanations on Mo Zi] ç Zhuzi Jicheng ቃ ʫ  Ͽ [Collected Books of
Various Schools] Edition published by Shijie Shuju in 1937. Photocopied by Shanghai Shudian, 1992. pp. 317-318.
24 Zhang ʕ , chi ˵ and cun ʮ are units of length. The translation is based on Cen Zhongmian’s, and Robin D. S.
Yates’ explanations. The term che Կ means vehicle, Ji Che ᕊԿ is possibly a device like a wheeled catapult for
throwing stones to attack enemies. The term ma jia literally means horse jowl; it is possibly a muzzle. See: 1. Cen
Zhongmian Ҷά۴ , Mo zi chengshou gepian jianzhu ኴʫ ܘϮώ ᇻᔵٍ [Concise Commentary on the Military
Chapters of Mo Zi]. Beijing: Guji chubanshe, 1958. pp. 35-36. 2. Yates, Robin, D. S., “Siege engines and late Zhou
military technology,” in Hu Daojing (ed.), Explorations in the History of Science and Technology in China.
Shanghai: Shanghai Chinese Classics Publishing House. pp. 416-418.
25 Zhang Shuangdi ડᕼಽ, Zhang Wanbin ડ໘ત, Yin Guoguang मδ, Chen Tao ᐥ, Lüshi Chunqiu Yizhu Ѽ̐ݲ
߳ᙳٍ [Translation and Commentary of the Story of Lü School]. Changchun: Jilin Wenshi Press, 1987. p. 566.
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2.11 ߯ʓЖˊçԀΦᕹçຂϗఀçٍ˄ऻسçϖ̑˄ʎʜé൙ɿનϿՇçκનϿ௳çʓ
નϿçЪృ˄ᑑуçϖʇ˄˼ʜé26
Yu ߯ linked the three rivers and the five lakes, made a channel through the Yi Que mountain, and
dredged a connection to the Hui Lu [lake], [so that] the water could flow into the East Sea. [He] did
this to follow the li ʎ (force) of water. First Shun ൙ moved and established a small city. Second
[he] moved again and established a big city. Third [he] moved and established a state. Yao then
abdicated the thrown to him. [Yao] did this to follow the will of people.
(From chapter Gui Yin of Lü Shi Chuqiu ē䣳̐·߳ݲකϖĔ)
In the following paragraph, Zhuang Zi ʫ does not directly give the expressions “li ʎ of water” (̑
ʎ) and “li ʎ of wind” (࡙ʎ), but from the context it is clear that the writer thought of water and wind
as having li ʎ.
2.12 ̞˯̑˄ጼʜˀۺç۲յ࠸ʩзʜʎéᕓء̑غᥬ੬˄ʖç۲ڮ伡˄зìିغ۲መç
̑ଡЪзʩʜé࡙˄ጼʜˀۺç۲յ࠸ʩᑴʜʎéݮʄ໘Վ۲࡙ಢϛʔԢçЪ݉ʃ˒੯࡙ì
ࠍ࠸ۍˮЪன˄˱ⴕڗçЪ݉ʃ˒આ۸é27
Furthermore, [if] the accumulated water is not deep, then it will not have li ʎ(force) to support a big
ship. [If] a cup of water is poured into a depression [in the floor] of a hall, then a blade of grass [will
float] like a boat [on the surface of the water]; [but if] a cup is put [on the water], then [it] will stick
to [the floor] because the water is shallow but the boat is big. [If] the amassed wind is not deep, then
there is no li ʎ (force) to support the large wings [of peng ᘯ ]28. Therefore when at a height of
ninety thousands li Վ, with the wind beneath [its wings], [the bird] can harness ੯ the wind. With
the blue sky to its back and nothing in its way, then [the bird] can plan [to fly] south29.
(From chapter Xiaoyao You of Zhuang Zi ēʫ·ჳĔ)
The following example is from Heguan Zi ㋘۫ʫí
2.13 ݮʇڗç݉ˮϚЪ·çЪډˮϚ˄ּçηˮϚЪʟçЪډˮϚ˄ஊìʎˀࠝˮϚçЪ
ډˮϚ˄ήé30
Therefore a sage is born later than heaven and earth, but [he] knows their beginnings; [he] dies
before heaven and earth, but knows their end; [his] li ʎ (force, power) can not compare to that of
heaven and earth, but [he] knows their undertakings.
(From chapter Neng Tian of He Wan Zi ē㋘۫ʫ·়ˮĔ)
The author said that a sage’s “li ʎ (force, power) can not compare to that of heaven and earth” (ʎˀࠝ
ˮϚ), which means that the ancients thought that the heaven and the earth have li ʎ.
Han Fei Zi ᓠێʫ reports that Mo Zi ኴʫ used li ʎ to express the strength of a carriage-crossbar, i.e.
the splint connecting drawbar and yoke:

26 Zhang Shuangdi, Zhang Wanbin, Yin Guoguang, Chen Tao, Lüshi Chunqiu Yizhu. 1987. p. 479.
27 Guo Qingfan ௲ᅰ ᗟ (1844-1896), Zhuang Zi Jishi ʫ  ᙽ [Collected Explanations on Zhuang Zi], in Zhuzi
Jicheng ቃʫϿ [Collected Books of Various Schools] Edition published by Shijie Shuju in 1937. Photocopied by
Shanghai Shudian. 1991. p. 4.
28 According tho the former text of the same chapter, the peng ᘯ was a large bird whose back was several thousand li
Վ. Li Վ is a unit of length, at that time, 1 li Վ = 415.8m ~554.4m.
29 There were many scholars who translated this paragraph into English, Such as: 1. Legge, James, The texts of
Taoism: the Tao Te Ching and the writings of Chuang Tzu, with an Introduction by D. T. Suzuki. New York: The
Julian Press, 1959, p. 213. 2. Burton Watson, The Complete Works of Chuang Tzu, New York and London:
Columbia University Press, 1968, p. 29. 3 William G. Boltz, ‘The Structure and Interpretation of “Chuang tzu”:
Two Notes on “Hsiao yao yu”’, Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies, Vol.43, no.3 (1980), pp.
532-543. 4. A. C. Graham, The Seven Inner Chapters and Other Writings from the Book Chuang-Tzu. London:
George Allen & Unwin (Publishers) Ltd,1981. p. 44.
30 Heguan Zi ㋘۫ʫ [Master Heguan], Zhuzi Baijia Congshu ቃʫСࣂᓴऐ [Series of Various Schools], Shanghai:
Shanghai Guji Press, 1990. p. 50.
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2.14 ኴʫ伡̉ᄨçʓϷЪϿç⠚ɿ̆Ъ૧éӀʫ̇íīη·˄ͣçг়ՠ̉ᄨ࡚éĬኴʫ̇í
īѴˀϩ伡Կ⪩ͣڗʜéΈ̉˄˵܌çˀɿಯ˄çЪ˻ʓʐΕ˄ήࠔჯçʎϡçʚء
ᆛé˒ӎ伡ᄨçʓϷϿç⠚ɿ̆Ъ૧éĬʫ႞˄̇íīኴʫʩͣçͣ伡⪩çؓ伡ᄨéĬ31
Mo Zi made a wooden glede. [He spent] three years to finish [it]. [But it] flew for [only] one day and
broke. [His] disciples said: “Master’s skill has reached [the level] to be able to make [even] a
wooden glede fly.” Mo Zi said: “I am not as skillful as a carriage-crossbar maker. Using [only] a
piece of wood one zhi (܌, a unit of length) or one chi ˵ long, [a carriage maker] spends less than
one morning’s work [to make a crossbar] which can carry a load of 30 dan Ε (a unit of weight) long
distance. [The crossbar] has so much li ʎ that the time [over which it can be used] is counted in
years. Now I have made a glede [and spent] three years to finish [it]. [But it] flew only one day and
broke.” Hui Zi heard this and said: “Mo Zi was greatly skilled. [He realized that] Making carriagecrossbars [requires] skill, [but] making gledes is artless.”
(From chapter Wai Chu Shuo Zuo Shang of Han Fei Zi ēᓠێʫ·͚ᏣკͤʖĔ)
As physical strength or power, li ʎ may not only be a power that is being executed or has been
executed, but also a potential power that a body possesses, but has not yet executed. This possibility is
still kept when the meaning of the term is extended to general power, strength, energy, ability, etc. For
example, Han Fei Zi ᓠێʫ said:
2.15 ˯ਡ˄়̤ήࡍ˻Կࠔჯཤڗç̤ശʎʜé໘࡞˄̠èʣ࡞˄ѽ̤տˮʔЪרቃ۔
ڗç̤յܪʜéܪڗçʇ̠˄ശʎʜé˒ʩбધܪç͇ͤዤçݶʇ̠͜ʎéʇ̠͜ʎ
Ъ়Њڗçʣɿʇé32
The reason why a horse is able to carry weight and draw a carriage a long distance is that it uses [its]
muscle’s li ʎ (strength). A ruler of ten thousand chariots or a sovereign of a thousand chariots uses
his power and influence (wei shi ܪ) to control everything under the heaven and wage campaigns
against other states. The power and influence is [like] the ruler’s muscle li ʎ (strength) . When
ministers receive their authority (wei [ )ܪfrom the ruler] and courtiers arrogate power (shi ) [to
themselves], this [implies that] the ruler loses his li ʎ (authority). Among rulers who have lost their
li ʎ (authority) yet still control their state, out of one thousand there is not [even] one.
(From chapter Ren Zhu of Han Fei Zi ēᓠێʫ·ʇ̠Ĕ)
The first occurrence of li ʎ in the above quote can be understood as that what is being executed when a
horse is doing work. The second and the third occurrences of li ʎ express wei shi ܪ (power and
influence) which are associated with high position and authority. The wei shi is what a monarch uses to
overawe his liegemen, but the Han Fei Zi takes it as a special kind of li ʎ of the muscle or tendon of a
monarch. In spite of this, wei shi can be taken away by others, and as a privilege, it is not a power to do
material work, but a power to make others feel fear and to get them to perform or not to perform certain
actions. So the term should be regarded as expressing potential power. Even though shi  is reduced to
li ʎ in the above example, in most cases, shi  and li ʎ are distinguished, the first in contrast to the
second having the connotation of a potential.
The sources quoted above belong to the Pre-Qin period.33 They show that li ʎ could express general
power or ability, either of living beings or of nonliving things. This made it possible that it became a
concept of mechanics used for the explanation of mechanical phenomena. But the present investigation
shows that the early Chinese did not have strong intentions and did not make substantial efforts to use it
as a universal concept for explaining mechanical motions or mechanical operations. As mentioned
above, the Han Fei Zi ᓠێʫ reports that Mo Zi ኴʫ used li ʎ to express the strength of a carriagecrossbar (see quotation 2.14), but in the Mohist Canon, when the breaking of hairs is explained, this is
not attributed to their having not enough li ʎ:
31 Chen Qiyou ֯ຣ (1917- ), Han Fei Zi Xin Jiaozhu ᓠێʫ๙औٍ [New Collations and Commentaries of the
Master Han Fei]. Shanghai: Shanghai Guji Chubanshe, 2000. p. 670.
32 Chen Qiyou ֯ຣ (1917- ), Han Fei Zi Xin Jiaozhu ᓠێʫ๙औٍ [New Collations and Commentaries of the
Master Han Fei]. Shanghai: Shanghai Guji Chubanshe, 2000. p. 1162.
33 Only Xu Shen’s Shuowen jiezi was not written in the Pre-Qin period but during the mid Eastern Han Dynasty.
However, it is generally accepted that the book discusses the original meanings of Chinese characters.
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2.16 []íҕ˄ാˀçკϛҕé34
[კ]íҕኧҕፐéწЪኧാçˀҕʜéҕçյാʜனാé35
[Canon]: Under equal conditions, whether or not [something] breaks, the explanation lies in what is
equalized.36
[Explanation]: Equal hairs [should] suspend equal weights. When the weight are light some hairs
break, [it is because the weight distributed among all] the hairs is not equal. [If the weight] were
equal, then the hairs would not have broken.37
The situation in the chapter Tang wen ೣ of Liezi μʫ is also the same as in the Mohist Canon:
2.17 ҕçˮʔ˄гʜçءӂٶΡéҕ剅ҕፐწࡍéЪ剅ാç剅ˀҕʜéҕʜçյാʜ
னാé38
Equality is the highest principle under the heaven. This is also true for things having form. Equal
hairs [should] suspend equal weights. But if some hairs break, [it is because the weight distributed
among all] the hairs is not equal. [If the weight] were equal, then the hairs would not have broken.
(From chapter Tang Wen of Lie Zi ēμʫ·ೣĔ)39
The Mohist Canon discusses the ascent and descent of a device that is possibly a lever:
2.18 []íࣱႪЃˬçკϛᛲăîĄ40
[კ]íࣱçЊʎʜì˻çʎʜéᗗտࣱ˄ʜç̤ࠝᎫռ˄éࣱíڗࡍۃʔçഡწڗʖì
ʖڗધçʔڗʟìᗗڈçᛲࡍߠࠝç۲Ԣéˀçݰء̋˄ࣱʜЃíʖڗరçʔ
ڗધçʖڗᛲࡍၤç۲ཥé41

34 Mo Zi. Dao Zang Edition. 1924. Vol. 10, 3a.
35 Mo Zi. Dao Zang Edition. 1924. Vol. 10, 14b. In Mo Zi ኴʫ [Master Mo] (5th-3rd century B.C., by Mo Di ኴႝ
who lived between 460’s B.C. and 380’s B.C. and his believers) , the chapter 40 Jing Shang ʖ [Former Part of
Canons], chapter 41 Jing Xia ʔ (Latter Part of Canons), chapter 42 Jing Shuo Shang კʖ [Explanation on
the Former Part of Canons], chapter 43 Jing Shuo Xia კ ʔ [Explanation on the Latter Part of Canons], are
called together Mojing ኴ  [Mohist Canons]. Mohist Canons consists of a number of relatively independent
sections. The latter two chapters are respectively the explanations of the former two chapters. The Explanation and
the Canon of the same section have one or a few similar Characters. Contrasting with the similar sentence in the
Lie Zi, we know that the first character jun ҕ of the Explanation is not just a mark that the later sentence is the
explanation of the corresponding canon with the same first character, but should be read together with the later
characters as well.
36 Refers to Graham, A. C., Later Mohist Logic, Ethics and Science, Hong Kong: Chinese University Press, 1978. pp.
420-421.
37 Refers to Graham, A. C., Later Mohist Logic, Ethics and Science, Hong Kong: Chinese University Press, 1978. pp.
420-421. But our translation has some differences.
38 Yang Bojun ј࣎, Lie Zi Jishi μʫᙽ [Collected Explanations on Master Lie]. Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju, 1991.
pp. 171-173.
39 Graham gave a translation of these sentences. See: Graham, A. C., The Book of Lieh-tzŭ, New York: Grove Press
Inc. 1960. P105. But my understanding has some differences.
40 Mo Zi, Dao Zang Edition. Vol. 10, p. 4a. The quan ᛲ is original written as bo ᒇ , which makes the context
incomprehensible. Sun Yirang ࢾ⌟ thought it should be revised as quan ᛲ , because the Explanation text does
not contains the meanings of bo ᒇ. See: Sun Yirang ࢾ⌟ (1848-1908), Mo Zi Jiangu ኴʫඈ [Explanations on
Mo Zi], Zhuzi Jicheng ቃʫϿ [Collected Books of Various Schools] Edition published by Shijie Shuju in 1937.
Photocopied by Shanghai Shudian, 1992. p. 200. His opinion is reasonable. From the sentence pattern of the Canon
text, the word after shuo zai კϛ (the Explanation lies on) should be the key word of the explanation. Instead of bo
ᒇ, the key word in the Explanation text is quan ᛲ.
41 Mo Zi, Dao Zang Edition. Vol.10, p. 11b. The above text is primarily on the basis of Zhang Huiyan and Qian
Baocong. See: 1. Zhang Huiyan ડ  Զ (1761—1802), Mo Zi Jing Shuo Jie ኴ ʫ  კ ༲ [Explanation of the
Chapters Canons and Canon Explanations in Mo Zi]. Collected in the Congshu Jicheng Xubian ᓴ ऐ  Ͽ ᚯ ሇ
[Second Collection of Series of Books]. Shanghai Shudian Press, 1994. pp. 903-927. 2. Qian Baocong, Mojing
Lixue Jinshi.
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Figure 1a

Figure 1b

Figure 1c

Figure 1d

[Canon] To pull (qie ࣱ) and to let go (shou Ѓ) are opposites which can be explained through quan
ᛲ (?).
[Explanation] Pulling [something] up (qie ࣱ) requires li ʎ (force)ìletting [something] fall (yin ˻)
does not require li ʎ (force). Using a rope [to draw a lever] for pulling [something] up, is like using
an awl to pierce [something]. To pull up (qie): when the long and heavy [side of a lever] falls the
short and light side goes up. The upper [side] gains [quan ᛲ ] and the lower side loses [quan
(effectiveness)] more and more (figure 1a). [When] the rope is perpendicular [to the lever], the
amount of quan [on both sides] is equal; then [the lever] is is balanced (figure 1b). [Proceeding to
pull the lever up, the lever] is not balanced (figure 1c), what is being pulled up will stop at an
incline. To let fall: The side going up loses [quan], the more the side going down gains [quan].
[When] the amount of the quan of the side going up is exhausted, then [the process] will be finished
(figure 1d).
Here only the first sentence of the Explanation mentions li ʎ : the ascending and descending of the
device should be related to li ʎ. But even though the Mohist Canon gives a definition of the concept li
ʎ, this paragraph does not use it to describe or explain the cause of the movement of the device, and
does not say anything about the magnitude of the li ʎ or how li ʎ is applied. Instead of li ʎ, the
quoted text uses three verbs, qie ࣱ (pulling up), yin ˻ (letting go down), and shou Ѓ (letting go
down) which only express specific actions. In fact, the use of specific terms instead of the more general
li ʎ can often be observed also in other documents.
In the Warring States, there were some scholars who were intensively concerned with natural
phenomena and with logic. Reports about their work indicate that they raised theoretical questions and
may even have developed theories to answer them. But only very few sources that document these
questions and theories have been preserved. In particular, it is unknown whether any of these theories
was based on li ʎ and other concepts in order to explain mechanical phenomena. The meanings of the
term li ʎ (1)-(3), (5)-(7) listed at the beginning are all related to mechanical notions, but studied as
isolated terms this is not immediately revealed. Therefore, later, in the following three sections of the
paper, the relations between li ʎ and other concepts and notions will be discussed.
Summarizing the above discussion indicates that the Pre-Qin scholars used li ʎ with a wide range of
meanings related to mechanical phenomena. But according to my thorough examination of extant PreQin literature, it seems unlikely that any scholar of that time deliberately used li ʎ as a universal
concept to explain mechanical phenomena. In contrast to the use of li ʎ in that period, however, a
conceptual change in the literature of the following Han Dynasties is indicated by the fact that li ʎ is
more frequently used as a concept to explain motion and change.
In Huainan Zi ଶ۸ʫ (139 B.C., written by dependants of the King Huainan ଶ۸̚) li ʎ appears 144
times. Several passages contain li ʎ as a concept concerning mechanical knowledge. For example:
2.19 ݮጼʎ˄ᒄç۲ˀణʜì㦍˄伡ç۲ˀϿʜéåå˯ᒄࡍྦྷڗçʎ˳Ъˀ়ణ
ʜç˫гյୱન˄çˀ݅յϡʎڗé(ēଶ۸ʫ·ֈʄ·̠ீৱĔ)42
42 Zhang Shuangdi ડ ᕼ ಽ , Huainan Zi Jiaoshi ଶ ۸ ʫ औ ᙽ [Collations and Explanations of Master Huainan].
Beijing: Beijing University Press, 1997. p. 912.
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Therefore, with the collective li ʎ (strength) [of many people] to lift something, there is nothing
[they] cannot overcome; with the collective knowledge of many people to do something, there is
nothing they cannot complete. … When lifting a heavy vessel, if [a person’s] li ʎ (strength) is small
then he will not be able to succeed; [but] to just move it does not require much li ʎ (strength).
2.20 ᒺΙʓʐ᎓çώၤյʎçˀધߠࣁéՠɿ᎓ጥʉç㦍᎓ߗ䦑ç৵়ࠔʣՎ܀ï(ēଶ۸ʫ·
ֈʐʂ·კعৱĔ)43
The hub [of a wheel] is set up with thirty spokes, each spoke exerts its li ʎ (force), and do not
negate each other. If there is only one spoke in [the hub], and all the other spokes are lost, how
would [the vehicle] be able to reach a thousand li Վ?
A wheel with thirty spokes is also mentioned in Wen Zi ̂ʫ [Master Wen] and Lao Zi Шʫ [Master
Lao]. It is a controversial question whether or not Huainan Zi is earlier than Wen Zi, but Lao Zi was
written before the middle of 4th century B.C., much earlier than Huainan Zi. The graph li ʎ appears in
Wen Zi, but does not appear in Lao Zi. This may indicate that li ʎ was more frequently used in later
times.
2.21 ˯Δ˄ࣈ̤ჯௗ੦ڗçצʎʜìյ̤ˁࢇڅาڗçʇ˼ʜé(ēଶ۸ʫ·ֈʆʐ·ऴ૰
ৱĔ)44
What an arrow uses to shoot to a distant place and go through a solid is the li ʎ (force) of a
crossbow; what it uses to hit the target and split the exiguity is a person’s mind.
(From chapter Taizu Xun of Huainan Zi)
The following is an example from Shi Ji ͒৪:
2.22 ăᓠĄϰ̇íīåå̞ዙ˄צçΔˀ়ߴክፑìሶ࡙˄ͷçʎˀ়်ᓪ̏éڷێˀ۶ç
ͷʎʜååĬ45ē͒৪·ֈɿСʊ·ᓠ䗣Ᏺμ෮Ĕ
[Han] Anguo ϰ (ᓠϰç?-127 B.C.) said: “… Moreover, at the end of [the flight of] a strong
crossbow arrow, the arrow is not able to puncture the silk of Lu46; at the end of the charging wind,
[its] li ʎ (force) is not able to float a goose feather. [This] is not [because] they are not strong at
first, [but because] their li ʎ at the end is decreased [to its weakest extent].”47
(From chapter Han Changru Liezhuan of Shiji, Biograph of Han Changru of Records of History)
In Eastern Han Dynasty, Wang Chong ̚ ̮ (27-97 A.D.) wrote a book Lun Heng, in which li ʎ
frequently appears, namely 265 times. In this book virtually everything (bone ਢ, tendon ശ, hand ˿,
ear Ь, eye Β, people ʇ, talent ʽ, cattle ̘, ant ᗦ, medicine ᗤ, bow ʼ and crossbow צ, arrow Δ,
stick Ӯ, land Ϛ, mountain ʲ, pen and ink റኴ, etc) can have li ʎ.
For example, Wang Chong took li ʎ (force) of a bow to refute the story that at the time of ancient
Emperor Yao ten suns rose simultaneously and Yao shot down nine of them:
2.23 ˯ʇ˄ࣈʜçˀཬСӵçΔʎၤԢé̆˄нʜçнˮܿݷçˮ˄̈́ʇç̤໘Վᆛçృʖ
ࣈ˄çϰ়ધ̆îՠృ˄ईçˮϚߠڼçˀཬСӵç۲ృࣈ̆çΔ়˫˄ìཬСӵçˀ়ધ
ʜé48
When a person shoots [an arrow], [it] will not reach more than 100 bu (ӵ, a unit of distance) [by the
time] the arrow’s li ʎ is exhausted. The sun moves by heaven’s measurement of the stars. The
43 Zhang Shuangdi, Huainan Zi Jiaoshi. 1997. p. 1787. The three characters xu er zhong ൴Ъˁ (empty and middle)
are added according to the opinion of Yu Yue ( ⮚ۦ1821-1907), which is quoted in Huainan Zi Jiaoshi by Zhang
Shuangdi.
44 Zhang Shuangdi, Huainan Zi Jiaoshi. 1997. p. 2045.
45 Sima Qian ͍ ਡ ቶ (145 or 135 B.C.- early period of the first century B.C.), Shi Ji ͒ ৪ [Records of History].
Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju, 1985. p. 2861.
46 The silk of Lu was very thin.
47 A free translation was presented by Watson, Burton in Records of the Grand Historian of China: Translated from
the Shih-chi of Ssu-ma Ch’ien. Vol. II. New York and London: Columbia University Press, 1961. pp. 135-136.
48 Huang Hui ෧๛, Lun Heng Jiaoshi ፱औᙽ [Collations and Explanations of Discourses Weighed in the Balance].
Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju, 1995. pp. 227-228.
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distance from heaven to a person, is counted in 10000 li Վ. [When] Yao shot upwards it, how could
[the arrow] reach the sun? If in the time of Yao, the heaven and the earth were near and [the
distance] were not more than 100 bu, then [when] Yao shot the sun the arrow could reach it. [If the
distance from the heaven to the earth] was more than 100 bu, [then the arrow] was not able to reach
[the sun].49
Furthermore, Wang Chong deliberately used li ʎ as a universal concept to explain mechanical
phenomena, as well as mental and social phenomena. He wrote a treatise entitled Xiao Li ः ʎ
(investigating li ʎ ) in which not only physical strength but also intelligence, talent, and ability are
expressed by li ʎ. For example:
2.24 Ωᒆءʲçწʯ˄̉çϑ়Ө˄éгءʩ̉ʐూ̤ʖç˻˄ˀ়ç˄ˀ়ୱç۲
ֵ˄ءʲعçЃӨ˄ʯ̉Ъᔐéಢ̤ç˄়ډʩڗçյʐూ̤ʖ̉ʜçʇʎˀ়ᒄ
ᕎçյᒆڗˀ়˻ʩ̉ʜé50
Somebody cut firewood on a mountain. The light and small trees could be bound by enclosing [them
with hands]. As for a big tree of more than ten wei ూ 51,, [he] pulled it [but] was not able to move
[it]; [he] pushed it [but] was not able to shift [it]; then [he] abandoned it in the mountain forest and
collected the small trees that he had bound, and went back. With this as a basis for discussion, a
person of great intelligence and ability is like a tree bigger than ten wei, a man whose li ʎ (ability)
is not able to recommend [a person of great ability to the court], is like a lumberjack who is not able
to push or pull a big tree.
Wang Chong considered the strength for moving trees and the ability of intelligence both to be li ʎ,
and he thought that an ordinary man who was not able to recommend a man of great ability to the court
can be compared with a lumberjack whose strength was not great enough to move a large tree. Thus,
using a term that is usually used to designate physical strength, he explained a mental and social
phenomenon. In the chapter Xiao Li, Wang Chong’s intention is to discuss intelligence and to
demonstrate that physical strength (ശਢ˄ʎ, li ʎ of tendon and bone) is not as powerful as virtue and
morality (benevolence and rectitude), he does not go into detail as concerns physical strength.
Later, Zheng Xuan ቸ (127-200 A.D.) discussed the force of a bow in a quantitative way when he
commented on the passage of Kao Gong Ji Щʴ৪ (Critical records on handicrafts) on making a bow.
The passage in Kao Gong Ji reads:
2.25 ӫࠁçʴͣç伡˄ईçᎃ˄ҕéԵˀణฬçฬˀణശçᎃ˄ҕéයյʎЊʓҕéҕ
ڗʓçᎃ˄ʄ֝éʄ֝˄ʼçԵႪฬᛲçശʓᤶçመʓ⫉çുʓھçှʓ↣é52
[When making a bow if] the materials are excellent, the workmanship skillful and the production at
the proper time, this is called tripart balance (san jun ҕ). The inner part of the bow made of horn
(jiao Ե) should not surpass the middle part made of wood (gan ฬ); the wood part (gan ฬ) should
not surpass the outer part made of tendon (jin ശ)53; this is [also] called tripart balance (san jun ҕ).
Measuring the li ʎ (force) of a bow also has tripart balance (san jun ʓҕ). [Hence] there are three
tripart balances [collectively] called the nine harmonies (jiu he ʄ֝). [In] a bow of nine harmonies
the part made of horn (jiao) is aligned with (quan ᛲ) the part made of wood (gan); there are three
mou ᤶ of tendon, three lue ⫉ of glue, three di  ھof silk, [and] three yu ↣ of lacquer. 54
Zheng Xuan (ቸ, 127-200 A.D.) commented this passage as follows:
49
50
51
52

Re. Alfred Forke (tr.), Lun Heng part II. New York: Paragon Book Gallery, 1962. p. 171.
Huang Hui, Lun Heng Jiaoshi. Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju, 1995. p. 585.
Wei ూ is unit for measuring circular bodies. It means hand span or arm span.
Sun Yirang ࢾ⌟ (1848-1908) , Zhouli Zhengyi ֠ᔪ  [Proper Meanings of Rites and institutions of Zhou
Dynasty]. Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju, 1987. pp. 3557-3559.
53 Sheng ణ means surpass. It has a broad connotation. Yang Fuxi ၱయ, a craftsman making traditional bow said, in
a bow the jiao is not longer than gan in length, and the gan is not longer than the jin. He did not know the
description in Kao Gong Ji. (According to a telephone talk between Prof. Zhang Baichun and Yang Fuxi on August
9, 2006).
54 mou ᤶ, lue ⫉, di ھ, yu ↣ are all units of measurements. The magnitudes of mou ᤶ, lue ⫉ and di ھ, are unclear.
Wen Renjun ႞ʇ࠼ deduced that yu ↣ is a little less than 3.6 ml. See: Wen Renjun ႞ʇ࠼, Kao Gong Ji Yizhu Щʴ
৪ᙳٍ [Commentary and Translation of Kao Gong Ji]. Shanghai: Shanghai Guji Chubanshe, 1993. p. 110.
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2.26 “ЊʓĬᜄ伡īʒĬéīයյʎʒҕĬڗçᎃࠝฬణɿΕç̷ԵЪణʆΕçശЪణ
ʓΕç˻˄ˁʓ˵éਫ̫ʼʎణʓΕç˻˄ˁʓ˵çϹյפç̤ᗗላ⭼˄ç䤗̷ٶɿΕç۲
ડɿ˵é
The words “having three” (you san Њʓ) should be read as “also three”(you san ʒ). “Measuring
the li ʎ (force) of a bow also has tripart balance (san jun ҕ)” (යյʎʒҕ)means that if the
wood part of a bow is able to bear one dan, adding horn [the bow] will be able to bear two dan; and
covering it with tendon [the bow] will bear three dan; when drawn [the distance] between [the bow
and its string] is three chi. Supposing that the li ʎ (force) of a bow can bear three dan when it is
drawn to three chi. Now slacken the bowstring. Using a rope tied to the bowstring, every time
something weighing one dan is added the bow is drawn one chi wider.
In the Kao Gong Ji, the li ʎ of a bow is not clearly described in quantitative ways while Zheng Xuan
gives a quantitative description of the relation between the li ʎ of a bow and the extent to which it is
drawn. He assumes that the force required to draw the bow is proportional to the distance in the middle
between the bow and the bowstring when drawn. This assumption is not in accordance with the facts. It
provides an example of a combination of the mathematical notion of proportionality with the intuitive
knowledge about the drawing of a bow and the force with which it shoots the arrow. Jun ҕ means
balance, harmony, equality. In Kao Gong Ji, the former two jun mean balance, harmony, but it is not
clear whether the latter two jun just mean balance, harmony or mean equality as well, but Zheng Xuan
understood the latter two as equality. Combining the intuitive knowledge that the more open a bow is
drawn, the more li ʎ is needed, he actually produced a theoretical proposition that the extent of a
bow’s opening is proportional to the force that is needed to draw the chord of the bow, though he did
not give a universal expression of this proposition.
In the above examples, the li ʎ of a bow or a crossbow, the li ʎ of a flying arrow, the li ʎ being used
to lift or move something, the li ʎ of liquid for floating something, the li ʎ of the wind, the li ʎ of
water making the current go smoothly, the li ʎ of a carriage-crossbar, etc., are related to measurable
mechanical phenomena. By contrast, the li ʎ of ears or eyes, the li ʎ of land, which was first
formulated before the Qin Dynasty and further cultivated during the Han Dynasty, the li ʎ of
medicine, the li ʎ of pen and ink, the li ʎ of people, etc., are not closely related to measurable
mechanical phenomena.
However, the ancient Chinese did not always distinguish these two kinds of meaning. Wang Chong, for
instance, deliberately used li ʎ as a general concept not only for explaining mechanical phenomena,
but also for expressing various other kinds of ability or power, although even in these cases the use of
the term may have some mechanical connotations. Therefore, even the study of these other usages of
the term li ʎ can help reconstruct the mechanical thinking in ancient China.
In the case of the first occurrence of the term li ʎ in quotation 2.15, the force is exerted by the horse’s
muscle, and the objects on which it is exerted are the weight that is carried or the carriage that is drawn.
In the case of the use of li ʎ in quotation 2.19, the objects on which the force is exerted are the heavy
vessel or some other heavy objects, and that what exerts the force is a person. In the case of the
occurrence of li ʎ in quotation 2.21, what exerts the force is a crossbow while the object on which the
force is exerted is the arrow and the pierced target which in the present case is a solid body. In quotation
2.23, Wang Chong argued that when a person shoots an arrow, the arrow will not reach more than 100
bu ӵ because then the arrow’s li ʎ is exhausted. He further argued that for the same reason, if the
distance from the heaven to the earth were more than 100 bu, then an arrow would not be able to reach
the sun. These arguments indicate that Wang Chong believed that as long as an arrow travels, there
must always be li ʎ to make the arrow move, and that when the li ʎ disappears, the arrow will stop.
These implicit assumptions in the way the term li ʎ was used reflect a conceptual structure of the
notion of force which seems to be a universal component of the intuitive mechanical knowledge, which
is universally acquired by any human being. An agent achieves an effect by directly applying a force or
by transferring a force to an object which is then capable of achieving the effect as the agent itself or
himself. However, the given examples of texts documenting the use of the term li ʎ in ancient China
do not show any attempt to formulate the relation between the actor, the force, and the effect in a
generalized way, let alone that they document any attempt to make explicit the geometrical relations
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between a force, where it is applied, and the resulting effect. The examples as well as further ones
discussed below are typical for ancient Chinese sources using the term li ʎ.

3. Li 力 (Force) and Zhong 重(Weight)
A further clarification of the implicit assumptions of the use of the term li ʎ in ancient China can be
achieved by investigating its relation to other semantically close terms. In particular, it is useful to study
the relation between weight and force.
In ancient Chinese, weight is usually designated by the term zhong ࡍ. The term is used in several ways.
It may be used as a noun designating weight in a general sense. As an adjective it mostly indicates that
something heavy. It sometimes also designates a heavy object. As far as it is known, there is no
definition of the term in the ancient Chinese literature, but the Mohist Canon gives a good description
that reflects in a general way its intuitive meaning:
3.1 ʙࡍçʖࣱͫçʔͫЃçआͫѪç۲ʔڈéç˄ࣁʜé55
Speaking generally about zhong ࡍ (weight), if not pulling from above, not drawing back from
below, or not controlling from the side, then [it] falls straight down. If [it falls] obliquely, [it is
because] there is something interfering with it.56
(From chapter Jing Shuo Xia of Mo Ziēኴʫ·კʔĔ)
This passage which is part of an explanation of a complex mechanical device concerns the motion of a
heavy body which is falling down. Ancient craftsmen used zhun  (a leveling instrument) to determine
the horizontal and sheng ᗗ (a rope-made instrument) to determine the perpendicular, which could be
regarded as the experiential background of Mohists’s understanding of perpendicularity.
In the above quotation, the actions of qie ࣱ, shou Ѓ and yin ˻ require force, but actually the term li
ʎ is not used to describe the interference of these actions with weight. It seems that the ancient
Chinese did not try to determine the precise relations in such interferences between li ʎ and zhong ࡍ,
though in the Mohist Canon it reads:
3.2 []íʎçν˄̤ዓʜéăʖ୷͘ʐĄ57
[კ] ʎçࡍ˄ᎃçʔႪࡍçዓʜăკʖ୷͘ʐʆĄ58
[Canon] Li ʎ (strength) is that by which the body exerts [itself].
[Explanation] Li ʎ (strength)çrefers to zhong ࡍ (weight). Lifting a zhong (weight) from below is
exertion.
(From chapters Jing Shang and Jing Shuo Shang of Mohist Canonsēኴ·ʖĔèēኴ·კ
ʖĔ)59
55 Mo Zi. Dao Zang Edition. 1924. Vol. 10, 12a.
56 Here we modify the translation of William G. Boltz, Jürgen Renn, and Matthias Schemmel, Mechanics in the
Mohist Canon and Its European Counterpart: Texts and Contexts, Preprint 241 of Max Planck Institute for the
History of Science, 2003; see also chapter 4 in this volume.
57 Mo Zi. Dao Zang Edition. 1924. Vol. 10, 1b.
58 Mo Zi. Dao Zang Edition. 1924. Vol. 10, 6b. The character fen ዓ of the Explanation text was written as jiu ᕅ (old,
past) in the Dao Zang edition. But it is written as fen ዓ in Bi Yuan’s ӽ Mozi Zhu ኴʫٍ , Sun Yirang’s Mozi
Jiangu ኴʫඈ, and Wu Yujiang’s 䥗Ж Mozi Jiaozhu ኴʫऔٍ. However, only Wu said “in old editions the fen
ዓ is written as jiu ᕅ.” The jiu ᕅ makes the context incomprehensible, it is proper to collate it as fen ዓ, because
they are similar in shape and the fen ዓ occurs in the corresponding Canon text. Graham add a character ye ʜ after
the wei ᎃ of the Explanation. I thank it is not necessary. The chapter Xiao Xing ҩн of Lü Shi Chunqiu 䣳̐߳ݲ
said “suowei ben zhe, fei gengyun zhongzhi zhi wei, wu qi ren ye” [ᎃ͵ڗçێভবၳೋ˄ᎃçੁյʇʜ] (what I
call basis, does not refer to tillage or planting, but refers to the people). Here, there is no ye ʜ after the second wei
ᎃ. Furthermore, Graham only gave two examples of this sentence pattern, of which only one originally has ye ʜ,
the other is just this example in which the ye ʜ is not the original text but was added by Graham. See: 1. Bi Yuan
ӽ (1730-1797), Mo Zi (Zhu) ኴʫ ( ٍ ) [Master Mo (with Commentary)]. Shanghai Shudian,1989. p. 79. 2. Sun
Yirang, Mozi Jiangu, 1992. p. 204. 3.Wu Yujiang ѺЖ (1898-1977), Mo Zi Jiaozhu ኴʫऔٍ [Collations and
Commentaries of Mo Zi]. Chongqin: Xi’nan Normal University Press, 1992. p. 402. 4. Graham, A. C., Later Mohist
Logic, Ethics and Science. 1978. pp. 279, 146-147.
59 The translation is based on Qian Baocong’s explanation and Graham’s translation. See: 1. Qian Baocong, ‘Mojing
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This explanation of li ʎ in the Mohist Canon asserts a close relation of the concept to zhong ࡍ
without making explicit how precisely this relation was conceived. As the following example shows,
this is the case also in other parts of the Mohist Canon which somehow concern the relation of these
two concepts, but they make clear that to raise zhong ࡍ requires li ʎ.
3.3 ˀçᒄࡍˀႪᇹçێʎ˄ήʜé伡˄ڗᘠࡡçێ˄ήʜéࠝЬΒé60
[To decide] to lift a heavy weight (zhong ࡍ) but not lift a needle, is not the duty of li ʎ (strength)
(i.e. the duty of intelligence). The fall of a person who is holding [a heavy weight (zhong)], is not the
duty of the intelligence (i. e. the duty of li ʎ ). [These] are like ears and eyes [having different
functions].
(From the chapter Jing Shuo Shang of Mohist Canons ēኴʫ·კʖĔ)
The statement that if somebody raises a heavy load but not a needle is a matter of intelligence (zhi )
and not a matter of force (li ʎ) implies that in general a force is needed to raise a weight. Similarly is
this assertion implied in the following passages of about the same period.
3.4 ়ݮʯЪʩçའ˄ݶʎ˄˳Ъήࡍʜçڤႄӝቲʜé61
Therefore, [a person’s] having small ability but doing great things, is like having small li ʎ
(strength) but bearing a heavy weight (zhong ࡍ). There are no results other than breaking his body.62
(From Xiao Ru of Xuan Zi ēৗʫ·ःĔ)
3.5 ۲ɿ࠼˄ˁͬЊڵ˄ʧçʎწЁྦྷçԽწϼਡçတပઆé63
Then, it is certain that there are warriors in an army corps. [Their] li ʎ (strength) [makes them feel
that] it is easy to lift a ding ྦྷ (a kind of heavy copper vessel); [and] their feet [make them feel that]
it is easy [to chase] war horses, [and they] are able to capture [the enemy’s] standards and to kill [the
enemy’s] generals.
(From Liao Di chapter of Wu Zi ē䥗ʫ·अᆙĔ)
3.6 ̞˯̑˄ጼʜˀۺç۲յ࠸ʩзʜʎéᕓء̑غᥬ੬˄ʖç۲ڮ伡˄зìିغ۲መç
̑ଡЪзʩʜé࡙˄ጼʜˀۺç۲յ࠸ʩᑴʜʎé64
Furthermore, [if] the accumulated water is not deep, then it will not have li ʎ(force) to support a big
ship. [If] a cup of water is poured into a depression [in the floor] of a hall, then a blade of grass [will
float] like a boat [on the surface of the water]; [but if] a cup is put [on the water], then [it] will stick
to [the floor] because the water is shallow but the boat is big. [If] the amassed wind is not deep, then
there is no li ʎ (force) to support the large wings [of peng].
(From chapter Xiaoyao You of Zhuang Zi ēʫ·ჳĔ)
These text passages imply the tacit proposition that the heavier a weight, the more li ʎ is needed to
raise it up and vice versa. Although in the passages 3.5 and 3.6 the word zhong ࡍ does not explicitly

60

61
62
63
64

Lixue Jinshi’, in Kexueshi Jikan, No.8, 1965. pp. 65-72. 2. Graham, A. C., Later Mohist Logic, Ethics and Science.
1978. p. 279.
Mo Zi. Dao Zang Edition. 1924. Vol.10, 10a. The first bu ˀ located before jü ᒄ , I take Liang Qichao’s ૽㙽ච
(1873-1929) opinion to exchange them. See: Liang Qichao ૽ 㙽 ච (1873-1929), Mojing Jiaoshi ኴ  औ ᙽ
[Collations and Explanations of Mohist Canons], collected in Yinbinshi Zhuanji λܯઅ [Collected Essays of
Yinbinshi]. Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju, 1989. pp. 59-60. In the part wei wo zhe zhi dian bei 伡˄ڗᘠࡡ, the dian ᘠ
was originally written as hong , a character combined from the two components 角 and ࡘ, which is rarely seen in
the literature and makes the passage wei wo zhe zhi hong bei 伡˄ڗ角ࡘࡡ difficult to understand. Wu Yujiang
amended it as dian ᘠ and read bei ࡡ (usually means twice, with back towards, or betray), as bo ⪐ (usually means
fall), which can be accepted before a proper collation is made. See: Wu Yujiang, Mo Zi Jiaozhu. 1992. p. 447.
Liang Qixiong ૽ 㙽 ූ (1900-1965), Xun Zi Jianshi ৗ ʫ ᔵ ᙽ [Simple Explanations of Master Xun]. Beijing:
Zhonghua Shuju, 1983. p. 86.
A free translation was presented by John Knoblock in Xun Tzu A Translation and Study of the Complete Works
Vol. II. Stanford, California: Stanford University Press, 1990. p. 75.
Wu Zi Ѻʫ[Master Zi], in Zhuzi Jicheng ቃʫϿ [Collected Books of Various Schools] Edition published by Shijie
Shuju in 1937. Photocopied by Shanghai Shudian. 1991. p. 4.
Guo Qingfan, Zhuang Zi Jishi. 1991. p. 4.
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appear in the text, it seems evident that objects such as a boat, a ding ྦྷ, a big ship, and large wings can
all be considered as heavy so that they need great li ʎ to be raised up. Furthermore, the text passage
3.6 argues that the deeper the layer of liquid, the more li ʎ the liquid has and the heavier loads it can
bear.
The results of the investigation of the use of the term li ʎ in early sources presented so far can be
summarized in the following way. Human beings perceived and knew their body’s physical strength,
their li ʎ, and perceived the weight (zhong ࡍ) of an object by using their strength to lift or to move it.
So the first item of the list of meanings of li ʎ given at the beginning is the basis of human perception
of weight. Humans are easily able to distinguish between very strong li ʎ and very weak li ʎ by the
effect of their actions. But when the differences between the efforts to produce certain effects are small,
i.e. two li ʎ are near in magnitude, they cannot easily be distinguished. It is difficult to construct a
metrological standard of li ʎ solely on the basis of such human perceptions. However, weights can
easily measured by balances and standard weights. The intuitive notion “more li ʎ can raise up more
weight” and the reverse notion “the more heavy a weight is, the more li ʎ is needed to raise it up”
constitute a correspondence between force (li ʎ ) and weight (zhong ࡍ ) so that li ʎ becomes
measurable by standards of weight. Accordingly, we can find many examples documenting that the
ancient Chinese related li ʎ to zhong ࡍ or to something expressing zhong ࡍ, li ʎ not only conceived
as human physical strength but also in a more general way as power or force. We can, in particular, find
that li ʎ was measured by the units of weight such as jun , dan Ε, jin ̄, and liang ճ (1 jun  =
30 jin ̄, 1 dan Ε = 4 jun  = 120 jin ̄, 1 jin ̄=16 liang ճ).
3.7 [׃ʫ] ̇íīЊ౮̇ڗ̚ءíĩѴʎԽ̤ᒄСçЪˀԽ̤ᒄɿЧìبԽ̤߳କ˄ͷç
ЪˀԴᒼᒆĪé۲̚˄̣îĬ̇íīѵéĬ65
[Mencius] said: “[If] there were a person who said to the king: ‘My li ʎ (strength) is enough to raise
up one hundred jun , but is not enough to raise up a feather; my eyesight is enough to scrutinize
the tip of [a new] down in autumn, but is not enough to see a cartload of firewood.’ Would the king
believe it?” [The king] said: “No.” 66
(From chapter Liang Hui Wang Shang of Mencius ē׃ʫ·૽̚ʖĔ)
In this text passage, 100 jun 钧 denotes a quantified weight that was used to describe li ʎ.
3.8 [ᙩ̪]̇íīåå˒˯ॏᐻᒄʣ˄ࡍçнϷʊʐЪӷӓݡéĬ67
[Su Dai ᙩ̪] replied: “…Now [though] Wu Huo ॏᐻ can lift a weight of one thousand jun , but
at age of eighty, [he] needs to be supported [by others].”68
(Chapter 29 of Zhanguo Ce ēዣരĔֈʆʐʄ).
The term 1000 jun  is used here to describe the warrior’s li ʎ, while the in following text passage th
term 1000 jun  is used to describe a horse’s li ʎ.
3.9 ˒ਡϡʎ۲ЊԢçࠝ̇ణʣ۲ˀڗçъʜî˯ʣێਡ˄ήʜé69
If [you] said that a horse had much li ʎ (strength), then it would be a fact. But if [you] said [a
horse] could bear one thousand jun , then it would be incorrect. Why? One thousand jun  is not
what a horse is able to bear.
(From chapter 17 of Zhanguo Ce (Strategy of Warring States) ēዣരĔֈʐʂ)
In the following text passage, Tai Gong ˰ ˚ (11th century B.C.) used another unit of weight to
describe li ʎ.
65 Yang Bojun, Meng Zi Yizhu. 1962. p. 15.
66 D. C. Lau presented a free translation. See: Lau, D. C., Mencius: A Bilingual Edition. Hong Kong: the Chinese
University Press, 2003. p. 17.
67 Zhang Qingchang ડଢઘ (1915-1998), Wang Yandong ̚ףಶ, Zhanguo Ce Jianzhu ዣരၻٍ [Commentaries of
Strategies of the Warring States]. Tianjin: Nankai University Press, 1993. p. 786.
68 A free translation was presented by J. I. Crump, Jr. in his Chan-Kuo Ts’e. p. 530.
69 Zhang Qingchang, Wang Yandong, Zhanguo Ce Jianzhu. 1993. p. 412.
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3.10 ˰˚̇íīԿʧ˄٘íϷ͘ʐ̤ʔçۃʂ˵ˊʮ̤ʖçԼ়௨ֲਡç˫ྡЪ࡞˄ç
͇ͤ݉ۯèʖʔ֠૱ç়Өፏပìʎ়⏾ʊΕצçࣈ͇ͤ݉ۯçߗەஒڗçϐ̇هԿ˄ʧç
ˀͅˀۺʜéĬ70
Tai Gong ˰ ˚ (11th century B.C.) said: “the method for selecting chariot-soldiers: select [the
soldiers who] are younger than 40 years old, taller than 7 chi ˵ 5 cun ʮ, and when running are able
to chase galloping horses; when riding on the running horses, [they are able to] contend with [the
horses by various ways like] moving forward, backward, left, or right, and are able to bind up
banners and flags; [their] li ʎ (strength) is able to draw a crossbow of 8 dan Ε to the full extent
and shoot fore, rear, left or right [targets]. The soldiers who acquire all these skills, are named
powerful chariot-soldiers, and must be given special treatment.
(From chapter Quan Tao of Liu Tao ē˘ᘜ·̙ᘜĔ)
In this text the li ʎ of soldiers is characterized by saying the they are able to draw a crossbow of 8 dan
Ε to the full (ʎ়⏾ʊΕ)צ. The unit dan Ε, however, is a unit of weight. It is used here to describe
a crossbow’s force and accordingly to describe a soldier’s li ʎ.
The intuitive understanding of the relation between li ʎ and zhong ࡍ documented by such texts had
also an influence on the ancient Chinese theoretical and philosophical literature. As has been mentioned
already at the beginning of this section, the Mohist Canon makes this relation explicit as a theoretical
statement, albeit without allowing to reconstruct the precise meaning of this relation from the texts that
survived.
One of the problems in the Jiuzhang suanshu ʄఉၽீ [Nine Chapters of Mathematical Procedures]
provides another example referring to the relation between li ʎ and zhong ࡍ. In this problem, horses
drag a load up a slope, the success depending on the force of the horses.
3.11 ˒Њهਡɿˤçˁਡʆˤçʔਡʓˤçߗཝ͘ʐΕг㙠çߗˀ়ʖéهਡˁਡɿˤç
ˁਡʔਡɿˤçʔਡهਡɿˤçʃߗʖéهèˁèʔਡɿˤώʎ˻ʋъ? ḇ̇íهਡ
ɿˤʎ˻ʆʐʆΕèʂ˝Ε˄˘çˁਡɿˤʎ˻ʐʂΕèʂ˝Ε˄ɿçʔਡɿˤਡ˻ˊΕè
ʂ˝Ε˄ˊéீ̇íϩ̅ധçώç̤࠸ீʉ˄é71
Now given that there is one strong horse, [a team of] two average horses and [a team of] three weak
horses. Each [of these three teams] carts 40 dan, to a slope, which none is able to ascend. If the
strong horse is teamed with one average horse, or the [two] average horses are teamed with one
weak horse; or the [three] weak horses are teamed with the strong horse, then all [the teams] would
be able to ascend [the slope]. Question: How much [weight] can the li ʎ (strength) of a strong
horse, or an average horse, or a weak horse draw?
Answer: the li ʎ (strength) of a strong horse can draw [a weight of] 22 and 6/7 dan; the li ʎ
(strength) of an average horse can draw [a weight of] 17 and 1/7 dan; and the li ʎ (strength) of a
weak horse can draw [a weight of] 5 and 5/7 dan.

70 He Zhihua ъӇൢ, Liu Tao Zhuzi Suoyin ˘ᘜ௨ϫঝ˻ [Index for Every Character of Six Military Strategies]. Hong
Kong: Shangwu Yinshuguan’s Hong Kong Ltd.,1997. p. 45.
71 Guo Shuchun ௲ 书ݲ, Jiuzhang Suanshu Huijiao ēʄఉၽீĔะऔ [Nine Chapters on Mathematical Procedures,
with Collations based on all kinds of Editions]. Shenyang: Liaoning Education Press, 1990. pp. 394-395.
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Procedure: According to the fangcheng [method]72, lay down [counting rods representing] the teams,
and use the method of positive/negative to solve [the problem].
(From the Fangcheng chapter of the Nine Chapters of Mathematical Procedures ē ʄ ఉ ၽ ீ · ̅
ധĔ)
As in the text passage 2.19 discussed above, the problem implicitly assumes a relation between the
number of humans or animals supplying their li ʎ and the resulting effect. In the present problem it is
assumed that raising up and drawing a weight needs different li ʎ and that therefore under different
conditions the same li ʎ can move different weights. In fact, dragging heavy bodies up a slope is
related to several factors, especially the weight, the magnitude and the directions of the li ʎ, and the
gradient of the slope. Such knowledge was surely part of the intuitive knowledge of practitioners of the
time. The abstraction process leading from such knowledge to the problem of the Jiuzhang suanshu,
however, reduces the relation to the tacit assumption that on the same slope the magnitude of li ʎ is
proportional to the zhong ࡍ (weight) needed to drag it up the slope.
In the philosophical literature reflecting the relation between force and weight such simple assumptions
are called in question because they seem to be in conflict with actual or assumed experiences such as
the legendary force of the warrior Wu Huo ॏᐻ and his alleged inability to lift his own body up.
3.12 ˲ʫ̇íīӇ˄, Ѵდʪ: ᓜЊʧ˄ʎçˀ়вᒄյԾçێʎʜçˀͅʜéåĬ73
Confucius said: “You  remember it, I tell you: even if [a person] has the li ʎ (strength) of a
national warrior, [he] is not able to raise up his own body. [This] is not because he does not have
[enough] li ʎ (strength), [but because] the shi  (posture) [makes it] impossible.…”(From Zi Dao
chapter of Xun Zi ēৗʫ·ʫཤĔ)
3.13 ˮʔЊےᆛʓíɿ̇ЊЊˀ়Ιçʆ̇ʎЊˀ়ᒄçʓ̇ዙЊЊˀ়ణéݮᓜ
Њృ˄çЪ㦍ʇ˄ѫçʩ̸ˀΙéЊఎᐻ˄۶çЪˀધʇѫçˀ়вᒄìЊèԯ˄㛢ç
Ъ٘ீçˀધ·ۃéݮЊˀͅધçЊˀͅϿéݮॏᐻწʣЪࡍյԾçێյԾࡍʞʣ
ʜçˀەʜìᕺЍؤСӵЪᘘߡçێСӵڼЪߡჯʜçཤˀͅʜé̠بݮˀᇵॏᐻ
̤յˀ়вᒄçˀҎᕺЍ̤յˀ়вԴéϖͅçӷؤཤçݮΈʎЪ̸ϐΙé74
Under heaven there are three believable principles: the first is that there is something that
intelligence is not able to establish, the second is that there is something that li ʎ (strength) is not
able to raise up, the third is that there is something that sturdiness is not able to overcome. Therefore,
[even a person who] has the same intelligence as that of Yao ృ , but [if he] dos not have help of
others, [he] will not be able to establish great gong ̸ (exploits). [Even a person] has the same jing
劲 (strength) as that of Wu Huo ॏᐻ, but [if he] does not get others’ help, [then he] will not be able
to raise himself up. [Even a person] has the same sturdiness as that of Ben  or Yu ԯ, but if [he]
has no fa shu (٘ீ, law and tactics), [then he] will not be able to live a long life. Therefore, there
are unreachable shi  (posture), there are unattainable things. Therefore Wu Huo ॏᐻ [felt that]
72 “fangcheng ̅ധĬis an important method of ancient Chinese mathematics to solve problems through a matrix-like
expression and its operation. It is quite similar to today’s extended matrix method or system linear equations. For
this problem, the ancient set up a fangcheng ̅ധ as:
1

1

2 1
3 1
40 40 40

They used to multiple each number of one row with one of the three former numbers of another row, then they
extracted the later row from the former for several times. Finally, they made every row only contain two numbers,
of which one is the last one, and they got:
7
7
7
40 120 160

73 Liang Qixiong, Xun Zi Jianshi. 1983. p. 394.
74 Chen Qiyou ֯ຣ (1917- ), Han Fei Zi Xin Jiaozhu ᓠێʫ๙औٍ [New Collations and Commentaries of the
Master Han Fei]. Shanghai: Shanghai Guji Chubanshel, 2000. p. 522.
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1000 jun (, a unit of weight) was light but his body was heavy. [This] is not [because] his body
was heavier than 1000 jun, [but because] the shi  (posture) made it unsuitable [for he to do it]. Li
Zhu ῲЍ [felt that] it was easy [to see clearly the tip of a new down away from] 100 bu (ӵ, a unit
of distance) but [felt] it was difficult [to see his] eyebrows and eyelashes; [this is not because] 100
bu ӵ was near while his eyebrows and eyelashes were distant, [but because] the Way 75 made it
impossible. Therefore, a wise ruler would neither make Wu Huo embarrassed just because he was
not able to raise up himself, nor make Li Zhu ῲЍ abashed just because he was not able to see his
own [eyebrows and eyelashes]. [He] takes advantage of practicable shi  (circumstances, including
posture) and pursue easy Way, then [he] can use less li ʎ (ability, including strength) but establish
exploits and reputation (gong ming ̸ϐ)76.
(From the chapter Guan Xing of Han Fei Zi ēᓠێʫëнĔ)
These two passages both claim that a strong man is not able to lift himself, and provide essentially the
same explanation. In order not to abolish the mental model based on the assumption of a proportionality
between forces and their effect, an additional condition is introduced, designated by the term shi 
(circumstances). If the effect does not correspond to what could be expected, the shi  is being
considered not to be suitable for the application of li ʎ (ॏᐻწʣЪࡍյԾçێյԾࡍʞʣʜç
ˀەʜ). Such an explanation still implies that the greater the li ʎ is, the more weight it can raise
up. By introducing the abstract concept shi  it is made possible that the conclusion goes beyond the
assumption of a simple proportionality. Shi  designates a complex situation, which includes all the
concerning factors, and preserves the connotation of inevitability and potential. The term shi 
represents an abstract concept, which leaves open the precise meaning of the assumption that shi  is
not suitable when the li ʎ does not yield the expected effect.
Not only Xun Zi but also other later scholars dealt with such problems in a similar way. Examples are
provided by Han Ying’s ᓠᏯ Han Shi Wai Zhuan ᓠ༷͚෮ (2nd century B.C.) who, similar to Xun Zi,
refers to Confucius, and by Wang Chong (27-97 A.D.), who instead of using the concept shi  to
explain the riddle, used the problem as an example to explain that an able person must rely on others to
realize his abilities.
[˲ʫ̇í] ᓜЊʧ˄ʎçˀ়вᒄյԾéێʎʜçˀەʜé77
[Confucius said:] [A person] who even has the li ʎ (strength) of a national warrior is not able to
raise up his body. [This] is not because of not having [enough] li ʎ , but because that the shi 
(posture) is not suitable [for the use of li ʎ ].
Њʇءಢçյډϩ՛çյᅮϩʲçʎࡍˀ়вၴçෞʇʃᒄçЪன˄ѫçؘյਣ˄ʎçᔮ
ءኌܹ˄ଵçъईધསîℝèԯç͆˄ϡʎڗçԾ়࠸யʣç˿়ԀԵѐཿçՠ˄вᒄç
ˀ়ᕺϚé়ြহ˄ʇçϛ̚ᕹçෞʓʮ˄еçɿ˵˄റç݉вçˀ়вç˄
ʒˀ়вϰçෞʇ়ç݅ʇ়ϰé78
Here is a person, whose knowledge rises as high as a peak, and whose virtue is like a mountain.
Though [his] li ʎ (strength) is great, [he] is not able to raise himself up. There must be other people
[to raise him] then [he] can be raised up. But if no one help him, [he] should [have to] take his
vigorous li ʎ (energy), and scuttle in the deep lanes. [Then] when will [he] be able to occupy an
eminent position? Ao and Yu were two men of great li ʎ (strength) in ancient times. Their bodies
were able to carry a thousand jun, and their hands were able to break horns and to stretch hooks.
[But if you] made them raise themselves from the ground, [they] would have been unable to detach
themselves from it. Men whose bosoms are filled with wisdom and ability should [work] in the
palace. They require a tongue of 3 cun ʮ and a brush pen of 1 chi ˵ , and then they can assert
themselves. [But] they are not able to promote themselves. [Even if they] are able promote
75 Way (dao ཤ), is a concept of Chinese philosophy, especially of Taoist School. It means way, principle, doctrine.
76 A free translation was presented by W. K. Liao in his book The Complete Works of Han-Fei-Tzu: A Classic of
Chinese Legalism. London: Arthur Probsthain, 1959.p. 259.
77 Han Ying ᓠᏯ (2nd century B.C.), Han Shi Waizhuan ᓠ༷͚෮ [Explanations Beyond the Original Words of the
Classic of Poetry Handed down by Han], Collected in Han Wei Congshu ျᖓᓴऐ [Series of Books From Han to
Wei]. Changchun: Jilin University Press, 1992. p. 61.
78 Huang Hui, Lun Heng Jiaoshi. Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju, 1995. pp. 584-585.
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themselves, [they] are still unable to keep themselves steady. [They] have to get [the help from]
others to get high positions, and rely on others to keep their positions.79

4. Li 力 (Force) as a Cause of Motion
It is a general human experience that forces are required to move heavy bodies. Thus it does not come
as a surprise that this experience has left its traces also in the early Chinese literature. Li ʎ is applied
by a running man and a galloping horse. It is applied equally by horses and men to move a load. This
close connection between force and motion sometimes even led to the connotation in Chinese literature
that the death of animals and humans is nothing but the exhaustion of their li ʎ.
4.1 ʇЊߍᅭ㧨Ъ̈́˄ԼڗçᒄԽᆛЪ㧨ϡçԼॣЪᅭˀᕺԾçв̤伡çॣԼˀ
ΪçാʎЪБéˀډழఁ̤ΪᅭçழᎽ̤ࣦ㧨çำΡߋԢï80
There was a person who feared his shadow and hated his footprints and ran away to leave them,
[but] the more frequently [he] took steps, the more footprints [he] made; [though he] ran faster and
faster, the shadow did not leave his body. [However he] himself thought [this was because he ran]
still too slowly, [so he] ran faster without pause, [and finally] exhausted his li ʎ (physical strength)
and died. [The person] did not know to stay under shade to avoid [his] shadow, and to be still to
avoid making footmarks, what a fool he is!
(From chapter Yu Fu of Zhuang Zi ēʫ·၉̔Ĕ)
4.2 ˯ਡ˄়̤ήࡍ˻Կࠔჯཤڗç̤ശʎʜé(From chapter Ren Zhu of Han Fei Ziēᓠێʫ·
ʇ̠Ĕ, see passage 2.15.)
The reason why a horse is able to carry weight and draw a carriage a long distance is that it uses [its]
muscle’s li ʎ (strength).
One of the consequences derived from the intuitive knowledge of force as a cause of motion is the
dependence of the space traversed by a moving body on the amount of li ʎ that caused its motion. The
first chapter of Yan Zi Chunqiu, for instance, suggests that the distance a man is able to run indicates his
amount of li ʎ.
4.3 ˄ࢭأʜçЊըèʩᐁìम˄ʜçЊάèդçԽԼʣՎç˿ൿղڵçή˄̤ʎé
81

In the past, when the Xia ࢭ Dynasty declined there were Tui Chi ը and Da Xi ʩᐁ; when Yin
म Dynasty declined there were Fei Zhong ά and E Lai դ82. [They could] run one thousand li
Վ on footçsplit a si ղ (a kind of rhinoceros) or tiger with their hands. [The kings] appointed them
for their li ʎ (strength).83
There are other references to li ʎ in the ancient Chinese literature which are less easy to understand.
The chapter Nei Ye of Guan Ziēၹʫ·䡷Ĕ, for instance, suggests that the application of forces to
gases does not follow the same rule as that to humans, animals, and rigid bodies.
4.4ݮݶАयʜçˀ̤̋ͅʎçЪͅϰ̤ᅮìˀ̤֙ͅᑶçЪͅิ̤ںé84

79 Re. Alfred Forke (tr.), Lun Heng part II. New York: Paragon Book Gallery, 1962. p. 91.
80 Guo Qingfan, Zhuang Zi Jishi. 1991. p. 446.
81 Sun Xingyan ࢾ( ࠰ݷ1753-1818), Huang Yizhou ෧̤֠ (1828-1890), Yan Zi Chunqiu ऊʫ[ ߳ݲThe Story of Yan
Zi]. Shanghai: Shanghai Guji Press, 1989. p. 3.
82 Tui Chi ը, Da Xi ʩᐁ, Fei Zhong ά and E Lai դ were very strong men.
83 Re. W. Allyn Rickett (tr.), Guanzi: political, economic, and philosophical essays from early China: a study and
translation Vol. II. Princeton, N. J.: Princeton University Press, 1998. p. 71-72.
84 Zhao Shouzheng, Guan Zi Zhuyi, Book II. 1987. p. 77.
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Therefore this qi य 85can not be stopped by li ʎ, but can be made tranquil by de ᅮ (virtue). [It] is
not able to be summoned by one’s call, but can be welcomed by yi ิ (intention).86
Another example indicating a broader conceptual network into which the concept of li ʎ is integrated
is provided by the chapter Xing Shi Jie of Guan Ziēၹʫ·ӂ༲Ĕ.
4.5 ௫̔çേ෦ਡڗʜéേංյਡçյ࡛çܿයਡʎçᅝյԽԼç়ݮჯཤЪਡˀሑé
̠بç௫̔ʜéേ٣յͻçܿයյʎçᅝյӒ়çݮΙ̸ЪͻˀҎෲéڗீݮç௫̔˄
̤ჯཤʜç̠˄̤Ι̸ϐʜé87
Zaofu was an excellent charioteer. [He] was good at inspecting his horses, and regulating their food
and drink. [He] measured the horses’ li ʎ (strength) and judged their pace. Therefore [he] was able
to take distant roads without tiring the horses. The enlightened ruler is like Zaofu. [He] is skilled in
governing his people. [He] measures their strength and estimates their capabilities. Therefore [he]
has achievements without distressing or injuring the people. It is [by mastering their respective]
techniques that Zaofu could take distant roads and the ruler can have achievement and fame.88
The passage shows that among other factors the li ʎ is important for making horses run. But a wise
man such as Zao Fu knew that things are not so simple. His inspection of horses had further aims than
just judging their li ʎ and rulers to be wise should follow him by not basing their decisions on too
simple arguments but looking also on such qualifications as shu ீ.
A further example warning against a one-dimensional understanding of li ʎ being the cause that
determines the resulting motion is provided by the chapter Qing Zhong Jia of Guan Ziēၹʫ·წࡍΌ୷
ʊʐĔ, which in a realistic way describes the difficulty to get a carriage moving if the conditions are
not favorable for that.
4.6 ၹʫ̇íīӲèЗͧ˄ईç˯ִخቭçწгСՎé˒ਣӲè䪳Зçسп۸̻ˀߠໃçˮ
ჼیçʐʇ˄ʎˀ়ʖìᅪጏཪیçʐʇ˄ʎˀͅધЪݖç˯̘ڤਡ˄ʎϖé̘ਡാ
ሑçЪߠᙝБյૼߠڗçΐèฬèശèԵࣜˆʇЪன˄Ĭ89
Guan Zi ၹʫ (Master Guan, named Guan Zhong ၹάç?Ŕ645 B.C.) replied [Duke Huan of Qi
State ç ᄬ घ ˚ ]: “when the bridges and pools were flat, a husband and wife could easily drive a
handcart a hundred li Վ. Now the bridges are high and the pools are deep, [people] of the east, the
west, the south and the north are not able to see each other. When it drizzles, the ʎ (strength) of ten
persons are not able to raise [a carriage to a bridge]. When it rains in a broad marsh, the li ʎ
(strength) of ten persons are not able to be depended on, there is nothing to be depended on except
for the employment of cattle’s or horses’ li ʎ (strength). The cattle and horses become extremely
tired and die one after another where they are; [this] can be seen from one place to another.
[Therefore] no one fetches hides, ribs, sinews and horns even for free.90
The above examples show that the reflection of the intuitive knowledge by ancient Chinese scholars and
philosophers did not lead to the outcome to generalize such intuitive knowledge that the amount of li ʎ
used to the amount of motion produced to abstract propositions. Such reflection rather led to qualifying
different phenomena which seemingly support the intuitive understanding of the relation between force
and motion but on closer inspection do not simply follow an abstract law.
This should warn us to interpret the theoretical insights of the Mohist Canon dealing with mechanical
problems too narrowly from the viewpoint of the western mathematical theory of mechanics. For
instance, some scholars thought that this Chinese source is close to develop the concept of acceleration
85 Qi य , is a term of Chinese philosophy. It is the ethereal substance of which everything is composed. The qi य
mentioned in this passage is a subtle qi य named jing ႆ , which can stay in everything and make it be vital. The
author discussed how to develop special techniques for obtaining and keeping this qi in order to achieve physical
longevity and spiritual power. Re. Qiu Xigui ༫ ᓓ Ϝ , Jixia daojia jingqishuo de yanjiu ᇲ ʔ ཤ ࣂ ႆ य კ  ䷫ څԦ
[Research on the Ideas of Jixia Taoists about Jingqi], Shanghai: Shanghai yuandong chubanshe, 1996.pp16-58.
86 Re. W. Allyn Rickett (tr.), Guanzi: political, economic, and philosophical essays from early China: a study and
translation Vol. II. Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1998. p. 39.
87 Zhao Shouzheng, Guan Zi Zhuyi, Book II. 1987. p. 181.
88 Re. W. Allyn Rickett (tr.), Guanzi. Vol.I. p. 70.
89 Zhao Shouzheng, Guan Zi Zhuyi, Book II. 1987. p. 342.
90 Re. W. Allyn Rickett (tr.), Guanzi. Vol.II. p. 459.
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of early modern mechanics in the European tradition. 91 The “definition” of li ʎ as that by which a body
is aroused to move may suggest that the modern notion that the body is accelerated is implicitly
contained in the Mohist Canon. But looking at the mechanical parts of the Mohist Canon within the
context of Mohist philosophy, it is difficult to find any other evidence for such a narrow interpretation.

5. Li 力 (Force) and Gong 功 (Effect)
The use of li ʎ always produces some kind of effect or result. The examples from the ancient Chinese
literature documenting that li ʎ was considered as being able to lift weights and cause motions can be
regarded as special cases of a more general notion that li ʎ produces effects. The term gong ̸
represents such a general concept that describes effects or results. Sometimes gong ̸ is used to
express work, achievement, contribution and exploits, which, of course, can be taken as special effects.
The following examples show that the Chinese concept of li ʎ was in fact related to the concept of
gong ̸, at some places implying that the more li ʎ is used, the more gong ̸ will be produced.
5.1 ߯˄ʎᙌ̸çࡒߞʔʦ̅é92
Yu ߯Īs li ʎ [was used to] delicate gong ̸ (achievement) [to Emperor Yao ృ]ç[so Emperor Yao
ృ] dispatched [him] to survey the subordinate regions.
(From chapter Tian Wen of Chu Ci ēᘃ·ˮĔ)
5.2 ̇ݮíѽʫ̤ᅮçʯʇ̤ʎéʎڗçᅮ˄ӄʜéСֽ˄ʎç݅˄Ъ̸݉é93
Therefore [people should] say: a gentleman uses virtue [and] a petty man uses li ʎ (physical
strength). Li ʎ (physical strength) is the servant of virtue. People’s li ʎ(physical strength) depends
on it (i.e gentlemen’s virtue) and then makes gong ̸ (achievements)94…
(From chapter Fuguo of Xuan Zi ēৗʫ·ౘ㼈Ĕ)
5.3 Ͽϛ֠ۃçЊ̸ϛʎϡé95
A successful design consists in considerate and long-range plans; an attainment of gong ̸
(achievement, effect) consists in much li ʎ (primarily physical strength)
(From chapter Wang Pei Jie of Yi Zhou Shu ēන֠ऐ·̚թ༲Ĕ)
5.4 घ˚ʄϑቃ۔çˀ̤ѢԿçၹά˄ʎʜé96
Without using armies and chariots, Huan Gong घ˚ (Duke Huan of Qi State ᄬघ˚çfl.685 B.C.Ŕ
643 B.C. ) assembled various dukes and princes nine times. [This] is Guan Zhong’s ၹά (=Guan Zi
ၹʫ, ?-645 B.C.) li ʎ (achievement).97
(from Lun YuēდĔ)
5.5 ݮЊᅮͶءبಯڗç۲ˀ̷ͅءуì̸ʎͶԴءڗç۲ˀ̤ͅࡍ໖ìᒃˀے
ڗͻءç۲ˀͅՠήʩé
ăēၹʫ·Ι͘୷ݭĔĄ98
91 For example, Qian Linzhao (1906-1999), Shi Mojing Zhong Guangxue Lixue Zhu Tiao. 1942. Needham, Joseph.
Science and Civilisation in China. Vol.4, Part 1, Physics. 1962. p. 19. Chen Cheng-Yih. Early Chinese Work in
Natural Science: A Re-examination of the Physics of Motion, Acoustics, Astronomy and Scientific Thoughts. 1996.
p. 9.
92 Wang Siyuan ٟ̚ࢎ, Chuci Jiaoshi ᘃऔᙽ [Collations and Explanations of the Poetry of Chu]. Beijing: Renmin
Jiaoju Press, 1995. p. 90.
93 Liang Qixiong, Xun Zi Jianshi. 1983. pp. 123-124.
94 Re. Knoblock, John, Xun Tzu A Translation and Study of the Complete Works. Vol. II. Stanford, California:
Stanford University Press, 1990. p. 126.
95 Huang Huaixin ෧ᖪ ے, Yizhoushu Jiaobu zhuyi න֠ऐऔ༪ٍᙳ [Collations, Complementarities, Commentaries
and Translations of the Redundant books on Zhou Dynasty]. Xi’an: Xibei University Press, 1996. p. 409.
96 Yang Bojun  ј ࣎ , Lunyu Yizhu  დ ᙳ ٍ [Translation and Commentary of the Analects]. Beijing: Zhonghua
Shuju, 1962. p. 158.
97 Re. Legge, James, The Chinese Classics, Vol. I, Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press. 1960. p. 282.
98 Zhao Shouzheng, Guan Zi Zhuyi, Book I. 1987. p. 26.
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Therefore, [if] there are those in the state who have not demonstrated their virtue to the court, then
[they] should not be given positions of honor. [If there are] those who have not shown to the state
their gongli ̸ ʎ (achievement, contribution) , then [they] should not be given large salaries. [If
there are] those who, in overseeing affairs, are not trusted by the people, then [they] should not be
employed in high officers.99
(From chapter Li Zheng of Guan Zi)
The merging of the terms gong ̸ and li ʎ in the last of the above examples make particularly clear
that it is problematic to identify the two terms with modern conceptual distinctions. In modern physics,
li ʎ is used to designate the concept of force and gong ̸ is used to designate the concept of work,
which is defined by force times the distance traversed in the direction of the force. However, the ancient
Chinese primarily paid attention to the general effect or result of the use of force rather than analyzing
how the li ʎ was applied and how it took effect. When, for instance, li ʎ was used, sometimes the
actor and the person or object to whom the li ʎ was applied are made explicit, but the descriptions
neither considered the exact position where the li ʎ was applied nor the course by which the li ʎ
produces an effect. It was the gong ̸ that the ancient Chinese scholars were primarily interested in,
and li ʎ was not the only factor that influenced gong ̸. For example, in the passage 5.2 quoted above,
we can see that though the li ʎ produces gong ̸, how much gong ̸ is produced also relies on the
virtue (de ᅮ ). Similarly the following text passages show that gong ̸ is determined by various
factors.
5.6 ˻Ъՠ˄çͻˀಞᕣյʎìЪዣ˄çͻˀಞุյБéˀಞᕣյʎç݉Њ̸ìˀಞุյ
Бç݉ᆙé100
[If the king] inducts the people and uses them, [then] they dare not grudge their li ʎ (strength)ì[if
the king] pushes them and makes them fight, [then] they dare not take pity on their deaths. [If
people] dare not grudge their li ʎ, then [they] will gain gong ̸ (achievement); [if they] dare not
take pity on their lives, then [they] will not have rivals.101
(From chapter Fa Fa of Guan Zi ēၹʫ·٘٘Ĕ)
5.7 ʫ৹۸ءçˬء㝎çཬျఁçԴɿʕʇ̅આ伡ࢦçថᎲЪʉˈçؘᮼЪ̴ᚦç␦␦
ΈʎߋϡЪԴ̸éʫ৹̇íīЊଇءАçɿ̆ऺСçΈʎߋЪԴ̸ϡç˯ʫˀଓ̣î
Ĭ 伡ࢦڗឯЪං˄̇íīְъîĬ̇íīថ̉伡ጆç݉ࡍۯწçࣱ̑ࠝؐçᆛϩᨉೣçյϐ
伡叄éĪ伡ࢦׯڗійЪখ̇íĩѴ႞˄ѴࣗçЊጆଇͬڗЊጆçЊጆͬڗЊጆ˼é
ጆ˼Ϭءহˁç۲ঞΏˀఖéঞΏˀఖç۲ই·ˀׇéই·ˀڗׇçཤ˄ˀཝʜéѴێˀ
ډçஎЪˀ伡ʜéĪʫ৹åå̇íĩååѴ႞˄˯ʫçӷͅç̸ӷϿéΈʎ˳çԴ̸ϡڗç
ʇ˄ཤéååĪ102
Zi Gong ʫ৹ (a disciple of Confucius) traveled south to Chu . On [his] way back to Jin 㝎 he
passed south of the Han River and saw an elderly man about to plant his fields. [The man] had dug a
channel to a well and was carrying an earthen jar to go out and irrigate [his fields]. [Although] he
arduously toiled expending much li ʎ (effort), the observable gong ̸ (results) [of his labor] were
small. Zi Gong said: “There is a device (xie ଇ) that can flood [an area] of 100 qi  (a unit of area)
in one day using very little effort (li ʎ ) but with great result (gong). Wouldn’t you like to try
itîĬThe farmer, raising his head to look at [Zi Gong], said: “What’s the use?” [Zi Gong] replied:
“Carve a piece of wood to make a mechanism (ji ጆ) which is heavy in the back and light in the
front. [It] can raise water by drawing it up with such great speed as water boiling over. Its name is a
‘counter-balanced bailing lever’ (gao 叄).”
The farmer became [red] with anger and [sardonically] laughed, “I have heard of it from my teacher.
Those who have crafty devices (ji xie ጆଇ) must do crafty things (ji shi ጆ); and those who do
crafty things must have crafty hearts (ji xin ጆ˼). If one harbors a crafty heart in his bosom, then
99 Re. Rickett, W. Allyn, Guanzi: political, economic, and philosophical essays from early China: a study and
translation. Vol. I. p. 101.
100 Zhao Shouzheng, Guan Zi Zhuyi, Book I. 1987. p. 142.
101 Re. Rickett, W. Allyn, Guanzi. Vol. I. p. 258.
102 Guo Qingfan, Zhuang Zi Jishi. 1991. pp. 74-75.
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one’s purity is not complete. If one’s purity is not complete, then one’s spirit becomes unsettled.
Those whose spirit becomes unsettled do not possess the Way (dao ཤ). It is not that I do not know
about [a counter-balanced bailing lever], but that I am ashamed to use it.”
Zi Gong…said: “...I have heard from my teacher that in affairs [one must] pursue what can be done
and in achievements [one must] pursue completeness. To use little li ʎ (effort) to see great gong ̸
(effects) is the Way of the sages….”
(From chapter Tiandi of Zhuang Zi ēʫ·ˮϚĔ)
This Taoist polemic against Confucianism in particular clarifies a theoretical interest of Chinese
philosophers in problems related to mechanics and, at the same time, shows similarities to the interest
of ancient Greek philosophers in mechanics. It attributes to the disciples of Confucius the knowledge of
the practitioners’ experience that machines can produce a greater effect applying less force, an
experience which, in ancient Greece, was a topic of the Peripatetic Mechanical Problems. However,
there are no indications in the Chinese literature, that the Chinese scholars tried to answer questions
such as: How is li ʎ used and what effect is caused by li ʎ? Why can the machine save li ʎ and gain
gong ̸ ? How can one construct more effective machines? The practitioners constructing machines
surely considered such kind of questions. The quoted text is a representative example showing that
ancient Chinese scholars did not pay attention to them. Except for a brief account of the machine’s
appearance and a description of its use, the writer neither tries to explain its functioning nor describes
details of the conditions of its effect. His primary intention was to pursue the dao ཤ which he
considered to be obstructed by machines. From a modern point of view, the text seems to demonstrate
that the attitude of the Taoist may have had a bad influence on ancient intellectuals’ studying
mechanical phenomena.
The following last text passage quoted here points at a necessary condition for any progress towards a
theoretical understanding of mechanical phenomena: the conceptual differentiation between li ʎ and
gong ̸.
5.8 ᒄЪӫвሁڗç̸˝بì̸˝بç۲ͻၤʎìͻၤʎç۲ӫвሁé103
Why the personnel were practised spontaneously, when the enterprises were undertaken, was
because [their] gong ̸ (achievements) were explicitly distinguishedă˝بĄ. [Once] the gong ̸
(achievements) [of different persons] are explicitly distinguished, then people will exhaust their li ʎ
(strength and ability) [to work]. [Once] people exhaust their li ʎ (strength and ability) [to work],
then the personnel were practised spontaneously.104
(From chapter Cuofa of Shangjun Shu ēੌѽऐ·Ꭵ٘Ĕ)
Though this passage primarily discusses matters of political administration, it postulates that the gong
̸ (achievements) and the li ʎ of different persons should be distinguished, which means to separate
different persons’ li ʎ and to assign the corresponding gong ̸. This kind of thought can be easily
extended to a general distinction of li ʎ (power, force) and gong ̸ (effect, result). Such a chain of
thought would have been helpful in analyzing mechanical phenomena and to make theoretically explicit
the principles of the functioning of machines. It is only the example from the Jiuzhang suanshu ʄఉၽ
ீ [Nine Chapters of Mathematical Procedures] quoted above which indicates such a kind of thought:
different li ʎ have their corresponding effects (dragging the corresponding weights up a slope). Here
the li ʎ of different horses and the corresponding gong ̸, which can be measured by the weight of the
load, are clearly distinguished. The solution of the problem depends on the theoretical assumption that
the li ʎ of the horses are in proportion with the weights that the horses are able to drag up the slope105.

103 Jiang Lihong ሣᔪ ᓪ (1916-1995), Shangju Shu Zhuizhi ੌ ѽ ऐ Ꭻ [ ݤExplanations on the Book of Sir Shang],
Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju, 1986. p. 63.
104 Re. J. J. L. Duyvendak, The Book of Lord Shang. Arthur Probsthain, 1963. p. 239.
105 The composition of the Nine Chapters was finished probably in 1 century B.C. But most of its contents might
appear in Pre-Qin Period. No matter when this example was designed, it can explain the consistency to the chain of
thought of isolation of li ʎ and gong ̸.
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6. Conclusions
The concept of li ʎ has anthropomorphic origins. It is, at least, likely that its original meaning was
closely related to the physical strength of the human body. The character li ʎ may represent a farming
tool that was related to physical strength, possibly a plough. But whatever the original meaning of li ʎ
may have been, the term was used in a much broader sense as early as in the Pre-Qin Period. As the text
passages quoted in this study show, it was indeed used in this period to express the power or force of a
great variety of things ranging from human beings and animals to rigid bodies, fluids, and gases.
However, no instances were found where it served as a general, well-defined concept for the
explanation of mechanical phenomena.
In the Han dynasties, the term li ʎ was even more frequently used and became a basic concept for the
explanation of various phenomena. In the Eastern Han dynasty, Wang Chong was the first who
deliberately conceived of li ʎ as a dedicated concept for explaining mechanical phenomena, but used
it as well for mental and social phenomena, whereby the mechanical meaning of li ʎ was the basis of
this usage. Although he distinguished between different quantities of li ʎ , he did not explicitly
formulate a relation between li ʎ and its effects.
When li ʎ was used to express the force of a flying arrow, the buoyancy of liquid, the strength of a
crossbar, the physical strength for lifting or moving a weight, the elasticity of a bow or crossbow, the
force of a mountain or of sand supporting small stones, etc., it had mechanical meanings. In modern
physics, force is conceived of as a vector determined by its magnitude, its direction and its point of
action. The mechanical knowledge of ancient Chinese scholars represented by the term li ʎ also
included these three aspects. They had a clear notion of magnitude and also had a notion of direction of
li ʎ but were unaware of its relevance. They intuitively assumed these two aspects when they used
weight (zhong ࡍ ) as an effect that allowed to measure the quantity of li ʎ . The ancient Chinese
scholars did not conceive of the direction of li ʎ as an abstract geometrical line, but they had the
notions of an agent of li ʎ and the notion of what li ʎ is applied on. As far as the point of action of a
force is concerned, I have not found that they made any effort to formulate explicitly the point at which
a li ʎ is applied. Ancient Chinese scholars knew that two li ʎ of the same magnitude but acting in
different directions may cause different effects. They also knew that two li ʎ of the same magnitude
but being applied at different points may cause different effects. However, while they had an explicit
concept of magnitude, they were unaware of the relevance of the question of where the force was
applied and they seem never to have formulated an explicit notion for the point of action.
Thus the mechanical significance of the ancient Chinese concept of li ʎ can be seen from the
following aspects of intuitive knowledge to which ancient Chinese scholars tacitly adhered.
1. Li ʎ is able to raise up weight; its magnitude is in proportion with the weight that it is able to
raise up.
2. Li ʎ produces motion, the more li ʎ is used, the more motion is produced. Furthermore, they
had the notion that if a li ʎ makes an object move, then the agent of li ʎ is always applying a
force to the moving object.
3. Li ʎ produces effects, the more li ʎ is used, the more effect is produced.
None of these assumptions was expressed in the Chinese literature as an explicit proposition. When
applied, these assumptions would have to be specified according to the actual conditions, but how the
conditions determine the effects was not treated by the Chinese scholars.
When the ancient Chinese encountered the puzzle that nobody is able to raise up himself/herself, they
introduced a concept shi  (circumstances) to explain the different effect of li ʎ: the effect of li ʎ
depends on the whether the shi  is convenient or not. But we cannot find any ancient Chinese
definition of shi  and no description that allows to reconstruct how they considered the process
according to which shi  influences the effect of li ʎ. Because shi  is more difficult to be defined
than li ʎ, its function in the explanation of mechanical phenomena was not effective.
The Jiuzhang suanshu ʄ ఉ ၽ ீ [Nine Chapters of Mathematical Procedures] uses the tacit
assumption that li ʎ is proportional to the weight it can drag up a slope. The author neither expressed
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this assumption as a proposition, nor did he show interest in the fact that the effect of li ʎ is to produce
motion. In fact, I have not found that any ancient Chinese scholar had the means to specify how li ʎ is
related to motion or other effects.
To sum up the results of the present paper, the ancient Chinese developed a certain knowledge about
forces represented by the term li ʎ and they could consciously or unconsciously use it to understand or
explain various mechanical phenomena. They used li ʎ with a wide range of meanings related to
mechanical phenomena, which made the term useful and flexible for explaining such phenomena. But
on the other hand, the ancient Chinese did not deliberately organize the knowledge into a theoretical
structure of mechanical knowledge. We cannot find in the ancient Chinese literature any precise
formulation of relations between li ʎ and other concepts or notions, although ancient Chinese scholars
seem to have been aware of some of them. On the basis of such a kind of mechanical knowledge it must
have been difficult if not even impossible for them to derive more elaborate consequences of
mechanical experiences.
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Chapter 3

Mechanical Knowledge in Ancient Chinese Cosmology
TIAN Miao

Ancient Chinese people paid great attention to celestial phenomena. Observational results concerning
motion of the sun, the moon and the stars have been collected continuously in Chinese historical
records1. Based on these observations, ancient Chinese philosophers and astronomers produced their
cosmological theories. Historians of astronomy dealing with ancient China have systematically sorted
out source materials and outlined the development of cosmological theories in ancient China.2 Previous
research thus provided a solid base for the research here presented. In this paper, the author focuses on
the process of reasoning concerning the motion of the heavens and the celestial bodies in ancient China,
distinguishing different kinds of knowledge underlying the theories concerned. The author furthermore
tries to reconstruct the development of the relevant theories in connection with that of mechanical
reasoning in ancient China.3

1. Mechanical Reasoning Relating to the Origin of Motion of Celestial Bodies in an Ancient
Chinese Legend
An ancient legend recorded both in the Lie zi μ ʫ [Master Lie, the 4th- 3rd century B.C.?] and the
Huainan zi ଶ۸ʫ[Master Huainan, c. 2nd century B.C., not later than 139 B.C.] provides us precious
information about the way in which the motion of celestial bodies was conceptualized in Chinese
antiquity:
ڗأιʴႪຫྚٲ伡ܺçЪᙯˀ֠˄ʲçˮݾӝçϚ႖ാçˮп̻çݷ̈̆ݮՁୱିé
Ϛˀြس۸ç̑ݮᆸӻࢫᔐିé
In the past, Gong Gong struggled with Zhuan Xu for the empire. Angered, [he] smote the Buzhou
Mountain. A heaven’s pillar broke and an earth’s cord ruptured. Heaven leaned over to the northwest. Hence, the sun, moon, stars and plants move to there. And earth became incomplete in the
south-east. Hence, water and dust turned over to there.4
The cosmological idea contained in this legend may be shortly explained as follows: Heaven has a
material existence and covers the Earth. There are pillars on the earth to support the heaven. The heaven
should be horizontal and the celestial bodies should originally be stationary. However, by smiting one
mountain, a legendary person, Gong Gong broke one of the eight pillars which are supporting the
heaven. Consequently, one corner of heaven drops, and thus begins the motion of celestial bodies.
1
2

3

4

See, in particular, Zhuang Weifeng ࡙ܪ, Wang Lixing ̚Ι፟. ed., Zhongguo gudai tianxiang jilu zongji ˁ͆
̪ˮඑ৪Ꭹᑨ[A complete collection of records of celestial phenomena in ancient time China]. Nanjing: Jiangsu
Kexue Jishu Chubanshe, 1988.
About Chinese historians research on history of ancient astronomy in China, see: Xi Zezong ࣖጏ׆, Chen Meidong
 ࠁ  س, Ershi Shiji Zhongguo Xuezhe de Tianwen Xue Shi Yanjiu 20 ̜  ˁ  ዖ  څ ڗˮ ̂ ዖ ͒ߨ Ԧ , Chinese
Scholars Research in the 20th century on the history of astronomy]. Guangxi Minzu Xueyuan Yuebao, 2004. V. 10.
Issue. 1. pp. 6-11. About the outline of the development of cosmological theories in Ancient China, See: Zheng
Wenguag ቸ̂δ, Xi Zezong ࣖጏ׆, Zhongguo lishi shangde yuzhou lilun ˁጉ͒ʖڅϭ[Cosmological
theories in history of China]. Beijing: Renmin Chuban She, 1975. Anonymous author, Zhongguo tianwen xueshi ˁ
ˮ̂ዖ͒ [History of Astronomy in China]. Beijing: Kexue Chuban She.
In their paper, “Mechanics in the Mohist Canon and its European Counterpart,” Jürgen Renn and Matthias
Schemmel formulate their research approach on parallels between the development of mechanical knowledge in
different cultural traditions: they distinguish three kinds of shared knowledge, namely, intuitive, practical and
theoretical knowledge, underlying mechanical reasoning (see also the introduction to this preprint). This paper is
inspired by their arguments. Jürgen Renn, Matthias Schemmel. Mechanics in the Mohist Canon and its European
Counterpart. Berlin: Max-Planck Institute for history of science, Preprint, Issue: 241. pp. 14-23.
Anonymous author, Lie zi μʫ [Master Lie]. Accomplished in the 4-3rd centuries B.C. Chapter 5. P. 209. The same
story was recorded in Huinan Zi ଶ ۸ ʫ [Master Huainan], chapter 3. For an English translation with few
variations, see: Joseph Needham, Science and Civilisatoin in China. Cambridge: Cambridge University press,
1959. Vol 3.
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The emergence of such a cosmological model can be reconstructed without much difficulty. Most
ancient Chinese philosophers believed that the heaven has a material existence and is stable. 5 They
thought that “if the heaven is not stable, there is nothing which holds the sun and stars”.6 From
experiential knowledge, ancient people knew that if a thing can stay above the earth in a stable way, it
must be supported by pillars. In Huainan Zi, eight mountains serve as the pillars.7 Ancient people might
have formed this idea intuitively, as earth-bound observations suggest that the only thing able to reach
the heaven are high mountains. In such a system, the heaven should be horizontal. From experience one
knows, on the other hand, that things placed on a horizontal plane should be stationary; the heavenly
bodies, which are believed to be attached to the heaven, should thus be stationary. In reality, however,
the heavenly bodies, including the sun, the moon and the stars move, and furthermore, the sun and
moon rise from the east and set down from the west. There should hence be a reason for that. From
experience, ancient people also knew that if one pillar supporting the roof of a house collapses, the roof
should bend towards the corner where the pillar supported; everything attached to the roof would then
move toward this corner and drop from there. Again from experience, if one pillar collapses, is natural
to assume that there should be a cause responsible for it. In the legend quoted above, an ancient half
divine figure by the name of Gong Gong was chosen to accomplish this task. He smites the Buzhou
Mountain, the northwest pillar between the earth and the heaven, and the collapse of this pillar then
results in the bending of the heaven toward the northwest. From experiential knowledge, things slide to
lower places. This explains why the heavenly bodies move towards the north-west. The legend also
offers a solution to a geographical problem. In China, most main rivers flow to east. From experience,
ancient people knew that water flows from higher to lower places. The reason why rivers flow toward
the east is thus formulated as follows: When the pillar collapsed, the cord of the earth was also broken
off, and, as a consequence, the corner of the south-west of the earth ascended. Therefore, all the rivers
flow toward the south-east.
Two underlying mental models of mechanical thinking may have contributed to the forming of the
cosmological model in the above quoted legend. One is the model according to which motion is caused
by a force, the second model implies that things move from higher to lower places.
Both of them have their origin in intuitive knowledge. In ancient China, force is commonly expressed
by the character li ʎ, which is already found in the oracle-bone inscriptions (16th–11th century B.C.).8
According to the literature, the first definition of this character was given in the Mozi,
ʎçν˄̤ዓʜ9
There are two different interpretations of this definition, which could be rendered into English as:
Li ʎ[force] is that by which the body exerts [itself]. 10
Li [force] is that which causes shaped things to move.11
5
6
7

The Xuanye cosmology, however, denied the existence of a material heaven.
Anonymous author, Wenzi. Siku quanshu edition. Chapter 1. P. 15a.
In the Zhuixing xun of Huainan zi, it is mentioned that the heaven has eight poles: “The northeast [pole] is the
Fangtu Mountain, which is the Cang Gate [of the heaven]; the east [pillar] is the Dongji Mountain, which is the
[heaven’s] Kaiming Gate; the southeast [pillar] is the Pomu Mountain, which is the [heaven’s] Yang Gate; the south
[pillar] is the Nanji Mountain, which is the [heaven’s] Shu Gate; the southwest is the mountain of Bianju, which is
the Bai Gate; the west is the mountain of Xifang (west direction), which is the [heaven’s] Luhe Gate; the northwest
[pillar] is the Buzhou mountain, which is the [heaven’s] Youdu Gate”. In the Tianwen Chapter, referring to
Gonggong striking the Buzhou mountain with the result that the pillar collapsed and the heaven bent toward the
northwest, the Buzhou mountain was regarded as the northwest pillar between the Earth and the heaven. So, it is
reasonable to assume that the eight mountains mentioned above were nothing but the eight pillars which support
the heaven. Liu An. Huinan zi, Chapter 4, Siku Quanshu edition. 5b-6a.
8 For a detailed and systematic discussion on the term li ʎ, see the contribution of Zou Dahai, The Concept of force
(li ʎ) in Early China, to this volume (chapter 2).
9 Mo Zi ኴ ʫ [Master Mo], Dao Zang ཤ ᕆ [Depository of Daoist Scriptures] Edition. Photocopied by Shanghai
Hanfenlou, 1924. Vol. 10, 1a.
10 Qian Baochong, Qian Baocong Ꭶ ᘾ ∿ (1892-1974), ‘Mojing Lixue Jinshi’ ē ኴ  Ĕ ʎ ዖ ˒ ᙽ [Modern
Explanations on the Mechanics of Mohist Canons], in Kexueshi Jikan ߱ዖ̶͒ [publication of Collected Essays
on History of Science], No. 8, 1965. pp. 65-72. Graham, A. C., Later Mohist Logic, Ethics and Science. 1978.
English translation quoted from Graham, A. C., Later Mohist Logic, Ethics and Science. 1978. p. 279.
11 English translation quoted from Joseph Needham, Science and Civilisatoin in China. Cambridge: Cambridge
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The two interpretations present two aspects of the relation between force and motion. The former means
that force, as an inner factor, can cause a thing to move. The latter stresses that force, as an outside
factor, can move things. Based on the context in the Mozi, Zou Dahai argues that the first interpretation
is in better accordance with the original meaning. However, this does, of course, not mean that ancient
Chinese were not also familiar with the second conception. In fact, in the explanation of this sentence
which was possibly written by Mo Di’s disciples, the above sentence was interpreted as li ʎ (force),
refers to weight. Lifting a weight from below is exertion”.12 Exertion was thus defined as an ability of
lifting weight. Combining the original definition and the explanation attached to it, the idea is that force
is an inner factor of a thing, and relying on this factor, that a thing can move weight.
In the above quoted legend in Liezi, the concept of force was not explicitly mentioned. Nevertheless, in
the Huaina zi, in order to show the reader the philosophy according to which one has to obey the way of
nature and cannot conquer an empire by physical or martial force, the author quoted the story of Gong
Gong and commented: “In the past, Gong Gong’s force smote the Buzhou Mountain. This caused the
earth bent toward southeast.”13 Placed in this context, the passage shows that Liu An interpreted Gong
Gong’s action as exerting a force on a pillar of the heaven. Hence, it is reasonable to assume that in the
cosmological model mentioned above, it is a force that causes the motion of the celestial bodies.
The model suffers, however, from some obvious weaknesses. First, if the heaven is rigid, three pillars
are enough to support it; if, however, it were not rigid, it would not be able to be firmly supported be
pillars, no matter how many they are. Secondly, if this theory is true, then, there must be a whole set of
celestial bodies newly generated each day, as no design is made to let them get back to the places where
they should be the next day according to this model. A similar cosmological system was mentioned in a
famous poem by the third century B.C. poet Qu Yuan (339 B.C.?-278 B.C.), the Tianwen ˮ 
(Question the heaven): 14
န႖ିᗔçˮି̷îʊݾъັçس۸ъᒑî
On what does the circumrotation of [heaven] depend? Where should the pole of the heaven be
located? How do the eight pillars work? Why is the southeast incomplete?
ъᕶЪîъෆЪبîԵંͶͳçᔅъᕆî15
How does [the heaven] close and the night [begin]? How does [it] open and the day [begin]? When
the east16 is not bright, where does the sun hide [its light]?
જϗዛçϚъس̤ݮ۸î17
Kang Hui rages, why is the earth bent toward the southeast?
Qu Yuan’s poem shows that the cosmological model described in the above mentioned legend was
widely spread in ancient China. In the poem, Qu Yuan expresses his doubts about problems such as that
about the position of the pole of the heaven, or the way in which the 8 pillars of the heaven work, and
especially concerning the question of where the sun stays during the night so that it can hide its light.
Qu Yuan’s questions may well be rooted in intuitive mechanical thinking. However, in the Tianwen, he
presented a whole system of cosmological questions. Even if he did not answer those questions, this
elaborate part without any doubt belongs to the realm of theoretical thinking.18 In the second century
University press, first published in 1962, reprinted version, 1989. Vol. IV: 1, p. 19.
12 English translation quoted from 2. Graham, A. C., Later Mohist Logic, Ethics and Science. 1978. p. 279. For
details, see the contribution of Zou Dahai, The Concept of force (li ʎ) in Early China, in this volume (chapter 2).
13 Zhang Shuangdi ડ ᕼ ಽ , Huainan zi jiaoshi ଶ۸ ʫऔ ᙽ . [Collations and Explanations of Huainan zi]. Beijing:
Beijing daxue chubanshe, 1997. P. 59.
14 According to Wang Yi ̚න (89?-158), the Tianwen was wrote short before Qu Yuan’s death in 278 B.C. Wang Yi,
Chuci Zhangju ᘃఉ͕ [the Sentences and Phrases of Chuci], completed around 114-120 A.D.
15 Qu Yuan. Tianwen. 183.
16 Jiaokang is the name of a star at the east part of the heaven.
17 Qu Yuan. Tianwen. 188. Later commentators of the Tianwen believe that Kang Hui is identical with Gong Gong.
18 Zheng Wenguang mentioned this legend in his Zhongguo Tianwen Xue Yuanliu. He connected the model in this
legend with the Gaitian theory. See: Zheng Wenguang ቸ̂δ, Zhongguo Tianwen Xue Yuanliu ˁˮ̂ዖກ[ ޠthe
origin of astronomy in China]. Beijing: Kexue Chubanshe, 1979. Pp. 31-34. I think that the heaven could only be
flat in the model of the universe in this legend, and there is no information about the shape of the heaven given.
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A.D., a Chinese scholar Wang Chong ̮̚ provides a systematic refutation of the cosmological model
in the legend in his Lunheng ፱ [Discussion on balance]:
Ⴊʇٲˮʫˀణçᙯˀ֠˄ʲçՠˮݾӝçϚ႖ാçЊʎϩАçˮʔᆙé̤А˄ʎႪ
ʓ࠼ዣç۲ʧփᒘᗦʜçѢࡔକԱʜçϰધˀణ˄ݓçᙯˀ֠˄ʲ̣î̞੦ࡍனϩʲç̤
໘ʇ˄ʎçιʯʲçˀ়ʜéϩˀ֠˄ʲçʩʲʜçՠݶˮ̣ݾçӝ˄֤ᘘՠ̣ݾێç
ᙯˀ֠ʲЪՠˮݾӝçݶΡሸᘘےéᖈྚႪ˄ٲçᒄˮʔ˄Ѣçરऻ˗˄୦çˀ়ັʜçъ
ˀణ˄Њï̞˯ˮڗçयՉîᝃՉîϩय̣çේຓçϰધݾЪӝ˄î19
After having fought with a man for the empire, a fight that he did, however, not win, [Gong Gong]
knocked against the Buzhou Mountain with anger, and caused the pillar of heaven to break, and the
cord of the earth to be smashed. If one has a force like that, he would have no opponent under the
heaven. With such a force [he could] engage three armies, and the soldiers would be [to him] like
ants, and their weapons like blades of grass. Why should [he], resenting his defeat, strike against the
Buzhou mountain? There is nothing harder and heavier than a mountain. The force of ten thousand
men pushing would not be able to move even a small mountain, and the Buzhou Mountain is a big
mountain. If it was really the “Pillar of heaven,” it would be a difficult thing to break it, if it was not,
then, it cannot be admitted that by knocking against the Buzhou Mountain the “Pillar of heaven” was
broken. Zhuan Xü in his fight against Gong Gong might have mustered all the soldiers under the
heaven and all the multitudes peopling the land within the seas, he would not have been a match for
him. How should Gong Gong not have been victorious? Moreover, is heaven qi य or a body?20 If it
be qi, it cannot be different from clouds and mist. Then there could be no pillar which might be
broken. Since Nü Wa repaired it with stones,21 it must be a body. If it be so in fact, then it is
something like gems and stones. The substance of stones is heavy, a single pillar would not be a
sufficient support for a thousand li. Not even the peaks of the five Mountains could prop heaven as
pillars.22
Wang Chong’s refutation shows us that such experiential mechanical knowledge as it is represented by
the insight that a non-rigid thing cannot be supported firmly by pillars and that a thing would break if its
heaviness supersedes its strength were already common knowledge by his time, as he used them as the
unquestioned basis for his argument. For the question as to where the sun hides during the day, Wang
Chung’s answer is that the sun never drops under the horizon. He argued that when the sun is not seen
during the night, this is so because it is out of people’s eyesight. This idea is identical with the theory of
the Gaitian cosmological school. We will discuss this theory in the next section.
In fact, Wang Chong clearly reduced the action of Gong Gong to exerting a force acting on a mountain.
Obviously, the force of a normal human being could not achieve such a task. It seems therefore that
astronomers did not take the model of the universe expressed in the legend seriously. In fact, most
Chinese thinkers would not be satisfied with a theory depending on a half divine force. The third
century B.C. Chinese philosopher Zhang Zhou ֠ inquired:
ˮյར̣îϚյழ̣î̆̈յ̣ءٲî̠ડݶî႖႐ݶîЪнݶîิڗյ
ЊጆሄЪˀધʶՉîิڗյརᕣЪˀ়в̋Չî

19 Wang Chong, Lunheng, Siku quanshu edition. Chapter 11. Pp. 1a-2b.
20 Qi is a crucial term in ancient China. It was also regarded as a factor producing the motion of the earth and the
celestial bodies in ancient cosmos theories in ancient China. We will discuss this problem in detail in the following
text.
21 In ancient Chinese legend, Nü Wa is a goddess of creation. It is her who created the human with clay. In the Lie Zi,
a legend was recorded that in the remote antiquity, the heaven is not complet. Nü Wa melt five-colored stones to
mend the heaven. Wang Chong connected the two legends, the about Nü Wa’s mending of heaven and the one of
Gong Gong, together in his Lun Heng. See: Wang Chong, Lunheng. Chapter 11. P. 1a.
22 For an English translation with few variations, see: Alfred Forke. Lun-Heng. Second edition. New York: Paragon
Book Gallery, 1962. 250-251.
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Does heaven move? Does the earth stay?23 Do sun and moon compete for a place [to shine]? Who
masterminds all this? Who pulls the strings? Who resting inactive himself, gives the push that makes
it go this way? I wonder, whether there is some mechanism that operates it and won’t let it stop? I
wonder if it just moves and turns and can’t bring itself to a halt? 24
Zhuang Zhou’s questions show us that another crude model of the cosmos existed in the 3rd century
B.C., according to which the heaven is tied by a cord and turns like a ball tied by a rope revolving
around the diameter through the point where it was tied. Here, again, a figure with super human powers
is needed for holding the cord and giving a push to the motion of heaven. The questions imply that
Zhuang Zhou doubted the existence of such a figure. In the last two questions he provided us instead
with his own idea about the subject, according to which there should be a mechanism that makes the
heaven move and keeps it from stopping. Zhuang Zhou’s idea corresponds to the second argument we
discuss in this paper which is commonly accepted as the reason for the motion of heaven and celestial
bodies, that is, the round shape making things move by themselves.

2. Mechanical Reasoning Underlying the Tianyuan Defang Theory
The Tianyuan Difang ˮ ฑ Ϛ ̅ theory [that the heaven is round and the earth is square] existed in
China from very ancient times. However, the Tianyuan difang theory does not necessarily mean that the
heaven is actually round in shape and that the earth is square in shape. As a matter of fact, the Zhoubi
suanjing ֠ ぷ ၽ  [Mathematical Canon of the Gnomon of the Zhou Dynasty] contains a piece of
dialog between Zhou Gong ֠˚ (11century B.C.) and Shang Gao, in which Shang Gao ੌਣ claims
that “roundness belongs to the heaven and squareness belongs to the Earth”. 25 Shang Gao does,
however, not claim that the shape of heaven is round and the shape of the earth is square. A piece of
dialog between Shan Juli శᕺ and Zheng Can ಬ (505 B.C.- ?) recorded in the Dadai liji ʩᐂᔪ
৪ provides us with more information concerning the understanding of the tianyuan defang theory in
ancient China: Shan Juli objected: “ If it is really true that the heaven is round and the earth is square,
then the four corners (of the earth) could not be covered (by the heaven)”. Zheng answered, “Can  26
heard from the Fuzi ˯ʫ 27 that the way of heaven is round and the way of the earth is square” 28. Then,
why did Zheng Sen insist that the way of heaven is round, even though the roundness in the shape of
heaven had been refuted? An answer is provided in the Lushi Chunqiu Ѽ̐߳ݲ: “Why do we say that
the way of heaven is round? … The circumference of a circle is curved?, there is [thus] no obstruction
[in its motion].”29 That means that the heaven should have identical Dao with the one of a round shaped
thing, so that it can move without obstruction. Another text, the Yin Wen Zi Φ̂ʫ [Master Yin Wen,
Yin Wen, 350-285 B.C.], which can also be traced back to the 4th century B.C., contains a more
common argument concerning the motion of a round shaped thing: “A round shaped thing automatically
moves, and it has to move. The squared thing is automatically stationary, and it has to be stationary.”30
Even though the shape of the heaven and the earth is not discussed in Yin Wen Zi Φ̂ʫ [Master Yin
23 Burton Waston translated yun ར as turn. In the Erya ၓ [the oldest extant Chinese lexicon, 3rd century B.C. to
the 2nd century B.C.], yun ར was defined as xi ન, which means to move from one place to another place. Yun ར
also means to turn or to revolve in ancient China. This definition was given in Guangya ᅪ [3rd century A.D.]. As
the character zhuan ᕣ, which was used in a later part of this paragraph, definitely means turn, the yun ར used in
other parts could only be interpreted as to move. So, I prefer to translate the character as to move. The character chu
ழ was translated as to sit still in Burton Watson’s translation. Now, I translate it as to stay, which is just in contrast
to yun ར, to move.
24 Zhuang Zhou, Zhuang Zi, Chapter14, 1a. in Zhuangzi Jijie  ʫ  ༲ (Wang Xianqian ̚ η ᒤ , 1900) English
translation with few variations, See: Burton Watson, The Complete Works of Chuang Tzu. New York: Columbia
University Press, 1968. P. 154.
25 Anonymous author, Zhoubi suanjing ֠ぷၽ . [Mathematical Classic of Zhoubi]. Beijing: Wuying dian Juzheng
edition, 1774. Chapter 1, 14b.
26 Sen is the given name of Zeng Sen.
27 Fuzi means Confucius.
28 Dai De ᐂᅮ. Dadai liji ʩᐂ㢘记. Siku quanshu edition. Chapter 5. P. 14a-b.
29 Lu Buwei Ѽͦࡕ. Lushi Chunqiu 䣳̐[ ߳ݲLü’s Spring and Autumn Annals]. written in 239 B.C. Re printed by Bi
Yuan ӽ, 1875. Chapter 4.
30 The original text reads: “ฑ˄ڗᕣçˀધˀᕣʜé়̅̋ێ̋˄ڗЪ̋çˀધˀ̋ʜéϖฑ˄вᕣçՠˀધ̋éϖ̅
˄в̋çՠˀધᕣĬ. Anonymous author, Yin Wen Zi ˅̂ʫ [Master Yinwen], Zhuzi Jicheng edition. Shanghai:
Shanghai Shudian, 1991. reprinted. P. 4
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Wen], the text makes it evident that in the 4th and 3rd centuries B.C., the theory that a round shaped
thing moves by itself and that a square thing is stationary was common knowledge among Chinese
philosophers. And we believe that this is the reason why they also claimed that the Dao, the way, of the
heaven is round and the one of the Earth is square.
The conclusion that a less curvy shaped thing is more stable than a curvier shaped thing is clearly based
on intuitive experiential knowledge, while the insight that circular and spherical things are the most
mobile and that square things are the most stationary goes back to a reflection of practical experience.
The quotations from Yinwen zi and Lushi Chunqiu clearly display theoretical reasoning. In summary,
the source materials show that both of the two influential cosmological schools in ancient China, the
Gaitian School and the Huntian School, held that the heaven is of round shape.

2.1. The Mechanical Reasoning of the Gaitian Cosmological School
The basic theory of the Gaitian school is that the heaven is like a canopy which covers everything under
it including the earth. This idea easily follows from intuitive knowledge, as whenever one looks up, one
finds that one is covered by the heaven just as is everything else on Earth. The chinese philosopher
Zhuang Zi ʫ used the statement that “there is nothing that heaven doesn’t cover, nothing that earth
doesn’t bear up”31 in his arguments. Such knowledge was obviously widely spread among Chinese
scholars. An implication of this theory is that heaven does not move to a position under the surface of
the earth.32 Chinese astronomers and thinkers who advocated this theory engaged themselves in
establishing cosmological theories based on the heavenly phenomena observed. According to the
Jinshu उऐ [a book of the Jin Period, 646], they created at least two different models of the cosmos
before the first century.
The Jinshu records that the two types of Gaitian cosmology were named Zhoubi ֠ ぷ [Gnomon of
Zhou Dynasty], and Zhoubi Jia ֠ ぷ ࣂ [The school of Gnomon of the Zhou Dynasty], respectively.
Both of them refer to the following basic celestial phenomena: The Sun rises each morning from the
east and descends each evening in the west. Days in the summer are longer than days in other seasons;
the length of day reaches its extreme in midsummer. In contrast, days in the winter are shorter than they
are in other seasons; the length of day reaches is shortest in midwinter. Through analyzing the
documents accumulated until the time when the Zhou Bi cosmological theories were formulated,
astronomers established that the heavenly phenomena have regularity, working out a crude
mathematical relationship among these phenomena. Their cosmological theories were intended to
incorporate an explanation of all the observed results as well as of the two theories we mentioned
above.
The most authoritative source about Zhou Bi cosmology is the Zhoubi suanjing ֠ ぷ ၽ 
[Mathematical canon of Zhoubi].33 This book provides us with the first explicit mathematical model of
the cosmos in ancient China. However, except for mentioning the theory of the way of heaven being
round and the way of the earth being square, it includes no information about the reason for the motion
of the heaven and of the celestial bodies.
The Zhoubi Jia theory was far less important than the theory of Zhoubi in both the history of astronomy
and that of mathematics in China. However, it includes interesting information concerning the
contemporary thinking about the motion of the heaven and the celestial bodies. It claims that:
֠ぷࣂේí īˮ࢝ϩડႶçϚ̅ϩ㢁ұêˮआᕣϩጷЪͤнç͇̆̈нçᎳˮͤᕣç̆ݮ
̈سнçЪˮୄ˄̤пԆêᙱ˄ءᗦнጷΕ˄ʖçጷͤ૱Ъᗦ͇̈́çጷॣЪᗦçݮˀધ
31 Zhuang Zhou, Zhuangzi, Chapter1, in Zhuangzi Jijie ʫ ༲ (Wang Xianqian ̚ηᒤ , Chapter 1, 32. English
translation is quoted from: Burton Watson, The Complete Works of Chuang Tzu. Newyork: Columbia University
Press, 1968. P. 70.
32 It was quite plausible for the ancient people to assume that the heaven covers the earth, and it would have been
difficult for them to assume that the heaven could move under the earth? This insight probably originates from
intuitive knowledge.
33 About cosmology in the Zhoubi suanjing and modern historical research about this topic, see: Christopher Cullen,
Astronomy and Mathematics in Ancient China: the Zhou bi suan jing. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1996; Qu Anjing Јϰ՛ç Zhoubi suanjing xinyi ֠ぷၽ䑨๙议 [Recent discussion on the Zhoubi suanjing], Xian:
Shanxi Renmin Chubanshe, 2002.
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ˀᎳጷ̤ͤਅିêˮӂ۸ਣЪ̻ʔç̴̆ਣçݮԴì̆ʉʔçݮˀԴêˮ˄ϩႶçݮ
ϛʇ̻çݶյᗲʜêϛˮ˄ˁçЪ˒ϛʇ̻çډ̤ˮ˄ӂϩႶʜê̆ಯ̴ˁçᆜʉ
ఁˁçఁय๚ࢁçݮԆˀԴʜêࢭईयϡçఁय˳çयδبç Ⴊ̆ωቩç̴̆ݮѯԴç
ሜ˄ڗçۃ̆ࢭݮʜê̲ˮఁयϡçय˳çఁय๚ࢁç̆˄δçᓜ̴ᓚˀԴç̲ݮ
̆ഡĬé34
The Zhoubi school asserted: “the heaven is round [in shape] like an opened umbrella, [while] the
earth is square like a chessboard. The heaven rotates sideways towards the left in the same manner as
a turning mill-stone. The sun and the moon [both] move towards the right, [but at the same time
they] have to follow the heavens, which rotates towards the left. Hence, though in reality they are
moving east, they are dragged along by the turning of the heavens, so that they [appear to] set in the
west.35 Compare this with the motion of ants on a mill-stone. The mill-stone rotates towards the left,
while the ants move toward the right; the mill-stone is fast, while ants are slow. Hence, they have to
follow the mill-stone to rotate towards the left. The shape of the heaven is that [it] is high in the
south and low in the north. The sun rises above, then, it is seen; the sun sinks down, then, it is
unseen. The position of heaven is as an inclined canopy. Therefore, the pole is north of [the place of]
human. This is its proof. The pole is at the center of the heaven, but now it is north of human, so, we
know that the shape of heaven is like an inclined canopy. The sun rises from Yang in mornings, and
sinks in Yin in the evenings. The Yin Qi is duck and obscure, therefore, [when a thing] sinks into [it],
[it] cannot be seen. In the summer, there is more Yang Qi य, and less Yin Qi ఁय. Yang Qi is
bright and can shine together with the sun. Therefore, the sun can be seen when it rises, there is
nothing to block it, so the day in the summer is long. In the winter, there are more Yin Qi and less
Yang Qi. Yin Qi is dark and obscure, it blocks the light of the Sun. Even though [the sun] has already
risen, it is still blocked and cannot been seen. Therefore, the day in the winter is short.
The Jinshu was compiled by scholars in the 7th century, when the Zhoubi Jia theory was no longer the
dominant cosmological theory for some time. The Jinshu provides us in fact only with a short
introduction of its main idea. However, we find this introduction very precious. It is obvious that the
Zhoubi Jia tries to explain all the heavenly phenomena in terms of its model. According to this model,
the heaven is physically round shaped, but it is not mentioned whether it is a circular plane or a
spherical segment. It rotates sideways around its pole. The inspiration for such a model may have come
from the practical knowledge that an umbrella with circular rim cannot stay in a stable position. This
mechanism also explains why the pole of heaven, the North Pole, is not in the zenith. Both Gaitian
schools believed that the north pole is the pole of heaven. This claim is based on the fact that the North
Star appears stationary from the earth and on the practical knowledge that when a round shaped thing
revolves, its pole does not move. The model also covers the observational result that the motion of
celestial bodies varies in speed. In order to explain this circumstance, the Zhoubi Jia claims that the
celestial bodies attached to the heaven move along with it, while moving by themselves at the same
time. The sun and the moon move in a direction inverse to the direction of the motion of the heaven.
But they move slower than the heaven. So they sink in the west, in accordance with the direction of the
motion of the heaven. The Zhoubi Jia uses practical knowledge about the superposition of motions in
order to explain this theory: when ants move on a revolving mill in the inverse direction of the motion
of mill, and if they move slower than the mill, they are in fact moved in accordance with the motion of
the mill. The Zhoubi Jia furthermore introduces Qi into the argument. It was assumed that there are Qi
on the earth. When the celestial bodies sink to a place lower than the place where the Qi exists, they
cannot not be seen by humans, while when they raise to a higher place above the earth, they can be
seen. In the summer, there are less Qi and in the winter, there are more Qi. Therefore, the time in which
the sun can be seen is longer than that in the winter.36
There is no evidence of whether the Zhoubi Jia discussed the way in which the celestial bodies are tied
to the heavens and no explicit reason is given for the proper motion of the celestial bodies. The mill-ant
example is very visual. From this analogy it may be concluded that the Zhoubi Jia believed that
34 Fang Xuanling 龄. Tianwen zhi, Jinshu, siku quanshu edition, chapter 11, 3b.
35 The translation from Jinshu, with few variations, is from Joseph Needham, with collaboration of Wang Ling,
Science and Civilisation in China. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1959. Vol. 3, p. 213.
36 About Qi, see the following for more detail.
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heavenly bodes are alive so that they can move according to their own will or in accordance with some
rule. But, as a matter of fact, celestial bodies are commonly regarded as non-living substances in
ancient Chinese philosophy. Another weak point of this theory is whether the heaven touches the earth
or whether it just hangs above the earth, a point that is not explicated in the extant material. In case of
the former hypothesis, an additional difficulty occurs: as the earth is not absolute smooth, its motion
should be affected by the friction between the heaven and the earth. In order to keep the heaven
smoothly moving, there should thus be a force acting on the heaven. In case of the latter hypothesis,
there occurs another hypothesis as what supports the heaven has not been made clear.
From the second century on, both versions of Gaitian cosmology are apparently no longer accepted.
The Zhoubi theory was criticized for not being in accordance with the heavenly phenomena,37 while no
text specifically dedicated to the Zhoubi Jia theory is extant. Since the first century, the Huntian theory
began to dominate in China. The Huntian cosmology also holds that the heaven is round and that the
earth is square. As the theory is directly connected with another important factor concerning the nature
of motion, to be discussed in the next section, we defer the analysis of Huntian cosmology to this
section.

2.2. Mechanical Reasoning Concerning Qi As a Mover and Medium of Motion
Qi य is a crucial philosophical term in ancient China.38 It was rendered in publications in western
languages as gas, ether, matter 39, air, vapour, material force, etc. However, none of these English terms
renders the meaning of this unique term in ancient China properly, in particular as it can assume
different meanings in different contexts. I therefore prefer to leave this term untranslated. In
cosmological materials, qi may be regarded as the primordial substance of the universe. In relation with
the Yin-yang theory of ancient China, Chinese scholars produced a theory about the origin of the
universe. Parts of the relevant ideas are stated in Tianwen xun ˮ ̂ ৱ of the Huainan zi ଶ ۸ ʫ
[Master Huainan, about 150 B.C.] explicitly:
ˮᅐͶӂçᑴᑴޤޤ㒶㒶çݳ˰̇ݮéཤּء൴㆔ç൴㆔·ϭçϭ·यçयЊଥܕç
ଢڗᒇᘛЪ伡ˮçࡍጐڗኽွЪ伡ϚçଢҢ˄ϑઅؤçࡍጐ˄ኽ഼ᘘçݮˮηϿЪϚׇ݉é
ˮϚ˄ᜁႆ伡ఁçఁ˄અႆ伡͘ईç͘ई˄ಟႆ伡໘ٶçጼ˄ᇋय·̒ç̒य˄ႆڗ
伡̆çጼఁ˄य伡̑ç̑य˄ႆڗ伡̈é̆̈˄ଲ伡ႆڗ伡ݷՁéˮ֍̆̈ݷՁçϚ֍̑
ᆸӻࢫé40
When the heaven had not formed, [there is a state which is] amorphous and chaotic. Therefore, it is
called Taizhao ˰[ ݳthe great brightness]. The Dao begins from empty extensiveness [Xukuo ൴㆔],
the empty extensiveness produced the cosmos, the cosmos produced Qi. Qi has its limits. The clear
and light [qi] spread thin to become the heaven; the heavy and turbid [qi] coagulate to become the
37 Cai Yi (133-192) claimed, however, that the method and the calculations of Zhoubi remained. “Exam [it] with the
phenomena in the heaven, there are lots of mistakes.” ֠ぷீᆛմϬçЩᝁˮٷçϡཨ͜éSee: Fang Xuanling,
Jinshu. Siku quanshu edition.Chapter 11. P. 2b.
38 The character qi occurs in inscriptions on bones or tortoise shells of the Shang Dynasty [16th―11th century B.C.].
According to historians of philosophy in ancient China, not later than the fifth century B.C., Chinese scholars
established a relationship between qi and the theory of Yin and Yang. In the Guanzi ၹʫ [Master Guan], qi was
described as the primordial substance. Based on the parts concerning qi in the Guanzi, Graham claimed: qi is
“adapted to cosmology as the universal fluid”, “out of which all things condense and into which they dissolve”. “It
is like such words in other cultures as Greek pneuma ‘wind, air, breath’. It is the energetic fluid which vitalizes the
body, in particular as the breath, and which circulates outside as the air”. But the Western terms Graham offers can
actually not encompass the meaning of qi in the Chinese context. His discussion rather provides us with some
understanding of the difficulties of translating qi into Western language, and I agree with him that it is better to
leave this term not translated. See: A. C. Graham. Disputers of the Dao, Philosophical argument in Ancient China.
Chicago: Open Court. P. 101. About the evolution of the concept of qi, See: Qiu Xigui ༫ᎨϜ, Jixian Daojia Jingqi
de Yanjiu ᇲʔཤࣂႆयߨڅԦ [Research on the Jingqi of the branch of jixian of Daoism].in Daojia Wenhua Yanjiu
ཤ ࣂ̂ˣ ߨԦ [Research on the culture of Daoism]. 167-192; Zheng Zhengyu ಬነ ϭ , Zhongguo Qilun Zhexue
Yuanjiu ˁयዖߨԦ [Research on the history of qi in philosophy in China]. In this paper, we only focus on
the materials concerning with motion of the heaven, the earth and the celestial bodies.
39 Fung Yu-lan, translated into English by Derk Bodde, A History of Chinese Philosophy, Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1983. P. 352.
40 Liu Wendian, Huinan Honglie Jie, Vol. 3, 1a-b. English translation with few variations, see: Fung Yu-lan, translated
into English by Derk Bodde, A History of Chinese Philosophy. Pp. 396-397.
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earth. The union of the clear and light was easy, [whereas] the coagulation of heavy and turbid was
difficult. So that the heaven formed first and the Earth fixed later. The merged essences of the heaven
and the earth formed the Yin and the Yang. The concentrated essences of the Yin and the Yang
formed the four seasons, the scattered essences of the four seasons formed the myriad of things. The
accumulation of the hot air produced fire, and the essence of fire formed the sun. The accumulation
of cold air formed water, the essence of water formed the moon. The soaked essences of the sun and
the moon forms the stars and planets. The heaven bears the sun, the moon and the stars; the earth
bears the water and the dust.
According to the above text, qi is the primordial substance in the universe. Qi forms the heaven and the
earth; the interaction of the heaven and the earth produced the Yin ఁ and Yang 41; the interaction of
Yin and Yang produced the four seasons; the interaction of the four seasons produced myriads of things.
The warm qi of the Yin and Yang forms fire, and the essence qi of the fire forms the Sun; the cold qi of
Yin and Yang forms water, and the essence qi of water forms the moon. The interaction of the sun and
the moon produces the stars. This procedure is clearly an analogy with the procreation of human beings.
The intuitive knowledge that heavy things tend to move downwards and that light things tends to move
upwardwards was clearly a further presupposition of this cosmological theory.
In the ancient Chinese context, qi continued to play an important role even after the formation of the
universe. We already saw that the Zhoubi jia cosmology claimed that it is qi that causes the differences
in the lengths of a day. In the Xuanye  ֭ܭcosmology qi played a far more important role as the mover
and medium of the motion of celestial bodies. The Xuanye cosmology was presented in very early
times. In the 7th century, the compiler of the Jinshu stated that no sources of Xuanye theory existed in
his time. The introduction of the theory given in Jinshu is based on an account of the second century
A.D. historian Xi Ming ṓ ൨ who flourished in the Later Han, and may have been a younger
contemporary of Chang Heng :
˄֭ܭऐʟçિျংऐࡈṓ൨৪ηࣗߠ෮ේíīˮʅቚçίЪᔧ˄çਣჯç୧❲ႆാç
ݮႻႻʜéᙱ˄आૼჯཤ˄෧ʲЪߗۍçࡣʣ̭˄ଵԷЪও෩ç˯ॳێۍйçЪ෩ێЊ
ᝃʜéݷè̆è̈вी·൴˄ڐˁçյнյ̋ߗෞयିé̤ݶʂᔅ௧фçෝਁç
ΫԴઘçਃˀωç̣ङᗔçݮώʜéݷݮпԆʜéಐèธسߗݷнç̆нɿ
ܿç̈нʐʓܿçॣήષçЪ̻̃ˀႪçՁઘյéյᗔͅډԢêࠝႎۉˮᝃç
ˀધၓʜéĬ42
The books of the Xuanye system are lost. Alone that a librarian of Han [Dynasty] Xi Meng recorded
what his deceased master had taught [him], [which] says: “the heavens were entirely void of
substance. [When we] look up and see it, [it looks] limitlessly high and far away. The [human] eye is
dim-sighted and the vision is exhausted, it is why [the heaven appears] deeply blue. It is like seeing
yellow mountain far away sideways, then, [it] appears all blue, or when we gaze down into a valley
of thousand ren43 deep, then, [it appears] somber and black. While, the blue [of the mountain] is not
its true color, and the black [of the valley] does not [mean] that [it] has a body. Stars, the sun, and the
moon float and exist in the emptiness. Both their motion and stay depend on qi. Thus, [of] the seven
luminaries,44 some disappear and some appear, some move to the same direction and some move to
the inverse direction. [They] have no regularities in disappearing and appearing, and are different in
[moving] forward or retrograde. It is because that [they] are not rooted or tied to [a body] that [their
movements] vary from each other. Hence, the stars sink to the west, but the Big Dipper does not
41 The Yin and Yang are two fundamental factors in philosophy in ancient China, which represent, respectively, female
and male, darkness and light, soft and hard, inactivity and activity, etc. In Xu Shen  (25?-125?)’s Shuowen
Jiezi კ̂༲ϫ (first compiled in 121 A.D., reprinted in 1873, photocopied edition in 1963, Zhonghua Shuju), Yin
was interpreted as the north of a mountain and the south of a river. Except the meaning of female, Yin also means
dark, shady, shadow, cold, moist, hidden or negative. In contrast, Yang originally means the south of a mountain
and the north of a river. In the Shuowen Jiezi, Xu Shen interpreted Yang as high and bright. In addition to the
meaning of male, it also means bright, worm, dry, sunny, etc.
42 Fang Xuanling, ed., Tianwen, in Jinshu उऐ [Book of Jin Dynasty], Chapter 11, Siku Quanshu edition. 7a.
43 Ren ̭ , an ancient measure of length. One ren is equal to eight chi in the Qin Dynasty, and seven chi in the Han
Dynasty.
44 Qi yao ʂᔅ [Seven Luminaries] are the sun, the moon, the star of gold [the Venus], the star of wood [the Jupiter],
the star of water [the morning star], the star of fire [the Mars], and the star of soil [the Saturn].
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move with [them], and the pole star always stays at its place. The Sheli star and Tian star45 all move
eastwards. The sun moves one du46 [a day] and the moon moves thirteen du [a day]. Their speed
depends on [their individual] quality. It is known that they are not tied to anything. [For] if they were
attached to a body of heaven, this could not be so.”47
The Xuanye cosmology denied the existence of a material heaven. The above text presents detailed
arguments for this theory. The basic argument is that if all celestial bodies were attached to a material
heaven, their directions and velocities of motion could not be different from each other. This suggests
that, before the Xuanye theories were developed, the existence of a material heaven was generally
assumed. From the quantitative characterization of the motion of celestial bodies mentioned in the
above text, we can infer that the Xuanye theory was based on observational results.
In this paper, we are mainly interested in the reasons given for the motion of celestial bodies in this text
as well as in the process by which such a theory has been constructed. The Xuanye theory holds that all
celestial bodies are floating in emptiness, and that they are moved by qi. The emptiness in the text does,
however, not mean vacuum. In fact, the statement that the stillness and motion of celestial bodies rely
on qi implies that the Xuanye School believed that the emptiness is full of qi. For the understanding of
qi, Graham points out that “it is like such words in other cultures as Greek pneuma ‘wind, air,
breath’”.48 But even taken together, the three terms listed by Graham cannot encompass the full
meaning of qi, although it is certain that ancient Chinese regarded these three kinds of things as
belonging to qi, and although we do believe that the basic characteristics of qi were by analogy derived
from the characteristics of wind, air and breath. The theory that qi can support things may thus have
been developed from the intuitive knowledge that things can float on air.49 Zhuan Zi claimed that “[if]
the accumulation of wind is not thick, then it will not have enough force to support the large wings”.50
Zhuang Zi implies that the force of supporting grows when the accumulation of wind increases. This
idea may have been shared by the holders of Xuanye theory, which concluded that, as the heavenly
bodes are clearly high above the earth, the accumulation of qi must be very thick in order to sustain
them. As for why ancient Chinese thought that qi can move things, I think that this idea may have been
derived from the intuitive knowledge that wind can move things, and also that by blowing one can drive
things away. The doubt of whether heaven really has a material body might have arisen when the
differences in the tracks and speeds of the motion of celestial bodies were observed. In order to solve
the problems arising if heaven is not ascribed a material existence, where the sun, the moon and other
celestial bodies are located, the Xuanye School introduced the concept of qi as the supporter of the
celestial bodies. Their theory is, in some sense, also supported by intuitive knowledge.
The theory confronts, however, a serious problem. The extant Xuanye sources do not explain how the
motions of celestial bodies can be regulated if they are only driven by qi. From experience it is indeed
clear that things driven by wind do not move in a regular way. We do not know whether this was the
reason why most Chinese scholars disapproved of the Xuanye theory. The historical fact is that the
theory of the Xuanye school was rejected by Chinese scholars from early times, so that the materials of
this school were all lost. Since the second century, the Huntian School become dominant in China.
Together with the Gaitian and the Xuanye school, the Huntian cosmology is usually described as one of
the three main cosmological theories in ancient China. According to Li Chunfeng ө ଚ ࡙ , the two
pieces which constitute not only the earliest but also the most important sources about Huntian theory,
45 Tian star is Saturn.
46 In ancient China, the heaven is divided in 365 1/4 du.
47 I consulted Needham’s translation of the text, but changed it according to my own understanding of it. See: Joseph
Needham, with collaboration of Wang Ling, Science and Civilisation in China. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1959. Vol. 3.
48 A. C. Graham. Disputers of the Dao, Philosophical argument in Ancient China. P.101.
49 Zhuanzi claimed that ࡙˄ጼʜˀۺç۲յ࠸ʩᑴʜʎé[If] the accumulation of wind is not thick, then it will not
have enough force to support the large wings. For detailed information about this material, see the contribution of
Zou Dahai, The Concept of force (li ʎ) in Early China, in this volume (chapter 2).
50 Guo Qingfan ௲ᅰ ᗟ (1844-1896), Zhuang Zi Jishi ʫ  ᙽ [Collected Explanations on Zhuang Zi], in Zhuzi
Jicheng ቃ ʫ  Ͽ [Collected Books of Various Schools] Edition. Shanghai, Shijie Shuju, 1937. Photocopied by
Shanghai Shudian. 1991. p.4. For a translation and a detailed discussion of this statement, see the contribution of
Zou Dahai, The Concept of force (li ʎ) in Early China, in this volume (chapter 2).
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the Huntian Yizhu ೪ ˮ ᄮ ٍ [Commentary on the Armillary Sphere] and the Lingxian  ዚ [the
Spiritual Constitution of the Universe]51, can both be traced back to Zhang Heng ડ፱(78-139)52. In the
Lingxian, Zhang Heng claims:
ˮᝃءçݮฑ̤ìϚᝃءఁç̤ͧݮᎽé53
the body of heaven located in the Yang, so it is round in order to move, the body of the earth located
in Yin, so it is flat in order to be still.54
ˮϩᕾʫçϚϩᕾˁ෧çׄءˮ˗çˮʩЪϚʯéˮڸ㕾Њ̑çˮϚώ࡞यЪΙçཝ̑Ъ
нé֠ˮʓС˘ʐˊܿéˮཤڗçකෝʜéڼˮ۲㤚çჯˮ۲௦é55
The heaven is like a hen’s egg; the earth is like the yolk of the egg, and lies alone inside the heaven.
Heaven is large and earth small. Inside the surface of the heaven there is water. Both the heaven and
the earth are supported by qi, and they move holding water. The complete heaven has 365 du. The
Dao of heaven likes [things] to follow it. When [celestial bodies] are close to it, [they] are slow.
When they are far from it, [they] are quick.
And in his Huntian Yizhu, Zhang Heng argued:
ˮᕣϩԿᒺ˄རʜé56
The rotation of heaven is just like the motion of the wheels of vehicles.
These materials inform us that according to the Huntian theory there is a material heaven, attributing
the motion of the heaven to its round shape and the stationary character of the earth to its flatness. This
part does not differ from the Gaitian theory. The main difference between the Huntian theory and the
Gaitian theory is that the Huntian theory claims that the heaven is a sphere, or rather an ellipsoid, and
that it moves around the earth. In Zhang Heng’s theory, qi plays the role of supporting the heaven and
the earth. Zhang Heng does not really clarify the relation between the celestial bodies and the heaven. It
is generally believed that he thought that the celestial bodies were somehow attached to the heaven.
But, as it is mentioned that the distance between the celestial bodies and the heaven changes, it seems
that Zhang Heng actually believed that the celestial bodies are independent of the heaven. But they are
obviously nevertheless affected by the heaven. When they move to a place nearer to the heaven, they
became slower, as the heaven wants them to move with it. It is recorded that Zhang He made an
Armillary Sphere and used this instrument to verify the Huntian theory. The position of the celestial
bodies on the Armillary Sphere corresponds to the positions of the real ones. After this verification, the
Huntian theory was commonly accepted as the most accurate cosmology in China.
Chinese scholars never ceased to think about the functioning of the universe. In the Song Dynasty,
Zhang Zai ડཝ argued that qi was the mover the Earth. He asserted that only the fixed stars are tied to
the heaven, and that they move with the heaven. The sun, the earth and the five stars all move in a
direction inverse to that of the heaven. The earth stays in the qi.
As for the reason of motion of the heaven and the celestial bodies, Zhang Zai claims:
ʙ⬿ᕣ˄ٶçͬЊጆìݱᎃ˄ጆç۲ێв͚ʜé57
For all things revolving, there should be mechanism for [their] motion. Since it is designated as a
mechanism, the motion cannot be caused from outside.

51 The translation is quoted from Joseph Needham. Vol. 3, 199.
52 The historians of astronomy in China commonly accepted that the Huntin Yizhu was written by Zhang Heng. Chen
Jiujin argued that the book should be written by an anonymous writer of the third or forth century. Chen Meidong
argues, however, that Chen Jiujin’s argument is not convincing. See: Cheng Jiujin, Chen Meidong.
53 Ban Gu, Hanshu ျऐ [Book on Han Dynasty]. Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju. P. 3216
54 Zhang Heng. Lingxian. In han Shu. Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju.
55 Fang Xuanling, Tianti ˮᝃ. in Jinshu. P. 280.
56 Fang Xuanling, Tianti ˮᝃ. in Jinshu. P. 282.
57 Zhang Zai ડཝ, Zhengmeng Ⴒ. Chapter sanliang.
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Although he did not explicitly explain the mechanism of the motion of the heaven and the celestial
bodies, he clearly believed that qi plays a crucial role in it. His discussion of the motion of the earth
deserves our attention:
ϚЊ˦ࡒç̆ЊࡹഡéϚᓜኽ႟ˀಟ˄ٶçʆय˦ࡒյçߠЪˀʶʜé̆ʖçϚ̆
ࡒЪʔڗç൴ʜì̆ࡒçϚ̆ЪʖڗçߚʜìАɿನ˄ࡶʜéгءɿ֭˄ߚ൴ç
˦ࡒç۲̤ऻ̑ᆾИᝁ˄ےé58
The earth sometimes heightens and sometime lowers, and the [length] of day is sometimes long and
sometimes short. Although the Earth is a coagulated thing and will not disperse, the two kinds of qi
nevertheless rise and lower between [the earth and the heaven], and [the earth and the heaven]
follow [the qi] and do not stop.59 [If] the heaven rises each day, and the earth lowers itself each day,
then, looseness [is produced]; [if] the heaven lowers itself each day, and the earth rises each day,
[then,] the surplus [is produced]. This is [why] there are [different] climates of winter and summer in
one year. As for the looseness and surplus, and the heightening and lowering of the heaven and earth
during one day and night, the [theory] could be verified by the tides of seawater.
Zhang Zai attributed the difference of the length of day in a year to the fluctuation of heaven and the
earth, where the fluctuation of the heaven and the earth is caused by qi. He thought that the earth, as a
solid, was floating on water, and that the space between the heaven and the earth and the water is full of
qi. Although qi is shapeless, it maintains the balance of heaven and earth. If the heaven rises, and the
earth lowers, the space between the heaven and the earth increases, and the qi will be thin, or in Zhang
Zai’s words, looseness will be produced. Then the qi would not be enough for maintaining the distance
between the heaven and the earth. Consequently, the heaven would lower itself, and the earth would
rise. The lowering of the heaven and the rising of the earth cannot last forever. As when the distance
between the heaven and the earth is shorter, the space for the qi between them is reduced, and, as a
consequence, the qi becomes thick, so that stress will be produced. The result is that the heaven would
be held up and the earth would be pushed down. Thus begins another round of motion. Zhang Zai
claimed that his theory can be proved by the motion of tides. In order to explain why people cannot feel
the motion of the earth, he referred to the experiential knowledge that when one sails in a large ship,
one does not feel the motion of the ship in spite of the boat’s motion.60

3. Conclusion
This paper intends to provide an account of the reasoning about motion in ancient Chinese
cosmological sources, and to analyze the process by which such theories have been constructed. With
the exception of the legend of Gonggong, Chinese scholars always tried to find the explanations of the
heavenly phenomena and, in particular, of the motion of celestial bodies with reference to the inner
characters or to the mechanism of the heaven, the earth and the celestial bodies. Clearly, their task was
not an easy one to achieve. From the above discussion, we may infer the following main characteristics
of reasoning about motion in ancient Chinese cosmological sources:
1. The theories about motion in ancient cosmological sources were based on elementary
observations of celestial phenomena.
2. The theories are developed with reference to intuitive and practical knowledge, rooted in the
daily life of the ancient Chinese society. Such knowledge was often explicitly introduced in
cosmological texts as evidence or explanation of the theories.
3. There were heated debates about cosmological theories in ancient China. The refutation of an
existing theories may have been based on newly obtained observational results, or on previously
neglected intuitive and experiential knowledge. After an old theory has been refuted, a new
theory was established. In most cases, as in the example of the explanation of the motion of the
celestial bodies, what remained convincing in the old theory would be included within the new
theory.
58 Zhang Zai, Zhengmeng.
59 Here, Yang means the heaven. Zhang Zai claimed that the heaven is a floating yang in the previous part of this text.
60 The theory that the earth moves in not an invention of Zhang Zai.
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Chapter 4

Mechanics in the Mohist Canon and Its European Counterpart
Jürgen RENN and Matthias SCHEMMEL

1. What to Compare?
This paper1 is concerned with the sections of the Mohist Canon ኴ, dating from about 300 B.C., that
have traditionally been classified as concerning mechanics. Given the fact that the term mechanics
usually refers to a branch of knowledge in the Western scientific tradition, the classification of the
Mohist sections as concerning mechanics immediately raises the question of their comparability to
anything occurring in the history of Western science. In fact, such comparisons have been made. Joseph
Needham, for example, concluded his analysis of one of the Mohist sections with the following
assessment: 2
The most important thing about this excerpt on the lever and balance is that it shows that the Mohists
must have been essentially in possession of the whole theory of equilibria as stated by Archimedes.
However, on closer inspection, the comparison of the Mohist Canon with Archimedes’ book on the
equilibrium of planes turns out to be problematic. A crucial aspect of Archimedes’ work is that it is
deductively structured. It is, in fact, this aspect which is often taken as one of the main reasons for
judging it a scientific work. The Mohist Canon, in contrast, is not structured in this way. A further
crucial aspect of Archimedes’ work is that it contains and even proves the law of the lever—the first law
of mechanics in the history of Western science. The Mohist text again does not contain a formulation of
this law, let alone its mathematical proof in the Western sense.
While it thus appears that there is little justification to compare the mechanical sections in the Mohist
Canon to Archimedes’ theory on the equilibrium of planes, the question remains whether any parallel
exists between the independent traditions of mechanics in China and the West. In order to answer this
question, one has to start by re-examining the Mohist sections on mechanics. The obvious starting point
for such a re-examination is the thorough philological reconstruction of the Mohist Canon by A. C.
Graham.3 On the background of Graham’s work, two features of the Mohist Canon have emerged as
being particularly striking:
1. A basic structure of reasoning is common to all sections. It is characterized by treating
mechanical problems as puzzles and is reflected by a coherent use of technical terms for
mechanical qualities, such as zhong ࡍ for “weight” or quan ᛲ for “positional advantage,” as
Graham’s translation reads. (On the basis of our analysis we have proposed the latter term to be
translated as “effectiveness,” see below.) This basic structure of reasoning is quite independent of
any specific interpretation of the sometimes obscure passages.
2. That structure of reasoning is largely shaped by the role of the text in representing knowledge in a
culture of dispute, characteristic of the Chinese philosophical practice of the time.4

1

2
3

4

This article has previously been published as: Jürgen Renn and Matthias Schemmel, “Mechanics in the Mohist
Canon and Its European Counterpart,” in: Hans Ulrich Vogel, Christine Moll-Murata, and Gao Xuan (eds.), Studies
on Ancient Chinese Scientific and Technical Texts: Proceedings of the 3rd ISACBRST, Zhengzhou: Elephant Press
2006, 24-31.
Joseph Needham, Science and Civilisation in China Vol. IV: Physics and Physical Technology Part 1: Physics,
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1962, p. 23.
Angus Charles Graham, Later Mohist Logic, Ethics and Science, Hong Kong: Chinese University Press, 1978. A
detailed re-examination of the sections on mechanics on the basis of Grahams work has been jointly undertaken in
the context of the cooperation with the Partner Group by a working group at the Max Planck Institute for the
History of Science including William G. Boltz from the University of Washington in Seattle.
See also William G. Boltz, “Mechanics in the Mohist Canon: Preliminary Textual Questions,” in: Hans Ulrich
Vogel, Christine Moll-Murata, and Gao Xuan (eds.), Studies on Ancient Chinese Scientific and Technical Texts:
Proceedings of the 3rd ISACBRST, Zhengzhou: Elephant Press 2006, 32-40.
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These features suggest comparing the mechanical sections in the Mohist Canon not to Archimedes’
writings on the equilibrium of planes to which Needham is referring but rather to another ancient text
documenting the emergence of a science of mechanics in Europe. This is the so-called Mechanical
Problems ascribed to Aristotle and his school. The text was written in about the same period as the
Mohist Canon and represents the earliest European text on mechanics handed down to us. In contrast to
Archimedes’ work, Mechanical Problems is not deductively structured and does not, in its original
form, contain the law of the lever, or at least does not ascribe any central status to it. On the other hand,
the text possesses the features just ascribed to the Mohist Canon: it also treats mechanical problems as
puzzles and is shaped by a coherent structure of argumentation. This structure is reflected by the use of
technical terminology, and has its origins in a culture of dispute characteristic of the Western
philosophical tradition of the time.
In this paper we address the question of whether this parallel between the mechanical sections in the
Mohist Canon and Mechanical Problems merely concerns the formal structure of the two texts, or
whether it also extends to their substance, namely the kind of knowledge on mechanics they embody.
As will become clear in the following, such a question cannot be approached by purely philological
means. Rather, one has to take into account that there are different kinds of shared knowledge
underlying scientific reasoning. We systematically distinguish three kinds of knowledge. These are
intuitive, practical, and theoretical knowledge, which are distinct with regard to their sources, to their
modes of transmission, and to their inner structure. Intuitive knowledge is acquired in the process of
ontogenesis. Since the physical conditions of ontogenesis are largely culture-independent, a great part
of this knowledge may be considered universal. Another kind of knowledge may be termed practical
knowledge. This is expert knowledge acquired in the handling of artefacts such as mechanical
instruments, devices, and machines, and is therefore as culture-dependent and subject to historical
change as these artefacts are. For example, the knowledge acquired when using a lever can be termed
practical knowledge. Finally the third kind of knowledge may be called theoretical knowledge.
Theoretical knowledge is characterized by the use of symbolic representations as provided by written
language, giving rise to a drive for consistency and the emergence of abstract terms. All three kinds of
knowledge are structured by mental models.5 For instance, according to a typical model of intuitive
physics, the greater a force, the larger its effect. The model also figures in the knowledge of
practitioners who experience this relation of force and effect when handling their instruments. Finally,
the model may be a part of theoretical knowledge, as is the case in Aristotelian physics, where it
amounts to a theoretical statement of universal validity.
In the following we give a brief account on how the knowledge on mechanics embodied in the two
texts, the sections on mechanics in the Mohist Canon and in Mechanical Problems, can be analyzed and
compared within the theoretical framework outlined above.

2. The European Case
Mechanical Problems is the earliest surviving text on mechanics in the Western tradition. It was
influential in this tradition until the advent of classical mechanics in the age of Galileo and Newton. The
text consists of an introduction and 35 sections called “problems,” which are often merely one
paragraph in length and almost always begin with the phrase “Why is it that … ?” (διὰ τί …). The first
three sections are theoretical in character and introduce basic concepts and principles, indicating their
connections to one another. Several of the subsequent problems apply these principles to provide an
explanation for a number of phenomena resulting from the use of devices that allow, as the author
writes, the weaker to master the stronger. His entire enterprise starts from the question: 6
διὰ τί κινοῦσι μεγάλα βάρη μικραὶ δυνάμεις τῷ μοχλῷ [...]?
Why is it that small powers [can] move big loads when using the lever [...]?

5
6

For the notion of mental model and its application in describing historical forms of thinking, see Dedre Gentner
and Albert L. Stevens (eds.) Mental Models, Hillsdale: Erlbaum, 1983.
Aristotele, Mechanical Problems, 850a 30.
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In discussing various mechanical devices, the author attempts to reduce them to the lever, which in turn
is reduced to the balance with unequal arms, functioning according to the general principle: 7
ἀεὶ δὲ πλέον βάρος κινεῖ, ὅσῳ ἂν πλέον ἀφεστήκῃ τοῦ ὑπομοχλίου ὁ κινῶν τὸ βάρος.
The further that which moves the load is away from the fulcrum, the more it moves the load.
This pattern of argument, also recognizable in the text due to the consistent technical terminology
associated with it, in fact relates the transformation of forces by mechanical devices to experiences
which can be gained by varying the lengths of the arms of unequal-armed balances.
While Mechanical Problems thus reflects the basic knowledge of practitioners, the text is clearly not
motivated by practical concerns. The literary form of Mechanical Problems reflects the Greek
problemata tradition which probably emerged from a real dialogical situation.8 Obviously, the topic of
mechanical instruments was addressed by its author merely because they constituted a provocation to
the Aristotelian system of natural philosophy. While Mechanical Problems was thus a rather marginal
component of the corpus of writings of Aristotle and his school, in hindsight one may nevertheless
perceive in it the origin of theoretical mechanics.
In our interpretation of Mechanical Problems, then, the text addresses the challenges to Aristotelian
physics that are presented by technical devices which produce beneficial effects that seem contrary to
nature. As mentioned in the beginning, the mental model implying that a greater force produces a
greater effect had, in the context of Aristotelian physics, turned into a universal statement. The text
responded to the puzzles raised by mechanical devices producing effects which appeared to contradict
this model. It did so by extending this model to a model which was itself based on practical experience
attained by using unequal-armed balances that had only recently become commonplace in Greece. In
the case of this kind of balance, the effect of a weight depends on the weight’s position on the beam.
The model of the balance and its theoretical justification could therefore become a general scheme
accounting for the unexpected behavior produced by various devices of ancient mechanical technology.

3. The Chinese Case
We now turn to the earliest text on mechanics from the Chinese tradition, again beginning with a short
recapitulation of its essential features. What we call a “section” of the Mohist Canon is made up from a
Canon in the proper sense and an Explanation co-ordinated with it. The basic structure of the Mohist
Canon as reconstructed by Graham9 is twofold (see the table below). The sections of the Mohist Canon
cover “four branches of knowledge.” The first one may be called logic, though it is not a logic of
syllogisms, but rather a reflection on language offering procedures for consistent description in order to
avoid paradoxes. The second is on ethics. Of interest here is the third branch that may be referred to as
being concerned with science, and in which the sections on mechanics are found. The last on the art of
disputation. Each branch of knowledge is dealt with in two parts. In one part certain basic terms are
defined, in the other place complex problems are dealt with.
The four branches of knowledge

Definitions

Propositions

1. Explaining how to relate names to
objects

“Reason,” “unit,” “knowing”

Procedures for consistent description

2. Explaining how to act

Conduct and government

(Expounding the Canons)

(Bridging part: knowledge and
change)

Spatial and temporal conditions of
knowing

Spatial and temporal conditions of
knowing

3. Explaining objects

Geometry

Problems in optics, mechanics, and
economics

4. Explaining words

disputation (bian ᛃ)

Problems in disputation

Table: Structure of the Mohist Canon
7
8
9

Aristotele, Mechanical Problems, 850b14-16.
On the tradition of problemata see, for example, Hellmut Flashar (ed.), Aristoteles Werke in deutscher Übersetzung,
Vol. 2: Problemata physica, Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 1991, pp. 297–303.
See Graham op. cit. pp. 30–2, 229–35.
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The section on which Needham bases his far-reaching claim mentioned above has been only partially
preserved. The first phrase of the Explanation reads:10
ă፱Ąé̷ࡍءյɿआͬಕçᛲࡍߠࠝʜé
(The beam.) If you add a weight to its [i.e. the beam’s] one side [this side] will necessarily hang
down. This is due to the effectiveness [of the weight] and the weight matching each other.
The passage may be illustrated by imagining a practical situation in which a beam is suspended with the
help of a noose in such a way that the noose can be moved along the beam’s length. If a weight is
attached to one side of the beam then this side will hang down. Here, the term “weight” (zhong ࡍ) is
complemented with another term, the quan ᛲ . In the Mohist Canon we understand this term as
designating an abstract measure of the effect the weight has. In the case at hand, the weight and its
effectiveness (quan ᛲ) match each other, i.e. the effect of the weight is as expected: the side where the
weight is placed goes down. So far, this is in accord with our expectations and would not have required
the introduction of a technical term. Now, however, as the explanation continues, things get more
involved:11
ߠ፱ç۲͵ഡᆥۃéճ̷ିࡍߠࠝç۲⛏ăśᆥĄͬʔçᆥધᛲʜé
Level [both sides] up with each other, then the base is short and the tip is long. Add equal weights to
both sides, then the tip will necessarily go down. This is due to the tip having gained effectiveness
[of the weight].
Now the beam with the weight attached to one of its sides is brought into the horizontal position again.
To achieve this, the fulcrum, i.e. the point of suspension, has to be moved. The result is that one side of
the beam, when counted from the fulcrum, is shorter than the other. The Mohist calls the side having the
weight attached to it the “base” (ben ͵), which is now short, and the other side the “tip” (biao ᆥ),
which is now long. After adding equal weights to both sides of the beam, something unexpected can be
observed. While intuitively it seems to be clear that equal weights cause equal effects, the tip can now
be observed to decline. This is what one would expect if the weight laid on the side of the tip were
greater than that laid on the side of the base. It thus seems that the weight on the “tip”-side is somehow
more effective than that on the “base”-side. This is expressed by the statement that the tip has gained in
effectiveness. Most probably, the lost canon referred to this phenomenon which forced the Mohist to
introduce the technical term, “effectiveness.”
The central question addressed by this passage is as follows: how can it be that one and the same heavy
body has, under certain circumstances, a different effect from the one it normally has? It is answered by
introducing a pair of abstract terms, weight and effectiveness, that differentiate the term weight in order
to account for its different behavior under certain circumstances.
From this reconstruction it becomes clear that the essential feature of the above passage, a feature that it
shares with other mechanical sections, is the confrontation of the natural behavior of an object with the
modified behavior it displays under certain artificial circumstances. The mechanical arrangements
producing these circumstances can sometimes be reconstructed, as is the case for the section just
discussed, while they remain obscure in other sections. In any case, their significance lies in their
interference with the naturally expected course of things, which yields a puzzling outcome. We thus
encounter a beam that does not bend although it is burdened with a weight, a curtain that comes down
by itself although it has first to be pulled up with an effort, or something that leans and cannot be set
upright. The natural tendency of a weight would be to move down vertically by itself. But the
interference with an artifice, such as pulling a weight up or to the side or supporting it from below,
prevents this from happening in the contrived circumstances introduced in the text. This general feature
of the argumentation is expressed in the text itself by the following statement: 12
ʙࡍçʖࣱͫçʔͫЃçआͫѪç۲ʔڈéĳݰç˄ࣁʜé
10 Mohist Canon, Section B 25b. Here and in all following quotations from the Mohist Canon we follow Grahams
transcription of the Taoist Patrology text under omission of his textual comments (Graham op. cit.).
11 Mohist Canon, Section B 25b.
12 This passage is found in Mohist Canon, Section B 27. The asterisk ( ĳ ) indicates that the following graph is a
variant of the one originally found in the text.
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Speaking generally about weight, when you are not pulling it up, and when you are not letting it
down, and when you are not pulling it to the side, it comes straight down. When it comes down on a
slant this is because something is interfering with it.
In the course of the argument, the Mohist introduces a number of technical terms for mechanical
qualities. There are, for example, terms for letting a weight down, for suspending it from above, or for
pushing it from the side. Some of the technical terms are used in order to account for the non-natural
behavior described above. In the case of the beam, which we have discussed, the “effectiveness of the
weight” (quan ᛲ) is such a term.
As was the case for the Aristotelian Mechanical Problems, the argumentative structure that has become
clear from the preceding interpretation can be understood as resulting from a reflection on shared
practical knowledge in the context of a culture of disputation. The artifices occurring in the mechanical
sections represent mechanical devices that evidently played a role in contemporary technology, for
example, in the techniques of military engineering in which the Mohists are believed to have excelled.
While the knowledge documented by their texts thus has a practical background, the issues they raise
are clearly not practical problems but a matter of theoretical reflection, drawing on the means offered
by contemporary philosophical discussion. Following Graham’s argument,13 the Mohists opposed the
derivation of ethics from natural tendencies, as was advocated by the Confucian tradition in reaction to
the so-called Individualists, in particular Yang Zhu Ѝ. They rather strove to demonstrate that ethics
could consistently be grounded in the sphere of human intentions and actions. In a similar way, the
Mohists’ occupation with mechanical problems appears to have been motivated by the philosophical
concern to show that, while mechanical processes induced by man may not occur as intuitively
expected, they still remain rationally comprehensible.
On the basis of the mental model of intuitive physics representing the idea that a greater force has a
greater effect, the structure of the mechanical sections may then be understood as follows. The model
implies that equal weights have an equal effect. The practical experience gained in handling mechanical
devices violates this model, for example, when equal weights laid on a beam have different effects. The
Mohists’ theoretical reflection consolidates this conflict between practical knowledge about mechanical
processes and intuitive knowledge about what would naturally occur by differentiating what should be
considered a cause of the effect, thus enriching and thereby restoring the original mental model.

4. The Parallel Origins of Chinese and European Mechanics
In conclusion, let us come back to our original question: Does the structural parallel between the
mechanical sections in the Mohist Canon and Mechanical Problems extend to the kind of knowledge on
mechanics that is embodied in the texts?
We have argued here that this is indeed the case: Both texts were the result of a theoretical reflection on
practical knowledge, induced in the context of specific cultures of disputation. The practical knowledge,
which constituted the empirical basis of the texts, was in turn transformed by theoretical reflection. One
consequence of this reflection was the drive for a consistency of reasoning atypical for intuitive or even
practical knowledge and, as a result, the universality of the resulting argumentation.
In China as well as in Europe, neither the existence of a culture of disputation nor its specific concerns
had, in the first place, anything to do with practical mechanical knowledge. In this sense, the emergence
of theoretical knowledge on mechanics was a contingent historical event that was dependent on specific
cultural circumstances. As it turned out, however, the similar discursive practices in both cultures
shaped the reflection on practical mechanical knowledge in a similar albeit non-identical way. It
resulted in fact in such different abstract concepts as the concept of “center of gravity” in the European
tradition and the concepts of “effectiveness of weight” or “degree of fixed rigidity” in the Chinese
tradition.
The specific character of theoretical mechanics at its origin was as transient as the historical context
that brought it about. What remained as the substance of scientific mechanics in the long run was not a
specific literary form shaped by this context but rather, first of all, the mental models of intuitive and
13 See Graham op. cit. pp. 15–25.
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practical knowledge that remained stable over long periods of time due to the continuity of
craftsmanship and engineering, and second, the mental models of theoretical knowledge and the
abstract concepts associated with them, at least as long as they were handed down in a theoretical
tradition dependant on the transmission of written texts. A continuous practical tradition existed in the
Chinese as well as in the European case. But while, according to our interpretation, a theoretical
mechanics emerged on this basis independently both in Europe and in China, it is the continuity of the
theoretical tradition that was interrupted at a very early stage in China. Evidently, the conditions for the
genesis of a scientific tradition are different from those for its long-term survival.
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Chapter 5

Mechanical Knowledge in the Jiuzhang Suanshu
TIAN Miao

“Mechanics” was not an independent branch of learning in ancient China. Thinking and knowledge
concerning mechanics existed in scattered philosophical texts, technological texts, astronomical texts
and mathematical texts. In this article, I will investigate problems relating to mechanical knowledge
contained in the most influential Chinese mathematical work, the Jiuzhang suanshu1, and evaluate the
characteristics of that knowledge. 2
The topic of this paper not only concerns mechanical knowledge, but also related algorithms and
mathematical terms that were specially developed or existed in ancient China. Before getting into a
detailed discussion of mechanical knowledge, I will first give a short introduction to the Jiuzhang
suanshu and the basic character of mathematics at the time when it was compiled in ancient China. I
will then discuss in detail the problems relating to mechanical knowledge in the Jiuzhang suanshu. In
closing, after providing a summary of the whole paper, I will give my own analysis of the general
attitude of ancient Chinese mathematicians towards problems relating to mechanical knowledge.

1. A Short Introduction to the Jiuzhang Suanshu
It is possible that readers who are familiar with mathematics and the relation between mathematics and
mechanics in the ancient Greek tradition will be puzzled by the mathematical thought and knowledge of
mechanics in ancient China. It is true that the system and mode of reasoning fount in the Jiuzhang
suanshu are different from the ones we associate with ancient Greek mathematics, and especially with
Euclid’s Elements. If we agree that Greek mathematics was concerned primarily with the art of
demonstration, Chinese mathematics was devoted primarily to the art of calculation. In fact, the original
name for what we now regard as mathematics was suanshu ၽ ீ or ┞ ீ in ancient China. The
character suan ၽ or ┞ means calculation3 and shu ீ originally meant road, but could also be used to
connote “technique” in the sense of an “art.” Literally, suanshu may be translated as the art of
calculation.4 We can image how great the differences between results might be when derived from two
1

2

3

4

Unless otherwise noted, all translations from the Jiuzhang suanshu are by the author. I have also relied at times on
the recent translation and commentary by Karine Chemla and Guo Shuchun, Les neuf Chapitres. Paris: Dunod,
2004. An English translation is available by Shen Kangshen, J. N. Crossley, and A. W.-C. Lun, The Nine Chapters
on the Mathematical Art. New York: Oxford University Press; Beijing: Science Press. 1999. Professor Guo
Shuchun has also been very generous in discussing these translations with me, and has offered many valuable
suggestions, for which I am pleased to express my sincere thanks.
Historians of ancient Chinese mathematics have been concerned largely with abstracting and analyzing the
mathematical methods and thought to be found in ancient texts, but have paid much less attention to the concrete
meaning of their content. Thus, problems we would associate today with mathematical mechanics have largely
been ignored . In their paper “Commentary on Ancient Chinese Mathematical Books in the Light of Physics”, Dai
Nianzu, Wei Zhong, and Wang Dakai do consider some problems concerned with mechanics in several ancient
mathematical works. Their work represents a new point of view with respect to the study of mathematics in ancient
China. See: Dai Nianzu ᐂআ, Weizhong ስˁ, Wang Dakai ӿསෆ, Yi wulixue de guandian ping Zhongguo gudai
Shuxue Zhuzuo ̤ٶዖڅᓮඅˁ̪͆ᆛዖі [Commentary on Ancient Chinese Mathematical Books in the
Light of Physics]. Ziran Kexueshi Yanjiu в ߱ዖ ͒ߨ Ԧ [Studies on the History of Natural Sciences]. Vol. 16,
Issue 2, p. 161-173. However, these authors are interested primarily in checking and interpreting ancient texts on
modern terms, and do not follow the methods in these texts and their origins closely enough.
Xu Shen 许  (58-147) defined the character ┞ as rod of calculation: “Suan: 6 cun in length, which is used to
calculating calendar and numbers. [It] follows bamboo [and] follows manage” ă˘ۃʮç࠴̤ၽᆛڗéТ
ҿé). ၽ was defined as: “Suan is number. [It] follows bamboo [and] follows tool.” (ᆛʜçТմ). According to
Xu Shen, ┞ is the counting rod, and ၽ means calculation. Xu Shen, Shuowen Jiezi კ̂༲ϫ [Explaining simple
characters and analyzing compound characters]. Finished between 100-121 A.D. Chen Changzhi printed edition,
1873. [Reprinted], chapter 5, p. 9a.
This does not mean that there are no proofs in ancient Chinese mathematical text. In order to established the
correctness of algorithms, some mathematicians added commentaries to argue the reason of them. Liu Hui’s
commentaries on the Jiuzhang suanshu are the most important sources for research on the mode of mathematical
thinking and proof in ancient China. About mathematical proof in ancient China, see: Karine Chemla, “What is at
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such different bases. By understanding the relation between mathematics and mechanical knowledge,
we may find some traces of such differences. In the Mechanical Problems, Aristotle (or possibly one of
his followers) defined mechanical problems as those which “have a share in both mathematical and
physical speculations, for the method is demonstrated by mathematics, but the practical application
belongs to physics.”5 Chinese scholars, on the other hand, considered mathematics and numbers as
follows: “numbers are one, ten, thousand, ten thousand. [Mathematics] is used to calculate and count
things and put the principles of life in proper order.”6 The range of mathematics thus encompass the
following aspects:
˯䢇è·݇èտወè规⬿ॶ̅ç权ࡍè፱ͧèࢅ绳è࿃යç赜ঝ隐ç钩ଵг远çனˀΈ
ିéܿ䗣ഡڗˀ͜რ᪣çයϡ˳ڗˀ͜Ϝᆑç权轻ࡍڗˀ͜෨⊘7é
Calculating calendars, producing temperaments, making devices, [drawing] circles with compasses
and squares with rulers, determining weights, judging the levelness [of things], [using] leveling
strings and standard measuring vessels, probing the hidden mysteries and exploring deep and far,
none of these does not use [mathematics]. [Using mathematics], one who measures length will not
miss an iota (haoli რ᪣), one who measures amount [of thing] will not miss a drop (guicuo Ϝᆑ),
[and] one who measures weight will not miss a pinch (shulei ෨⊘)8.
According to this statement, making devices and determining weights are both directly connected with
mathematics in the sense of calculation. Thus, we should not expect to find a deductive system or
qualitative discussion of practical machines based on principles of the circle and level in Chinese
mathematical books9. Instead, what we do find are a number of quantitative results concerned with
mechanical problems, and the way how ancient Chinese deal with mechanical problems using the
established mathematical procedures.
Concerning the Jiuzhang suanshu, it is the earliest Chinese mathematical book coming down to us in
writing. According to its commentator, Liu Hui ᄹ ᏻ (3rd century), there was a Jiuzhang suanshu
compiled in Pre-Qin times (before 221 B.C.), and the main subjects of that book could be traced back to
the Jiushu ʄ ᆛ [nine branches of mathematics] system of the Zhou Dynasty (11th century B.C.).
However, as a whole, the book was lost in the Qin Dynasty (221 B.C.-206 B.C.). In the first century
B.C., two officials who were good at mathematics, Zhang Cang ડႻ( ?-152 B.C.) and Geng Shouchang
࿖(إ1st century B.C.), worked on a compilation of the Jiuzhang suanshu successively.10 In the year
of 263, Liu Hui wrote his commentary on the Jiuzhang suanshu, which was the most ancient and
important research on the book that has come down to us. Between 648 and 656, Li Chunfeng өଚ࡙
and his subordinates also made commentaries based on the text of the Jiuzhang suanshu and Liu Hui’s
Stake in Mathematical Proofs from Third Century China?”. Science in Context. 10 (1997). 227-251; Guo Shuchun,
Gudai Shijie Suxue Taidou Liu Hui ̪̜͆ߎᆛዖऴ̃ᄹᏻ [An ancient world-wide leading Mathematician, Liu
Hui]. Jinan: Shandong Kexue Jishu Chuban She. 1992. For source materials and modern research concerning the
Jiuzhang suanshu, see: Karine Chemla and Guo Shuchun, Les neuf Chapitres. Paris: Dunod, 2004. Pp. 1043-1090.
5 Pseudo-Aristotle, Mechanical Problems (translated into English by W. Hett). in Aristotle (W. S. Hett). Cambridge,
Massachusetts: Harvard University Press. 1980. XIV, p. 331.
6 Ban Gu, Hanshu ۯျऐ [Historical book of the Han Dynasty], in Wang Xianqian ̚ηᒤ, Hanshu buzhu ျऐ༪ٍ
[supplementary commentary of Hanshu]. Xushoutang ൴֍੬ edition, 1900, chapter 21. p. 2b-3a.
7 Ban Gu, Hanshu, Chapter 21, p. 2b-3a.
8 Hao რ, li ᪣ are the two last minimal units of length, gui Ϝ, cuo ᆑ are the last minimal units of volume, and shu
෨ lei ⊘ are the two last minimal units of weight. This sentence means that with mathematical method, one may
have accurate measurement.
9 The “Mechanical problems” is arranged is such way. See: Pseudo-Aristotle, Mechanical Problems. 329-411. An
analysis of Aristotelian mechanics, See: René Dugas, A History of Mechanics. Neuchatel: du Griffon. 1955. p. 1924.
10 The date of the Compilation of the Jiuzhang suanshu is a well-studied subject. Based on Liu Hui’s the preface of
the Jiuzhang suanshu, which is the earliest document remained to us about the process of the forming of the book,
Guo Shuchun ௲ऐ ݲpoints out that the book is completed in the first century B.C. at the latest. See: Guo Shuchun,
preface, in Jiuzhang suanshu huijiao ēʄఉၽீĔะऔ. [A Convergent Collation of Jiuzhang suanshu]. Shenyang:
Liaoning jiaoyu chubanshe, 1990. Li Hui, preface, Jiuzhang suanshu, Wuying Dian Juzheng edition. French
translation of Liu Hui’s preface, See: Karine Chemla. Guo Shuchun, Les neuf chapitres le classique mathématique
de la Chine ancienne et ses commentaires. p. 126-129. For the Transmission of the text of the Jiuzhang suanshu,
see: Guo Shuchun, preface, in Jiuzhang suanshu huijiao.
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commentary. Afterwards, the Jiuzhang suanshu served as a model of Chinese mathematical work and
was the main source of mathematical education in China.
The Jiuzhang suanshu is composed of nine chapters11:
Chapter 1, fangtian ̅ Ί [Square field]: The methods for calculating the boundaries and areas of
fields.12 In this chapter, the methods for calculating areas of rectangles, triangles, trapezoids, curvilinear
figures (circles, segments, annuli and spherical crowns), and some basic algorithms involving
computations with integers and fractions are given. In this chapter, Liu Hui stressed the significance of
the qitongshu 䏯 ω 䢾 [art of harmonization and equalization]. The qitongshu was introduced in the
method of addition of fractions. Equalization means to find a common denominator, and harmonization
means to refigure the numerator in order to ”harmonize” the numerator with the common denominator.
This is a simple and basic method in arithmetic. However, Liu Hui pointed out that this qitongshu is a
guiding principle of mathematics. He used the qitong principle to justify several different algorithms in
the Jiuzhang suanshu13.
Chapter 2, sumi ഹ У [millet]: The main concern of this chapter is exchange and transformation of
different goods14. The key mathematical method in this chapter is jinyoushu ˒ Њ ீ [method of
supposition] 15, which is equivalent to the Rule of Three in European mathematics. The four terms of the
proportional factors are as the following: suoyou shu Њᆛ [the given number], suoyou lü Њୋ
[the given lü], suoqiu lü ӷ ୋ [the lü sought] and suoqiu shu ӷ 値 [the number sought].16 The
general method is given as: “take the given number multiplied by the lü sought, [the result] is the
dividend; take the given lü as the divisor. Dividing the dividend by the divisor, [one] gets the result.” 17
Liu Hui pointed out in his commentary on this method: “this is a great method А௳䢾ʜ.” He stresses
that the jinyou shu is the method by which many complicated problems could be solved.18
Chapter 3, cuifen ˝ [distribution by proportion]: The main mathematical method in this chapter is
the cuifenshu ˝䢾 [Procedure of distribution by proportion]: Add all of the proportional rates as the
divisor, multiply the total number of things being distributed by each rate as the dividend. Dividing the
11 From the names of chapters and algorithms in the Jiuzhang suanshu, we may easily find their practical origins.
These names are someway chosen randomly from a topic of the first problem in the chapter or even the first term
mentioned in the procedure of the algorithm. Though a detailed analysis, we could find that there is a system of
algorithms existed in the text. For detail, See: Karine Chamela, Guo Shuchun, Les neuf chapitres le classique
mathématique de la Chine ancienne et ses commentaires. p. 3-42.
12 Liu Hui, commentary on fangtian, in Jiuzhang suanshu, chapter 1. 1a.
13 For example, he provided a method for solving problems of linear equation system, which is equivalent to the
method we use in modern time. Liu Hui stated, the procedure of multiplying the first coefficient of one equation
with the one of the other equation respectively is of same significant with multiplying the divisor of one fraction
with the one of the other fraction respectively when one add the two fractions, which was named as tong
[homogenization] in the qitong method. And the procedure of multiplying the same number, the first coefficient of
one equation, with each coefficients of other equation is of same significant with multiplying the dividend with the
divisor of the other fraction, which was named as qi [harmonization]. Even the qitong method was not mentioned
in such occasion, the yi [meaning] of qitong was existed there. A detailed discussion about the significant of
qitongshu, see: Karine Chemla, Esegesi e dimostrazione: I commentari ai ‘Nove capitoli sui procedimenti
matematici’ (Mathematics and exegesis: the commentaries on The nine chapters on mathematical procedures). in
K. Chemla (gen.ed.), In collaboration with F. Bray, Fu Daiwie, Huang Yi-Long, G. Métailié (eds), La scienza in
Cina, in: Sandro Petruccioli (gen.ed.), Storia della scienza, vol. II. Enciclopedia Italiana, Roma, 2001. p.142-149.
14 Liu Hui, Commentary on Sumi, in anonymous author, Jiuzhang suanshu. Beijing: Wuying dian juzhen edition,
1774. Chapter 2. 1a.
15 Liu Hui believed that the term Jinyou ˒Њ means the jinyou lü ˒Њ ୋ [lü of having], which is the term of one
proportional factor in the procedure. However, I believe that the term was just chosen in random. As most problems
in the Jiuzhang suanshu begins with the term jinyou, which means suppose that. See: Liu Hui, commentary.
Jiuzhang suanshu, chapter 2, 2a.
16 Lü is a general term used commonly in Chinese mathematical books. Liu Hui defined the term as: “For all the
numbers with relation to other number, they are named as lü” [ʙ ᆛ ߠ Ⴊ  ڗᎃ ˄ ୋ]. In the text, both numbers
with relation and the relation between them are named as lü. Liu Hui, Commentary, Jiuzhang suanshu, chapter 1, p.
8b. For a detailed discussion about lü, see: Karine Chemla, Guo Shuchun, Les neuf chapitres le classique
mathématique de la Chine ancienne et ses commentaires, pp. 956-959.
17 Jiuzhang suanshu, chapter 2. 2b-3a.
18 Liu Hui, commentary. Jiuzhang suanshu, chapter 2, 2a.
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dividend by the divisor, the result is the share one should receive19. Some problems in this chapter use
this method to calculate the sum of finite series of arithmetical and geometrical progressions.
Chapter 4, shaoguang ˳䜔 [short width]: The topic of this chapter is calculations involving relations
between areas, widths and lengths of rectangular fields, and the relations between diameters and areas
of circular fields. Methods are given in this chapter for dividing by sum of integers and unit fractions as
divisors, extracting square and cube roots, finding the circumferences of circles of known area, and
finding the diameters of spheres of known volume.
Chapter 5, shanggong ੌ ̸ [discussion of work]: the main part of this chapter is about methods
concerning with calculation of work. These include algorithms for calculating volumes of different
solids, including cylinders, cones and frusta of cones, rectangular parallelepipeds, prisms of constant
trapezoidal cross-section, frustums of pyramid and pyramids, right triangular prisms, and some solids
with curved surfaces and some other solids which have no corresponding names in Western
mathematics, such as yangma ਡ, bienao ⿀, xianchu ਜ, chumeng ৈጭ, chutong ৈഭ, panchi
ᇠЗ, minggu ࢁᇰ, Quchi ЈЗ, etc.
Chapter 6, Junshu ҕ᎕ [fair transposition]: The main part of this chapter is concerned with levying
taxes according to the distance between the taxpayer and the capital, and the number of taxpayers. In
his commentary on the tenth problem of this chapter, Liu Hui named a method concerning two
proportional relationships as chong jinyoushu ࡍ˒Њீ [compound jinyoushu]. There are at least three
pairs of quantities involved in the chong jinyoushu. Suppose that a : b = c : d, and at the same time
a : b = e : f. Now, if both c, d, e, f are changed simultaneously, then, a : b = ce : df . Thus,

a=

c⋅e
⋅b
d⋅f

In Liu Hui’s words: “This is named chong jinyou. Even there are lü respectively. [We] do not look into
the [processes] in the middle. So, let the former dividend multiply the latter dividend, and the former
divisor multiply the latter divisor, and divide [them] in combination.”20 One problem concerning a
weight in motion used this method.
Chapter 7, yingbuzu ߚ ˀ Խ [excess and deficiency]: the topic of this chapter is how to deal with
problems involving with excess and deficiency. The standard lay-out of such problems is: “suppose
there are [persons] buy thing together. [Each] person pays 8 [qian], there are 3 [qian]’s surplus; [each]
person pays seven [qian] there are 4 [qian]’s deficiency. Ask: how many is the number of person and the
price of thing?”21 The yingbuzu shu is equivalent to the method of double false position in Western
mathematics22. There are also some problems in this chapter that have no connection with excess and
deficiency, but the compiler of the Jiuzhang suanshu constructed situations for which the method of

19 Liu Hui attributed this problem to the jinyoushu. Liu Hui, Commentary. Jiuzhang suanshu, chapter 3. 1a-b.
20 Liu Hui, commentary, Jiuzhang suanshu, chapter 6. 16b. The original text : ݶᎃࡍ˒ЊʜéᓜώЊୋçˀˁé
̫݉ݮ࡞ۯç݉٘࡞٘ۯЪՔਜʜé

21 Anonymous author, Jiuzhang suanshu, chapter 7. 1a.
22 Qian Baochong argued that the yingbuzu shu was first invented in China, and it was transmitted into Arabic area,
then to the Europe. At the beginning of 17th century, Jesuit missionary, Matteo Ricci (1552-1610) brought the
European double false position method into China. At that time, parts of the knowledge in Jiuzhang suanshu could
not be understood by Chinese scholars. Ricci’s converted student Li Zhizao argued that the method of double false
position is more advanced than traditional yingbuzu method. See: Qian Baochong 钱 㚫 ∿ , Jiuzhang Suansuh
yingbuzushu liuchuan Ouzhou kao ē ʄ ఉၽ 䢾 Ĕ ߚ ˀԽ 䢾  ޠ传 䩼 ޞЩ [an investigation on the transmission of
yingbuzu shu in the Jiuzhang suanshu to Europe]. in Qian Baochong Kexue shi Lunwen xuanji 钱㚫∿߱䑗͒论̂䴍
 [A Collection of Selected Qian Baochong’s Papers on History of Science]. Beijing: Kexue Chuban She, 1993.
83-96; Karine Chemla, Reflections on the world-wide history of the rule of false double position, or: how a loop
was closed. Centaurus, 39. p. 97-120.
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excess and deficiency could be used to solve them. We will discuss several such problems in detail in
this paper.
Chapter 8, fangcheng ̅ധ [square]: The fangcheng shu ̅ധ䢾 [the art of fangcheng] is equivalent to
solving systems of linear equations. This method was invented to solve complicated problems.
Chapter 9, gougu ͕ [ ڜRight angled triangle]: this chapter is devoted to problems concerning right
angled triangles.
There are a total of 246 problems in the Jiuzhang suanshu, among which, 22 problems relate to
mechanical knowledge. Based upon their mechanical content, these problems belong to three groups:
problems of weights, movement, and weights in motion. In the following, I will discuss each of these
three groups of problems in turn. However, it should be kept in mind that this division is not in
accordance with the original classification of the Jiuzhang suanshu, a point to which we will return.

2. The Calculation of Weight in the Jiuzhang Suanshu
There are six problems dealing with calculation of weights in the Jiuzhang suanshu. We first discuss a
problem concerning specific gravity.

2.1. Knowledge Concerning Specific Gravity in the Jiuzhang Suanshu
The 12th problem in the yingbuzu chapter of the Jiuzhang suanshu shows how ancient Chinese
mathematicians treated problems concerned with specific gravity.
˒Њ̅ɿʮࡍʂճçΕ̅ɿʮࡍ˘é˒ЊΕΙ̅ʓʮˁЊçՔࡍʐɿ̄çΕࡍώ౧
ъé
Now given that [a cube of] jade with a side of one cun weighs 7 liang23, [and a cube of] stone with a
side of one cun weighs 6 liang, [suppose that] now there is a stone cube [with a side] of 3 cun, which
contains jade. The whole [cube] weighs 11 jin. Question: How much do the jade and the stone [parts]
each weigh?
ഴ̇íɿʐ͘ʮࡍ˘̄ʆճéΕɿʐʓʮࡍ̄͘ɿʐ͘ճé
ீ̇íਫ̫ߗçϡʐʓճç̫˄ߗΕçˀԽɿʐ͘ճéˀԽ伡çϡ伡Εçώ̤ɿʮ˄ࡍ
࡞˄éધΕ˄ጼࡍé
Answer: Jade, 14 [cubic] cun [and] weighs 6 jin and two liang; stone, 13 [cubic] cun, [and] weighs 4
jin, 14 liang.
Procedure: If the whole [piece] were [made of] jade, [then there would be] an excess of 13 liang; if
the whole [piece] were [made of] stone, [there would be] a deficit of 14 liang. The deficit is equal to
the [volume of] the jade [part], [and] the excess is equal to the [volume of] the stone part. Multiply
each [volume] by the weight of a one cun [cube made of jade or stone respectively]24. [Thus one]
obtains the volume and weight of jade and stone.
In his commentary on this problem, Liu Hui gives a more detailed description of the reasoning behind
this procedure:
Ι̅ʓʮݶɿࡓ˄̅ç࠴ጼʆʐʂʮç̅ɿʮࡍʂճçΕ̅ɿʮࡍ˘ճçݶ伡Εࡍࣕɿ
ճéਫ̫ߗçϑЊɿСʊʐʄճçቄءɿʐɿ̄çЊኝɿʐʓճéࡍЪΕწçݮЊАϡç
ѯʆʐʂʮ˄ˁ, Њʐʓʮçʮ๒ɿճç۲̤伡ΕࡍçݮԶϡ伡ΕéԶϡ˄ᆛ̴ءΕ̤伡é
ਫ̫ߗΕçϑЊɿС˘ʐʆճçቄءʐɿ̄ç˳ʐ͘ճç̇ݮˀԽéАˀԽѯ̤ࡍ伡წçݮ
̫˳ᆛʞΕࡍçѯʆʐʂʮ˄ˁЊʐ͘ʮçʮᅎɿճʜé25
23 Liang ճ is an unit of weight in China. In the Luli zhi ݇ዳӇ (records on temperament and astronomy) of Hanshu,
there is a description about the units of weight: “24 zhu ᄃ is [one] liang, 16 liang is [one] jin ̄, 30 jin is [one] jun
, 4 jun is one dan.” See: Ban Gu, Qian Hanshu, chapter 21, 20a.
24 In other words, multiply the deficit by the weight of a one cun jade cube and the excess by the weight of one cun
stone cube.
25 Anonymous author, Jiuzhang suanshu, chapter 7, 11a-b.
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A cube of 3 cun [means] each face has a side of [3 cun]. Calculating the volume, [the result] is 27
[cubic] cun. A jade cube with a side of one cun weighs seven liang, [and] a stone cube with a side
one cun weighs 6 liang. This means that the difference in weight between [a one cun] jade [cube]
and [a one cun] stone [cube] is one liang. If [the whole piece] is jade, [its weight] should be 189
liang. Comparing [this weight] with 11 jin, there is an excess of 13 liang. Jade is heavy and stone is
light. That is why there is such an excess. That means, within the 27 [cubic] cun [of stone], there is
13 [cubic] cun [that is not jade]; if [this 13 cubic cun were] decreased by one liang per [cubic] cun,
[this] would change [the weight of jade part] to the weight of stone. Therefore, it is said that the
excess is equal to [the volume of] stone. This [means] that the amount of excess is because the stone
[contained within the cube] is taken for jade. If the whole piece were stone, [its weight] would be
162 liang. Comparing [this] to 11 jin, it is 14 liang less. That is why it is said [that there is] a deficit.
This deficit is [because] a heavy [thing] is taken for a light [thing]. Therefore, now subtract the
difference [of 14 liang] from the weight of the stone26. This means, in 27 [cubic] cun, there are 14
[cubic] cun, [which should be] increased by one liang [per cubic] cun.
Liu Hui’s commentary provides a clear explanation of the reasoning behind the procedure given in the
main text of the Jiuzhang suanshu.
In the above problem, the weights of pieces of stone and jade of standard shape and standard size were
given at the beginning. The way in which these were expressed and the roles these quantities played in
calculations indicate that they are the same as what is meant by specific gravity in modern sense. But
was this a matter of chance, or did the compiler of the Jiuzhang suanshu consciously try to determine
such quantities? That is, did the ancient Chinese at the time when the Jiuzhang suanshu was compiled
try to find out the weights of some materials of unit size, and then use them to calculate the weights of
things made of these materials in the same way that we use specific gravity today? I believe that the
ancient Chinese may have had this same concept of specific gravity in mind based upon their own
experience.
The above problem in the Jiuzhang suanshu is by no means an isolated example of the sue of specific
gravity in ancient Chinese texts. In the Shihuo zhi ࡛Ӈ [record of food and economy] of the Hanshu
ျ ऐ , “gold with the side of [one] cun weighs one jin” is given27. Qiu Guangming believes that this
shows that the weight of gold of unit size was used as a standard unit of weight28. In a mathematical
book more than half a millennium later than the Jiuzhang suanshu, the Sunzi suanjing 孙 ʫ ၽ 䑨
[Mathematical Classic of Master Sun, about 400 A.D.]29, there is the following table of weights of
materials of unit size:
෧̅ۂʮࡍɿ̄
Ώᄀ̅ʮࡍɿʐ͘ճ
̅ʮࡍɿʐճ
ᄁ̅ʮࡍʂճ̾
ཽ̅ʮࡍʄճ̾
ᛇ̅ʮ˘ճ
Ε̅ʮࡍʓճ30
26 Here, the stone means the whole piece containing both stone and jade.
27 The original text in the Hanshu: ෧̅ۂʮࡍɿ̄. Ban Gu, Hanshu, chapter 24, second part, p. 1a-b.
28 Qiu Guangming ̟δب, Zhongguo gudai duliangheng ˁ̪͆ܿය፱ [Weights and measures in ancient China].
Beijing: Shangwu Yinshu Guan, 1996. 103.
29 See: Qian Baocong, Sunzi Suanjing tiyao ࢾ ʫ ၽ  ಐ ࠲ [introduction to Mathematical Canon of Master Su], in
Suanjing Shishu ၽ  ʐ ऐ [Ten Classics of Mathematics] (Qian Baocong critique ed.), in Li Yan Qian Baocong
kexue shi quanji өᛧᎦᘾ∿߱ዖ͒θ [A Complete Collected Edition of Li Yan and Qian Baocong’s Publication
on History of Science]. Dalian: Liaoning jiaoyu chuban she, 1998. [Reprinted] Vol. IV. P. 218.
30 Sun Zi ࢾʫ, Sunzi suanjing ࢾʫၽ. Beijing: Wuyingdian juzhen edition, 1774, chapter 1, p. 2a-b. There was not
a standard system of measures and weights in the time when the Sunzi suanjing was written. We know that the
system of the Xinchao ๙ಯ [New Dynasty] (Wang Mang ̚ந Reign, 9 B.C.-24 A.D.) was still in used. Liu Fu
made a detailed study on the system of the Xinchao, according to his result, in that system, one jin is equal to 226.7
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A golden cube with side of [one] cun weighs 1 jin
A silver cube with side of [one] cun weighs 14 liang
A jade cube with side of [one] cun weighs 10 liang
A copper cube with side of [one] cun weighs 7 and a half liang
A lead cube with side of [one] cun weighs 9 and a half liang
A iron cube with side of [one] cun weighs 6 liang
A stone with side of [one] cun weighs 3 liang
The way of expressing relative weights in this table is in accordance with the one given in the problem
in the Jiuzhang suanshu, and was followed by later mathematicians31. Relying on the above materials,
we may conclude that the ancient Chinese consciously measured the specific gravity of different
materials, and they used a formal way to express specific gravity which is identical to the one given in
the Jiuzhang suanshu.
From this method used in the Jiuzhang suanshu, it is clear that ancient Chinese mathematicians were
already familiar with the method of calculating weights of objects from their volumes, and knowing the
specific gravities of the materials of which they were made. Taking their ability to calculate the volumes
of solid objects and vessels or various shapes into consideration, it is likely that they could also
calculate the weights of objects of different shapes. It is well known that the calculation of the weights
of objects is of great importance in official affairs, however, in the Jiuzhang suanshu, there is not a
chapter or even a section devoted to this special subject. Instead, there is only one problem concerning
specific gravity, for which a very complicated situation is given, and the method of solution is truly
ingenious. This is crucial to understanding the character of the development of mathematics in ancient
China. We will come back to this point later.

2.2. Problems Concerning the Balance
There are no problems about the function of the balance or steelyard in the Jiuzhang suanshu, but two
problems concerning the balance both focus on ways of calculating weights.
The ninth problem of the Fancheng chapter:
˒Њˊఆ˘ጞၴ˄፱éఆࡳࡍçጞࡳწéɿఆɿጞΠЪழç፱ቲͧéՔఆጞࡍɿ̄çఆ
ጞɿفώࡍ౧ъî
ഴ̇íఆࡍɿճɿʐʄ˝ճ˄ɿʐʓçጞࡍɿճɿʐʄ˝ճ˄ˊé
ீ̇íϩ̅ധçΠؤቚ˄çώࡍʊճé
Now [a group of] five sparrows and [a group of] six swallows gather on [opposite ends of] the beam
of a balance. The [group of] sparrows are heavy, and the [group of] swallows are light. One swallow
changes place with one sparrow; the beam is just level. Altogether, the sparrows and swallows weigh
one jin. Question: how much do one sparrow and one swallow each weigh?
Answer: [One] sparrow weighs 1 and 13/19 liang; [one] swallow weighs 1 and 5/19 liang.
gram; one chi is equal to 23.1 centimeters. See: Liu Fu 䣦᫉, Xin jialiang zhi jiaoliang yu tuisuan ๙࿃ය˄औයឧ
ၽ [Examination and calculation of the system of measure and weights of the Xinchao], in Gongye Biaozhun yu
dulianghen ʴᆥႪܿය፱ [Industry Standards and Weights and Measures]. Vol. 1. Num. 4. 1934. Relying on
this result, we transfer the quantities in the above table into modern units: Gold, 18.39 g/cm3; Silver, 16.09 g/cm3;
Jade, 11.49 g/cm3; Copper, 8.62 g/cm3; lead, 12.01 g/cm3; iron, 8.05g/cm3; stone, 3.45 g/cm3. Except silver, other
quantities are close to modern measure results. Li Di provides us his study on the results in his paper, which are
only slightly different from the result above. See: Li Di өࡁ, Woguo gudai de bizhong ceding yu yingyong ӎ͆
̪ࡍ̎څ೧ׇႪᏼΈ [the measurement and application of specific gravity in ancient China]. in Keji shi wenji ߱Ӓ
͒̂ [Collected papers of history of science and technology]. Num. 12. Shanghai Kexue jishu chuban she, 1984.
122-126.
31 There is table of special gravity with same structure contained in the Suanxue Baojian. Wang Wensu ̚ ̂ জ ,
Suanxue Baojian ၽ ዖ ᘾ ᜍ [Precious Mirror of Learning of Mathematics]. Manuscript. Preserved in Beijing
Library. 1524, chapter 20, p. 56a.
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Procedure: Follow [the procedure of] fangcheng. Exchange and weigh them; each [group] weighs
eight liang.
The description of the method shows us that by finding the weights of each group of birds on the beam
when it is level, one may use the Fangcheng method to solve such problems. As there is already a
detailed description about the method of fangcheng in the text directly preceding this problem, the
procedure is simply stated as: “use the procedure of fangcheng.”32 Liu Hui gave his own detailed
explanation about the equations and the method of elimination of unknowns needed to solve this
problem in his commentary:
А͘ఆɿጞႪɿఆˊጞ፱ቲͧçՔࡍɿ̄çݮώʊճéμճнധᆛçͤᏄуյᆛЊɿڗç̫
͇н㛬ਜéΡ̫ͅʞͤнçЪյ٘ʞͤéͤнᆛϡç̤͇нյᆛéͤᏄуၤçˁʔ
нၽັጞႪé͇нˀéͤʖڐçˁ٘ʔ,ѯӶډͅࡍັفʜé33
[When there are] four sparrows and one swallow [on one end] and one sparrow and five swallows
[on other end], the beam is just level. Altogether [the sparrows and swallows] weigh 1 jin. So, each
[end weighs] 8 liang. Place [counting rods] in two columns [to represent] the value of the number [of
each kind of bird and the total weight on each side]. [If] the first number of the left column is 1,
subtract [each number in the left column] from [the corresponding one] in the right column. Or [one]
can also subtract [the numbers in the right column] from [corresponding ones in] the left column,
and find out the dividend and the divisor from the left column. The [first] number of the left column
is larger. Find out the numbers [of the dividend and divisor] from the right column. When the
[number at] left top place is subtracted to zero,34 the counting rods at the middle and the bottom row
represent [the number of] swallows and the dividend. Do not touch [the rods of] the right column.
The top place of the left column is empty. [Taking] the middle [value] as the divisor [and] the bottom
[value] as the dividend, the weight of each [swallow] can be known.
The fangcheng method is equivalent to the method of solving a system of linear equations. The
procedure of the problem above may be presented as follows:

         
4 1
1 5
8 8

3 1
−4 5
0 8

2 1
−9 5
−8 8

1
1
−14 5
−16 8

0
1
−19 5
−24 8

This results in:
Number of swallows

= 24/19

Thus the weight of 1 swallow is 1 liang and 5/19 liang.
The 18th problem in the Yingbuzu chapter is quite similar to the problem above. The problem reads:
˒Њ෧ۂʄفçΏᄀʐɿفçၴ˄ࡍቲയéΠؤյɿçۂწʐʓճçۂᄀɿفώࡍ౧ъî
ഴ̇íࡍۂʆ̄ʓճɿʐʊᄃçᄀࡍɿ̄ɿʐʓճ˘ᄃé
Now there are 9 pieces of gold, [and] 11 pieces of silver. Weigh them, the weights are exactly equal
[to each other]. Exchange one piece [of gold for one piece of silver]; then the [side with] gold is 13
liang lighter [than the side with silver]. Question: How much are the weights of one piece of gold
and one piece of silver respectively?
Answer: [one piece] of gold weighs 2 jin, 3 liang and 18 zhu. [One piece] of silver weighs 1 jin 13
liang and 6 zhu.

32 A general introduction about the fangcheng procedure and the procedure of solving system of linear equation were
given in the first two problems of the 8th chapter of Jiuzhang suanshu and Liu Hui’s commentary attached to this
problem. See: Jiuzhang suanshu, chapter 8, 1a-8a.
33 Jiuzhang suanshu, chapter 8, 11b-12a.
34 In other words, continue subtracting the values in the right column from the left column until the top value in the
left column reaches zero.
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ீ̇íਫ̫෧ۂʓ̄çΏᄀʆ̄ɿʐɿ˝̄˄ˊçˀԽ͘ʐʄçʞ͇нé̫˄෧ۂʆ̄çΏ
ᄀɿʐɿ˝̄˄ʂçϡɿʐˊéʞͤнé̤˝ͺώ࡞յн˗˄ᆛç̤ߚˀԽ႖࡞̴ୋçՔ
̤伡çՔߚˀԽ伡٘çϩ٘ધ෧ࡍۂé˝ͺ࡞٘ç̤ਜçધᄀࡍé߾˄ધ˝ʜé
Procedure: If [one piece of] gold [weighs] three jin, [and one piece] of silver [weighs] two and fiveelevenths jin, [there should be] a deficit 49 [liang]. [Lay down counting rods representing the value
49] at the right column. If [one piece of] gold weighs two jin, [and one piece of] silver weighs 1 and
seven-elevenths jin, [there should be] an excess of 15 liang. [Lay down counting rods representing
the value 15] at left column. Multiply the denominators with the number in its column respectively;
cross-multiply the deficit and the excess with the ratios of pay out; add [the results] as the dividend;
add the excess and deficit as the divisor; divide the dividend by the divisor. [Thus one] obtains the
weight of [one piece of] gold. Multiply the denominators with the divisor, and take the result to
divide [the dividend]. [Thus one] obtains the weight of [one piece of] silver. Reduce to obtain the
fraction.35
The above two problems are essentially the same in their mathematical and mechanical meanings. The
annotator, Liu Hui, pointed out in his commentary on the problem “swallow and sparrow” in chapter 9
that “the problem of ‘gold and silver’ is equivalent to this”36. If so, then why should the complier of the
Jiuzhang suanshu have put them in two different chapters, and solved them with two different methods?
Another matter deserving our attention is that both problems concern a balance with equal arms.
However, none of these problems gives an explanation of the principle of the balance or how to use it.
And neither the complier nor Liu Hui gives any details concerning the instrument used for weighing in
these problems. In fact, there is no need to weigh swallows or sparrows in such a way. In a word,
practically, this problem is of no use. All of these problems are connected with the structure of the book
mathematically, and serve to reveal the character of mathematics in ancient China.

3. Problems Concerned with Movement
There are several problems concerning numeral relations among velocity, time, and distance of travel in
the Jiuzhang suanshu.

3.1. Simple Problems of Catching-up
There are several simple catching-up problems. We give one example here to show how such problems
are dealt with in the Jiuzhang suanshu:
˒Њܰਡ̆нʓСՎçܰ̈́Ӆݡоé̆ʶʓ˝˄ɿç̠ʇʃ᙮çݡоਇ˫Ⴊ˄çЪᒿгࣂç
ං̆͘˝˄ʓé̠ʇਡˀΪç̆н౧ъéഴ̇íʂСʊʐ㕾é
ீ̇í͘˝̆˄ʓਜʓ˝̆˄ɿé̾յኝ̤伡٘çਿ٘çᅎʓ˝̆˄ɿç̤ʓСՎ࡞˄
伡çϩ٘ધ̠ʇਡɿ̆нé37
Now it is given that a guest’s horse travels 300 li each day. The guest leaves, [but] forgets to take his
cloth. When the sun is at one third, the host discovers [this]. Taking the cloth, [he] catches up to [the
guest] and gives him [the cloth back]. [When] he arrives back home, [he] looks at the sun; [it] is at
three-fourths. Question: [If] the host’s horse does not stop, how much does [it] travel each day?
Answer: 780 li.
Procedure: Lay down [counting rods representing] 3/4 of a day; subtract 1/3 of a day [from it]. Halve
the remainder, [and] take [the result] as the divisor. Then, lay down the [counting rods representing]
the divisor and add 1/3 of a day [to it]; multiply the result by 300 and take [the result] as the
dividend. Divide the dividend by the divisor. [Thus, one] obtains the [distance] the host’s horse
travels.
In his commentary on the procedure, Liu Hui makes clear the meaning of every step. The result of
“[from] 3/4 day subtract 1/4 day” is the time the host needs for catching up with the guest and returning
35 Jiuzhang suanshu, chapter 7, 12b-14a.
36 Jiuzhang suanshu, chapter 8, 11a-b.
37 Li is a unit of distance in China.
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home. “Halve the remainder” gives the result of the average time for one trip. Adding 1/3 to the result
above gives the amount of time the guest travels before the host catches up with him. Multiplying this
by 300, the distance the guest travels in one day, the result is the distance the guest travels before the
host catches up with him, which is also the distance the host travels to catch up with the guest. Dividing
this distance by the time the host needs to cover the distance, the result is the distance the host travels in
one day38.
We are interested in the expression of quantities involving movement in this problem. It is clear that the
day was taken as a standard unit of time. Thus, the distance a horse travels in one day may be regarded
as velocity. Practically, the movement of horses can not be considered as a uniform motion. However, it
is evident that the method given in the problem assumes a constant velocity over the course of the entire
day. And in the problem, the compiler of the Jiuzhang suanshu states the conditions of the problem
clearly, that is: the horse should not stop. This means that he did not define the distance the horse travels
in one day as the sum of the distances it travels, but as the distance it continually travels in one day. It
seems that the compiler takes it for granted that the speed of the horse is uniform. Based on this
analysis, we may say that this problem is equivalent to uniform motion; but not even this concept of
uniform motion is mentioned in the text.
Besides several catching-up problems similar to the above, there is also a problem concerning
movement in different directions.
Next we consider the more complicated problems which are concerned with regular variable motion.

3.2. Problems Concerned with Variable Motion
Problems concerned with variable motion may be sorted into two groups. One group consists of
problems of uniform accelerated motion; the. other group includes several problems in which the
velocity of motion changes according to geometrical processions. We begin with the first group.

3.2.1. The Problem of a Good Horse and a Bad Horse
Problem 19 of the Yingbuzu Chapter is the only problem related to uniform accelerated motion:
˒ЊਡႪኢਡഛۃϰгᄬéᄬ̈́ۃϰʓʣՎçਡ̆ڷнɿСʄʐʓՎç̆ᅎɿʐʓՎé
ኢਡ̆ڷнʄʐʂՎç̆̾Վéਡηгᄬçሸᒿںኢਡé౧ъ̆ߠ௭˫ώн౧ъé
ഴ̇íɿʐˊ̆ɿСʄʐɿ˝̆˄ɿСʓʐˊЪߠ௭éਡн͘ʣˊСʓʐ͘ՎɿСʄʐɿ
˝Վ˄͘ʐ˘ìኢਡнɿʣ͘С˘ʐˊՎɿСʄʐɿ˝Վ˄ɿС͘ʐˊé
ீ̇íਫ̫ʐˊ̆ˀԽʓСʓʐʂՎ̾ç̫˄ʐ˘̆ϡɿС͘ʐՎé̤ߚˀԽ႖࡞ਫ̫˄ᆛç
ՔЪ伡éՔߚˀԽ伡٘çϩ٘Ъɿધ̆ᆛéˀၤڗç̤യᆛਜ˄Ъ֢˝é
Now given that a good horse and a bad horse leave Changan for Qi39. Qi is 3000 li from Changan.
The good horse travels 193 li the first day, and [it] increases [its traveling distance] 13 li [each
following] day. The bad horse travels 97 li the first day, and [it] decreases [its traveling distance] half
a li [each following] day. The good horse arrives at Qi earlier, and [it goes] back to meet the bad
horse. Question: how many days will it take for them to meet and how far will each horse have
traveled?
Answer: they meet each other after 15 and 135/191 days, The good horse travels 4534 and 46/191 li,
[and] the bad horse travels 1465 and 145/ 191 li.
ீ̇íਫ̫ʐˊ̆ˀԽʓСʓʐʂՎ̾ç̫˄ʐ˘̆ϡɿС͘ʐՎé̤ߚˀԽ႖࡞ਫ̫˄ᆛç
ՔЪ伡éՔߚˀԽ伡٘çϩ٘Ъɿધ̆ᆛéˀၤڗç̤യᆛਜ˄Ъ֢˝é
Procedure: Suppose that [the answer is] 15 days; then there is a deficit of 337 and a half li. Suppose
that [the answer is] 16 days; then, there is an excess of 140 li. Cross-multiply the deficit and the
excess with the supposed numbers (i.e. 15 days or 16 days); add [the results] and [take the result] as
the dividend. Add the excess and the deficit [and take the result] as the divisor; divide the dividend
38 Anonymous author, Jiuzhang suanshu, chapter 6, p. 20b-21b.
39 Qi and Changan are the names of two cities.
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by the divisor. [Thus one obtains] the number of days. [For] the indivisible part, divide [both the
dividend and divisor] by [their] common divisor and get the fraction.
ӷਡнڗçʐ͘࡞९ॣՎᆛЪ̾˄ç̷ਡ̆ڷнՎᆛç̤࡞̆˝ʫçϩ̆˝ͺЪɿç
ધۯਡʙнՎᆛé̤࡞ʐˊ̆çધਡʐˊ̆˄ʙнéʒ̤ʐˊ̆࡞९ॣՎᆛç̷ਡڷ
̆˄нç̤࡞̆˝ʫçϩ̆˝ͺЪɿéધç̷ۯਡʙнՎᆛçѯધéյˀၤЪ֢˝éӷ
ኢਡнڗç̤ʐ͘࡞̾Վçʒ̾˄ç̤ኢਡ˄̆ڷнՎᆛç̤࡞ʐˊ̆çધኢਡʐˊ̆˄
ʙнçʒ̤ʐˊ̆࡞̾Վç̤ኢਡ˄̆ڷнçኝ̤࡞̆˝ʫçϩ̆˝ͺЪɿéધ̷ۯՎç
ѯኢਡׇнՎᆛé
To find the distance the good horse travels40, multiply 14 by the increasing number of li [for each
day], and halve [the result]; add [the result] to the distance the good horse travels the first day and
multiply the result by 15 days. [Thus one obtains] the total distance the good horse travels in 15
days. Then [for the remaining 135/191 of a day], multiply 15 by the increasing number of li [for each
day] and add the distance the good horse travels the first day41. Multiply [the result] by the dividend
(i.e, 135) of the fraction of a day [the good horse travels] and divide [it] by the divisor (i.e. 191). Add
the result to the number of li the good horse travels in 15 days. [Thus, one] obtains the distance the
good horse travels. To find the distance the bad horse travels, multiply 14 by half a li; halve the
result again; subtract it from the distance the bad horse travels the first day; multiply by 15 days.
[Thus, one] obtains the distance the bad horse travels in fifteen days. Then, [for the remaining
135/191 of a day] multiply 15 days by half a li; subtract it from the distance the bad horse travels the
first day; multiply the remainder by the dividend and divide it by the divisor. Add the result to the
distance [obtained] above. [Thus, one] obtains the distance the bad horse travels.
Now, let us examine this problem more closely. Literally, the problem may be interpreted as follows:
the horses travel day and night every day; in the first 24 hours, the good one covers 193 li, and
thereafter, the distance it travels increases by 13 li per day. We know that it is impossible for a horse to
run for 15 days, day and night, without stopping. Nevertheless, it is reasonable for the purposes of this
problem to take the day as a unit of time. If then, the distance a horse travels in the first day is taken as
its initial speed, in modern terms this would be expressed as v0. Now, we have another problem,
because the good horse increases the distance it can cover by 13 li per day; but how should we express
this increase in the speed?
There are two alternatives. One is that every day, the speed changes, in which case the change in speed
from day to day forms a discrete arithmetic progression. The other alternative is that the horse does not
change its speed staggered, but we appeal to some sort of “mean speed theorem” whereby the total
distance covered may be accounted for in terms of a uniform acceleration. 42 For both of these
possibilities, if the horse travels for an integral number of days, we may compute the distance the good
horse travels from day to day by the method given in the problem, which is equivalent to the following
formula:
t−1

d=193∑ 19313i 
i=1

The general method for finding the sum of a finite arithmetic progression is given in Zhang Qiujian
suanjing (Mathematical Canon of Zhang Qiujian, fifth century, before 484).43 However, we believe that
this method was already known at the time of the compilation of the Jiuzhang suanshu. In chapter 3,
chapter 6, and chapter 7 of the Jiuzhang suanshu, there are problems concerning finite arithmetic
40 Dai Zhen thought that this part is the commentary made by Liu Hui. See: Jiuzhang suanshu, Siku quanshu edition.
But some other scholars, including Wang Lai and Li Huang pointed out that this part is the original text of the
Jiuzhang suanshu. From the style of the arrangement of the text, Guo Shuchun believes that the opinion of Wang
Lai and Li Huang is more reasonable. See: Li Huang, 39b; Guo Shuchun (commentary and translation into modern
Chinese), Jiuzhang suanshu.
41 The original text is lost. The translation in the brackets are based on the commentary made by Dai Zhen in 1774.
42 There is another possibility that is the speed of the horse changed rulelessly. As it is not consistent with the
algorithm of the problem, we will not discuss this possibility in this paper.
43 Qiang Baochong, Zhongguo shuxue shi ˁ㼈値䑗͒ [History of Mathematics in China], Beijing: Kexue Chubanshe,
1964, p. 80-81.
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progressions. Although the procedures there are based on special cases, it seems that general methods
for handling arithmetic progressions were already known.44
From the quotation, it seems that the distances the horses traveled may be found through the following
steps: find the average distance the horses travel over 15 days; multiplying the results by 15, one gets
the distance the horses travel in 15 days. In modern terms, the method for calculating the distance the
good horse travels may be expressed as follows:





14×incrli
dis1 ×15
2

Now, let us consider the method of calculating the distance the horse travels in a fractional day as is the
case in some problems. If we accept that the velocity of the horses changes from day to day, then it is
possible to determine this in terms of horses traveling at a uniform speed every day. In the fractional
day, the distance the horse travels is just the fractional multiple of the distance the horse traveled in the
whole day. Take the good horse as an example. The total distance traveled is:

135

 15×incrlidis1  191
Adding the two parts together, we have the distance the good horse travels:





14×incrli
135
dis1 ×15 15×incrlidis 1 
2
191

In the above formulas, the incrli means increasing li, that is the increment of the distance the good
horse travels per day, and the dis1 the distance the good or inferior horse travels for the first day. In the
same way, the case of the inferior horse may be expressed as:



dis1−



14×decrli
135
×15 dis 1−15×decrli 
2
191

Each of the two formulas may be regarded as a word-for-word translation of the “procedure” given in
the Jiuzhang suanshu. Therefore, we may safely say that when the speed of the horses changes from
day to day, the procedure in the Jiuzhang suanshu gives exact results for the distances as well as the
times the horses travel.
However, if the speeds of the horses changes by uniform accelerations, the situation would be a little
different. As the velocity changes continuously, in any fraction of the day, the average speed the horses
travel during this part of the day will not have reached the average speed they will traveled in the whole
day. So, the second part of both of the formulas given above cannot give the exact distances the horses
travel.45
Even if the method for calculating the distances the horses travel is an approximate one, the answer for
the time the horses travel is an exact result, even under the condition of uniform acceleration. This is
because the yingbuzu method, which is equivalent to the method of double false position method, is
valid for linear problems.

44 The 17th problem of chapter 6, Junshu chapter is: “Supposing, the length of a golden cone-shaped whip is 5 chi.
The base cut at 1 chi long weights 4 jin, whereas the tip cut at 1 chi long weights 2 jin. Ask: what is the weight of
each segment of 1 chi long? Answer: the tip 1 chi long weighs 2 jin. The next 1 chi weights 2 jin 8 liang, the third
chi weighs 3 jin. The fourth 1 chi weighs 3 jin 8 liang. The base 1 chi weighs 4 jin.” The weight of every chi
formed an arithmetic progression. In the procedure, the common difference of arithmetic progression was given.
Anonymous author, Jiuzhang suanshu, chapter 6, 21b-22b.
45 Shen Kangshen and J. N. Crossley and A. W.-c Lun pointed out that: “some modern mathematicians complain that
the answer given in The Nine Chapters is only an approximate one. Such a remark is not justified, for the sum
formula for an arithmetic progression is valid only if x is a natural number”. (Shem Kangshen, J. N. Crossley and
A. W.-C. Lun, P. 282. They are reasonable, but if we believe that the speed of the horse changed in uniform
acceleration, we can not deny that the answer the Jiuzhang suanshu is not an exact result.
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3.2.2. The Problems in Which the Velocity Changes in Geometric Progression.
In the Jiuzhang suanshu, there are several problems concerned with non-uniform acceleration. In two of
them, the velocity changes in terms of a geometric progression.
˒Њ˵ˊۺܖçճྩߴçʩྩ̆ɿ˵çʯྩΡ̆ɿ˵çʩྩ̆вࡡçʯྩ̆в̾ç౧ъ
̆ߠ௭çώߴ౧ъéഴ̇íʆ̆ɿʐʂ˝̆˄ʆçʩྩߴʓ˵͘ʮʐʂ˝ʮ˄ɿʐʆ, ʯྩߴ
ɿ˵ˊʮʐʂ˝ʮ˄ˊé
ீ̇íਫ̫ʆ̆çˀԽˊʮç̫˄ʓ̆çЊኝʓ˵ʂʮ̾é46
Now given that the thickness of a wall is 5 chi, two rats are gnawing [it] from opposite directions.
The big rat [gnaws] 1 chi [in the first day], [and] the small rat [gnaws] 1 chi [in the first day] too.
[The rate at which] the big rat [gnaws] doubles each day, and [the rate at which] the small rat
[gnaws] is halved each day. Question: how many days will take [them] to meet? How far will each
rat gnaw?
Answer: Two and 2/17 days. The big rat gnaws 3 chi, 4 and 12/17 cun; the small rat gnaws 1 chi, 5
and 5/17 cun.
Procedure: Suppose that [the answer] is two days, there is a deficit of five cun; Suppose [the answer]
is three days, there is an excess of 3 chi, 7 and a half cun.
Liu Hui offers the following commentary on the above procedure:
ʩྩ̆ࡡçʆ̆ϑߴʓ˵çʯྩ̆в̾çϑߴɿ˵ˊʮçՔʩྩߴçϑ͘˵ˊʮçቄܖء
˵ˊۺçݶ伡ˀԽˊʮç̫˄ʓ̆ʩྩߴધʂ˵ʯྩߴધɿ˵ʂʮ̾çՔ˄̤˵ˊۺܖç
Њኝʓ˵ʂʮ̾é̤ߚˀԽீӷ˄ѯધé̤݉ɿ̆˝̆࡞ߴʫϩ̆˝ͺЪɿçѯώધ̆˝
ʫ˄ˁߴçݮώᅎʆ̆ߴׇçѯϑʜé47
[The rate at which] the big rat [gnaws] doubles each day; so it should gnaw three chi in two days.
[The rate at which] the small rat gnaws halves each day; so it should gnaw 1 chi and five cun [in two
days]. Add [the distance the small rat gnaws] to [distance] the big rat gnaws; [the result] should be 4
chi and five cun. Subtract the result from the thickness of the wall, [which is] 5 chi. This is the 5 cun
deficit. If [the answer is] 3 days, the big rat should gnaw 7 chi [and] the small rat should gnaw 1 chi,
7 and a half cun. Add them, [and] subtract [the total] from the thickness of the wall, [which is] 5 chi.
There is an excess of 3 chi, 7 and a half cun. Using the yingbuzu method to find [the value of the
time], [the result] is obtained. Multiply the [distance each] rat gnaws during the last day by the
numerator of [the fraction of] the day, and divide it by the denominator of [the fraction of] the day.
Thus, the [distance] each rat gnaws in the fractional day is obtained. Then, add [the results to the
distances] they gnaw in two days. [The result] answers the question.
In this problem, the speed at which the rats gnaw through the wall changes according to a geometric
progression. There are several problems also involving geometric progressions in Jiuzhang suanshu,
and the Yingbuzu method is always used in solving them. However, the Yingbuzu method is only valid
when the problem can be interpreted in terms of a linear equation, and yet the problem with the two rats
involves an exponential equation. Therefore, the solution given in the Jiuzhang suanshu can only be an
approximate one. Not only that, like the problem discussed earlier of the good horse and inferior horse,
the problem involving the rats also deals with fractional amounts, i.e. the speed at which the rats gnaw
through the wall changes continuously according to an exponential equation, and the distances are
expressed in fractions of a day, and since the speed changes continuously, then final solution computed
by the method in the Jiuzhang suanshu can only be approximate. In the nineteenth century, after the
European methods were transmitted into China, several mathematicians pointed out the errors of this
procedure, and introduced new methods for solving the problem.
In the above three problems, speed is expressed in a uniform way, always in terms of distances traveled
in one day. From this it seems clear that the ancient Chinese use the day as a standard unit of time.
Thus, distances per day represent speed or velocity. It should be noted that all three of these problems
46 Anonymous author, Jiuzhang suanshu, chapter 7, 18a.
47 Anonymous author, Jiuzhang suanshu, chapter 7, 18 a-b.
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involving variable motion are, in practical terms, impossible. We can not imagine a horse increasing its
speed steadily for 3000 li, or a rat doubling the distance it can gnaw through a wall every day. In fact,
the specific terms of these problems were mathematical inventions, perhaps devised by mathematicians
with astronomical calculations or other problems of pursuit in mind. I believe that the ancient Chinese
had already noticed that some times and speeds could increase or decrease steadily, or that the change
in speed could be greater (or less) than in the case of uniform acceleration motion. By considering the
numerical quantities in such problems under the ideal conditions of uniform change, then such
problems could be solved by established mathematical algorithms. We shall return to this point in our
final discussion of the connections between between mechanics and mathematics below.

4. Problems Concerning Weights in Motion
Most of the problems concerning weights in motion in the Jiuzhang suanshu are in the junshu Chapter.
Junshu (fair levies) means the fair distribution of taxes according to the number of taxpayers, the
distances between the taxpayers and the place where the tax is to be paid, the cost of transportation, and
sometimes various additional factors.
The following problem exhibits the standard way in which such problems were presented in the
mathematical text:
˒ЊҕቓഹçΌፐ͘໘ʆʣၽçഹɿ૮ʆʐ,෫ᄱɿ̆ɿᎦçв᎕յፐéʀፐʓ໘͘ʣʆСʂ
ʐʆၽçഹɿ૮ɿʐʊç෫ᄱɿ̆ɿʐᎦçս᎕ʂʐ㕾é̛ፐɿ໘ʄʣʓСʆʐʊၽçഹ
ɿ૮ɿʐ˘ç෫ᄱɿ̆ˊᎦçս᎕ɿС͘ʐ㕾éʁፐɿ໘ʂʣʂСၽçഹɿ૮ɿʐ͘ç෫
ᄱɿ̆ˊᎦçս᎕ɿСʂʐˊ㕾éͭፐʆ໘ʓʣ͘ʐၽçഹɿ૮ɿʐʆç෫ᄱɿ̆ˊᎦç
ս᎕ʆСɿʐ㕾éʵፐɿ໘ʄʣɿСʓʐ˘ၽçഹɿ૮ɿʐç෫ᄱɿ̆ˊᎦçս᎕ʆС
ʊʐ㕾éʙ˘ፐçቓഹ˘໘૮çߗ᎕Όፐé˘ʇιԿçԿཝʆʐˊ૮çࡍԿ̆нˊʐ㕾çڐ
Կ̆нʂʐ㕾çཝ᎕˄çώɿ̆çഹЊකቔç෫ώѥᄱç̤ၽ̴Ꭶç̫ఢയéፐώഹ
౧ъé48
Now there is fair levy of millet. County A [has] a count ၽ of forty-two thousand [tax paying units].
[The price of] one hu49 of millet [is] twenty [qian]50. The price of hiring [labor] is one qian per day.
[The levy] is transported to its own county. County B [has] a count of thirty-four thousand two
hundred and seventy-two [tax paying units]. [The price of] one hu of millet [is] eighteen [qian]. The
price of hiring [labor] is ten qian per day. [The distance] to the levy [collection] place is seventy li.
County C [has] a count of nineteen thousand three hundred and twenty-eight [tax paying units]. [The
price of] one hu of millet [is] 16 [qian]. The price of hiring [labor] is 5 qian per day. [The distance]
to the levy [collection] place is 140 li. County D [has] a count of seventy thousand seven hundred
[tax paying units]. [The price of] one hu of millet [is] 14 [qian]. The price of hiring [labor] is 5 qian
per day. [The distance] to the levy [collection] place is 175 li. County E [has] a count of twenty-three
thousand forty [tax paying units]. [The price of] one hu of millet [is] 12 [qian]. The price of hiring
[labor] is 5 qian per day. [The distance] to the levy [collection] place is two hundred and ten li.
County F [has] a count of nineteen thousand one hundred and thirty-six [tax paying units]. [The
price of] one hu of millet [is] 10 [qian]. The price of hiring [labor] is 5 qian per day. [The distance]
to the levy [collection] place is 280 li.
[In total], the six counties should pay a levy of sixty thousand hu. All of the levy should be
transported to County A. There are six people per vehicle and each vehicle carries twenty-five hu. A
loaded vehicle travels fifty li per day, and an empty vehicle travels 70 li. Loading and paying [the
levy] each takes one day. The prices of millet are all different. And the prices of labor are different.
[Each county] should pay money (i.e. millet) according to the count of [tax paying units]. Let the
expense of millet and labor be equal [for all the counties]. Question: How much millet should each
county pay?
It is clear that in ancient China, when the tax laws were issued, it was understood that the speed of a
heavily burdened vehicle is slower than that of a lighter vehicle, or one carrying no weight at all. This
48 Anonymous author, Jiuzhang suanshu, chapter 6, 8a-10b.
49 Hu is a unit of measure.
50 Qian ia a unit of money in ancient China.
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knowledge was surely a result of direct experiential knowledge. Moreover, experience would also have
led to considering the sizes of different taxpaying populations, their distances from the taxpaying
center, and then, with the added factor of transporting different amounts (weights) of grain as tax over
the given distances in mind, finding a proportional means of deciding a standard by which to determine
a fair distribution of taxes. Among the problems in this chapter, several emphasize the factor of weights
in motion, and we examine two of these here as particular examples of such problems.
˒Њധ෮ֵ᎕çڐԿ̆нʂʐՎçࡍԿ̆нˊʐՎç˒ཝ˰ࡾഹ᎕ʖعçˊ̆ʓڻé˰ࡾ
̈́ʖع౧ъéഴ̇í͘ʐʊՎ˝ʐʊ˝Վ˄ɿʐɿé
ீ̇íՔࡍڐՎᆛç̤ʓ˄࡞ڻ伡٘ç̫࡞ߠࡍڐçʒ̤ˊ̆࡞˄伡çϩ٘ધɿé
Suppose that in the process of transportation, an empty vehicle travels 70 li per day, and a vehicle
carrying a load travels 50 li per day. Now, the millet from the imperial depository is transported to
the imperial garden within five days over three round trips. Question: How far is the imperial
depository from the imperial garden? Answer: Forty-eight and eleven eighteenths li.
Procedure: add the number of li [the vehicle travels] when empty and when loaded; multiply this by
three round trips as the divisor; multiply [the number of li the vehicle travels] when empty and when
loaded; And multiply [the result] by five day as the dividend; and then, divide the dividend by the
divisor to get the solution.
Liu Hui comments as follows on this procedure:
А䢾ç ࡍڐק䫈çɿ㽝κ䫈ཤéڐнɿՎʂʐ˝̆˄ɿçࡍнɿՎΈˊʐ˝̆˄ɿç䏯Ъ
ω˄çࡍڐнɿՎ˄ཕڻקΈɿСʂʐˊ˝̆˄˘éׇԶ˄ڗçɿСʂʐˊՎ˄ཕڻקΈ˘
̆é϶ڗࡍڐ϶ݮ䏯ʜéڗ࡞ߠࡍڐçωյͺʜéʞ˒Њ䢾çˊ̆为Њ値çɿСʂʐˊ为
ӷୋç̤Аધ则ʓ˄ڻཕé˒ӷɿڗڻç䤀̤ʓ约˄ç٘࡞̫ݮЪ϶ਜçΡ䤀约˄ʜé51
In this procedure, [the vehicle] carries a load [to the imperial garden], and returns empty. After one
trip, [the vehicle] returns and repeats the circuit. Lay down [counting rods representing] one
seventieth of a day in which an empty vehicle travels one li; [and the counting rods representing] one
fiftieth of a day in which a loaded vehicle travels one li. Harmonize [the numerators] and
homogenize the denominators52. For [the vehicle] to travel empty [one way] and loaded [the other]
round trip over a road of one li takes 6/175 of a day. [Given this] one can definitely say that [the
vehicle] takes six days [to travel] round trip over a road of 175 li. Thus, to add [the number of li the
vehicle travels] empty and loaded is to add the harmonized [numerators]; to multiply [the distance
the vehicle travels] empty and loaded is to equalize the denominators. According to the method of
Supposition ăJinyou shu ˒ЊீĄfive days is the given number (suoyou shu Њᆛ); 175 is the
sought after lü (suoqiu lü ӷୋ). The result from this is the distance of three round [trips]. Now,
seeking [the distance] of one round [trip], divide it by three.
The basic idea for solving this problem is first to find the time of a round trip in terms of a standard unit
of distance, in this case one li. Thus, a heavy wagon will cover one li in 1/50 of a day, while an empty
one will complete a round trip in 1/70 of a day, i.e. it will take 6/175 of one day to make one round trip
over a distance of one li. Therefore, it follows that in 6 days, 175 round trips can be made. The solution
to the problem now proceeds in terms of applying the method of Supposition (Rule of Three). Given
that the problem assumes that it takes 5 days to complete 3 round trips, it is then possible to determine
the distance from the imperial garden. This method is the one generally used to solve problems
involving the transport of different weights over various distances, by first reducing the elements of a
given problem to standard units of distance and time.
The following problem is another example that proceeds using the same procedure.
˒Њ࠸ࡍɿΕнСӵˊʐڻé˒࠸ࡍɿΕɿʐʂ̄нʂʐ˘ӵçˬ౧ъéഴ̇íˊʐ
ʂڻʆʣ˘Сʓ˝˄ڻɿʣ˘Сʆʐʄé53
51 Anonymous author, Jiuzhang suanshu, chapter 6. p. 15a-16a.
52 For the method of Qitong, see the first section of this paper.
53 The original text of Jiuzhang suanshu is: “Suppose bearing with a basket-load of 1 dan 17 jin and traveling 76 bu,
[one] can make 50 roundtrips. Now, [he] travels 100 bu bearing a basket-load of 1 dan.” (Jiuzhang suanshu,
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ீ̇í̤ݮнӵᆛ࡞ݮࡍ̄ᆛ伡٘é˒ࡍ̄ᆛ࡞˒ӵçʒ̤ڻᆛ࡞˄伡çϩ٘ધ
ɿڻé54
Now given that [a person] carrying a basket weighing one dan traveling a distance of 100 bu makes
50 roundtrips, suppose [he] carries a basket weighing 1 dan 17 jin to travel a distance of 76 bu.
Question: how many roundtrips does [he make]? Answer: 57 and 1629/2603 roundtrips.
Procedure: Take the given number of bu traveled and multiply by the number of jin the basket
weighs as the divisor; Multiply the supposed number of jin the basket weighs by the supposed
number of bu traveled; then, multiply it (i.e. the product) by the number of roundtrips. [The result] is
the dividend. Divide the dividend by the divisor to get the number of round trips.
Liu Hui comments as follows:
А٘࠸ɿ̄ɿڻн˄ጼӵçАڗɿ̄ɿ̆н˄ጼӵç̤ݮɿ˄ڻቄਜஊ̆˄ധçѯݶ
ڻᆛʜé
This divisor is the product in bu [one] travels round trip carrying a load of one jin. The dividend is
the product in bu [one] travels in one day carrying a load of one jin. Thus, take [the distance of] one
round trip to divide the distance [one] travels in one day; [the result] is the number of roundtrips.
The Tang Dynasty commentator Li Chunfeng added the further explanation:
А࠸ʒЊწࡍçݶء伡ீڗϖ̫ࡍڗધ˳ڻ,წڗધڻϡçݮʒϖյୋ̤࡞٘ڗéࡍ˒Њ
˄ʜéАิێʜéݞ: АᓜწЪнЊࡏçཬࡍ۲ʇʎéʎЊЪீᇵéʇнЊࡏ
ЪწࡍˀയéՠյЊࡏ˄ʎᎳתᇵ˄᜶çډݮАீୋՕʜé55
These basket-loads are different in weight; thus because of this, the creator of this method let the one
carrying the heavy [load] make fewer roundtrips, [and] the one carrying the light [load] make more
roundtrips. So, [he] multiplies the divisors and the dividends according to the lü56. That is the
meaning of the compound method of supposition. But this reasoning is flawed. Commentary:
Although the basket is light, the distance traveled is short. If the basket is too heavy, then a person’s
strength [li] is insufficient. [A person’s] strength [may be] insufficient but the method [assumes it is]
limitless. [And] the [distance] a person travels is limited but the weight of the basket varies. [The
method] allows [a person’s] limited strength to vary along with the infinite change [in weight]. Thus,
[one] knows that the lü in this procedure violates reason.
The above material is the only part of the Jiuzhang suanshu which provides any indication of how
ancient Chinese mathematicians thought about the problem of weights in motion.
From these problems in the Jiuzhag suanshu, it is clear that the inventor of the method understood the
relation between weight and the time needed to move a given weight over a given distance; the heavier
the weight, the longer the time (assuming the effort or force applied is equal). Alternatively, experience
would have shown that the heavier the weight to be moved, the shorter the distance the carrier would
cover in a standard unit of time. By assuming the weights and distances are in inverse proportion, for a
given distance, the weights to be moved and their respective times of travel are also in inverse
proportion. Thus for a given weight to be moved, the corresponding time and distance will also be in
proportion. By employing these proportional relationships, the author of the method reduced the
practical problem to one that could be solved with established mathematical methods, in particular, the
jinyou method or familiar Rule of Three. The method could be regarded as a theoretical application of
the inventor’s analysis of the problem of weights in motion. In the former section, we saw how the
author of the Jiuzhang suanshu reduced the problem of movement to a mathematical problem.
However, Li Chunfeng further pointed out that the method is not in accord with reason. His argument
chapter 6, 13b) Guo Shuchun corrects the text according to the style of lay out of the Jiuzhang suanshu and the
result given in the book. See: Karine Chemla, Guo Shuchun, Les Neuf Chapitres, 508-510.
54 Anonymous author, Jiuzhang suanshu, chapter 6, p. 13b-14b.
55 Li Chunfeng, commentary, in Anonymous author, Jiuzhang suanshu, chapter 6, p. 13b-14b.
56 Here lü could be treated as ratios. In this problem, the weights of burdens and the numbers of round trips one could
make in one day are in inversed proportion; the distances of travel and the numbers of round trips are also in
inversed proportion. Therefore, the numbers of round trips are in a compound proportion with weights of burdens
and the distances of travel. This is the meaning of compound jinyoushu in the next sentence.
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was doubtless based on an every-day observation: a light burden has little or no effect on motion,
especially if the distance of travel is short, but if the burden is too heavy, it would be impossible to
carry at all. So the method given in the Jiuzhang suanshu cannot be correct, as it violates common
sense. Consequently, Li Chunfeng provided his own method for solving such problems:
ਫ̫ڐнɿ̆˘ʐՎç࠸ࡍɿ૮н͘ʐՎçࡍɿ̃ʆՎ̾ì࠸ࡍʓ̤̃ʔႪڐнωé˒
࠸ࡍ˘̃çڻקнɿСӵçڻ౧ъéഴ̇íɿСˊʐڻéீ̇íࡍнୋ̷ʐՎç̤Վ
٘˄伡ç̤ɿ˄ڻӵ伡٘çϩ٘Ъɿçѯધʜé57
Suppose that without a load, a [person can] travel 60 li in one day. Carrying a load of one hu, [a
person] can travel 40 li. Reducing the load by one dou, [a person] can travel two and a half li more.
[If a person] carries a load of less than three dou, [he can travel] the same [distance] as without a
load. Now, [suppose a person] carries a basket weighing six dou and travels 100 bu. Question: how
many roundtrips can [he] make. Answer: 150 roundtrips. Procedure: Lay down [counting rods
representing] the lü [of the distance] traveled with a load58; add ten li [to it]. Use the method of
conversion to change [all measures of distance in] li into bu59, [and take the result] as the dividend.
Take the distance of one roundtrip as the divisor. Divide the dividend by the divisor to get [the
result].
Here Li Chunfeng gives more detailed conditions according to his own understanding of the practical
problem of weights in motion.
As 1 hu = 10 dou, the person who carries a burden of only 6 dou, according to Li Chunfeng’s rule (since
for each dou less in weight, the distance traveled increases by 2.4 li), then with 6 dou (4 dou less than
10 dou) means that the distance covered should increase by 10 li (i.e. 4 times 2.5 li). Therefore, the
person can travel 50 li every day carrying a burden of 6 dou. Given that one round-trip covers 100 bu,
then the number of round trips that can be made is:

50×300÷100=150 round trips.
In this problem, the person carries the same weight in both directions.
Our last example to be considered here concerning weights in motion in the Jiuzhang suanshu involves
weights moving on a slope:
˒Њهਡɿˤçˁਡʆˤçʔਡʓˤçߗཝ͘ʐΕгՒçߗˀ়ʖéهਡˁਡɿˤçˁਡ
ʔਡɿˤçʔਡهਡɿˤçʃߗʖçهèˁèʔਡɿˤώʎ˻౧ъéഴ̇íهਡɿˤ
ʎ˻ʆʐʆΕʂ˝Ε˄˘çˁਡɿˤʎ˻ɿʐʂΕʂ˝Ε˄ɿçʔਡɿˤʎ˻ˊΕʂ˝Ε˄
ˊéீ̇íϩ̅ധçώç̤࠸ீʉ˄é60
Now given that there is one strong horse, [a team of] two average horses and [a team of] three weak
horses. Each [of these three teams] carts 40 dan61, to a slope, which none is able to ascend. If the
strong horse is teamed with one average horse, or the [two] average horses are teamed with one
weak horse; or the [three] weak horses are teamed with the strong horse, then all [the teams] would
be able to ascend [the slope]. Question: How much [weight] can the strength of a strong horse, or an
average horse, or a weak horse draw?
Answer: the strength of a strong horse can draw [a weight of] 22 and 6/7 dan; the strength of an
average horse can draw [a weight of] 17 and 1/7 dan; and the strength of a weak horse can draw [a
weight of] 5 and 5/7 dan.
Procedure: According to the fangcheng method, lay down [counting rods representing] the teams,
and use the method of positive/negative to solve [the problem].

57 Anonymous author, Jiuzhang suanshu. Chap 6, pp. 13b-14b.
58 lü means the number of li the person travels with a burden of 1 hu.
59 Li fa Վ ٘ [method of li] means the method of transforming units of li to units of bu. Namely, 1 li is equal to
300 bu.
60 Anonymous author, Jiuzhang suanshu, chapter 8, p. 13 a-b.
61 Dan is a unit of weight in ancient China. One dan is equal to 100 jin.
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In terms of modern mechanical knowledge, problems involving motion on inclined planes must
consider among other things friction, the force of gravity, angular momentum, and composition of
forces. With all of these factors in mind, some scholars find the solution to this problem totally wrong,
and argue that if the answers were correct, the horses would be able to lift the burden directly rather
than draw it up a slope 62. But such critics have not noticed that, in the problem, what is asked for is the
drawing force, the force one horse needs to pull its burden up the slope, rather than the force needed to
lift a given weight or draw it up an inclined plane. But in fact, this problem is meant to illustrate
application of the fangcheng method, which would have appeared as follows on the counting board:

1 0 1
0 2 1
3 1 0
40 40 40
Applying the plus/minus method is equivalent to diagonalizing the matrix of numbers:

0 0 1
0 2 1
7 1 0
40 40 40
from which it follows that the weak horse can only pull 5 5/7 dan up the slope.
Although force is mentioned in this problem, the function of force is not considered, and the
relationship between force and movement is not discussed either. And there is no analysis of the
relationship between the angle of the slope and the force needed to pull up a given weight, even though
the problem makes it clear that the compiler knew that drawing a weight up an inclined plane requires
more force than to move it along a flat, horizontal surface. It would be extremely interesting if the case
of the inclined plane had been analyzed, but the ancient Chinese mathematicians did not do so.

5. The Relation Between Mathematics and Mechanical Knowledge in Ancient China
From the above information, it would appear that in ancient China there was no separate category for or
systematic study of mechanics. Although Chinese mathematicians provided numerical solutions for a
wide variety of practical or pseudo-practical problems relating to mechanical knowledge, they were not
interested in any theoretical analysis of the particular circumstances or causes of mechanical
phenomena—like balances or motion on inclined places. Furthermore, knowledge related to mechanics
was not carefully arranged in the Jiuzhang suanshu. They were not arranged in any particular order, but
problems with the same or similar mechanical significance appear in different chapters, and the
compiler provided different numerical methods for their solutions. I have mentioned at the beginning of
this paper that mechanical problems or mechanics in general as a special subject did not exist in ancient
China. What Chinese mathematicians focused on were methods providing numerical solutions for all
kinds of problems concerned with calculation. At the same time, they were interested in deepening their
research on algorithms. More theoretical discussions of the reason and reasoning behind mechanical
problems may be found in philosophical texts (like the Mojing). As for the Jiuzhang suanshu, the
problems relating to mechanical knowledge occur in the following chapters, as may be seen from the
following table:
Chapter Junshu (6):

moving weight 4
movement 7
weight 1

Chapter yingbuzu (7):

weight 2
movement 4

Chapter Fangcheng (8):

weight 1
moving weight 1

Gougu chapter (9):

movement 1

62 See: Dai Nianzu, Wei Zhong, Wang Dakai.
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What must be kept in mind is that this is a mathematical book, and problems were distributed from
chapter to chapter depending on the concerns of the compiler. What, then, were the mathematical
concerns of the compiler? On this question there is a relevant passage in the Zhoubi Suanjing ֠ぷၽ䑨
[Mathematical Canon of Zhoubi, 1st century B.C.]. The following is crucial for understanding the
character of mathematics in ancient China:
ڗأçသ̅ʞʫ̇í˒ڗ႞˯ʫ˄ཤé˄̆ډਣʩçδ˄ທçɿ̆нçჯ˄ڼᆛç
ʇૼԴç͘˄ᇵçμં˄ݷçˮϚ˄ᅪ₌ç˯ʫ˄ཤߗ়˄ډçյےЊ˄̣î
ʫ̇í
သ̅̇í̅ᓜˀߞçᘟ˯ʫםЪკ˄é˒ࠝ̅ͅڗ૦Аཤࠇî
ʫ̇íéАߗၽீ˄˫éʫ˄ءၽçԽ̤ډАԢéࠝ༼உ˄é
In the past, Rong Fang asked Master Chen “I have recently heard of your Way. Comprehending the
height and size of the sun; the [area] illuminated by [its] light, the amount of its daily motion; the
figures for its greatest and least distances; the extent of human vision; the ends of the four [corners
of the earth]; the lodges of stars, [and] the length and breadth of heaven and earth - Your Way can
know all of these [things], is it really so?”
Master Chen replied: “Yes.”
Rong Fang said: “Although I am not intelligent, I hope that Master will favor me with an
explanation. Can someone like me be taught of this Way?”
Master Chen replied: “Yes. All these things can be attained through mathematics. Your knowledge of
mathematics is sufficient to understand this. If you are sincere and earnest in thinking about it [you
can understand this].”
ݶءçသ̅ᔐЪ˄çᆛ̆ˀ়ધé
ሸԴʫ̇í̅˄ˀ়ધçಞቂ˄éʫ̇í˄ͶᇉéАΡૼჯ৺ਣ˄ீçЪʫˀ়ધç
۲ʫ˄ءᆛͶ়ᘞéډݶЊˀ˫çЪইЊᇵé˯ཤீԶ߾ЪΈథڗçᘞ˄بìɿᘞ
Ъ̤໘སڗçᎃ˄ډཤé˒ʫዖçၽᆛ˄ீéݶΈԢçЪЊᘘçݶʫ˄ᘞశé˯
ཤீ̤ᘘڗçݱዖԢçયյˀథìݱథԢçયյˀஒìݱஒԢçયյˀ়ډéݮωீߠዖç
ωߠçАμʧ˄ำèˀԩ˄˝é়ݮݶᘞ̤ϑᘞçАڗႆஒ˄ቚʜé˯ዖω
Ъˀ়ʉইڗçАˀԩЪˀ়ႆஒéݮݶၽˀ়ႆஒéѴ৵̤ཤᓚʫ܀î63
At this, Rong Fang returned and thought about it. After several days, [he] was still unable to
understand.
[He] again went to see Master Chen and said: “I have thought about it and [I am still] unable to
understand. May I venture to inquire about it?”
Master Chen said: ‘You thought about it, but [your understanding] is not well developed. This is also
the method of surveying distances and heights. But you did not understand it, since you are unable to
apply your knowledge of mathematics to different categories of problems. This is because your
understanding has still not reached [a deep level] and your resolve has been limited. The art of Way
is expressed in few words but its application is broad ç [this is called] elucidating the wisdom of
categories; inquiring into one category [one] can obtain [knowledge of] myriad of things; this is
called knowing the Way. Now, what you are studying is the art of mathematics. This requires
wisdom. Nevertheless, [you] still have difficulty, this is [because] your wisdom of categories is
narrow. The reason why the art of Way is difficult to understand is because even after [one] has
studied, one still suffers from lacking breadth of knowledge; even after attaining broad knowledge,
[one] still suffers from lacking practice; even after having practice, [one still] suffers from not being
able to know. Therefore [one] studies similar arts [in comparison] with each other, and [one]
examines similar affairs [in comparison] with each other. This is what distinguishes foolish from
63 Anonymous author, Zhoubi suanjing ֠ぷၽ[Mathematical Canon of the Zhoubi]. Beijing: Wuying Dian Juzheng
edition, 1774, chapter 1, Section 2, pp. 1a-5b. The translation from Zhoubi suanjing, with some variations, is from
Christopher Cullen, Astronomy and Mathematics in Ancient China: the Zhou bi suan jing. Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1996, pp. 176-178.
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intelligent [scholars] and worthy from unworthy scholars. Therefore, this ability to distinguish
categories to combine them is the quality of a worthy person whose endeavors are profound and
practices are intelligent. Those who study the same endeavors but are unable to plumb the
profundities [of these things] are unworthy and lack wisdom; thus, [they] are unable to profoundly
practice their endeavors. This is why [you] are unable to practice mathematics profoundly. Why
should I conceal the Way from you?”
From what Master Chen expresses here, it is clear that a mathematician must know how to solve
problems belonging to different categories with established mathematical methods, and how to combine
the methods derived from solving problems belonging to different categories. Thus, the qitongshu,
jinyoushu, cuifenshu, and the yingbuzushu are different mathematical methods that could be applied to
different categories of problems 64. Chinese mathematicians often said that solving practical problems
concerned with calculation was the aim of their research, but not all of them were solely interested in
finding numerical solutions to concrete practical problems. This may explain why problems concerned
with weight are not to be found grouped together in one chapter. Instead, the compiler of the Jiuzhang
suanshu sought to provide different methods for solving problems in the same category of mathematical
significance, and this is why there is no section devoted specifically to calculating the weight of things
knowing their volumes and specific gravities. In fact, problems relating to mechanical knowledge were
simply taken as examples wherever they were needed to demonstrate how to transform a given problem
into one that could be solved with the algorithms given in the Jiuzhang suanshu.
Based on the above discussion, we may conclude that ancient Chinese mathematicians applied
themselves to developing new algorithms, and using their algorithms to solve a wide variety of
problems relating to calculation. Some problems concerned with mechanical knowledge were among
those they considered, because they sought to provide numerical solutions to these problems and show
their readers how to use established mathematical methods in different situations. Thus, they did not
attribute to these problems concerned with weight, motion, or moving weights any special significance
as a special category of physical problems, any more than they did to the significance of problems about
calculating the area of a rectangular field. Above all, neither the authors nor later commentators tried to
provide any theoretical discussion about the function or special status of mechanical problems.

64 As mentioned at the beginning of this paper, Chinese mathematicians focused on providing numerical solutions to
problems concerned with calculation, and inventing new algorithms. The algorithms are arranged in a progression
from easy to difficult, and the methods given in earlier parts of the text are commonly used in later parts of the
book.
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Chapter 6

Wang Zheng and the Transmission of Western Mechanical Knowledge to China
ZHANG Baichun and TIAN Miao

In general, when the issue of the transmission of European scientific knowledge and technology in
China is raised, the implication is almost unconsciously accepted that the transmission happened in a
unilateral way - imparted by Europe and received by China1. This underlying assumption has had a
significant influence on research on the history of science and technology in 17th- to 19th-century
China2. It leads this research inevitably toward issues such as the content of the European knowledge
transmitted into China, the Western sources of this knowledge, the impact of European knowledge upon
Chinese tradition, the standard of the Chinese understanding and adoption of the knowledge concerned,
etc. 3. At the same time, any content inconsistent with European thought found in a document concerned
with European science and technology serves only to provide evidence for misunderstanding of this
knowledge by Chinese scholars, or their incapacity to catch up with European standards. However, if
we wish to develop a comprehensive understanding of the process of transmission, we have to take
account of all aspects of this process. Thus, examples of knowledge inconsistent with European thought
contained in a translation of a European text or one designed to introduce European knowledge are of
the greatest importance to us, as they provide us with precious information about the way foreign
knowledge was assimilated by Chinese scholars, and how it was imparted by European missionaries
within a foreign cultural tradition 4.
During the end of 16th century and the first half of 17th century, thought from the European and
Chinese traditions met directly. Most of the Chinese scholars who participated in the transmission of
European scientific and technological knowledge were thoroughly versed in Chinese traditional
learning and were interested in science and technology. It would be quite normal if they used the
knowledge they were already equipped with to understand and interpret the knowledge from abroad,
and it is certain that in doing so misunderstandings and misinterpretations would result. Such evidence
is very precious for an understanding of the process of transmission of knowledge and scientific thought
between two such great cultural traditions. Until recently, little effort had been made to conduct
research on the knowledge and thought brought into the corpus of the Chinese version of European
knowledge by Chinese transmitters, and whether traditional Chinese knowledge and thought could or
could not be consistent with those of Europe. In this paper, we endeavor to inquire into the above
mentioned problem through a case study of the compilation of Yuanxi qiqi tushuo lu zui ჯп֯ወკ
Ꭹజ [A Record of the Best Illustrations and Descriptions of Extraordinary Devices of the Far West],
more commonly know as Qiqi tushuo. We will pay special attention to the experience of Wang Zheng
̚ᅯ (1571-1644) in its compilation, and the part played by traditional Chinese thought and learning in
his contribution.

1
2
3
4

We will not be dealing here with research on the influence of Chinese culture and tradition upon European
civilization.
Studies have shown that Chinese scholars played a far more significant role than that of mere passive acceptors in
the transmission of European knowledge. They participated directly in the translation of European scientific works,
and in the selection and reshaping of the knowledge transmitted in China.
We are in no way trying to deny the importance of research into these areas. Such research provides a solid
grounding for the study of the history of the transmission of European knowledge.
A comprehensive understanding of the transmission of European knowledge in China requires research on the
following aspects: the personalities who did or did not participate in the transmission, and their motivations for
doing so; the cultural and social context of the transmission; and the content of the transmission. Existing studies
already provides us abundant information concerning participants and opponents of the transmission of European
knowledge. Research on the social and cultural context of the transmission as well as the content of European
knowledge transmitted into China has also been productive. Nicolas Standaert has given a full account of these
aspects in his Handbook of Christianity in China, Volume One (Leiden: Brill, 2001), pp. 635-1800.
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1. A Short Introduction to Wang Zheng and His Time
Wang Zheng was born in 1571 in Jingyang county, Shanxi province, and lived through the reigns of the
last two emperors of the Ming dynasty, the Wanli ឝ䢇 and Jiajing ࿃ྔ reigns. His father was a teacher
of Confucian classics and arithmetic. Wang passed the imperial exams at the provincial level in 1594,
when he was 24. From the following year, he attempted the highest imperial examination ten times,
finally succeeding in 1622. Soon after that, he was appointed an official in Guangping county and then
Yangzhou city successfully. In 1631, he was promoted to be a supervisor of military affairs. However,
he was soon removed from his post due to a rebellion by low ranking military officers, and returned to
his home town. In 1643, his home town was overrun by one of the rebelling armies. Refusing to serve
them, he committed suicide the following year, as the Ming dynasty collapsed. Such an act of loyalty
was not unusual at times of dynastic transition.
However, what concerns us is his involvement in the transmission of European technology. The reason
for his interest in European technology is connected with his traditional ideals of serving society and his
interest in knowledge of diverse origins.
According to Wang’s own account, he did not concentrate solely on the learning directly required for
examinations, the interpretation of the Confucian Canons made by Zhu Xi Ѝጟ (1130-1200). He was
interested in a wide variety of knowledge. From a young age, he was interested in device-making, and,
for a period of time, he indulged in Daoist theories of longevity and immortality5.
In 1616, he met the Spanish Jesuit missionary, Diego de Pantoja (1571-1618. On 24th January, 1601,
Pantoja had accompanied Matteo Ricci (1552-1610), a pioneer of the transmission of Catholicism and
European knowledge into China, on his arrival at Beijing. He went on to compile two books, among
them, there is Qike ʂѠ (the Seven Victories), in which he explained how one should overcome the
seven deadly sins of pride, envy, greed, anger, gluttony, lust, and sloth6. The Catholic ethics revealed in
Qike do not violate the orthodox ones of Confucianism. After reading Qike, an important Chinese
Scholar Xiong Mingyu ၐبཪ (1579-1649) commented: “Unexpectedly, Western scholars could also
render outstanding service to Confucius”7. During 1625 and 1626, Wang helped the Jesuit missionary
Nicolas Trigault (1577-1628) to compile and publish a Chinese-Latin phonetic dictionary Xiru Ermu zi
пЬΒཋ (An Aid to the Ear and the Eye of Western Scholars). However, in his preface to this book,
he stressed that, through the study of Western writing, he understood why the ancient Chinese classic
the Yi Jing was the origin of all written characters. He divided Latin letters into the mother of characters
(zimu ϫͺ) and the father of characters (zifu ϫ̔), and connected them with Chinese Yinyang theory
and the 64 divinatory symbols.
From his experience, we may see that Wang was originally open to knowledge of different traditions.
This open attitude toward non-Confucian knowledge was not so unusual among Chinese scholars of the
17th century. The most influential scholar of that time, Wang Yangming, studied Buddhism and Daoism
before establishing his system of neo-Confucian doctrines. Lu Jiuyuan 陆ʄ㱁, a scholar of the Song
dynasty, said: “There is a Sage who appears in the Eastern Sea. The heart is the same, and the reason is
the same. There is a Sage who appears in the Western Sea. The heart is the same, and the reason is the
same. There is Sage who appears in the Southern and Northern Seas. The heart is the same and the
reason is the same.”8 Lu was generally regarded as the pioneer of Wang Yangming’s doctrine, and this
5

6
7
8

In 1594, several months after he succeeded in the provincial examination, his mother died. By chance, he read a
sentence in a Daoist text: “if one person achieves immortality, his forebears for nine generations are raised to the
heavens”. Wishing to pay back the benevolence of his ancestors, he decided to study Daoist arts. See his preface to
Liangli Lüe 䒙  ୗ (An outline of two administrations), in Wang Zheng Yizhu ̚ ᅯ 遗  (Wang Zheng’s
Posthumous writings), Li Zhiqing ө ˄  ed. (Shanxi Renmin Chuban She ਛ п ʇ ͻ ̴  ڋ ٴ, 1984 ) p.12. In
addition, Wang styled himself Liaoyi daoren (ʅɿཤʇ), which means “Daoist Knowing The One”. One is a crucial
term in Daoism, which means the beginning of the whole universe. This shows us that even after he converted to
Catholicism, he still retained a profound interest in Daoist theories.
See Waltner, Ann, “Demerits and Deadly Sins: Jesuit Moral tracts in Late Ming China”, in Stuart B. Schwartz (ed.),
Implicit Understandings: Observing, Reporting and Reflecting on the Encounters between Europeans and Other
Peoples in the Early Modern Area (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1994), pp. 422-448.
Xiong Mingyu, Qike Yin (Introduction to Qike), in Qike, Tianxue Chuhan (First collectanea of heavenly studies)
edition, 1628. p.2a-b.
Lu Jiuyuan, Lu Xiangshan Ji 陆එʲ (Collection of Lu Xiangshan), pp. 482-483.
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saying was taken as a slogan by the scholars who converted to Catholicism. In fact, numerous scholars
of the Ming dynasty, including such famous converts to Catholicism as Li Zhizao ө˄ᙣ (1565-1630),
studied Buddhism, Daoism or Catholicism. Wang Zheng claimed: “(As for) learning, (I) originally don’t
mind whether (it is) fine or rough, (but) always expect (it) to be of benefit for the world. (As for) a
person, I also don’t ask whether (he is) a Chinese or a westerner, (but) always expect that he does not
disobey Heaven.”9 In his various works, Wang tried to incorporate Catholic ideas into Confucianism.
We believe that this was not only an effort to legitimize Western knowledge and Catholicism in China,
but also that his satisfaction that Western knowledge and religion did not violate Confucian tradition
was the basis for his adoption of Western knowledge and his conversion to Catholicism 10.
There is no solid evidence to tell us exactly when Wang converted to Catholicism. Even though he was
interested in Daoism, and converted to Catholicism, he remained a Confucian scholar. In his Liangli
Lüe, he mentions that whenever “I arrived at a county, I would first pay homage at the temple of
Confucius. I would examine the sacrificial utensils and books. Obeying the Sage, esteeming (his)
“Way” (Dao) and respecting (his) learning are the main acts of righteousness of a country.” 11
Wang believed that both European knowledge and thought were in accordance with Confucianism. His
remarks show us his attitude toward Western missionaries and their knowledge and the reasons behind
it: 12:
˯пϛϡϷçʧʩ˯Ⴊ˄ڗᘛˀ˼ቼইé̞תˀ᜔ˀѱçְъັѴ̜Ъ㏡ࡓ͜˄î
͆˄ϧዖڗᔶ࠸ᶾçˀჯᆛʣՎקொé˒ቃാ⭭ᆛ໘㕾͚㎡Аऐ̤෮ӎቬçӎቬˬ
ӈ؈ЪˀণᔏîቃᆛቬçࠉߗЊཤ˄éդუդ̚çංأඟൌçˀధჯ˄ჯԢé
ͅݳӎبᅮçդჯʣ͆Ԩᚔ˄éᕥդኝߞ๙Ϛˁ̴ɿ໒çᖄᖆīಧ૦ޠнˁ໒
ྜĬçʃ௲ʫᄮईᛋçʣཝϩ๙çႪ˒̆ቃ෮ઊ๗ˮ˄૦ɿɿࠝϑéཝв
˰̤݉׆ʙ˘ܺçჴߠઊ๗ߋፅʜéϛأʶç˒ʒъยӆ˄Ⴊ13î
The western scholars have lived here for many years. (Among) the scholar-bureaucrats who have
associated with them, all have been fascinated and delighted. They are neither arrogant nor stingy.
How can it be appropriate in our age to meet (them) and let them go. Those of old who loved
learning wrapped food and carried books, and went to the trouble of traveling several thousand li to
visit (learned people). Now, various worthy persons have brought these books from the farthest
frontiers a myriad li away in order to transmit them to us. How can we have the heart to reject and
not to accept (them)? These worthy persons are only a few people and all are true scholars14. Vassal
states pay tribute (to the emperor), and princes have an audience (with him). Compared with the
Yuechang15 and Sushen16 of former times, (the western scholars are) no less distant than they! (This)
truly makes manifest that the flourishing of the sagely virtue of our Ming (dynasty) attracts from afar
rarities to rival any age. Recently, a stele has been newly unearthed in our province, at the head of
which is inscribed “the stele eulogy of the popularity of the Jing religion [i.e. Nestorianism] in
China.” (It) was carved during the time of Guo Ziyi in the Tang Dynasty. After a thousand years (it
still looks) like new. (The eulogy) matches in every particular with the heaven-revering religion
(Catholicism) that is transmitted by the present worthy scholars like (the two halves of) a tally 17. (It
is) recorded (that) all six emperors from the time of Tang Taizong [the second emperor of the Tang
9 Wang Zheng’s preface in Qiqi tushuo.
10 Catherine Jami has analyzed the efforts Chinese converts and scholars who admired Western learning made in
legitimizing Western knowledge and Catholicism in China in her paper, “ ‘European Science in China’ or ‘Western
Learning’?—Representations of Cross-Cultural Transmission, 1600-1800”, Science in Context, 12:3 (1999), pp.
413-434.
11 Wang Zheng, Liangli Lüe, p. 27.
12 Wang Zheng’s preface in Qiqi tushuo.
13 Wang Zheng’s preface in Qiqi tushuo.
14 The phrase used here, you dao zhi ru, literally means « Confucian scholars who possess the Way ».
15 Yuechang was the name of a state in the Southern Sea, and is said to have given a special kind of bird in tribute to
the Duke of Zhou at the start of the Zhou Dynasty (ca. 11th century B.C.).
16 Sushen was a name of a people far to the Northeast of ancient China who sent such tributes as Hu-arrows and stone
arrowheads to Kings Wu and Cheng at the start of the Zhou Dynasty.
17 A fujie or tally had characters written or engraved on it., and was then divided into two parts. These could
subsequently be matched up as a method of authentication.
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Dynasty], successively revered (it) very sincerely. It was already thus in the past, why object to it
now?
Wang’s suicide in 1644, by which he displayed his loyalty to the Ming emperor, is proof of his life-long
commitment to Confucianism18. Loyalty toward the emperor was one of the prime principles of
Confucianism, while suicide was forbidden by Catholicism.
Now, lets us provide an outline of the context of the transmission of European knowledge in China. In
the 16th century, direct contacts between China and Europe were established19. From then on, Jesuit
missionaries acted as the main transmitters of European scientific and technological knowledge into
China. Nicolas Standaert lists four commonly accepted characteristics of Jesuit corporate culture in
China:
1. Accommodation or adaptation to Chinese culture;
2. Propagation and evangelization ‘from the top down;
3. Indirect propagation of the faith by using European science and technology in order to attract the
attention of the educated Chinese and convince them of the high level of European civilization;
4. Openness to and tolerance of Chinese values.
He argues that these characteristics were formed in the context of contemporary Chinese culture and
social conditions20. The role Jesuit missionaries played in the transmission of European mechanical
knowledge was directly connected with the third characteristic in this list, which was in fact caused by
the second, both of them tools for pursuing the great aim of the Jesuits, as Standaert argues, the
Christianization of China.
The reason why Jesuit missionaries decided to transmit European scientific and technological
knowledge is two-fold. First, scientific and technological knowledge could be quoted to prove the
validity of Christian theories 21. Second, scientific and technological knowledge could help in attracting
the attention of Chinese scholars. The latter played a more important role in the transmission of devicemaking methods in China.
Not long after arriving in China, Matteo Ricci committed himself to “building up throughout the empire
a network of friendly contacts and developing ever broadening Christianizing masses”. He hoped that,
after having converted “a goodly number of Christians, then perhaps it will not be impossible to present
some memorial to the emperor asking at least that the right of Christians to practice their religion be
accorded” 22. In order to attract their attention, Matteo Ricci “sought to make himself all things to all
men, in order to win them all to Christ” 23. Even though there was persistent resistance to this strategy
from missionaries of other schools and even among Jesuit missionaries, the transmission of scientific
and technological knowledge was one of the long-term enterprises of the Jesuit missionaries in China.
As for Chinese scholars, mechanical knowledge, especially applied mechanical knowledge was
especially significant to them. At that time, there was an urgent need for devices used for irrigation and
flood defense, while internal rebellions and external threats meant that there was a dire need for military
devices.
So, Qiqi tushuo was compiled in the context of a combination of the needs of Chinese scholars and the
strategies of Jesuit missionaries.
18 See Zhang Pengfen’s preface in Qiqi tushuo.
19 On the relationship between Europe and China, see Fang Hao, Zhongxi jiaotong shi ˁпΠ͒ (The History of
Communication between China and the West) (Changsha: Yuelu shushe, 1987), p. 732.
20 N. Standaert, “Jesuit Corporate Culture as Shaped by the Chinese”, In Jesuits - Cultures, Sciences, and the Arts
(1540-1773), John W. O’Malley, Gauvin Alexander Bailey, Steven J. Harris, T. Frank Kennedy, eds. (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 2000), pp. 352-363.
21 In his Tianzhu Shiyi, Matteo Ricci tried to prove the existence of God by introducing Aristotle’s mechanical
theories concerning motion. Li Madou ѧ玛窦, Tianzhu Shiyi ˮ̠䑘㘣 (Tianxue Chuhan Edition, 1630), p.3b.
22 George H. Dunne. Generation of Giants, Paris: Univ. of Notre Dame Press, 1962. pp. 85-88.
23 Matthew Ricci. Translated by Louis J. Gallagher, China in the 16th century—the Journals of Matthew Ricci 15581610. New York: Random House, 1953. P. 277.
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2. The Relationship between the Compilation of Qiqi tushuo and Confucian Tradition
Qiqi tushuo was compiled by the German Jesuit Johann Terrenz (1576-1630) and Wang Zheng between
November 1626 and February 1627. By analyzing the sources relating to the compilation of Qiqi
tushuo and Wang’s part in the process, we find that Confucian tradition and the trend of Confucian
thought in Wang’s time are significant factors in its production.
According to Song Boyin’s Ү јࠒ chronological research on Wang Zheng, Wang took an interest in
devices from his youth. In 1577, when he was seven, he began studies with his uncle Zheng Jian ડᜌ, a
scholar-official. Influenced by him, Wang became interested in making military devices. Between 1623
and 1626, he used his devices for various purposes, such as dredging rivers, flood defense and military
defense. His choice was not random. Wang introduced his achievements in device-making to his
readers:
Щʴݤ۸Ъ݉ç̪ˀ̢׆ʴτçвˣʇ͚֯˄ڛçͣാͫ෮éЪ̘̉ޠਡཥዤʣ͆ാᛐç
ኝߋᅴ˄ุ˄é྿ˀಏ֤ࡐçϤտ࠭҂èᛞèቮ్è̪ভ˫вᕣጷèвнԿቃወçԴ˄
ڗΡᄙၴ֯24é
After the (ancient text) Kao Gong (Ji) and the south-pointing (carriage), there was no lack of great
craftsmen and wise artisans in (every) generation. However, except for the Huaren25 and Qigong26,
ingenious and consummate (skills) were not transmitted. The muniu liuma27 then enjoyed unrivaled
fame, and I admired and loved it very much. Occasionally, without heeding my ill-informed
(situation) and ignorance, I rashly made various machines, such as a hongxi (lit. “rainbowsucking”)28, heyin (lit. “crane-drinking”), lunhu (wheeled clepsydra), daigeng (plough substitute),
zizhuanmo (self-rotating mill) and zixingche (self-moving quadricycle). The people who saw these
said (they were) quite extraordinary.
All these machines constructed by Wang were concerned directly with farming and daily life. Besides
the influence of his uncle, his admiration for a former famous Confucian Fan Zhongyan ࠗά may
also have played a role in shaping of his interest in device-making. In 1587, he expressed his admiration
for Fan, a model of an official and scholar in Confucian tradition29. Fan was renowned for his sense of
responsibility towards the nation and its people, organizing flood-control work and attending to military
affairs30. That Wang should follow Fan’s example was normal in the framework of Confucianism.
We should admit, however, that Wang’s interest was not widely shared by his contemporaries. Most
Chinese scholars concentrated on personal moral perfection and debates about problems concerning the
interpretation of ancient Confucian classics. Activities relating to practical matters were commonly
regarded as demeaning. A conversation recorded (or invented) by Wang in his preface of Qiqi tushuo
shows us the contradictory ideas that prevailed about device-making among Chinese scholars. Wang
begins with a question presented by someone:
˒Ꭹç॑ʴτӒᗠޠЬéѽʫˀወçʫъૣૣିءಢî
Now, what is recorded here is merely such things as the arts and crafts of artisans. A Junzi [a man of
honor in the Confucian system] does not like utensils31. Why do you exhaust yourself at this?
24 Wang Zheng’s preface in Qiqi tushuo.
25 ˣ ʇ (Huaren) were legendary ingenious people during the reign of the Zhou king Mu (ca.10th century B.C.). See
Liezi, ch. 3 (Zhuzi Jicheng edition. Shanghai: Shanghai shudian, 1986), pp. 31-32.
26 ֯ ( ڛQigong) was the name of a legendary country where many marvelous machines were made. See Shanhai
Jing, ch. 7 (Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 1980), p. 213.
27 Muniu liuma means “wooden ox and gliding horse”, devices reputedly used to transport grain across mountain
invented by Zhuge Liang in the Three Kingdoms period (early 3rd century A.D.).
28 Hongxi is a single-cylinder force-pump, Heyin a flume-beamed swape, Lunhu a combined clock, Daigeng a winchdriven cable plough, Zizhuanmo a weight-driven geared mill and Zixingche a weight-driven geared quadricycle.
29 See Song Boyin, Wang Zheng Nianpu ̚ᅯϷᗰ (Chronicle of Wang Zheng’s life), (Shanxi shifan daxue chubanshe,
1990), p. 15.
30 See Huang Zongyi 䗮׆, Gaoping Xuean ਣͧዖख (Scholarly Biography of Gaoping), in Songyuan Xuean Ү˕
䑗 ख (Biography of scholars in the Song and Yuan Dynasties, first printed in 1846), ch. 3, (Zhejiang guji
chubanshe, 1994), pp. 180-183.
31 The Analects of Confucius (Lun Yu ( დ ,  ) ݭsays, "jun zi bu qi ( ѽʫˀወ)." The Chinese term "bu qi" should
really be translated as "being unlike a utensil", and means that their use is not confined to one aspect.
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Wang answered:
ᎩڗçᓜᚚӒᗠͷੁçЪЊ९̆·ͻءΈèࣂ፟іߋݎʜéĬᛨ੮ˀወ˄კЪჸ˄ç
۲̔͡ԧēؤĔçࠎ̤ʒේíīఖٶտΈçΙϿወ̤ˮʔѧçனʩ̣ʇĬ32é
Although what is recorded here belongs to such trivial affairs as arts and crafts, nevertheless, they
are actually beneficial to people’s livelihood (and) daily use, extremely essential for the prosperity of
the nation. If we should hold the view of disliking utensils and despising them, then why did
Confucius say in his commentary to the Book of Changes (Yi), “(As for) preparing things for use,
and establishing finished utensils of benefit to all under heaven, no one is greater than the Sage.”
In fact, from the beginning of the 17th century, there was a rapid growth of interest in such practical
matters among scholars, linked to a rejection of certain more esoteric elements of neo-Confucianism
and the revival of concrete learning. This trend was pushed to its zenith by the economic and social
crises that accompanied the transfer of dynasties33. Quite a few scholars called for attention to be paid to
practical fields under the slogan of recovering ancient learning and eliminating the influence of
Buddhism and Taoism. Some of these scholars were attracted by the Jesuits and their learning, and
some of them converted to Catholicism34. Wang was one among them. As mentioned above, Wang
admired devices mentioned in ancient sources and legends. In his preface to Qiqi tushuo he again says:
ћˀ૩çᜫ྿ίፁտወඑ˄ЅçЪଵЊ֎̣ᔠጧ፱˄іɿወʜçˮϚçʂ܁ݭϛç
໘ڌˀጷç֯܀ïሢ̤ʶ35.
I am not smart, (but) I have admired and pried out the principles of device-making and illustration in
private, and had a deep interest in (the fact that) by making one machine, the xuanji yuheng ᔠጧ
፱ 36, (one) models the heavens and orders the earth. The sun, moon and five planets were all on (it),
and it is perpetuated after a myriad generations. How extraordinary! Nothing can surpass (it).
His admiration for ancient devices did not disappear after he had met the European missionaries. His
recollection provides us with precious information about how he used European knowledge to
reconstruct ancient devices:
ዟћ˳ϷईçϤิޠ̘̉۔هਡçͬଓΣЪн˄éძࢅӭ̐ēնĔ˵ʮі٘çκ͘˄ᆄ
ᐉçՅ়Ͽçͫڡˁ̋éקקЩ͆ᗲ˒çआ۾ჯொçᇵঝࠛéӅ࡛çᅦᏼཱིçɿѓ
ᗈʇéʃᗈื˄çધпвᄧᙾ٘çཥྙ·ɿጆͣçԣᄮͬͅϿʜéϩ٘і˄çشཥϿé
ˀಞϤᐉ̘̉ޠਡçϐ˄внԿି37é
I can still remember that when I was young, I fantasized about the muniu liuma (wooden ox and
gliding horse) of Wuhou ( ۔هZhuge Liang 诸༐ۑ, 181-234 A.D.) and was determined to imitate
it. At once (I) followed the measurements and method of construction in Du’s Tong Dian  ն ,
trying to model (it) again and again. Although I was never successful, nevertheless, I was not willing
to stop. (I) was constantly examining what was ancient to verify my current (labors), consulting with
those both near and far. Deep in thought, I forgot to eat and sleep, and neglecting social intercourse, I
was just like a crazy man. Just when (my) obsession reached its limit, (I) learned the method of the
self-sounding bells [clocks] of the Western Scholars. Then, I suddenly had an ingenious idea,
privately conjecturing that (the device) could be completed. Following this method to make it, it was
actually completed. I dared not presume to compare it with the muniu liuma, so I named it as a selfmoving vehicle.
32 Wang Zheng’s preface in Qiqi tushuo. Wang actually changes the quotation from the Appendix to the Book of
Changes  ·ؤᗔ僝 slightly. In the opening phrase ఖࠔٶΈ, he uses the character տ to replace the character ࠔ. The
two characters are pronounced the same, and it is also possible that this is simply a printing error.
33 The new dynasty, the Qing Dynasty began in 1644.
34 The most famous convert of that time is Xu Guanqi ࣞδ૨. Xu hoped that Catholicism would act as an assistant to
Confucian replacing Buddhism.
35 Wang Zheng’s preface to Qiqi tushuo.
36 Xuan ji ⦡ ጧ means an instrument concerning the first four stars in the bowl of the Big Dipper; yu heng  ፱
means an instrument which simulates the running of the Little Bear. Here xuan ji yu heng ⦡ ጧ  ፱ means a kind
of astronomical instrument.
37 Wang Zheng. Liangli Lüe, in Wang Zheng Yishu, pp. 81-82.
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Thus, inspired by the mechanisms of European clocks, Wang invented a device in imitation of an
ancient one. We can find several such instances of the use of European knowledge and technology to
reconstruct supposedly lost ancient devices through the 17th to 19th centuries in China. The reason why
Wang’s statement interests us is that it shows that for him the process of using European methods to
reconstruct ancient devices, or putting it another way, the process of putting the foreign method into a
traditional framework, was relatively smooth. There is another thing that draws our attention in the
above quotation. Wang appeared quite indifferent to the clock-making technology itself. We know that
European clocks were generally welcomed by Chinese officials and even emperors. However, it seems
that what interested Wang most about the clock-making technology is that it allowed him to reach an
understanding of the mechanisms of an ancient device, one that was useful in transportation. Let us
return to the material we quoted at the beginning of this section. In it, the devices Wang admired were
water-lifting devices, transport devices and astronomical instruments. From the above discussion, we
know that he was interested in such devices before he had contact with European knowledge, and
furthermore, all these devices are useful for daily life. We know that in traditional Chinese culture
extraordinary devices were regarded as the product of uncanny techniques, and unless they were
beneficial to people they were generally disdained. Clocks could be of use in daily life, but it is possible
that for Wang they were not of urgent need in comparison with the devices he mentions in his preface to
Qiqi tushuo.
To sum up, based on an analysis of available sources and Wang’s experience, we argue that it traditional
Chinese modes of thought were central to the motivation behind the compilation of Qiqi tushuo. In the
following section, we will argue that traditional reasoning and thought also had their influence on the
content of the book.

3. The Influence of Ancient Chinese Thought on the Content and Structure of Qiqi tushuo
We have argued in the above discussion that it was Wang Zheng who proposed the idea of compiling a
book about European device-making, and that his motivation was situated within the framework of the
Confucian ethical system. In this part, we will focus on the content and the structure of Qiqi tushuo, and
will inquire into the problem of the ways and extent to which Chinese culture and thought influenced
the shaping of the book.
In 1615, Wang acquired a book entitled Qi ke (the Seven Victories), the first he read about Catholicism.
In 1616, he met with Diego de Pantoja (1571-1618) the book’s author.38
In 1622, Wang composed a memorial on resisting enemy attack, in which he introduced some military
devices invented by him and his friends. According to research by Song Boyin39, Wang made the
following devices before 1623, that is before he met Jesuit missionaries: hongxi (lit. “rainbowpumping”) ࠭҂, heyin ᛞ (lit. “crane-drinking”), longwei ᏞҴ (screw) and hengsheng 㖀˦(pistonpump). Longwei and hengsheng were first introduced by Sabatino de Ursis and Xu Guangqi in Taixi
shuifa ऴп ̑٘ (Hydraulic Methods of the Great West, 1612). Wang must, therefore, have read the
Taixi shuifa before 1623.
The Lunhu ቮ ్ (wheeled clepsydra), daigeng ̪ ভ (plough substitute), zizhuanmo в ᕣ ጷ (selfrotating mill) and zixingche в н Կ (self-moving quadricycle), which are described in Zhuqi tushuo
(1626) in detail, are based on the principles of the mechanisms of European clocks40. Therefore, Wang
must have had a detailed understanding of the European clocks that had been introduced into China by
Jesuits after 158241 prior to 1626. Wang makes the following remarks in his preface to Qiqi tushuo:
 ᜄēᕁ ̅ ͚ Ĕç ཝ ֯ ʇè֯  Ͷ ؤӧ ྰ ᆛçյ ˁ ɿ ʆ ֯ ወ ാ  ێАˁ Դ
႞ ˫ éϩ ˇ ϡ ੀ ϡ ܘçϛʲ ᛭  ʲ ʔ ˄ ̑ç̤ բ ʲ ʖçར˄ ߋ ᒅé ڼС Ϸ
˗ Њ ͣ  ڗჍ ɿ̑ ወç় ᇠ ̑  ڈг ʲ ܘçാ ˀ ᎌʇ ʎçյ ወ в ়  ֭ ᕣ ར ʜé
ʒˇçՙ Ъ ౧ ኴ ધ ڗçˮ ̂ ࣗ ʜç ̚ ֢ç௫ ɿ ৄ ऻ  ʩ ˄ éϿçઆ ʔ
38
39
40
41

Song Boyin. Wang Zheng Nianpu. pp.40-42.
Song Boyin. Wang Zheng Nianpu. pp.59, 69.
Wang Zheng’s preface in Qiqi tushuo. For these devices, see note 28 above.
Zhang Baichun ડݲލ. Ming-Qing shiqi ouzhou jixie zhongbiao jishu de chuanru ji youguan wenti بଢईಮᆯޞጆ
ଇᙾᎢӒீڅ෮ʉ˫Њᘖᖆ, Ziran bianzhengfa tongxun вᛃᗲ٘৯, 17:2 (1995), pp.38-46.
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˄ ऻé࠴ ᓜ  ɿ  ˄ ʎçΈ ̘ ਡ Ꮟ ኞ ʣ ໘çன ় ར ʜé౧ኴ ધ ᐰ і ͣ ٘ç୷
̫ ̚ ɿ ᒄ ˿˻ ˄ç ϩ ʲ  זᕣ çෞ  ڣѯ ʔऻ Ԣéʒ ௫ ɿ в  ೪ ˮ ᄮçյ ʂ
 ݭώ Њ ͵ çʙ μ ં ར н ˄ ॣçɿ ɿ Ⴊ ˮ  ʆéյ ᄮ ̤ ߆ ᇓ ˄çર ͅ ௬
ංçॳ Һ ̜ ߈ ʜéēᕁ̅ ͚ Ĕçп  к η ·  іçյ Զັ ˀ ધ Ϥéћ Ⴖ ୃ
 в ͜ Ъ ԣᜫ ᓶ קç̇íī ̣ïА യ ֯ ወ ъ ለધ ັ Ѵ ̜ Ъ ɿ ໃ ˄ ܀Ĭî̛
 ̲çћ ༪ ᄅ ϩ ௳ç Ꮮ ႆ ൢèቹ ո ጪèೣ ཤ Ͷ ʓ η · ̤ ࡶ Ѕ ࡹ ጉçౙ ᕅ ھ
ˁéћ ધ ಯ ʨ ቂ ૦९ ߋ 㔖 ʜé ̆çϖ ࠾ē͚ Ĕ ཝ ቚ ˄çʓ η · খ Ъ
 é̞̇íīቃ ወ ߋ ϡçર   კçԴ ϛ ͅᚺ ʜçࢰ ಞ ϤîĬћ  ۏঝ éååء
ݶç ۏቂ ᙳ ̤ ˁ ϫ42é
(I) read Zhifang Waiji ᕁ ̅ ͚  (Record of the Places Outside the Jurisdiction of the Office of
Geography) by chance. The extraordinary persons and extraordinary things recorded (in it) are not
easily listed, and among them are one or two extraordinary machines that can certainly not be
compared with those of which I have knowledge of here. For example, it is said that (in) the city of
Duoleduo (Toledo), (people) fetched water from the foot of a mountain to the mountaintop in order
to supply their needs, and that the transportation of it was extremely difficult. Within the last
hundred years, there was an ingenious person who made a water-lifting device. (It) could “spiral”
water up to the city on the mountain without relying on any manpower, and it could run day and
night by itself. It is also said that Archimedes, who was an astronomer, received the king’s order to
construct a huge ship. The ship was completed, and was to be put out to sea, yet it could not be
moved by a nation’s workforce nor a myriad beasts of burden. Archimedes invented an ingenious
method. The king simply raised a hand and pulled it, the ship turning like a mountain and
descending into the sea in a very short time. (Archimedes) also constructed an automatic armillary
sphere, the sun, moon and five planets keeping to their original motions, and the speed of the motion
of all the constellations not differing from those in the heavens. This instrument was made of glass,
and was transparent, truly a rare treasure in the world. Zhifang Waiji ᕁ ̅ ͚  is written by the
western scholar Aleni, and his words in it should not be fanciful. It suddenly dawned upon me that I
was missing the mark and yearning (for it) in private, said: "Alas! Such extraordinary machines, how
can I get an appropriate opportunity to have a look at them in my lifetime?" In the winter of the
bingyin ̛  year (1626), I went to the capital waiting for my appointment. At that time, while
waiting for the imperial edict to compile the calendar, three gentlemen, Long Jinghua Ꮮ ႆ ൢ (N.
Longobardi, 1559-1654), Deng Hanpu ቹ ո ጪ (Johann Terrenz) and Tang Daowei ೣ ཤ Ͷ (Jean
Adam Schall von Bell, 1592-1666) were living in their old residence. (Therefore), I was able to meet
them and learn from them day and night, and was very happy. One day when not busy, I talked about
what Waiji recorded and question them about it. The three gentlemen politely smiled and affirmed it.
Moreover, they added that “there were many such devices, and they are recorded (in the form of)
illustrations and descriptions. (The illustrations and descriptions) are now here and can be read. How
dare (we talk) preposterously?” I immediately ask to see them. … Thereupon, (I) earnestly requested
to translate (them) into Chinese.
It is clear that Wang’s admiration for Western devices led to the compilation of Qiqi tushuo, and that his
admiration was grounded in the statecraft of Confucianism.
The contents of the Qiqi tushuo were drawn from many European works. In 1618, the Jesuit missionary
Nicolas Trigault (1577-1628) set sail from Lisbon to China, bringing with him 22 missionaries and
about 7000 volumes of European books. According to Fang Hao’s study, only a portion of these books
arrived in China 43. Among these, less than one hundred were concerned with mechanical knowledge,
the Qiqi tushuo being compiled on the basis of these44. Compared with a straight-forward Chinese
translation of a European book, authors can put more subjective ideas into a compiled work. This has
made analysis more complicated for us, and at the same time, more interesting. Before we get into the
42 Wang Zheng. Preface, in Qiqi tushuo (1627). Chapter1.
43 Fang Hao ̅რ, Mingji xishu qiqian bu Liuru zhongguo kao ׅبпऐʂʣ௱ޠʉˁЩ. Wenshi zazhi ̂͒㴕გ, 3:
1&2 (1944), pp. 47-51.
44 At the beginning of his preface of Qiqi tushuo, Wang mentions: “Illustrations and descriptions of extraordinary
devices are books brought by Western scholars from their countries. These books are one branch of more than
7,000 books (they brought into China). (And) this (the Qiqi tushuo) only represents one tenth of the books in this
branch”. Wang Zheng, preface. p. 1a.
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content and structure of the Qiqi tushuo, let us first have a look at the method and the process of its
complication. Only after we have made the method of compilation clear can we explain the role of the
two authors in the selection of the book’s content.
We know that only a very small number of Chinese scholars could read Latin in the 17th century. Wang
Zheng is something of an exception. He assisted Trigault in the compilation of a Latin-Chinese
dictionary, Xiru Ermu Zi пЬ Β 资 (An Aid to the Ear and the Eye of Western Scholars), through
which he became acquainted with Latin. Nevertheless, his standard of Latin was not sufficient to carry
out the task of translating a technological work in Latin into Chinese. He introduces the situation thus:
Њ  ٶЊྱç ͅ ᚺ Ъ ื ྱ ˄éʃ յ კ ۲ᚚ п ̂ п ϫéᓜ ћ ᓶ ϛ Վ ˁçધ͘ ۂ
 ڸη ·  ћ  ݤ п ̂ ϫͺ ϫ ̔ ʆ ʐ ˊ ༚çչ Њēп  ЬΒ ཋĔɿ ऐçΡ ୗ ډ
յ ࡗ ᛐ ̣éᛑθ ̂ θ  ۲   յ ன ೧ ʜ45é
There are objects and illustrations. (We) can imagine (the objects) by looking at (their illustrations),
but their descriptions are in a Western script. However, when I was in my hometown, (I) received
instruction from the gentleman Jin Sibiao ( ڸ ͘ ۂNicolas Trigault) on the 25 letters of the
Western script , and (I) printed a book, Xiru Ermu Zi (An Aid to the Ear and the Eye of Western
Scholars). (I) also knew a little about the pronunciation of these letters. Nevertheless, I was at a loss
as to the meaning of a complete text and could not infer (it).
Clearly, it was beyond Wang’s ability to understand the content of a Latin text. So, the actual method of
compilation was as follows:
 ቃ ወ  კ θ ᦞç˝ ᘞ Ъ ʥ ିéћ ძ  ےറ ॣ ऐçˀ Џ ˀ ̂çᑨ ಮ ᔵ ؤ ب
ዴç̤  ەʇ ʇ ᚺ ኍ46é
(Terrenz) took out all the books with the illustrations and descriptions of devices, (and he)
communicated it orally by categories. In great haste I wrote it down, not putting the text in sequence
or embellishing it. (I) intended that it would be concise and easy to understand so that everyone
could read (it) conveniently.
This way of translating a foreign text into Chinese had been used as a standard method for a long period
of time in China. In the Tang Dynasty, it had been used for the translation of Buddhist Sutra. In 1382,
the first emperor of the Ming Dynasty ordered Arabic astronomers working in the Imperial
Astronomical Bureau to translate Arabic astronomical works into Chinese. He gave detailed rules for
the method of translation:
㚱пʇজ习͵ࡗçࡿ䑎语çյʥ̤ç㚱译յ㘣缉Ͽ̂ିéિ࠾ڈç̍ᙣ绘è̍47é
The person from the Western Region48 should be a native speaker, and also familiar with Chinese.
They communicate (the contents) orally to Confucian scholars, who then translate their meaning and
compile it into texts. Narrate directly, without embellishing or leaving anything out.
This rule leaves little space for the Chinese translator to add his own ideas to the text. Therefore, we
may conclude that the Western participant, Johann Terrenz, is the key person in the interpretation of the
knowledge communicated. However, as Wang states, when shown illustrations of European devices, he
could easily understand their function, and hence could ask Terrenz to interpret the descriptions of the
devices he was interested in. On the other hand, Terrenz could decide whether he would like to fully
fulfill Wang’s requests. A few lines of introduction about Johann Terrenz’s background may give us
some clues as to when he might not accede to Wang’s requests.

45 Wang Zheng, Preface to Qiqi tushuo.
46 Wang Zheng, Preface to Qiqi tushuo.
47 Zhu Yuanzhang Ѝ ˕ ᇒ , rescript, quote from Ruan Yuan Ր ˕ , Chouren Zhuan 畴 ʇ 传 (Biographies of
Mathematicians), Guanwo Shengshi Huigao edition, 1843. Chapter 29, p.2b.
48 Chinese generally named Central and West Asia Xiyu п (Western Region).
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Johann Terrenz was the most competent scientist among the Jesuit missionaries in China 49. He studied
medicine at Padua, and was acquainted with several languages. He became the 7th academician of the
Academy of Lincei in 1611. He was, therefore, a scholar of some renown, and deeply imbued with
European learning.
We can well imagine that there would be some unavoidable differences and even contradictions in the
outlook of these two scholars concerning technology, brought up as they were in two such different
cultural traditions. As a result of his background, Wang was interested primarily in the following
content of European sources:
୷ અ ᚚ ֯ ወ ˄  ˄ კ  ڗˀʔ ʣ С ኝ ၳéյ ወ ϡ Έ ʯ ʎ ᕣʩ ࡍç ՠ ˦ ਣç
 ̫ н ჯç ཋࡹ ፄç ར ৈ ᄠç ە ٛ ٍç ʖʔ  ç ྗ Տ Ԕ ≷ç ᆼ
ጻ ࣁٶç в  в ༲ç · ᛐ · ࡙çቃ֯ Ң ወ  ˀ ఖ մéЊ Έ ʇ ʎ ٶʎ ڗç
Њ Έ ࡙ ʎ ̑ ʎ ڗçЊ Έ ቮᇠçЊ Έ ᘖ ૠçЊ Έ  ڐ൴çЊ ѯ Έࡍ  ʎ ڗçၳ ၳ
Ң Έç̫ ʇ ˼ ڬෆ ୃ50é
There are very many different kinds of books that specifically deal with the illustration and
description of extraordinary devices. These devices usually use a small force to turn big weights,
making them rise, travel a long distance, aid construction, transport fodder and food, facilitate
drainage and flow (of water), raise and lower boats and ships, guard against disasters, resist damage,
automatically pound and saw, produce sound (and) wind, etc. Thus are prepared all kinds of
wonderful devices. Some use manpower or the force of objects; some use wind power and water
power, others use rotiform plates, rotatable mechanisms, vacuity, or even a weight as force. All these
wonderful usages realize all ones expectations.
Wang directly relates the devices he has read about in Western sources to statecraft and the needs of
daily life. Furthermore, he sets out his rule for the selection of the contents of the Qiqi tushuo:
  კ ˄ ˁ ͣ ወ  ϡç୷  ˀߋ ᘖ ˞ ͻ · ̆ Έçϩ ࡚ ᄨè̑ ഊയ ᘞçʒ ێ 
 ࣂ ʴ і ˄ ݎ ᄕç۲ ˀ Ꭹé॑ Ꭹ յ జ ˞ ࠲ ڗçወ༼ ˞ Ԣéʃ յ і ٘  ᘘç
ϩ ɿ ወЪ ᒙ ു ᕣ ˰ ϡçʴ τ ˀ ় ϩ ٘ìʒ  ወ ˄ ʴ  ߋ ྄ç۲ ˀ Ꭹé॑Ꭹ յ
జ ᔵ ڗ ەçወ ࡳ ˞ ࡳ  ەԢéЪ ɿ ٘ ϡ ၳçɿ ၳ ϡ ወçϩ ̑ ٘ɿ ወ Њ С ʐ ϡ
ᘞç  ࡍ ᑫç۲ˀ Ꭹé॑ Ꭹ յ జ ႆ Ң ڗ51é
However, there are very many ingenious devices among the illustrations and descriptions. If (some)
are not really related to needs of everyday life, such as the “flying kite” and water-driven organ, or if
(some) are not in urgent need for the nation’s purposes then (I) do not recorded (them here). (I) have
only recorded the most crucial and necessary ones. A machine may certainly be crucial, but if the
method of making it is difficult, for example, if a device has too many screws, (so that) craftsmen
can not follow the method (to make it), or if the amount of work and cost required for a device is
very great, then (I) have not recorded (them). (I) have only recorded the simplest and most
convenient ones. A device may be crucial and convenient, however, if a method produces many
types (of devices), or one type has many (individual) examples, for instance one type for a hydraulic
method may have over a hundred examples of devices, some repeated and some complicated, then I
have not recorded them (all). I have only recorded the finest and most ingenious ones.
So, Wang did not really need a theoretical work on technology, and he did not intend to transmit an
entire system of European theoretical knowledge about device-making into China. His intention is
clearly stated - the introduction of some useful devices from the West, ones of use to people and the
nation that are relatively straight-forward to construct. His design of the content of the Qiqi tushuo is
strictly confined to the illustration and description of the devices he was interested in. After the
compilation of Qiqi tushuo, he used the knowledge in the book in his statecraft, making some devices in
49 According to M. D’Elia’s study, besides Johann Terrenz, there were two other competent scientists who set off for
China, Wenceslaus Kirwitzer and John Alberich. John Alberich died during the voyage, and Kirwitzer died soon
after his arrival in China. Thus, neither contributed to the transmission of European scientific knowledge into
China. See: M. D’Elia, Galileo in China—Relations through the Roman College between Galileo and the Jesuit
Scient-Missionaries (1610-1640). Cambridge: Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1960, pp. 25-28.
50 Wang Zheng, Preface to Qiqi tushuo.
51 Wang Zheng. Preface to Qiqi tushuo.
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order to improve conditions in the counties where he worked as an official 52. As we argued above, his
conduct is completely in accordance with Confucian ethics, and his thought regarding technology and
device-making was no different to that of an ordinary Confucian scholar such as Fan Zongyan, who
Wang had admired from a young age.
However, the content of Qiqi tushuo, especially the original design of the content, is different from that
as originally planned by Wang. In front of the main text of the work, there is a schema for the content of
the whole book:
୷ ɿ ֈ ࡍ ༲--А ዖ ᑨ  ར ࡍ Ъ éᛨ  ࡍçъ ͬ རç̞ આ ъ རî ˄ ࡍ ݮ༲ μ
 ɿ ֈé
୷ ʆ ֈ ወ ༲--ࡍ ˀ ધ ৺çෞ Έ ወ Ъ ৺çወ ˀ ɿ Ъ Խ ʜéወ ˄ ˁʒ ӷ జ ͣ ˄ ወé
 ݮወ ˄ ༲ μ  ɿ ֈé
୷ ʓ ֈ ʎ ༲--ͣ ወ Έ ̤ ৺ ࡍè˻ ࡍèᕣ ࡍç֤ Ԣé ወ ͬ  ʎ Ъརç ʇ ʎ ਡ
ʎç ࡙ ʎ ̑ ʎç ѯ  ࡍ  ˄ ٶʎç ݮʎ ˄ ༲ μ  ɿ ֈé
୷ ͘ ֈ  ༲--Њ ࡍ  ءАç ଓ ˦ ˄ ਣç ଓ ࠔ ˄ ჯç ଓ ̫ յᕣ ૱  קդ Ъ ˀ
ʶéА ߗ ར  ٘ ʜé ᕎç ಓçç Љç ˿ ᕣ Խ çၳ ၳ ˀ ωé ݮ
˄ ༲ μ ɿ ֈé53
Chapter one: Explanations of weights — This (branch of) learning is generally devised for
transporting weights. If there were no weights, why transport and what would be transported?
Therefore, explanations of weights are listed as one chapter.
Chapter two: Explanations of devices — When a weight can not be hoisted, it has to be hoisted by a
device. (Such) devices are too many to be enumerated. We have sought out the most ingenious
among them. Therefore, explanations of devices are listed as one chapter.
Chapter three: Explanations of force — Ingenious devices are obviously used to hoist, pull and turn
weights. However, the device must rely on force to transport (the weight), and may variously use the
force (provided by) people, horses, wind, water or a heavy object. Therefore, explanations of force
are listed as one chapter.
Chapter four: Explanations of motion — Here is a heavy object. (We) may want to raise it up high,
move it far away, or make it turn ceaselessly or move back and forth. These all are methods of
motion. There are many ways to do this, by supporting, prizing, pushing, towing, or turning by hand
(and) treading by foot. Therefore, explanations of motion are listed as one chapter.
This logical, sequential schema reveals the system of European mechanics step by step. Taking the first
chapter as an example, let us analyze the details of its contents.
The first chapter contained 61 sections, including the definition of the center of gravity and the way of
finding the center of gravity of different geometric shapes, the definition of specific gravity, the
numerical relation of the weight, specific gravity and volume of a thing, as well as the proportional
relation among weights and volumes of things with different specific gravity, etc., and some theory
concerned with fluids and buoyancy. This chapter also provides some general discussions about
cosmology. We will not go any further into the details of the content of this chapter 54. Here, we only
want to point out that all the content contributes to theoretical discussions about basic concepts and
knowledge of European mechanics, and that European mathematical methods were widely used in this
chapter. The character of this chapter, and, furthermore, the structure of the content of the whole of the
book, is in accordance with that of a European scholarly mechanical work.
We believe that this content was designed by the European compiler, Terrenz. In 1629, Terrenz became
one of the main compilers of a collection of astronomical works, the Chongzhen lishu ઊ ၰ ዳ ऐ
52 See Wang Zheng, Liang Lilüe, in Wang Zheng Yizhu, p.83.
53 Wang Zheng. Preface to Qiqi tushuo.
54 The content also shows characteristics of the interaction between thought and knowledge developed in different
culture traditions. We are completing a paper that provides a detail discussion about the content of Qiqi tushuo.
Deng Yuhan, Wang Zheng. Qiqi tushuo, chapter 1.
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(Chongzhen reign-period manual of mathematical astronomy). The works in this collection were
classified into five fundamental categories (੫͵ˊΒ): derivation (٘ࢎ), numbers (٘ᆛ), calculation
(٘ၽ), devices (٘ወ), and integration (٘ወ). It is generally accepted among historians of astronomy
and mathematics that Terrenz exerted a major influence on the design of the structure of the collection.
We find that this structure is essentially the same as the schema of the content of Qiqi tushuo.
However, the actual structure of Qiqi tushuo is somewhat different from the schema at the start of the
book. The Qiqi tushuo consists of three chapters. The contents of the first two chapters are just as they
are given in the schema, one contributing to a theoretical discussion of weights, the other to a
theoretical discussion of basic devices. The third is composed of illustrations and descriptions of a
whole set of machines. Just as Wang remarked, all the machines introduced in the third chapter are
concerned with everyday life and the nation’s requirements. Hence, the last two chapters as originally
planned by Terrenz are actually replaced by illustrations and descriptions of machines.
We think that the reason for this change is simple. Wang and Terrenz actually worked together for less
than three months. In the winter of the sixth year of the Tianqi reign, Wang went to Beijing and met
with Terrenz55. In the 12th month of the same year, he was appointed as an official at Yangzhou. Before
he left the capital, Beijing, he wrote a preface to Qiqi tushuo56. Terrenz, meanwhile, remained in Beijing
until his death. In the traditional Chinese calendar, the winter starts with the beginning of the tenth
month and ends at the end of twelfth month. In the sixth year of Tianqi reign, the first day of the tenth
month was 19th November, 1626 of the Gregorian calendar, the last day of the twelfth month was 15th
February, 1627 of the Gregorian calendar.
Without Terrenz’s interpretations, it would be impossible for Wang to write the two chapters of
theoretical discussion on European mechanics. One thing we need to point out here is that before the
separation of the two compilers, Terrenz was not able to realize his design for the last two chapters of
Qiqi tushuo, while Wang accomplished one chapter he was most interested in, namely selected
translations of such European books on machines as Agostino Ramelli’s Le Diverse e Artificiose
Machine del Capitano (1588), Jacques Besson’s Théatre de Instruments Mathématiques et Mecaniques
(1578), Faustus Verantius’ Machinae Novae Fausti Verantii Siceni, cum Declaratione Latina, Italica,
Hispanica, Gallica et Germanica (written c. 1595), Vittorio Zonca’s Novo Teatro di Machini e Edificii
(1607), and Heinrich Zeising’s Theatrum Machinarum (1613). From 1627 to his death, Wang produced
some works on the basis of chapter three of Qiqi tushuo. There is no evidence that he spent time
researching theoretical knowledge on the basis of chapter one and chapter two.
Concerning the transmission of technology in China, Bray has argued that there was active transmission
and passive transmission of knowledge. Applied to our discussion, we can say that Wang Zheng
passively accepted European theoretical mechanical knowledge from Terrenz. It is possible that he was
also interested in aspects of this knowledge, but it was not one of his main concerns. On the other hand,
he very actively took part in the transmission of the machines he was very interested in. When the
situation did not allow him to finish the compilation of both branches of mechanical knowledge as
designed by Terrenz, Wang turned to the one he actively intended to transmit.
Traditional Chinese thought not only influenced the selection of the contents of the Qiqi tushuo, but
also on the model of reasoning employed in the book.
Wang mentions that Terrenz had emphasized the significance of mathematics in device-making:
ᙳݶˀᘘç୷Аཤᓜᚚʎᗠ˄ʯӒçͬηЩܿᆛ˄ዖЪ݉ͅéႶʙወΈ˄าçෞηЊܿЊ
ᆛéϖܿЪ·೧යçϖᆛЪ·࠴┞çϖ೧යè࠴┞ЪЊ̎գçϖ̎գЪ̤݉ͅᇵ˄ٶç
ધЪ݉٘ͅΙʜéˀዴ೧යè࠴┞ç۲ͬˀધ̎գìˀધ̎գç۲Аወკͬˀ়ዴ57é
Translating these (is) not difficult, however, although this knowledge belongs to trivial techniques of
the art of force, nevertheless, (one) must at first investigate the study of measures and numbers [i.e.
mathematics] before (the translation) can be done. To understand the subtleties of the devices, first
there must be measures and numbers. It is from measures that measurement is produced, and from
55 Song Boyin. Wang Zheng Nianpu. pp.79-80.
56 Song Boyin. Wang Zheng Nianpu, p.93.
57 Wang Zheng, preface.
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numbers that calculation is produced. From measurement and calculation comes proportion, and
from proportion one is then able to make a thorough inquiry into the reason of things. After
obtaining the reason the method can be established. Without knowing measurement and calculation,
(one) certainly cannot obtain proportions, and without proportions, (one) certainly cannot understand
the illustrations and explanations of these machines thoroughly.
At that time in Europe, mechanics was commonly regarded as one branch of mathematics. Therefore, it
is natural that Terrenz would suggest to Wang to learn mathematics before attempting the translation of
mechanical works. However, if we consider this the only reason why Terrenz might suggest that Wang
learn mathematics we will miss some information provided by the above material. It is quite possible
that Terrenz’s statement is drawn mainly from Simon Stevin’s first definition in the first book of the Art
of Weighing and Guido Ubaldi’s Mechanicorum liber. “The art of weighing is the art which teaches the
ratios, proportions, and properties of weights or gravities of solids”58. And we know that Simon Stevin’s
Art of Weighing was already identified as one of the main European sources of Qiqi tushuo. E. J.
Dijksterhuis has pointed out that Archimedes treated mechanics as a branch of mathematics, and that he
developed his system of statics following the model of Euclid’s geometry. Simon Stevin studied and
supplemented the work of Archimedes. In the Art of Weighing, following Archimedes’ model, Stevin set
out definitions and Postulates.59 And for most propositions in the book, Stevin not only gave an
explanation, but also provided a mathematical proof. For Terrenz, mathematical proof could not only
guarantee the correctness of a method, but also demonstrate mathematics as a way of reasoning. The
method could only be established after the reason behind it had been sorted out. In the Chongzhen lishu,
Terrenz also provided proofs to astronomical theories contained in the book. However, it seems that
Wang did not accept this model of reasoning. The Qiqi tushuo does not contain any mathematical
proofs. Of those propositions taken from Stevin’s book, only the main text of the proposition, the
method and the explanation, are selected, and sometimes they are even reshaped. The mathematical
proofs are all deleted. We surmise that Wang thought that since the explanation already makes clear the
correctness of the proposition, so a mathematical proof as given by Stevin was not needed. Here, Wang
followed the traditional Chinese model of reasoning. In ancient Chinese mathematical books, Chinese
mathematicians also established the correctness of their algorithms using this model.
Finally, we want to point out that the design of the text of Qiqi tushuo, especially the third chapter,
which was Wang’s favorite part and in which he had more liberty in deciding the lay out, is identical
with the design of illustrations and descriptions of devices in ancient Chinese books60. Wang had
compiled his Zhuqi tushuo 诸 ወ 图说 (Illustration and description of devices, 1626) using this type of
design before the compilation of Qiqi tushuo. Furthermore, when he was around 70, he compiled a
book Ela jiya youzhao zhuqi tushuo ziji 额 ხ䑡䇹ᇍ௫ 诸 ወ 图说 в 记 (Record of the illustration and
description of devices made with the blessing of the Gratla) , in which, he introduced 24 categories of
devices, the text arranged in a form similar to the third chapter of Qiqi tushuo61.

4. Conclusions
Through the above analysis of Wang Zheng’s reasoning and modes of thinking used in the compilation
of Qiqi tushuo, we may conclude that Chinese concepts and knowledge were incorporated into the
Chinese publication of European knowledge in the following ways:
1. Making use of their liberty to choose the subjects for transmission, Chinese scholars greatly
affected the content of European knowledge transmitted into China. In the case of Wang Zheng,
we find that his choice was made relying on Confucian concepts of statecraft.

58 Simon Stevin, The Art of Weighing, in: Principal works of Simon Stevin. Amsterdam: C. V. Swets & Zeitlinger,
1955. P. 97.
59 E. J. Dijksterhuis, Introduction to ‘The Art of Weighing’, in: The Principal Works of Simon Stevin, (Amsterdam: C.
V. Swets & Zeitlinger, 1955), vol. 1, p. 37.
60 See: Zhang Baichun and Tian Miao, “Zhongguo gudai Jixie yu Qiwu de Tuxiang Biaoda ˁ̪͆ጆଇႪወڅٶ
ྱڸས [Pictorial Representation of machines and utensils in ancient China],” Gugong Bobu Yuan Yuankan ࣄݮథ
ٶਗਗ̶ [Palace Museum Journal], 2006, No. 3. pp. 81-97.
61 See Song Boyin and Ming Jingyang, Wang Zheng Xianshe Nianpu, pp. 162-168.
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2. In the process of translation and compilation, Chinese scholars played an important role in the
translation of European terms, consciously or unconsciously transmitting their understanding of
these terms.
3. In the translations, Chinese participants added their interpretation of European knowledge based
on their own knowledge, which might come from traditional Chinese sources or from previous
translations of European knowledge. In either case, Chinese knowledge was inserted into the
body of the newly introduced knowledge.
4. Where a Chinese participant had considerable liberty in the transmission of a branch of
knowledge, such as in the case of Wang Zheng and the compilation of Qiqi tushuo, they might
also modify the European system of knowledge.
From this case study, we try to unveil one model of the transmission of European knowledge in 17thcentury China. It is true that the transmission mainly relied upon the European transmitter, as there were
hardly any Chinese scholars who could understand European languages at that time. However, the
position of these European transmitters and the social and cultural context of 17th-century China
determined that the transmission of European knowledge in China would not be simply unilateral. As
we argued in the first section of this paper, the main transmitters of European scientific and
technological knowledge, the Jesuit missionaries, did not aim at transmitting contemporary European
knowledge in its entirety. Their strategy was to use European knowledge about science and technology
as a bait to attract Chinese scholars toward Catholicism. Therefore, the knowledge they introduced had
to chime with the interests of Chinese scholars. In the case of the compilation of Qiqi tushuo, we find
that the book was compiled because a Chinese scholar was interested in the arts of device-making.
During this period it was very difficult for Chinese scholars, even for converts to Catholicism, to fully
appreciate the advantages of systemic and theoretical European scientific knowledge. In the case of
Qiqi tushuo, Wang Zheng selected the parts of the knowledge that specially interested him according to
the perceived need of Confucian statecraft. Though he respected Jesuit missionaries and admired the
knowledge they introduced into China, he welcomed the newly introduced knowledge as a useful tool
for Confucians and interpreted it within the system of Confucianism. This was normal in the social and
cultural context of 17th -century China. Converts such as Wang, attracted as they were by western
knowledge, still held fast to Confucianism as the core of their ideology, and thus they could only accept
the knowledge in accordance with or as interpreted by the Confucianism of their time. As they
participated in the transmission of European knowledge, so the system and the content of the
knowledge were modified or reshaped.
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Chapter 7

Western Sources of the Qiqi Tushuo
Peter DAMEROW and Urs SCHOEPFLIN

The Roman Catholic religious order of the Jesuits, the Societas Jesu, was founded in 1534. Its main
goal was to spread and defend Catholicism. Shortly after the foundation of the order, the Jesuits started
missionary activities in the Far East. But only at the end of the sixteenth century, that is in the late Ming
and early Qing period, when the Jesuits adopted a new strategy, did they become able to influence for
about 50 years the policy of the Chinese upper class.1
This new strategy was based on adapting to the Chinese culture, on the one hand, and on impressing
Chinese intellectuals by the competence of Western scholars and organizing the transfer of Western
scientific and technological knowledge to China, on the other hand, before attempting to convert the
Chinese people to Christianity. The French Jesuit Nicolas Trigault (1577-1628) and the German Jesuit
Johannes Schreck (1576-1630, latinisiert Terrentius) traveled in 1614 through Europe collecting
scientific books and instruments, among them a telescope from Galileo. The Jesuit Beitang library in
Peking contained about 7000 European books brought to China by such activities. Several were
translated into Chinese or were used to compile Chinese books describing Western science and
technology.2
The book Yuanxi qiqi tushuo luzui, or for short Qiqi tushuo, The Record of the Best Illustrations and
Descriptions of Extraordinary Devices of the Far West, provides an outstanding example of this
transmission of knowledge from Europe to China at the beginning of the 17th century. It was written by
Johannes Schreck in cooperation with the Christianized Chinese administrator Wang Zheng (15711644, baptized under the name Philip). The book was first published in 1627 and was republished later
several times.

Figure 1: Zonca 16073
1

2
3

Figure 2: Qiqi tushuo 1627

The influence was at times so strong that, as Matteo Ricci reports, Christianized Chinese scholars purged their
libraries and burned numerous manuscripts and books that were considered to deal with subjects prohibited by the
Catholic church; see Needham, J. Science and Civilisation in China, Vol. 4.1, Cambridge 1962 (Cambridge
University Press), p. 244.
For the history and content of the library see: Verhaeren, H. (ed.) Catalogue of the Pei-t'ang Library, Beijing 19441948 (Imprimerie des Lazaristes).
Zonca, V. Novo teatro di machine et edificii, Padova 1607.
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With the Qiqi tushuo Schreck intended to transmit European knowledge to China. He based his work on
the widespread European technical literature of his time (see figures 1 and 2). It comes therefore as no
surprise that the identification of the Western sources for details of the text has frequently been the
focus of investigations by historians of science. Already Needham started to compare the machines
depicted and described in the Qiqi tushuo with machines depicted in the European literature. In
particular, he tried to determine which of these machines were new to the Chinese.4
Such identifications of direct connections of details in the Qiqi tushuo with specific contents in
European books covers, however, only one aspect of the transfer of knowledge from Europe to China.
This is indicated already by the names of Western authors explicitly mentioned in the text. The text
frequently refers to Archimedes. In the preface, not only are the names of Agricola and Ramelli
mentioned as sources for illustrations of machines, but also Vitruvius and Stevin are cited as persons
who possessed the background knowledge needed to understand the functioning of machines. We know
furthermore that Schreck himself had such background knowledge. He studied in Padua where he also
got to know Galileo. Later his scientific scholarship was so highly esteemed that he became a member
of the Accademia dei Lincei shortly after Galileo.
Considering this broader background knowledge of Western technology, we are concerned with the
question of what role it played in the transmission of knowledge to China. Was the successful
transmission of specific technical knowledge to China dependent on a good fit of such background
knowledge between Europe and China? Or more generally: How can knowledge of this kind be
transmitted? Do social and cultural conditions determine such backgrounds and make the transmission
of knowledge possible or impossible?
Let us go a little more into details concerning these questions before we return to the role of the Qiqi
tushuo in the specific transmission process with which we are dealing here.
Any transmission of knowledge is based on direct or indirect communication between individuals. This
is true for the historical transmission between generations within a culture as well as for the exchange
between cultures. As a result of such communication processes between individuals the basic form of
knowledge transmission is a kind of slow diffusion process. This process spreads knowledge, once it is
acquired, continuously over time and space.
But this basic transmission process is complemented by discontinuities resulting in a variety of
knowledge communities and knowledge traditions. To give an example, interruptions of knowledge
traditions may result from the rise and decline of cultures such as the rise and decline of the ancient
Babylonian or Greek cultures. Discontinuities in knowledge traditions may also result from the
confrontation of traditions of different cultures such as the confrontation of the Chinese culture with
early modern Western science and technology.
What kind of knowledge could be transmitted and how it has been transformed in the process of
transmission was widely determined by systemic conditions in Europe and China. Three sets of such
conditions can easily be identified:
1. the compatibilities and incompatibilities of knowledge systems in Europe with those in China,
2. the important role of the knowledge of practitioners for the rapid development of European
science and technology in the Renaissance and in the Early Modern era,
3. the internal incoherence of the body of Western scientific knowledge in the Early Modern era,
which resulted from difficulties in integrating the various developments of technical and scientific
knowledge into one coherent system.
Let us briefly review how these three conditions influenced the transfer of knowledge from the West to
China as it is represented by the Qiqi tushuo.
As far as the compatibility between systems of knowledge in Europe and China is concerned, it has to
be noticed that between any cultures there exist cross-cultural similarities in cognitive constructions
4

Needham, J. Science and Civilisation in China, Vol. 4.2, Cambridge 1965 (Cambridge University Press), pp. 215218.
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which are acquired in the process of growing up and in the socialization of a child into the adult
community. Similarities and parallelisms concerning, for instance, notions such as space, time, body,
motion, force etc., form a solid base for the transmission of knowledge. Certain correspondences
between concepts in Western sources and representations of transmitted knowledge such as the Qiqi
tushuo are thus not the result of the transmission process but rather its precondition. The investigation
of the transmission process of Western mechanical knowledge to China thus necessarily includes the
identification of such common notions and the determination of how they are embedded in the different
conceptual systems of both cultures and how they are modified by different connotations within these
systems.
Another source on which the transmission of knowledge is based is the shared intuitive knowledge of
practitioners built up in the process of professionalization. This type of shared knowledge results from
the use of tools and devices in handiwork and craftsmanship. Insofar as similar devices of this kind, for
instance, balances or pulleys, exist in both Europe and China, their professional use provides similar
experiences which may give rise to the construction of mental models based on similar notions and
expressed by similar terminologies.
These commonalities and discrepancies of European and Chinese conceptualizations of professional
mechanical experiences set conditions for the transmission of knowledge from Europe to China. It is
thus another requirement an investigation of this transmission process has to meet to identify common
mechanical technologies and to investigate the conceptualization of practical experiences emerging in
the context of their use in both cultures. Since basic mechanical technologies, in particular the use of
so-called simple machines such as the lever and the pulley, were the same in both cultures already
before the Jesuits started their activities, the Jesuits could count on a common understanding of
mechanical phenomena which had only to be activated by an adequate translation of networks of
mechanical terms.
This explains one of the most striking differences between the Qiqi tushuo and its Western sources:
European scholars of the Renaissance and the Early Modern era show a strong tendency to justify
scientific knowledge by derivations from general principles. In contrast, the Qiqi tushuo uses techniques
of classification to link bits of knowledge to general principles. Since in both cases the generalizations
result from reflections on mechanical technologies, both representation techniques could serve the same
goal, that is, to encode the mechanical knowledge to be transmitted.
Let us have a closer look at the knowledge that the Jesuits tried to transmit. It is well known that at the
beginning of the seventeenth century the development of scientific knowledge was widely influenced by
the conflicts between the rapidly developing early modern science and the church. As a consequence,
the knowledge represented by western science and technology was a patchwork of partly controversial
theories, often affiliated with certain groups of the conflicting political parties, rather than in coherent
theoretical systems.
Let us look in some detail at the sources that represent this body of knowledge.
The first source to be mentioned is the scholastic Aristotelianism which developed after Saint Thomas
Aquinas introduced the ancient Aristotelian philosophy into the dogmas of the Roman Catholic Church.
According to Aristotle three types of motion have to be distinguished: natural motion, violent motion,
and the circular motion of heavenly bodies. Based on such notions Aristotle developed his cosmology
encompassing the idea of the Earth resting at the center of the cosmos surrounded by the spheres of
celestial bodies. This world view was popularized by Sacrobosco’s Treatise on the Sphere. Scholastic
activities brought the Aristotelian cosmology in accordance with the biblical account of the Genesis.
Another ancient tradition, the tradition of theoretical mechanics, developed independently of
Aristotelianism although it also had its roots in Aristotle’s work, as represented by the Problemata
Mechanica. Archimedes contributed to this tradition deductive theories such as his theory of
equilibrium or his theory of floating bodies. Heron decomposed mechanical devices into elements such
as lever, pulley, wedge and screw and showed how to derive theoretical consequences concerning the
functions of these devices from the theoretical interpretation of these elements. He thus bridged the gap
between theoretical and practical mechanics. Vitruvius in his ten books on architecture showed how
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such machines had to be applied in construction work. A specific outcome of this tradition is the
medieval science of weight, represented for instance by the work of Jordanus Nemorarius. It is
characteristic of this tradition that, following Archimedes, mechanical knowledge was predominantly
represented in deductive form.
A third ancient tradition in the body of technological knowledge relevant at the time of the Jesuit
mission in China is the mathematics tradition. This tradition comprised in particular the tradition of
Euclidean geometry and the theory of proportions, which up to the time of Galileo was the main
theoretical tool for representing functions. An additional, more powerful tool for representing functions
was only provided by the geometrical interpretation of the Aristotelian doctrine of the alteration of
qualities in his work On Generation and Corruption.
These widely independent ancient traditions were complemented in the Renaissance and in the Early
Modern era in two ways. On the one hand, numerous well-illustrated books on technology were written
which tried to represent the professional knowledge of practitioners, printed publications such as those
of Agricola, Besson, Ramelli, Taccola, or Zonca, to give some examples. On the other hand, scientists
with a critical attitude towards scholastic Aristotelianism such as Galileo, Kepler, Descartes, and Stevin5
tried to create “New Sciences” with conceptual foundations deviating from the concepts of Aristotle.
Jesuit scholars were well acquainted with all these traditions. In spite of the major conflict between
scientists and the Roman Catholic Church about Copernicanism, Jesuits contributed actively with
editions, commentaries, and their own treatises to the development of the new sciences, without
touching upon this conflict.
Let us finally return to the question posed at the beginning, the question of what are the sources of the
Qiqi Tushuo with respect to the broader background knowledge of the Western culture as we briefly
outlined it here. A first glance on the structure of the Qiqi tushuo shows already that all the traditions we
mentioned are substantially represented in the Qiqi tushuo.
Following a substantial preface of the Chinese coauthor Wang Zheng, the treatise begins with lists of
technical terms used in the book, comprising
1. scientific disciplines,
2. relevant Chinese literature,
3. terms for the construction of machines,
4. Latin characters,
5. terms for the elements of machines,
6. terms for the use of prime movers, mechanical devices, and complex machinery,
7. terms for capabilities of mechanical devices,
8. terms for the advantages of mechanical devices, and
9. terms which classify representations of machines by illustrations and descriptions.
After the prefaces and term lists follow two very abstract chapters about techniques to use forces as
they are represented by what is called the science of weights. These chapters are arranged in opposition
to each other.
The first deals more or less with the internal conceptual structure of the science of weights and its
methodological consequences.
The second deals with the external use and application of the science of weights.
The style of these chapters and also the terminology show an influence of scholastic Aristotelianism.
They contain references to Archimedes, but also to the Bible. Categories of quantity, measure and
weight are said to be universally established by the Creator; and Adam together with his wife Eve are
5

In particular Simon Stevin’s work The Elements of the Art of Weighing (in Dijksterhuis (ed.) The Principal Works
of Simon Stevin, Vol. 1, pp 35-285) was a source Schreck draw on when he was compiling the Qiqi tushuo.
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the first to construct mechanical devices and machines after they were expelled from paradise. After
these general sections follows the main content of the book, arranged in three chapters.
The first chapter contains a detailed elaboration of everything known about weight at that time. It starts
with Aristotelian cosmology and the inherent concept of gravity. These cosmological considerations are
then related to Archimedes’ theory of the center of gravity and to his theory of floating bodies and of
specific weight as it is expounded in contemporary Western treatises.
The second chapter contains the theory of mechanical devices, that is, mechanics in the narrow sense of
the Western mechanical tradition (see figure 3). It first elaborates general characteristics of machines.
This is followed by sections on simple machines corresponding to Heron’s classification as it was
revived in the sixteenth century by Guidobaldo del Monte, sections concerning the balance, the
steelyard, the lever, the pulley, the wheel, and the screw.
Finally the third chapter follows the Western Renaissance and early modern tradition of illustrated
books on machines and mechanical devices representing the professional knowledge of practitioners.
Each machine is represented by a full page illustration (see figure 4) complemented by an extensive
description (see figure 5).

Figure 3
Theory of simple machines

Figure 4
Illustration of a compound machine

Figure 5
Description of a compound machine

This brief overview of the structure and content of the Qiqi tushuo shows not only its close relation to
Western sources, but also a remarkable difference. We do not know of any contemporary Western
treatise which outlines essential contents of all the Western traditions enumerated above. Given the
combination of abstract theory and practitioners’ knowledge as it is displayed in the Qiqi tushuo this
book turns out to represent a process of knowledge integration that is unparalleled in the Western
sources.
This observation immediately raises a further question: Is this integration process based on theoretical
means of the Western tradition, or is it based on the translation of Western concepts into a Chinese
theoretical framework, or is it based on merging Western and Chinese sources?
Unfortunately, this question turns out to be difficult to answer and we are unable to give a satisfying
answer here. Chinese terms used for the theoretical integration cannot be translated one by one into
corresponding Latin terms of the Western traditions. The same is possibly true for Chinese traditions.
The theoretical integration has to be studied as an approach in its own right. It is a major challenge for
our ongoing research to reconstruct then the indirect references to Chinese and European background
knowledge in order to get a deeper understanding of the knowledge transmission process between
Europe and China represented by the Qiqi tushuo.
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Chapter 8

The Context of Jesuit Mechanics
Rivka FELDHAY

As is well known, the Collected diagrams and explanations of wonderful machines from the far west
(Yuanxi Qiqi Tushuo Luzui), published in 1627, was the fruit of a fortunate cooperation between the
Jesuit missionary, physician, naturalist and mathematician Johann Terrenz Schreck (1576-1630) and the
Chinese scholar Wang Zheng. My aim, in this short essay, is to situate Schreck in his historical context
as a Jesuit scientist in order to portray, in very general terms, the background knowledge and cultural
attitudes that Schreck was very likely to bring into this cooperation.
Johann Schreck, born in Constance, was the son of a lawyer who taught jurisprudence in Nuremberg.
Versed in many languages both antique and modern, among them Latin, Greek and Chaldean as well as
French, English and Portuguese – he studied medicine and traveled widely in Europe until he enrolled
at the University of Padua in 1603, where he became an acquaintance of Galileo Galilei. It was
probably in 1603 that he adopted a Latin name – Terentius. In 1611 Schreck was nominated member of
the Academia dei Lincei of Prince Federico Cesi in Rome, for whom he prepared a Latin edition of the
Natural History of Mexico. The year 1611, however, became crucial for the subsequent biography of
Schreck because in that same year he decided to join the Jesuits and dedicate himself to the religious
life. Thus, he left the Academy and began studying theology. Schreck remained in Rome until 1618,
though most of the last two years (since 1616) he traveled all over Europe as the adviser to Niklaas
Trigault. Together they were preparing the mission to China, collecting funds, equipment, books and
scientific instruments, among them a telescope donated by Cardinal Frederico Borromeo of Milan
which was the first telescope to reach China.
What was the position of Jesuit mathematicians in the field of mechanics during the second decade of
the 17th century, and particularly during the years 1611-1618 spent by Terrenz Schreck in Rome? Who
were the prominent speakers among them, and what were the problems at the center of their attention?
Traditional histories of mechanics have usually described the field, at the beginning of the seventeenth
century, as divided between two schools.1 On the one hand, historians used to refer to the School of
Urbino, initiated in the work of Commandino2 which relied on and perfected the 15th century
purification of the Archimedean tradition from the remnants of scholastics, including non-mathematical
components and purely “physical” concepts. As against this purified reading of mechanics as a
mathematical science originating in Archimedes, an alternative tradition stemming from the pseudo
Aristotelian Mechanical Questions3 was posited, especially by those who chose to follow in the
footsteps of Pierre Duhem’s monumental work on Leonardo Da Vinci and the origins of statics 4. In this
historiographical tradition, Galileo’s early work on mechanics5 was considered as a point of conversion
of the two traditions. The story of the two traditions has already been severely criticized. 6 A look at the
environment of the Collegio Romano in the second decade of the 17th century indicates that a third
center of writing, studying and debating mechanical problems was crystallizing as a space of interesting
encounters between the two traditions, opening new possibilities for the development of a new science
of mechanics but also creating new constraints.
During the second half of the sixteenth century Balthazar Torres and Christopher Clavius lay the
foundations - both intellectual and institutional – for an encounter between the Archimedean and
1
2
3
4
5
6

See S. Drake & I. E. Drabkin, Mechanics in Sixteenth-Century Italy, Madison 1969, pp. 13ff; O. L. Rose, The
Italian Renaissance of Mathematics, Genève 1976.
F. Commandino, Archimedis opera non nulla a Federico Commandino Urbinate nuper in latinum conversa, et
comentariis illustrata, Venetiis 1558.
Aristotle, Mechanica, trans. E. s. Foster in Works of Aristotle (W. D. Ross, ed.), Vol. 6, Oxford 1913.
P. Duhem, Les origins de la statique, 2 vol. Paris, 1905-6; idem, Études sur Leonard de Vinci, 3 vol., Paris 1906.
G. Galilei, Le Meccaniche (ca. 1600) Translated with Introduction and Notes by S. Drake, Madison 1960.
J. Renn (ed.), Galileo in Context, Cambridge 2001, see especially: L. Renn & P. Damerow, & S. Rieger, &
Camerota, M., “Hunting the White Elephant: When and How did Galileo Discover the Law of Fall?”
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Aristotelian traditions. Clavius maintained an elaborate correspondence with Commandino (that is lost)
and was in close contact with Maurolico, thus encompassing Archimedean contents (rectifications,
quadratures and cubatures etc) and methods (exhaustion and centers of gravity) in his own work,7 and
introducing it to his environment. His correspondence testifies to early quadratures by his students
already in the 16th century (for example that of the Jesuit Bernardino Salino). Luca Valerio, a Jesuit
between 1570-1580, got his education at the Collegio Romano and followed Marulico in using
Archimedean heuristics – i.e. methods of hanging ideal geometrical figures and indivisibles.8 Around
1585 Galileo sent his early work on centers of gravity [Theoremata circa centrum gravitates solidorum]
to Clavius who sent back his remarks and criticisms. By the end of the sixteenth century Clavius and his
follower Grienberger already trained young mathematicians in their Mathematical Academy – an
informal seminar for the most talented Jesuits interested in the mathematical sciences that served as a
meeting place for non Jesuit mathematicians as well.9 Thus Paulus Guldin who studied theology around
1609 and stayed in Rome until 1618 was member of the academy and already deeply involved in his
work on centers of gravity to be published later in his Centrobaryca.10 By 1603-4 some of the most
important works in the field of Archimedean mathematics were published in Rome by people who were
all closely connected to the Jesuits: Marino Ghetaldi, who was not Jesuit but nevertheless frequented
the Academy published his Promotus Archimedes in 1603. Luca Valerio and Villalpando published their
own books: De centro gravitatis and Tomi III apparatus urbis ac temple Hierosolymitani respectively in
1604.
However, the encounter between the Archimedean and Aristotelian traditions mainly took place within
the framework of discussion of the more “physical” works of Archimedes, namely those concerned with
weights in equilibrium [On the Equilibrium of Planes] and bodies in fluids [On Floating Bodies]. The
main difference between a pure Archimedean approach and a pseudo-Aristotelian approach stemmed
from the different terms used in the definition of equilibrium, the first focusing on the inverse
proportion between the mathematical quantities of weight and distance from fulcrum, the second on the
difference in the velocities of two equal weights positioned in unequal distances from fulcrum. This
difference was at the heart of the image of the Archimedean and pseudo-Aristotelian approaches
constructed by historians who tended to picture the Archimedean approach as limited to a static,
geometric description and the pseudo-Aristotelian approach as dynamic. Most scholars today, however,
reject this schematic historical representation, being aware of the dynamical elements that infiltrated
even the work of the most orthodox early modern Archimedeans, probably via the medieval tradition of
mechanical discussion that already mixed Archimedean and Aristotelian concepts and methods, and
through the interest of Renaissance engineers and practical mathematicians in machines. Even
Commandino used the term “momentum” in his definition of equilibrium, thus testifying to a dynamical
understanding of weight, and the same is true of Guidobaldo del Monte who was concerned to
emphasize the historical continuity between the older pseudo-Aristotelian tradition and the
Archimedean tradition.11 This does not mean, however, that sixteenth century writers on mechanical
were completely unaware of the tension that existed between the two traditions. The first among them
was probably Maurolico 12 who, in his Problemata Mechanica from 1613 already pointed out the tension
between the pseudo Aristotelian Mechanical Questions and Archimedes’ On the Equilibrium of Planes.
Still, in that work he tried to incorporate the Questions within an Archimedean context by defining
“momentum” as the product of weight and distance from fulcrum – a quantity that Archimedes did not
explicitly define – and consequently declared that equilibrium means equality of momenti. In addition
7

M. Scaduto, “Il matematico Francesco Maurolico e I gesuiti”, in Archivium historicum Societatis Iesu, XVIII, 1949,
pp. 126-141; P. D. Napolitani, “Maurolico e Commandino”, in P. Nastasi (a cura di), Atti del convegno Il Meridione
e le scienze (secoli Xvi-XIX), Palermo 1988, pp. 2281-316; C. Clavius, Corrispondenza, U. Baldini and P. D.
Napolitani (eds.), Pisa 1992.
8 P. D. Napolitani, “Metodo e statica in Valerio con edizione di due opere giovanili”, Bolletino di storia delle scienze
matematiche, II, 1, 1982, pp. 3-173.
9 U. Baldini, “L’accademia di matematica del collegio romano (1553-1612)”, in Saggi sulla cultura della
Compagnia di Gesu (secoli XVI-XVIII), (Padova 2000), pp. 49-98.
10 P. Guldin, Centrobaryca, Vienna 1635-1641.
11 G. del Monte, Mechanicorum liber, Pesaro 1577.
12 See U. Baldini, “Archcimede nel seicento italiano”, in C. Dollo (ed.), Archimede: Mito Tradizione Scienza, Firenze
1992, pp. 237-289.
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to the Archimedean quantities of body, weight and momentum, Maurolico also posited a fourth nonArchimedean quantity of “vis” or “impetus” in his work on mechanics.
In the second decade of the 17th century overlapping with Terrenz Schreck presence in Rome, many
Jesuit mathematicians became aware of the tension between the Archimedean and the pseudoAristotelian approaches to mechanics, and the errors sometimes brought about by the use of the
Aristotelian terminology. A good example can be found in Giuseppe Biancani’s chapter dedicated to the
Questions in his Aristotelis loca mathematica from 1615. Nevertheless, the official policy of the Society
of Jesus as stated in its Ratio studiorum from 1599 demanded commitment to an Aristotelian
cosmological and metaphysical framework of thought. That was probably the basis for accepting the
Galileo’s early project stated in his Mechanics that resonated in later Jesuit syntheses of mechanics,
such as P. Casati’s Mechanicorum libri.
To conclude: Jesuit texts on mechanics exhibit an interesting intersection between two different aspects
essential for understanding the development of mechanics in the 17th century. First, the mathematical
treatment of weights in equilibrium, associated with weights in motion through the concepts of
“momentum”, ”virtus”, “potentia” touches upon the most fundamental issue of the connection between
statics and dynamics within an Aristotelian-Archimedean framework of thought. Second, Jesuit texts
involve intense use of such concepts as “impetus” and “velocitas” – traditionally associated with the
science of motion in natural philosophy, much more than with a conversation on mechanics. Such use
testifies to the appropriation of growing parts of traditional Aristotelian physics into a new framework
by a new type of Jesuit “scientists”, namely Jesuit physico-mathematicians. The study of mechanics by
Jesuits reveals that the science of mechanics was not the exclusive domain of the “moderns”.
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Chapter 9

Mechanical Knowledge in the Context of Pre-Modern Chinese Salt Industry
Hans Ulrich VOGEL

When dealing with mechanical practice and knowledge in the pre-modern Chinese production sector,
we have to be aware that there existed quite a huge gap between practice and theory. This simply means
that mechanical devices have been used intuitively in practice and have been described or depicted in
books or on illustrations, but that almost no attempt has been made to provide some kind of theoretical
explanation. Only in rare instances can we find statements that may be qualified as expressions of
mechanical knowledge. Both these phenomena, the sheer existence of mechanical devices in practical
use and their description in books or illustrations without their being accompanied by theoretical
explanations on the one hand and – more rarely – the situation that they were provided with some kind
of theorizing on the other have to be taken into account, but at the same time have to be given justice in
their own way.

1. Primary Sources and Secondary Literature
The Chinese primary sources which are at our disposal for tracing mechanical practice and knowledge
in the traditional Chinese salt industry are first of all a number of works that deal specifically with the
salt production sector:
1. Aopo tu ᇊٖ (Illustrated Boiling of Sea Water), by Chen Chun ⑉, 1334. Ed. Siku quanshu
zhenben (Taibei: Taiwan shangwu yinshuguan, 1981). For a translation and a study of this work,
see Yoshida Tora, Salt Production Techniques in Ancient China: The Aobo Tu. Translated and
revised by Hans Ulrich Vogel. Leiden: Brill, 1993.
2. Yanjing tushuo ᝪ ˈ  切 (Illustrated Explanations of the Salt Wells [of Shehong ࣈ  ޟin
Northern Sichuan]), by Ma Chi ਡ ׅor Ma Ming-Heng ਡب፱ (responsible for the text) and
Yue Yufang  זᎅ ̅ (illustrator), ca. 1587. The illustrations are lost. The text is contained in
Shuzhong guangji ༟ˁᅪ৪ (Extensive Records from Shu [Sichuan]), by Cao Xuequan ૺዖկ
(1574-1647). Late Ming Period. Ed. Siku quanshu zhenben (Taibei: Taiwan shangwu yinshuguan,
1981). For an investigation and translation of this text, see Hans Ulrich Vogel, „Ma Jis ‘Yanjing
tushuo’ (Illustrierte Abhandlung über die Salzbrunnen [Sichuans]) aus der späten Ming-Zeit und
seine technikgeschichtliche Bedeutung“, Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenländischen
Gesellschaft, 155.1:253-294 (2005).
3. [Qingdai jingyan huajuan] [ଢ̪ˈᝪֈ] [Scroll on Well Salt (Production in Sichuan) during
the Qing Period], ca. 1740. For an investigation of this scroll and a translation of its inscriptions,
see Hans Ulrich Vogel, „Die Darstellung der Salzproduktion in Sichuan – Eine chinesische
Bildrolle aus der Mitte des 18. Jahrhunderts“, Thesis: Wissenschaftliche Zeitschrift der BauhausUniversität Weimar, 4/5, Heft 2002, S. 328-345 (Internationale Tagung am Lehrstuhl für
Bauaufnahme und Baudenkmalpflege: Investitionen im Salinenwesen und Salzbergbau: Globale
Rahmenbedingungen, regionale Auswirkungen, verbliebene Monumente – Gewidmet Rudolf
Palme (1942-2002).
4. Diannan yanfa tu ۸ᝪ٘ (Illustrations of the Salt [Production] Methods of Yunnan), by Li
Bi ө ᰏ , 1707. This scroll is stored in the China National Museum. For a recent study of its
content see the article of Zhu Xia Ѝ ᓞ , “Cong ‘Diannan yanfa tu’ kan gudai Yunnan shaoshu
minzu de jingyan shengchan” ۸ᝪ٘ߢ̪͆ේ۸˳ᆛͻ૰ˈڅᝪ·䷛ (Production of
Well Salt in the Ancient Period by the Minorities of Yunnan as seen from the “Illustrations of the
Salt [Production] Methods of Yunnan), Ziran kexueshi yanjiu в߱ዖ͒ߨԦ (Studies in the
History of Natural Sciences), 23.2: 132-147 (2004).
5. Ziliujing fengwu mingshi shuo вٶ࡙ˈޠϐკ (Explanations of Designations and Objects of
Customs and Notable Things [of the Salt Works] of Ziliujing), by Wu Dingli ѺྦྷΙ, 1871. In
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Luo Tingquan ᗙ Ҿ ᛲ , Lü Shangzhen 䣳 ʖ ߈ et al., Fushun xian zhi ᆓ ෝ ፐ Ӈ (Gazetteer of
Fushun District [in Sichuan]), 1872, chap. 30, pp. 12b-29a. The text is also reprinted Jingyanshi
tongxun ˈᝪ͒৯ (Well Salt History Newsletter), 1984, no. 1 (12), pp. 71-76.
6. Ziliujing ji вˈޠ৪ (A Record [of the Salt Industry] of Ziliujing [in Sichuan]), by Li Rong өလ,
1876. The text is in Shisanfeng shuwu quanji ʐ ʓ ࣑ ऐ ܶ θ ৪ (Complete Collection of the
Thirteen-Peaks-Studio), in Li Shenfu xiansheng quanji ө˯η·θ (The Complete Works of
Mr. Li Shenfu [Li Rong]), comp. by Jiang Dejun ሣ ᅮ ҕ . Ed. Taibei: Wenhai chubanshe. The
Ziliujing ji was translated by Lien-Che Tu fang, “An Account of the Salt Industry at Tzu-liu-ching
[Szechuan], Tzu-liu-ching chi, by Li Jung [1890], (with introductory note)”, ISIS, 39:228-234
(1948).
7. Sichuan yanfa zhi ͘ʳᝪ٘Ӈ (The Salt Laws Gazetteer of Sichuan), compiled officially at the
request of Ding Baozhen ʁᘾ, the Governor-General of the Province, by Luo Wenbin ᗙ̂ત
et al., 1882.
8. Sichuan Nanlang yanwu tushuo ͘ʳ۸⫟ᝪٶ切 (Illustrated Explanations of the Salt Affairs
of the Nanlang [Saline] in Sichuan), 1910.
A more general primary source of information is Song Yingxing’s Tiangong kaiwu (Heaven’s Crafts in
the Instigation of Things) of 1637. An English translation is available from Sun E-Tu Zen and Sun
Shiou-Chuan, T’ien-Kung K’ai-wu: Chinese Technology in the Seventeenth Century, by Sung YingHsing, University Park, Penn., and London 1966. Recently, this book was also translated into German
by Konrad Herrmann, Erschließung der himmlischen Schätze, von Song Yingxing, Bremerhaven:
Wirtschaftsverlag Nw, 2004. For a critical edition of the Chinese text, see Pan Jixing, Tiangong kaiwu
jiaozhu ji yanjiu (An Investigation and Annotated Edition of the Tiangong kaiwu), Chengdu: Ba Shu
shushe, 1989.
When we come to the secondary sources we should mention the interesting and instrumental study
written by Zhang Xuejun ડ ዖ ѽ on “Achievements in Physics in the Production of Well Salt in
Ancient Sichuan” (Gudai Sichuan jingyan shengchan zhong de wulixue chengjiu ̪͆͘ʳˈᝪ·䷛ˁ
ٶڅዖϿౝ), published in 1986 in Yanyeshi yanjiu ᝪ͒ߨԦ (Salt Industry History Research),
1986, no. 1, pp. 108-116. An important work providing a convenient introduction into the history of
mechanics and mechanical thought in China is Dai Nianzu ᐂআ and Lao Liang’s Ш ۑZhongguo
wulixueshi daxi: Lixueshi ˁٶዖ͒ʩۣíʎዖ͒ (Series of Books on the History of Physics in
China: A History of Mechanics), Changsha: Hunan jiaoyu chubanshe, 2001. By taking this book as a
first basis, we can immediately see that a number of items exist which readily refer to mechanical
devices and, possibly, mechanical thinking in the areas of salt production. These are especially those
chapters Dai and Lao’s book that deal with levers, pulleys, winches, gears and cog-wheels, the concept
of work and energy, the use of the specific gravity of liquids and methods for its measurements, as well
as the notion of crystals.

2. Selected Modern Western Definitions of Mechanics
In order to distinguish between Western traditions of mechanics on the one hand and Chinese
conceptions that may prove suitable for comparisons on the other, it may be helpful to introduce some
Western definitions of mechanics. Thus, the electronic version of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, 19942001, gives the following definition:
Mechanics:
science concerned with the motion of bodies under the action of forces, including the special case in
which a body remains at rest. Of first concern in the problem of motion are the forces that bodies
exert on one another. This leads to the study of such topics as gravitation, electricity, and magnetism,
according to the nature of the forces involved. Given the forces, one can seek the manner in which
bodies move under the action of forces; this is the subject matter of mechanics proper.
Historically, mechanics was among the first of the exact sciences to be developed. Its internal beauty
as a mathematical discipline and its early remarkable success in accounting in quantitative detail for
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the motions of the Moon, the Earth, and other planetary bodies had enormous influence on
philosophical thought and provided impetus for the systematic development of science into the 20th
century.
Mechanics may be divided into three branches: statics, which deals with forces acting on and in a
body at rest; kinematics, which describes the possible motions of a body or system of bodies; and
kinetics, which attempts to explain or predict the motion that will occur in a given situation.
Alternatively, mechanics may be divided according to the kind of system studied. The simplest
mechanical system is the particle, defined as a body so small that its shape and internal structure are
of no consequence in the given problem. More complicated is the motion of a system of two or more
particles that exert forces on one another and possibly undergo forces exerted by bodies outside of
the system. …
The Brockhaus Naturwissenschaften und Technik, Wiesbaden: Brockhaus, 1983, vol. 3, p. 236 (transl.
by HUV) writes as follows:
... History. In classical antiquity and the middle ages mechanics was the ‚art’ to move bodies
contrary to their natural behaviour through human interventions in the natural processes and to
construct and build the devices necessary for this. In the fourth century B.C. the first moves toward a
theoretical understanding of mechanics were made by Archytas of Tarent. The contrast between
forced and natural motions was also retained during the middle ages (Jordanus Nemorarius). It was
only by Galileo Galilei towards the end of the sixteenth century that this concept was overcome. …
For avoiding the complexities of the respective cultural and scientific traditions and environments we
may agree to use a simple workable definition of mechanics as the art to move bodies or the motion of
bodies under the action of forces as well as the construction of devices necessary for this and, as a
further step, a theoretical understanding of mechanics. Consequently, the use of the specific gravity of
liquids and methods for its measurements as well as the notion of crystals which are also discussed in
Dai Nianzu and Lao Liang’s book belong rather to the field of “physics” and will therefore not be
treated here. To the art of moving bodies we, however, can certainly can count the adoption of such
devices as pulleys, wheels, winches, capstans, and levers.

3. The Salt Industry
In traditional China, four major kinds of salt were produced: sea salt, salt from salt lakes, well salt, and
earth salt. While in medicine and pharmacy dozens of other salts were used, it were these four kinds of
salts which covered the salt demand for ordinary human consumption. Most important was sea salt
which was harvested all along the Chinese coast and which constituted about 80 percent of the empirewide output, followed by salt produced at the salt lake of Xiezhou with about 10 percent and the salt
boiled at the salt wells in Sichuan and Yunnan with about 6 percent. Salt produced by leaching earth
rich in salt particles and by boiling down the resulting brine was of rather minor importance.

4. The Well Salt Industry
It was especially in the well salt industry of Sichuan where salt producers made use of numerous
mechanical devices. In Sichuan, from about the third century B.C. at the latest, salt producers started to
exploit subterranean brine with the help of shaft wells. Around the middle of the eleventh century A.D.
deep-drilling was invented in this province which resulted in a process of a gradual replacement of the
exploitation of natural salt springs and shaft wells by deep-drilling for brine. The technical devices used
in drilling, hoisting and brine transportation show that at least an intuitive and empirical grasp of
physical and mechanical principles was at work. We can readily see this on a picture from the Sichuan
yanfa shi (Ill. 1) which shows the pushing down of wooden pipes into the well with the help of a
scissor-shaped tool.
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5. Pulleys
Four brick relieves which survived in tombs of the Eastern Han period show how salt production was
carried out in ancient Sichuan.1 On these tomb brick relieves the brine hoisting device occupies quite a
prominent place. It consists of a structure with four legs and two storeys. At the top of the roofed
hoisting tower a pulley is fixed which guides the rope. On Type A brick the pulley is mounted on a kind
of triangular frame, while on Type B brick a long axle is shown. Each end of the rope is equipped with a
bucket or, more probable, a bag made of leather. Two pairs of men standing on two different levels of
the high roofed structure apparently carry out very swift and co-ordinated hoisting operations. In this
way they could hoist at a much higher speed and efficiency than when lifting the loads with ordinary
winches or pulleys as they were used in mining or at water wells. A co-ordinated and rhythmic hoisting
action is visible on both types of tomb bricks: On Type A brick co-ordination takes place crosswise (Ill.
2), on Type B brick sidewise (Ill. 3). Pulleys with ropes and two buckets fixed to the end of the ropes
were also used at the White Hare Well (Baitujing Ώ հ ˈ ) and other wells of Yun’anzhen ේ ϰ ᕰ ,
Yun’yang ේፐ District of Sichuan province, well into the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, though
each pulley was only manned with one worker, instead of two pairs. Moreover, the pulley used there
was drum-shaped, and not a pulley with a slender concave waist (Ill. 4 to 6).
While the high hoisting structure and the input of manpower clearly distinguish brine shaft wells from
ordinary water wells, these two categories of wells showed a number of similarities. For instance, we
know from early depictions or pottery models of water wells that pulleys were widely used for hoisting
water. In modern terminology, two basic kinds of pulleys can be discerned, namely the ordinary wheelshaped pulley (Ill. 7) and the rather large pulley with a slender concave waist2 (Ill. 8). It is rather the
latter type of pulley which can be seen on the tomb brick relieves (Ill. 9) showing Sichuan salt
production. It is particularly this type of pulley that works very well in cases were wells are deep and
long ropes have to be used which tend to jump off the ordinary small pulley when handled with much
vigor and swing. Slender-waist pulleys were, however, not only used at salt wells, but also at water
wells. A clear example of a slender-waist pulley of a water well can be seen on a tomb brick relief of
Jiaxiang ނ୮ in Shandong from the Eastern Han period. Contrary to the illustration of the Sichuan salt
works, hoisting on the Shandong picture was carried out with only one container, an earthenware vessel
bound to one end of the rope, while the other end was drawn by one man (Ill. 8). An early pottery model
of a water well shows that the lifting of water with two containers was also not uncommon (Ill. 10).
Thus, when one container was lifted, the other was sent down. This not only meant economy in the
input of force, but also resulted in continuous and swift hoisting. In physical terms, this can be
expressed as follows (Ill. 11): The gravitational force of the full brine bag or bucket is m1, the force of
the laborers lifting the full bag or bucket F1. The gravitational force of the empty bag or bucket is m2,
the force of the workers sending down the empty bag or bucket F2. Assuming that friction is zero
(which is, of course, not the case), the pulling force is: F = F1 + F2 + m2.3 In comparison with a
situation where one worker would simply draw up one bag or bucket with the help of a rope or bamboo
pole (as this was done in late imperial Yunnan, Ill. 12), the arrangement as it is shown on the tomb relief
bricks was certainly very conducive in raising the productivity of brine hoisting operations, at least in
those cases where a well produced a continuously high quantity of brine.
1

2

3

Based on indications in the secondary literature, it seems that tomb brick relieves showing salt production has been
discovered at least at four places, namely 1956 in a Han tomb in the Yangzishan Ц ʫ ʲ northern suburb of
Chengdu, the Ximenwai п ͚ۄwestern suburb of Chengdu, in Huapaifang ڬґ of Qionglai ᡉỰ ፐ District,
and in Pi ₻ ፐ District. While we ignore the tomb brick relief of Pi District, it is quite clear that so far we can
distinguish two different types of tomb brick relieves, namely Type A which is represented by the Qionglai brick
and Type B to which the bricks from Yangzishan and Ximenwai of Chengdu belong.
There is still much confusion and ambiguity with regard to the terms „pulley“ and „winch“ or „windlass“ in
Chinese dictionaries and research articles. While Laufer (1962) distinguishes between lulu 〦 㑲 , i.e. „winch“ or
„windlass“, and huache ຊԿ , i.e. „pulley“, this is not systematically done in Chinese dictionaries and by Chinese
authors. Thus, both Li Chenyou (1984) and Liu Shizhong (1991) speak of lulu 〦㑲 in the sense of pulley and of
xiyao lulu ஆ〦㑲, or shuyao lulu Ө, in the sense of the large pulley with its slanting concave middle section.
For the “winch with the crank handle” they also use the term lulu, namely qubing lulu Јއ〦㑲. Xie Zhongliang
(1985), pp. 63-64, says that the [Type B] relief shows a “fixed pulley” (ding hualun ׇຊቮ), contrasting it with a
“movable pulley” (huo hualun ަຊቮ ). Moreover, when referring to the slanting concave middle section he calls
the pulley shencao hualun ଵᆦຊቮ or “pulley with a deep groove”.
Zhang Xuejun (1986), p. 108.
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With the input of animal power for hoisting brine from deep-drilled wells in the late imperial period,
different kinds of pulleys were applied. These devices were particularly important also because wells
became deeper, bamboo hoisting tubes longer and heavier, and hoisting rigs higher. The earliest
illustration of hoisting carried out with the help of buffaloes comes from Song Yingxing’s Tiangong
kaiwu of 1637. The description of the hoisting equipment given in the text is given below. It is
somewhat strange that Song Yingxing speaks of a [well] swape in the context of hoisting brine from
deep-drilled wells. This certainly is indicative of the lack of a standardized terminology of hoisting
devices during this period:
Above the well a [well] sweep [structure is established] and pulleys are hung up. A capstan is made
to which a buffalo is harnessed. When the buffalo drags, the capstan turns, the rope is wound up by
the pulleys, and the brine is hoisted. 4
ˈʖᙀछ㞅〦㑲ቃմçտᇠኣ̘é̘Љᇠᕣç〦㑲഻縆çԉ̑Ъʖé
Illustration 13 from the Tiangong kaiwu shows a one-leg hoisting rig with two pulleys fixed to it by a
rope. Behind the hoisting rig a capstan can be seen. The huge axle of the capstan drum is held in
position in some way by a structure consisting of two large, forked pillars and a long cross-beam. A
buffalo is harnessed to the capstan and driven by a man holding a whip in his hand. The rope is wound
around the capstan, passes over the buffalo and the driver to the lower pulley, and from there upwards
to the pulley at the top of the hoisting rig. From there it goes down into the well, that is, to the bamboo
hoisting tube to which it is fixed. The lines drawn in the picture itself are, however, somewhat confusing
and do not make this very clear. It looks like if one rope was fixed to the top of the hoisting tube, while
another rope seems to disappear in the well (?). In the picture the bamboo tube filled with brine is just
coming out of the well and is grasped by a worker standing near the aperture of the well.
It is open to question how realistic this picture is. We do not know whether Song Yingxing had ever
seen a deep-drilled well himself. Apart from inaccuracies in the depiction of fine details, like in the case
of the junction of the capstan axle with the cross-beam, the pulleys look strange, when compared with
pictures we have from later periods. They look like pulleys that were used on ships. Less doubtful is the
structure of the one-leg rig. Historical documents of the early twentieth century as well as evidence
from field research carried out in Northern Sichuan in the 1980s have shown that such structures did
indeed exist. However, such one-leg rigs did not serve primarily the hoisting operation in its narrow
sense, but were used for fixing and securing the tube after it had emerged from the well orifice. In this
fixed position the leather valve at the tube’s bottom could be opened and the brine emptied into a tub or
reservoir.
The text to the right of the capstan drum in illustration 13 reads as follows:5
The rope is wound up and [the brine] hoisted from the well. When the [empty] tube is lowered into
the well, the buffalo turns around [in] left [direction].
ᕣᗗԉˈé؟ω[ള]ʔˈç̘۲ͤ૱é
The bamboo tube is one zhang long.
Тω[ള]ۃʕé
It is not very probable that the buffalo was also used for sending down the tube into the well. We know
from later periods that the tube descended the well by its own weight and at quite high speed. No
buffaloes were needed for that operation.
A much better illustration of the hoisting equipment at deep-drilled brine wells is provided by a scroll
from about 1740. In the second main scene with the title “Illustration of the wells’ inexhaustible [brine]
supply” the hoisting of brine with the help of a buffalo-driven capstan is shown. In comparison to the
4

5

Pan Jixing (1989), p. 274. For a Chinese translation, see Zhong Guangyan (1988), p. 157. The English translation
by Sun & Sun (1966), p. 116, is somewhat too straightforward: “After it [i.e. the hoisting tube; annotation by HUV]
fills with brine, it is raised to the surface by means of a pulley fixed over the well and [a windlass; emendation by
Sun & Sun] turned by an ox-powered wheel.”
Pan Jixing (1989), p. 274. The legends in the illustrations were neither translated by Sun and Sun (1966) nor by
Zhong Guangyan (1988).
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woodblock print of the Tiangong kaiwu, this painting shows much more details and may help us to
complement information that is missing in Song Yingxing’s work. Some of the inscriptions on the scroll
inform us about the function of the devices. From right to left, they read as follows (Ill. 14):
Capstan (panche).
ᇠԿé
Commentary by HUV: As shown by a search in both the text and the commentaries of the digital
version of the Siku quanshu (henceforth: dSKQS), the expression panche for the „capstan“
applied at the salt wells of Sichuan is apparently for the first time used in the scroll. In the dSKQS
panche is often used in the sense of “wheeled cart”, for instance in paragraphs, chapters or
manuals dealing with painting, not only as an object of “ruled-line” (jiehua ߎྸ) painting (see
Shanhu wang ߅ຨႏ, chap. 48, ed. dSKQS), but also as a modular element in landscape painting
(see, e.g., Huashi huiyao ͒࠲, chap. 5, ed. dSKQS) or as a principal motif in other types of
paintings expressing the state of mind (see, e.g., Zhuzhuang shihua Т  ༷ ༽ , chap. 9, ed.
dSKQS). The Yanjing tushuo (chap. 66, pp. 24a-b) and the Tiangong kaiwu (Pan Jixing (1989), p.
274-275; Sun and Sun (1966), p. 116) are not very explicit when talking about the capstan. They
both use the character pan ᇠ in the general sense of a “[winding] wheel”. In the case of the
buffalo-driven device the Yanjing tushuo (chap. 66, p. 24a), however, speaks of a „buffalo wheel“
(niuche ̘ Կ). Panche as expression for the capstan is also used in Pengxixian zhi ሦ ຏ ፐ Ӈ
(Local gazetteer of Pengxi district), 1786 ed., quoted by Wu Tianying (1991), p. 559.
It is interesting to note that the capstan depicted in the scroll shows no brake which in later periods
was used for stopping the capstan when the empty hoisting tube was sent down into the well again.
Moreover, the man standing behind the capstan is holding a whip in one hand, while with the other
hand is grasping the rope. He is perhaps lifting the rope whenever the buffalo is passing by. The axle
of the capstan seems to have been equipped with iron shoes at both ends. It turns in a kind of stone
hollow at the bottom and is held in position by a ring at the top. Like in the illustration of the
Tiangong kaiwu the capstan is powered by one buffalo only. In the highly developed salines of
Ziliujing в ˈޠand Gongjing ৹ˈ of the late nineteenth century hoisting will be carried out with
harnessing four buffaloes to the capstan.
Capstan house (chefang).
Կé
Commentary: The dSKQS has no entry which would point to this specific meaning.
„Earth roller“ (digun): It serves for guiding and controlling the rope so that it is kept even.
ϚဲéΈ̤ၹׇᗗঝՠͧé
Commentary: It is in the scroll that for the first time the term digun is mentioned. The rope
coming forth from below of the “earth roller” passes over a fork. Both the cylindrical roller and
the fork serve the stabilization of the rope and for guiding it upwards to the “heaven’s roller”.
Rope (shengsuo).
ᗗঝé
Tower frame (loujia).
ᆨނé
Commentary: The scroll shows a hoisting structure with three legs, which from the point of view
of a developmental history occupies a middle position between the two-legs and four-legs
hoisting rigs. The rather unspecific term loujia is already mentioned in the Yanjing tushuo (chap.
66, p. 24a).
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Heaven’s roller (tiangun): It enables the rope to move without obstruction.
ˮဲíՠᗗঝˀွé
Commentary: Tiangun is again an expression which is already used in the Yanjing tushuo (chap.
66, p. 24a). According to my search in the dSKQS, it has been there for the first time that this
expression bears this specific meaning. The “heaven’s roller” is nothing else than a pulley of the
slender-waist type, as it was already applied for hoisting brine from shaft wells during the Eastern
Han period at the latest. The slender waist serves the stabilization of the rope. This type of pulley
differs from the top wheel as it was used in late nineteenth-century Ziliujing and Gongjing.
The bamboo tube for brine hoisting consists of two bamboo [tubes] joined together and has a length
of two zhang.
ԉ̑ള̤ճТોçۃʆʕé
Commentary: In the Tiangong kaiwu (Pan Jixing (1989), p. 274; Sun and Sun (1966), p. 116) a
length of „one zhang“ is mentioned for the hoisting tube, while the text of the scroll speaks of a
length of two zhang which was attained by joining two bamboo tubes. This suggests a rise in the
hoisting capacity around the middle of the eighteenth century. See Wu Tianying (1991), p. 562.
Wu Tianying errs, however, when he writes that the Yanjing tushuo makes indications about the
length of the hoisting tubes. The Yanjing tushuo (chap. 66, p. 23a) has the phrase „something
more than one zhang“, but this refers to a bamboo tube (tongzhu ളТ, literally „tube bamboo“)
used for the hoisting of drilling-slurry, and not to the brine hoisting tube.
At wells with much brine 70 to 80 tubes can be hoisted in one day. At wells with less brine it are 20
to 30 tubes or only a few tubes per day.
̑ϡ˄ˈɿ̆ͅԉ˘ʂʐളé̑˳˄ˈɿ̆ԉʆʓʐളᆛളˀയé
Commentary: According to Wu Tianying (1991), p. 562, this passage is evidence of an increase in
productivity of the salt wells in Northern Sichuan in the 1840s. However, one should not forget
that the productivity of individual wells could differ dramatically. For the differences in
productivity of salt wells in Sichuan, see Vogel (1990), pp. 313-314.
Well eye (jingyan).
ˈ୧é
Collection tub (jianpen).
ᔵߛé
Commentary: This expression is not found in the dSKQS. Wu Tianying (1991), p. 562, thinks that
instead of the character jian ᔵ the characters jian  or jian 㰪 should be used. The last
mentioned two characters usually designated bamboo pipelines for transporting brine. However,
these two last-mentioned characters are nowhere used in the scroll, even not in the case where
bamboo pipelines are shown and named. They also do not show up in combination with pen ߛ or
tub when searching the dSKQS.
The illustration and inscriptions make it clear that the “earth roller” as well as the fork served for
controlling and guiding the rope, while the “heaven’s roller” cared for it that the rope ran and passed
without obstruction. One important function, however, is not explicitly mentioned, namely, the change
of direction effected by the pulleys. During hoisting, the “heaven’s roller” changed the direction of the
up-coming rope from vertical to diagonal, while the “earth roller” from diagonal to more or less
horizontal (and in both cases vice versa when sending the tube down into the well). No saving of effort
or force, however, resulted from this arrangement.
The illustration on the scroll may help us to understand in some way a passage in the Yanjing tushuo of
about 1587:
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After the [drilling] work has been finished, the tower frame (loujia)6 is established, which may reach
the height of a watchtower. Above one makes the heaven’s roller (tiangun),7 which produces a sound
like a winch (lulu). A bamboo tube (tong) and a rope (suo) are manufactured [which are used] for
sucking up the [salt] water. This is the same method as it is used for the afore [mentioned] sucking
up of muddy water, with the difference that hub und axle (shuzhou) are controlled by a wheel frame
(chechuang).8 The wooden cross-pieces of the wheel frame form a drum (pan), which has two ears
and an inward-bent (quchi) form.9 [This device] unfolds to the left or right and upwards or
downwards in opposite directions. If the [rope] bends to the earth on the left, it is stretched on the
right; if [it] bends to the earth on the right, it is stretched on the left. [The wheel-drum] is turned with
effort until the rope comes to an end and the tube emerges from the well. …
The turning of the winches (lulu) is done by three men. Where great strength is needed, a buffalo
capstan (niuche) of large dimension is built. Thus, strength is reduced and results doubled (li yi er
gong bei ye).
దʴݱౝçּዿᆨނçਣͅѓᆙᆨéʖˮဲçЊ〦㑲ᑶéտളঝ҂̑çϩۯ҂ّ̑٘çЪ
᎕ණ۲ၹءԿҽʜéҽዽ̉ါçါЊճЬçіЈЗٷé͇ͤљݰਁاçͤಒϚ͇ѐç͇ಒ
Ϛͤѐé౯ᐽΈʎçঝၤള̴é ... ᕣ〦㑲ڗçႶʓʇ伡˄éʎڗۺç۲տ̘ԿçԿٷʩéʎ
නЪ̸ࡡʜé
Some passages in this text are indeed difficult to translate. Chinese historians of technology usually see
in the first part the first description not only of the explicitly mentioned „heaven’s roller“, but also of
the „earth roller“. They think that such expressions like “left”, “right”, „bending“ and „stretching“ are
referring to the functions of guiding, controlling and directing the rope.10 If this interpretation is correct,
it is worthwhile to be noted that also in the case of lifting brine with human power a “tower frame” was
used. We know from many cases of small-scale deep-drilled salt wells in Northern Sichuan during the
twentieth century that when hoisting was carried out by human power the hoisting equipment consisted
of a hoisting wheel with a horizontal axle. Moreover, a pole was set up near the well which, however,
only served for fixing and securing the bamboo tube when it came out of the well mouth; it was not
involved in the hoisting operation itself (Ill. 15a and 15b). Because the Yanjing tushuo, however, speaks
of winches that are powered by three men, we may have to do it in that case not with a hoisting wheel
with a horizontal axle, but perhaps with one with a vertical axle, turned by three workers running in a
circle. Another possibility is that for human-powered wheels with horizontal axles sometimes also a
“heaven’s roller” fixed to the top of the tower frame was used. Such an arrangement is described in the
local gazetteer of Nanbu District (Nanbuxian zhi ۸௱ፐӇ).11
A final point to be mentioned is that a different hoisting arrangement emerged in Ziliujing and Gongjing
during the late nineteenth century where between the “earth roller” and the “heaven’s wheel” an “earth
wheel” was added. It was for this reason that in such an arrangement the rope did not pass below the
earth roller, but above it, before it reached the capstan. Apparently no slender-waist pulleys were used
anymore (Ill. 16). Moreover, in comparison to the depiction in the Tiangong kaiwu and the scroll of the
mid-eighteenth century, a capstan drum was powered by up to four buffaloes, instead of one only.

6. Hoisting Wheels and Capstans
From the Song period at the latest, special hoisting wheels were used at the brine shaft wells of Sichuan.
Shen Gua ӻ ( ݨ1031-1095) in his Mengxi bitan ࿘ ຏ റ ሿ , in the chapter called “wisdom in
emergencies” (quanzhi ᛲ  ), mentions that a large hoisting wheel (dache ʩ Կ ) was used at the
6
7
8

This is a relatively unspecific term.
In the dSKQS this term is used only in the Yanjing tushuo in this meaning.
Chechuang is an expression which usually is synonymous with „cart“ (yu ᒼ). See, for instance, the Liji shuzhu ᔪ
৪࠾ඃ (Reviews on, and commentaries to, the Book of Rites), by Li Guangpo өδ֩, 1708, ed. dSKQS, chap. 14.
9 Apart from the meaning of „bent pond“ the expression quchi designates a acu-moxa point inside of one’s elbow.
See Southern Materials Center (1985), p. 267. Hence, “bent inside”, “bent” or, perhaps, “concave” may be
reasonable translations of this term.
10 See, e.g., Zhang Xuejun (1983), p. 193; Lin Yuanxiong et al. (1987), p. 302.
11 See Hu Daojing (1987), p. 140.
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famous Ling Well (Lingjing ˈ) of Lingzhou ϴ prefecture in Sichuan.12 When deep-drilling was
invented around the middle of the eleventh century, Su Dongpo ᙩ ( ֩ س1037-1101) wrote in his
famous note about the Sichuan salt industry that “all the pipe wells use machinery [hoists] (jixie ጆଇ).
”13 In the beginning, the hoisting wheels were probably quite small, with a diameter of perhaps a few
feet only. These were wheels with a horizontal axle and powered by one or two men, just in the way as
we can see them on the illustrations of the Nanlang ۸ ⫟ saline, Northern Sichuan, of the early
twentieth century (Ill. 15b). Customarily, these hoists were called “dogs-climbing-up wheels” (goupa
che ٱٺԿ). While no force was saved by this device, it had the advantage that the weight of the body
of the laborers helped in raising the heavy brine tube.
It is interesting to note that in the Yanjing tushuo of the late sixteenth century the impression is given
that in the case of man-powered hoisting operations a rig with a “heaven’s roller” was used, that is, that
the hoisting rope passed first over the “heaven’s roller” and perhaps also below an “earth roller” before
it reached the hoisting wheel. This would have been totally different to the situation as we know it to
have existed at many small deep-drilled salt wells in Northern Sichuan where obviously the rope or
cable passed directly from the top of the hoisting wheel down to the well (Ill. 15a and 15b).
The first report that buffaloes were used for hoisting refers to the middle of the thirteenth century when
at the famous Yujing ԯ ˈ brine spring of Changning  إ ፐ district human hoisting labor was
replaced by buffalo[-driven] equipment (niuju ̘մ). A stele was set up there in honor of the official
who had instituted this change.14 The use of buffaloes for hoisting appears to have become more widespread during the late Ming period as both the Yanjing tuoshuo and the Tiangong kaiwu mention it. The
picture in the Tiangong kaiwu (Ill. 13) as well as the illustration from the mid-eighteenth century scroll
(Ill. 14) show a rather large capstan drum powered by one buffalo. Moreover, in the Yanjing tushuo
some sort of proto-mechanical thinking is reflected. It says that there where great strength is needed, a
buffalo capstan (niuche ̘ Կ) of large dimension is built and that, thus, strength can be reduced and
results doubled (li yi er gong bei ye ʎනЪ̸ࡡʜ). Compared with the hoists manpower the capstans
driven by buffaloes were not only huge, but differed also in the arrangement of the axle and thus of the
whole hoisting wheel. Manpowered were mostly equipped with a horizontal axle, capstans with a
vertical one.
In the highly productive saline of Ziliujing and Gongjing during the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries, capstans were powered with two to six buffaloes, depending on the depth and productivity of
the well. After three hoistings, the buffaloes were exhausted and had to be replaced by a new team. In
illustration 16 taken from the Sichuan yanfa zhi a capstan driven probably by four buffaloes is shown.
Zhang Xuejun mentions that because the buffaloes were harnessed to the capstan in such a way that
their running course described a wider circle around the axis of the capstan than the circle of the rope
wound around it, this arrangement resulted in economizing force, but not work.15

7. Lever
For the invention of deep-drilling, the lever was of tremendous importance. The difference between
early, or more pristine, arrangements of drilling and such of later stages can be gleaned from
illustrations. The first picture shows the situation at the small-scale wells in Northern Sichuan, with one
man jumping on and off the lever thus raising and releasing the drill bit down in the borehole (Ill. 17).
The second picture represents the situation in the highly developed salt production center of Ziliujing
and Gongjing. We can see two teams of two men each jumping on and off the lever in rhythmic turns
(Ill. 18). In both cases, one worker is supervising the drilling cable. His main function is to turn the
cable regularly in order to keep the borehole strictly vertical and round.
It is not hard to figure out that tilt-hammers used for husking grain served as a model for this type of
percussion drilling. This is confirmed by Chinese sources, like the Tiangong kaiwu, which explicitly
12 See Hu Daojing (1987), p. 140.
13 See Su Shi wenji ᙩཞ̂ (Collected Writings of Su Shi [Su Dongpo]), late 11th century, punctuated and collated
by Kong Fanli ˲ʙᔪ, ed. Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, Beijing, 1986, vol. 6, p. 2367.
14 Yuan yitong zhi ˕ɿӇ(Comprehensive Geography of the Yuan [Dynasty]), chap. 5, quoted by Lin Yuanxiong et
al. (1987), p. 287.
15 Zhang Xuejun (1986), p. 111.
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says that this type of operation resembles the pounding of grain. Although the relevant passage in the
Tiangong kaiwu describing the drilling operation is not very clear, the parallelity with grain-pounding
operations is made clear:
Down to one zhang [ca. 3 m] or so [the drilling equipment] can be operated by stepping on it with
one’s feet, like [the motion of] pounding rice in a mortar [emphasis by HUV]. When [the well]
becomes too deep, one holds [the drilling device] by one’s hands for stamping down.16
ڷʉʕç̤ༀባ໓૿çϩУӂé˰ଵ۲Έ˿્ྙݡʔé
One obvious difference between deep-drilling and pounding of grain was the respective lengths of the
lever arms. In the case of the tilt-hammers for husking grain, the hammer arm was longer than the arm
on which the worker stepped. In the case of deep-drilling the arm to which the bamboo-cable and thus
the drill bit was fixed was much shorter than the arm the workers jumped on and off.
No mention is made of the “lever” or the lever principle in accounts of deep-drilling, neither in the
Tiangong kaiwu nor any later source. Nonetheless, for drilling it was important to find out, at least
empirically, the right proportion between the part to which the drill was attached and the stepping
board. On the one hand, force, and thus strength, could be saved with a long stepping board. On the
other hand, the lift of the shorter end had to be high enough so that the drill-bit was dropped from a
proper height to crush the rock.
In Northern Sichuan where wells were rather shallow and the rock easy to break, the drill-bit arm was
rather short and one or two men sufficed for the stepping board. In Ziliujing and Gongjing with their
deep and rather large wells the drill-bit arm was in most cases longer than in Northern Sichuan. In the
case of “new wells” (xinjing ๙ ˈ), that is, wells where drilling operations had started only recently,
two men were enough for the stepping-board. In case of “deep wells” (shenjing ଵˈ), however, three
to four workers were employed for this job.
One figure that is given as a sort of standard length of the drill-bit arm is 1.5 chi (ca. 45-50 cm). There
is the story that the well entrepreneur or – as he is called – capitalist Li Yongzhi өͽ˄ had increased
this length to 1.8 or even 2.0 chi in order to raise the height of the drop of the drill, to speed up the
drilling operation, and thus to increase his chances for deriving more profit.17

8. Conclusions
The messages I want to bring home are not very spectacular because they are well known to historians
of technology. A first point to be mentioned is that more often than not a substantial gap existed
between theory and practice in the production sector. Chinese well drillers nonetheless could get along
quite well by empirical means in their search and exploitation of underground brine resources as long as
they were able to cover the limited demands of a traditional economy, as this was the case for the
inelastic salt market in late imperial China. Whenever there was demand for more salt or salt of better
quality, no breakthrough in science was required under these conditions, but rather the improvement of
basic inventions and innovations that had been already made quite some time ago. All this could even
be better shown for the relationship between salt boiling and chemistry. Even in Europe where in the
seventeenth, eighteenth and nineteenth centuries great progress has been made in the chemical analysis
of mineral waters and salt chemistry, salt boiling continued to be carried out in basically empirical
ways. This was not always an expression of conservatism on the part of the salt producers, but also has
to do with the fact that, for instance, some of the phenomena encountered during salt boiling could not
be explained scientifically until very recently.18 Another characteristic of the Chinese situation and that
of many other stages in the history of various civilizations is that although mechanical principles, like
that of the lever, were neither formulated in mathematical and physical terms nor explained in scientific
ways, there can be no doubt that this principles were adopted empirically in many areas or production.
Hence there is no difficulty in showing the wide-spread use of mechanics in an “intuitive” way and as
16 See Pan Jixing (1989), p. 274. See also the somewhat different translation in Sun and Sun (1966), p. 116.
17 Lin Yuanxiong et al. (1987), pp. 155-157.
18 For an invaluable insight into the problem of the relationship between theory and practice of salt boiling see Walter
(1985), pp. 121-129. For the development of the salt chemistry see Multhauf (1978), pp. 125-143.
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one of the currents of practice and thought on which a more scientific account of mechanics could
build.
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10. Illustrations

Ill. 1: Inserting pipes in a deep-drilled well in Ziliujing в ˈޠand Gongjing ৹ˈ (Furong ౘသ saline),
Sichuan, late nineteenth century
Source: Sichuan yanfa zhi, chap. 2, pp. 11b-12a.
Note: The wooden pipes are inserted into the deep-drilled well with the help of a giant pair of pincers. The pipes are
made of wooden logs sawn lengthwise into halves which are then hollowed out. Thereafter the halves are
assembled again, bound together, wrapped with hemp and plastered with a mixture of tung oil and ashes to
make them water-tight. Also the joints between the single pipes are treated in a similar way so that intrusion of
sweet water into the well is prevented.
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Ill. 2: Rubbing of Type A tomb relief brick showing salt production in Sichuan during the Eastern Han period
Source: Rudolph and Wen (1953), pl. 91.
Note: This tomb brick comes from Qionglai ᡉỰ in Sichuan. The well shown on this rubbing is clearly a shaft well,
which shows a well defined square-shaped foundation, perhaps made of brick or masonry work. The hoisting
structure consists of four legs and two storeys. Each storey is manned with two labourers carrying out the
hoisting operation. At the top of the hoisting tower a pulley for guiding the rope is placed. Each end of the
rope is equipped with a container, so that when one container is lowered, the other is raised. Judged from the
proportions of the hoisting arrangements, the length of the rope and the size of the workers, we may estimate
that the diameter of the well was about 1 m and its depth about 8 to 10 m. To the right of the uppermost storey
of the hoisting structure, a tank is set up for receiving the brine. It seems that a pipeline, probably made of
bamboo, is winding down to the salt boiling hearth, though the line may also represent a path. In Type B,
however, the pipeline is clearly visible. Both the hearth and the hoisting tower are protected by a roof. At least
two people are working at the hearth which slants upwards. One person seems to oversee the work, while the
other cares for the fire. A part of the relief showing the hearth is destroyed, but two round pans can still be
seen. On the upper right-hand quarter of the picture, hunting scenes are depicted. Trees are growing on the
mountains which cover the whole background.
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Ill. 3: Detail of a rubbing of Type B tomb relief brickshowing salt production in Sichuan during the Eastern Han period.
Note:

This is a detail from a tomb brick relief found in Ximenwai п ͚ۄwestern suburb of Chengdu. It shows the
hoisting tower operated by four men. In contrast to the brick relief of Type A where coordinated hoisting
action between the four workers takes place crosswise, in this type of relief, the workers coordinate their
movements sidewise. The pulley appears to be rather long and very probably belonged to the type with slender
waist.
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Ill. 4: Historical reconstruction of brine hoisting at or near the White Hare Well (Baitujing Ώհˈ)
in Yun’anzhen ේϰᕰ, Yunyang District ේፐ in Sichuan province
Source: Lin Yuanxiong et al. (1987), plate 10.
Note: One can clearly distinguish the large cylindrical pulleys as well as the large wooden tubs into which the brine
is emptied. From there, brine is conveyed to the boiling houses with the help of bamboo pipelines. Several
workers hoist brine from the well at the same time. In former times, the White Hare Well is said to have had
twenty hoisting frames (jia) which were operated at the same time. It should be mentioned that Falkenhausen
(1999), p. 116, thinks that this is not the White Hare Well but another well, called Wantan Well, just adjacent to
the White Hare Well.
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Ill. 5: Reconstruction of brine hoisting at or near the White Hare Well
in Yun’anzhen, Yunyang District of Sichuan province
Source: Photo by courtesy of Chen Ran, Zigong, Sichuan.
Note: This reconstruction shows how a pulley frame was operated by one man. The rope is conducted over the
cylindrical pulley. At both ends of the rope a bucket is fastened. The hoisting at each pulley is carried out with
one hand lowering the empty bucket and with the other hand pulling up the full one. Note that the cylindrical
pulley is equipped with spikes at its fringes that prevent the rope to slide off the drum. It is not clear which
well exactly is depicted on this photograph.
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Ill. 6: The structure of the hoisting frames used at or near the White Hare Well of Yun’anzhen,
Yunyang District of Sichuan province
Source: Bai Guangmei (1988), p. 265.
Legend:
A: „Thousand jin“ (qianjin ʣ̄) weight bar
B: Place where the cushion piece (dianwu ࿒ )ٶis inserted for fixing the hoisting apparatus
C: „Heavenly balance“ (tiancheng ˮၴ) which is connected to the beam of the hoisting structure
called „cloud pulley“ (yunpan ේᇠ)
D: „Ear boards“ (erban Ь)ؼ, i.e. side boards
E: Roller (gunzi ဲʫ)
F: Buckets for hoisting brine

Ill. 7: Pottery model of a water well from the Han period
Source: Laufer (1909), ill. 14, p. 62.
Note: The well is equipped with a rather small wheel-shaped pulley.
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Ill. 8: Rubbing of an Eastern Han period tomb brick relief showing a water well, Jiaxiang ނ୮, Shandong province
Source: Chen Wenhua (1991), p. 174.
Note: The picture shows a pulley with a slender waist. A man is pulling up (or lowering down) a earthenware vessel
bound to the other end of the rope. One difference to the Sichuan salt work hoisting scene depicted in Ill. 2 is
that there balanced hoisting, with a bucket or leather-bag fixed to each end of the rope, was carried out.

Ill. 9: Detail of a rubbing of Type A Eastern Han tomb brick relief from Qionglai ᡉỰ, Sichuan,
probably showing a pulley with slender waist
Source: Lü Lin (1988), plate 10.

Ill. 10: Drawing of a pottery model of a water well excavated in Luoyang ު, Han period
Source: Li Chenyou (1984), p. 95.
Note: A container is fixed to each end of the rope. The pulley seems to be of the wheel-shaped type rather than to
belong to the slender-waist type.
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Ill. 11: Diagram showing forces at work in case of balanced hoisting with a pulley
Source: Zhang Xuejun (1986), p. 108.
Note: The gravitational force of the full brine bag or bucket is m1, the force of the labourers lifting up the full bag or
bucket F₁. The gravitational force of the empty bag or bucket is m₂, the force of the labourers sending down
the empty bag or bucket F₂. Assumed that friction is zero, the pulling force is: F = F₁ + F₂ + m₂.

Ill. 12: Hoisting brine with a bucket fixed to a bamboo pole at the Zijing Mowai Well ʫˈጷ͚ˈ of
Jingdongjing ಧˈس, Yunnan, as depicted on a scroll of 1707
Source: Diannan yanfu tu; Lü Changsheng (1983), p. 111.
Note: A worker is hoisting brine in a bucket which is fixed to a bamboo pole. Thereafter the brine is poured into a
gutter conducting the brine to the boiling house. The Zijing Mowai Well belongs to those brine wells which are
located in midst of a river and which are inundated during summer and autumn so that production takes place
only in winter and spring.
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Ill. 13: Depiction of a brine well and a natural gas well in Sichuan in the Tiangong kaiwu, early seventeenth century
Source: Pan Jixing (1989), p. 276; see also Sun and Sun (1966), p. 119.
Note: This is the earliest extant illustration of a deep-drilled salt well and a deep-drilled natural gas well in Sichuan.
In the lower part to the right a “fire well” is shown, in the upper part drilling is carried out. On the left side
hoisting of brine takes place.
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Ill. 14: Brine hoisting in Sichuan as depicted on a scroll of about 1740
Source: Courtesy of the Needham Research Institute, Cambridge.
Note: From right to left a capstan drum, powered by one buffalo and covered by a roof, the “earth roller”, a guiding
fork, and the three-legs hoisting rig with its slender-waist pulley (“heaven’s roller”) are shown. The tube just
comes out of the small well opening and will be emptied into the tub on the left side.
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Ill. 15a: Hoisting of brine at the Nanlang ۸⫟ saline, Sichuan, early twentieth century
Source: Sichuan Nanlang yanwu tushuo.
Note: Hoisting of brine at both wells is apparently powered by one man only. The hoisting apparatus is a wheel with
a horizontal axle which rests on two forks. The rig has only one leg with either a ring or a basket-like structure
at the top for fixing and securing the bamboo tube. At the well in the foreground the valve at the bottom of the
tube bucket is opened with a hook and the brine released into a tub.
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Ill. 15b: Hoisting of brine at the Nanlang saline, Sichuan, early twentieth century
Source: Sichuan Nanlang yanwu tushuo.
Note: Hoisting of brine is carried out in this picture with the help of a rather large wheel powered by two men. The
rope leads from the wheel directly into the well, without beeing guided by pulleys. Like in Ill. 15a the wheel
has a horizontal axis.
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Ill. 16: Hoisting of brine in Ziliujing в ˈޠand Gongjing ৹ˈ (Furong ౘသ saline),
Sichuan, late nineteenth century
Source: Sichuan yanfa zhi, chap. 2, pp. 20b-21a.
Note: This illustration shows a hoisting arrangement involving (from right to left) a capstan driven by four buffaloes,
an „earth roller“, an „earth wheel“, and a „heaven’s wheel“. The brine hoisting pipe is just coming out of the
well hole.
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Ill. 17: Drilling a brine well at the Nanlang saline, Sichuan, early twentieth century
Source: Sichuan Nanlang yanwu tushuo.
Note: The drilling apparatus is set in motion by one man only who steps on, and jumps off, the lever beam. The drill
is suspended from the shorter end of the stepping board. The worker at the orifice constantly turns the drill in
order to make the borehole round and perpendicular. The rather complex release device of the drilling line can
be seen.
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Ill. 18: Drilling a brine well in Ziliujing and Gongjing (Furong saline),
Sichuan, late nineteenth century
Source: Sichuan yanfa zhi, chap. 2, pp. 17b-18a.
Note: The drilling is carried out by four men stepping on, and jumping off, the lever beam in coordinated action.
Another worker, supervised by a foreman or drilling specialist, sits at the orifice of the well. He is responsible
for turning the drill.
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Ill. 19: Drilling apparatus of the Lezhi ᆫг saline, Northern Sichuan
Source: Lin Yuanxiong et al. (1987), p. 156.
Legend:
A pounding frame (duijiazi ໓ނʫ)
B support for the hands (fushou ӓ˿)
C stepping board (caiban ቤ)ؼ
D suspension ring (diaohuan ϊᐽ)
E “whip cudgel” (bianbang ᖂ)
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Chapter 10

Influences of Western Military Technology and Mechanics on Chinese Ballistics
YIN Xiaodong

1. Introduction
Early in the 16th century, two key inventions of western artillery, the breech-loading cannon with
powder chamber, in China designated as folangji щ ࡈ ጆ 1 (literally translated the “Frankish” [gun]),
and the musket, in China designated as niaochong ఎ ☇ (literally translated the “bird gun”), or as
niaozuichong ఎᅃ☇ (literally translated the “bird-beak gun”), were brought to China from the West.
Copied in China, they soon played a major role in Chinese weaponry. In the late 16th and in the 17th
centuries the relations between the East and the West were intensified when Jesuit missionaries
introduced western science and further technology in China. By the early 17th century, China’s
government obtained more cannons from the West. In the course of the two periods of transfer of
technology pertaining to the making and use of guns, western knowledge about projectile trajectories
was gradually combined with traditional Chinese knowledge and experience. Some military books
about artillery making and use with references also to western technology were published. These books
were written partly by Chinese authors and partly in cooperation between Chinese and Jesuit authors.
The integration of western and Chinese knowledge is in particular reflected in the military literature
published between the 1560th and the 1680th. The investigation and analysis of the description of
devices for aiming, the description of the trajectory of gun bullets, and the explanations for its shape in
this literature shows that these descriptions and explanations were influenced by both Chinese and
Western knowledge, especially by western military technology and mechanics. The investigation also
shows that in China the interest in western military technology was focused on its practical application
rather than on the accompanying theory of ballistics. The present article tries to provide an overview of
how western knowledge about the projectile trajectory was introduced in China and reshaped the
traditional Chinese knowledge and experience.

2. The Problem of Aiming
2.1. The Aiming Technology of Muskets
After the introduction of the musket in the 16th century several descriptions were published about the
firing of these guns. The following quotation from Chouhai tubian ᙖ ऻ  ሇ [The Illustrations
Seaboard Strategy and Tactics] written by Zheng Ruozeng ቸࠝಬ (1503-1570) and published 1562 is
representative of such descriptions:
௳ફ͒ෝ˄ˇ༙జߍءˁڗç̒ወʜéˮѫب,ਜεຄ༙éЪщओጆèʫͺঁèӊᕵè
ఎᅃ☇çߗ̴࿃ྔéఎᅃ☇జ̴݉Ъజେѧé̤ᄁᛇၹ,̉⮧˄, ˁඓཽᅬéᐄʇਡ
ߴޤéյ ᓮ ٘ ˄ ؟ɿ ϩ  ̗ צഛ ጆçճ˿ၹç˿ˀçЪᗤሉʶጣéյၹࠍݰᄓූʆ
ুé̤Βুç̤ুଓᐄ˄ʇçʓߠڈЪ݉ഛéᐉʉߡᄫˀڗéૌءইᕵЪࢅءӊ
ᕵé̒ӒгАЪéࡺݶϢΈ̤ጆͣءˁஒ˄ڗʜé 2

1

2

The designation folangji щ ࡈጆ , a phonetical transcription of the “Franks,” is a general Chinese designation for
“western” peoples and countries including Europe, Turkey, and the Arab world. The term folangji щ ࡈ ጆ was
probably introduced into China by Chinese Muslims who lived in the east and south coastal area of China. After the
introduction of western weapons into China, the term was also used for a special type of gun; see Dai Yixuan ᐂ༨
㟹 , Mingshi Folangji jianzheng ē  ͒ بõ щ ओ ጆ Ĕ ၻ  [Annotation and correction for (Mingshi. Folangji)].
Published in 1984. Beijing: Zhongguo shehui kexueyuan chubanshe, p. 1.
Zheng Ruozeng, Chouhai tubian ᙖऻሇ. [The Illustrations Seaboard Strategy and Tactics]. Published in 1562.
Zhongguo kexue jishu dianji tonghui ˁ  ߱ ዖ Ӓ ீ ն ᙘ  ะ [General Collection of Works on Science and
Technology in Ancient China]. Zhengzhou: Henan jiaoyu chubanshe 1994. [Reprint] Chap. 13, p. 38a, b. Also see
Tang Shunzhi  ෝ ˄ (1507-1560), Jingchuan waiji ৌ ʳ ͚  . [Other Collections of Jing Chuan]. Published in
1573. Shanghai: Shangwu yinshuguan. 1936. [Reprint]. Chap. 2.
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The duyushi-officer (duyushi ௳ફ͒ 3) Tang Shunzhi ෝ˄ said that what the Tartars4 fear most
about China are the firearms. Heaven helps the Holy Wise [Emperor] to get rid of the disaster and to
wipe out the Tartars. In fact, the breech-loading cannon (folangji щओጆ), the son-and-mother gun
(zimupao ʫͺঁ), the swift gun (kuaiqiang ӊᕵ), [and] the musket (niaozuichong ఎᅃ☇) all have
appeared during [the reign of] Jiajing ࿃ ྔ . The musket has been the last to appear but is the
fiercest. [One] uses copper [and] iron to make [its] tube, [and uses] a wooden sleeve to support it
[=the tube] (tuo ⮧, the original meaning of this character is bag open on both ends), [and] inside [it
= the tube] the lead pellet is put. People and horses who are hit [by the pellets] are pierced through.
The method of firing it [= the musket] is much like [the method of using] the tooth of the crossbow
for triggering the mechanism. Two hands hold the tube, the hands do not move, and the gunpowder
fuse has already been ignited. Its tube back set-up female male two sights. [On] the back [= the top]
of its [= the musket’s] tube [one] sets up two sights (nie ু), male and female. [One] uses the eye to
point to the sights, [and] uses the sights to point to the people [one] desires to hit. The three are
[made] straight with each other and afterwards [one] triggers. [If one] intends to penetrate the
eyebrow [or] the nose [of the enemy] there is no [possibility of] not hitting. [The musket] is quicker
than the magic gun (shenqiang ইᕵ) and more precise than the swift gun (kuaiqiang ӊᕵ ). The
technology of firearms achieved this [state] and [this] is the acme. This is what the Japanese
foreigners (woyi ࡺϢ5) use to demonstrate the mechanical skills that [they] learned from China. 6
According to this description, in which Zheng Ruozeng ቸࠝ ಬ quotes a remark of the official Tang
Shunzhi ෝ˄(1507-1560), the firing of the musket is widely the same as the firing of a crossbow. In
ancient China, the term nie ু , literally a “pillar instrument,” designates a gnomon, that is, an
instrument for measuring the shadow cast by the sun.7 In the present context, however, it designates the
back-sight and the fore-sight of the musket. This becomes obvious if we compare the description with
similar descriptions in other military treatises as, for instance a description in a section entitled The
explanation of the musket (niaochongjie ఎ☇༲) of chapter 5 on The explanation of ordnance (junqijie
࠼ወ༲) of Qi Jiguang’s ૃᙝδ (1528-1587) treatise Lianbing shiji zaji ሁѢᕻ [Miscellaneous
Records concerning Military Training], published in 1571:
Βທ˄٘ç☇ʖ݉ЊɿݷçʥʖЊɿݷé̤Β݉ݷç̤݉ݷݷۯç̤ݷۯᐄ˄ٶç
ݮʐഛЊʊʄˁé 8
The method of aiming with eyes [is that] there is a [back]-sight on the rear of the gun, [and] there is
a [fore]-sight on the muzzle. Use the eye to point to the back-sight, [and] use the back-sight to point
to the fore-sight, [and] use the fore-sight to point to the thing to hit, therefore have eight or nine hits
out of ten fires.
According to such descriptions, the firing of a musket follows the traditional Chinese aiming method
designated as “three points linked by a line,” that is, to bring back-sight, fore-sight, and target into one
line. In ancient China, the same method was used to shoot an arrow, bringing the wangshan ૼʲ with
the arrowhead and the target into one line. The devices for aiming the arrow to be shot are designated as
dou ̃ and xing ݷ. The dou ̃ is a small, quadratic hole and the xing  ݷis a quadratic frame with a
line that can be adjusted. After a sighting shot, this line has to be adjusted according to the aiming
criterion, that is, the sinking of the arrow has to be compensated by an elevation of the shot9 (see figure
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Here the term duyushi ௳ફ͒ is a title of the officer of duchayuan (௳ਗ). The organization duchayuan (௳ਗ)
is the central control organization in the Ming and Qing dynasties in China.
The term lu ༙ is a form of designation for the Tartars or Mongols living in rural areas of northern and western
regions of ancient China. Here the term is translated as Tartars because at that time it were the Tartars who always
invaded Ming China.
The term wo ࡺ is an old designation for Japan and yi Ϣ is usually used in ancient China to designate foreign
countries and foreigner. Thus the term woyi ࡺϢ refers here to the Japanese enemy or to Japanese pirates.
Tuo ⮧, the original meaning of this character is bag open on both ends
Hanyu da zidian ျდʩϫն. [Dictionary of Chinese]. Chengdu: Sichuan cishu chubanshe, Hubei cishu chubanshe
1995, p. 3047.
Qi Jiguang. Lianbing shiji zaji ሁѢᕻ. [Miscellaneous Records concerning Military Training]. Published in
1571. Zhongguo kexue jishu dianji tonghui ˁ߱ዖӒீնᙘะ [General Collection of Works on Science and
Technology in Ancient China]. Zhengzhou: Henan jiaoyu chubanshe 1994. [Reprint]. Chap. 5, p. 21b.
Yi Degang ᄮᅮࢊ, Zhongguo chuantong gongjian zhizuo gongyi diaocha yanjiu ji xiangguan lixue zhishi fenxi ˁ
෮ʼᇶჍіʴᗠቇߨދԦ˫ߠᘖʎዖډᗱ˝ ؿ. [Study on Traditional Chinese Bow and Arrow Making and
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1). This was the traditional aiming method of the crossbow for bringing the dou ̃, the xing ݷ, and the
target into one line. The method shows that the people at that time were aware of the fact that at long
distances the sight-line deviates from the trajectory of the arrow (see figure 210).

Figure 1

Figure 2

In contrast to the fore-sight of the crossbow, the fore-sight of the musket cannot be adjusted, but this
does not affect its efficacy. The reason is that the tube of the musket is long and straight. Its tube is up to
6 chi ˵ long. If the proper gunpowder is used, the fired bullet is powerful so that the path of the bullet
is a long straight line at the beginning. If the target is within this range it can easily be hit. Thus, since
the tube of the musket is long, its fore-sight needs not to be adjusted. When the musket or gun is fired it
should be aimed straight at the target without any adjustment (see figures 311, 412, and 513).

Figure 3

Figure 4

Figure 5

The comparison of aiming a musket and aiming a crossbow shows that both methods are similar. They
both apply the principle of “three points linked by a line.” Moreover, some terms related to the aiming
of a bow or a crossbow in ancient China, are used also for the description of aiming a musket and, in a
similar way, also for the description of aiming a cannon. The intuitive knowledge comprising a rough,
overall picture of the shape of the projectile trajectory was independently acquired by warriors in China
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Using Skill and related Mechanical Knowledge]. Hefei: PHD dissertation of University of Science and Technology
of China 2004. p. 162.
Zhongguo keji daxue deng (Mengxi bitan) bianyi zu ˁ  ߱ Ӓ ʩ ዖ യ ē ࿘ ຏ റ ሿ Ĕ ሇ ᙳ ஈ . [The group for
translating and editing for Dream Pool Essays (Mengxi bitan) in University of Science and Technology of China],
Mengxi bitan yizhu ē࿘ຏറሿĔᙳඃ. [The Interpretation and Annotation for Dream Pool Essays (Mengxi bitan)].
Hefei: Anhui kexue jishu chubanshe 1979, p. 3.
Song Yingxing Ү ᏼ ( ݷ1587-1666?), Tiangong kaiwu ˮ ʴ ෆ  ٶ. [The Exploitation of the Works of Nature]
Published in 1637. Beijing:Zhonghua shuju 1952. [Reprint]. Vol. 2, chap. 15, p. 35b.
Zhao Shizhen ყʧ (1553?-1611?), Shenqi pu ইወᗰ. [Treatise on Extraordinary Weapons]. Published in 1598.
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Technology in Ancient China]. Zhengzhou: Henan jiaoyu chubanshe 1994. [Reprint]. p. 21a.
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and in the western world. This common knowledge was obviously the basis that made it possible for the
Chinese to easily adapt the knowledge to use western firearms.

2.2. The Aiming Technology of Western Cannons
The western cannons introduced in China in the early 16th century were provided with a trunnion which
made it easier to control the angle of elevation. At the same time some devices to operate the cannon
including the gunner’s quadrant and the geometrical square were also introduced. The geometrical
square was used to determine the distance from the cannon to the target and the gunner’s quadrant to
determine the elevation of the cannon. The treatise Xifa shenji п ٘ ই ጆ [Western Masterpieces of
Firearms], written around 1623 by Sun Yuanhua ࢾ˕ˣ (1581-1633) and published 1662, contains a
description of how to use these two instruments:
☇ᏄљاçϑءˮܿéѥЊወයʆၳíɿ̅ç̅ܿʆʐ͘ìɿฑçฑܿʄʐé̅ወ̤යᆙᐰ
˄ჯڼçฑወ̤ය☇Ꮔ˄ਣљéͧईη̤̅ወౝዩ˄Ⴉçයդཕਣʔ౧ъèჯڼ౧ъç
Έъ☇éӶՎѯΙɿڸçዿΕéЏ̤ฑወçౝΈ˄☇༶ᐄ˄éං☇Ꮔਣ౧ܿڗгъழç
љ౧ܿڗгъழéᒃईංᆙгçѯ՝ׇܿᆛᐄ˄éЊАወմçЊАၽ٘çݮήழЪС
᜶ˀᇵçɿϿˀიçݮಞήಞԶʜé 14
The lowness and highness of the head of cannon, should conform to the degrees (du ܿ ) of the
heaven. In addition, there are two kinds of measuring devices: one is quadratic [device], [and] the
degree of the quadratic [device] [is] 24. The other is circular [device], [and] the degree of the
quadratic [device] [is] 90. The quadratic device is used to measure the distance from the enemy
camp, and the circular device is used to measure the height of the head of the cannon. At ordinary
time, using the quadratic device in advance, from the platform [one] holds, [one] measures how
much the height of the path of coming [of the enemy] is, how much the distance [the path of coming
of the enemy] is, and which [kind of] cannon should be used. Every one li Վ, stand a [marking] rod,
or a tree or a stone. Next, use the circular device, test to hit it (= the marking rod) with the help of
the used cannon. [one] examines where [the ball of the cannon] reaches [when] the head of the
cannon is some degree high; [and examines] where [the ball of the cannon] reaches [when] the head
of the cannon is some degree low. At the time [when the war happens], examining [the place] where
the enemy reaches, then [one] hits them according to the number of the selected degree (du ܿ ).
Having these appliances, [and] having this method of calculation, therefore, no matter what situation
[one] is in, [he has] most changeful [treatments], [and] will make no mistake. Therefore [he] dares to
take responsibility and dares to express [his opinions].
The quadratic device (fangqi ̅ ወ ) mentioned in this quotation is the geometrical square and the
circular device (yuanqi ฑወ) is the gunner’s quadrant. The treatise Xifa shenji, as well as the treatise
Binglu ѢᎩ [Records of Military Art], both contain detailed descriptions of the construction of these
instruments:
ቃ☇ᓮͧ؟ίӵᆛˑરෆءώ☇˄ʔé☇ډݱਣ౧ܿધгჯӵ౧ъԢçʇءӵ˄ჯڼъ
೧ᝁî۲ʒັ͐ɿወéյወ̤ᄁ˄ؼçԴ̅˘ʮçʖၸЊճЬçۺʓ˝çԴ̅ɿʮéዽ
˄ࡓؼءʖçඣճၸώɿʮéԴ̅˄ˁញɿஆ୧çתАߠͧéࡓؼηɿ̅ç̅Եၸ
ˡڜΠར˼é˼ᗔɿሉçሉͷΈᓎé౯і͘˝˄ɿç˝ʐʆܿéΡϩය☇٘éΈई
ੁΙءڸϚçЪ̤ᄁؼၸ˄ЬճԴ̅ஆ୧ංወڸ˄ݤç̤ሉڈ౧ъܿѯັډΈ☇ਣ౧
ъܿʜé15
The number of bu ӵ for all cannons’ horizontal elevation firing is still set under each canon.
Knowing the long distance [measured] in bu ӵ that a canon can reach [based on] degree of
elevation, then how do people measure the distance in bu ӵ [to the target]? Then another device
should be set again. The device is made with copper plank 6 cun ʮ square. The upper portion has
two ears, [which] are 3 fen ˝ thick, and 1 cun ʮ square. Erect them transversely (=Set them
orthogonally) to the plank, 1 cun ʮ in from both ends [of the plank]. Drill a fine hole in both ears,
and position the holes parallel [within a straight line of sight]. Draw a square frame (fangleng ̅)
on the surface of the plank in advance, and the end of the corner (=is the vertex which is on the side
14 Sun Yuanhua, Xifa shenji п٘ইጆ. [Western Masterpieces of Firearms]. 1662, chap. 1, p. 28b, 29a.
15 Sun Yuanhua, Xifa shenji. 1662, chap. 2, p. 21a, b.
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with two ears) of the square frame is the center of a circle,namely the intersection of gougu ˡ ڜ
(=two legs of a right triangle). Hang a string at the center, [and] use a bob (chui ᓎ)[to be hung] at
the end of the string. Make a quarter of the circle, [and] divide the [demisemi] circle into 12 degrees
(du ܿ). [The usage of the quadratic device] is also like the method of measuring the cannon. When
using [the quadratic device], [one] must stand a [marking] rod (biao  )ڸon the ground, and use fine
holes in the two square ears on the upper portion of the copper plank to point to the [marking] rod
(biao  )ڸthat the device directs at, then [one] knows how many degrees of elevation for the cannon
should be used according to how many degrees where the string meet the device. (See Fig 6, 7)
ʙইወࡳᎳᆠʩʯਮۺᐹᛇూইԿç☇ނЬʞʖç☇ʎజେçԿቮฑᕣç̤ଔյéᓮ˄؟
٘Њʆíɿ̇ͧ؟çɿ̇ί؟é☇ݮҴழྗఖ̉࿒Έç̤ەਣʔéჍɿයወçΈ͘˝˄
ɿç˝ʐʆ˝é̤ᄁ˄ç˝˄ၸЊᄁއçයई̤ᄁއಎʉ☇ʥé˼ߴɿሉᅐçߢሉ
г˝ᆛçѯͅ☇ډᅬսழéӶਣɿ˝۲☇ᅬսழཛྷͧ؟ӧჯçЪгʞ˘˝çჯӵʃ̋ç
ਣʂ˝ᅬˬഡӵԢé16
Make magical cannon-carriages with thick iron walls according to the sizes and the styles [of the
firearms] for all magical firearms. Support the trunnion of the cannon on [the cannon-carriage]. The
power of the cannon is the most violent, [while] the wheels are round and turn, [which] can reduce
its power (it=the cannon, its power means the backward influence of the cannon ) . There are two
methods of firing: one is named as horizontal fire, the other is named as fire with elevations.
Therefore at the end of the cannon wood pillows are prepared to be used, which is convenient to
raise and lower [the cannon] (=for the convenience of adjusting the height of the cannon) . Make a
measuring device (liangqi යወ), which uses a quarter of a circle, [and] divide the [demisemi] circle
into 12 fen ˝. Use copper to make it (it=the measuring device), [and] there is a copper handle at the
end of the divided circle (namely gunner’s quadrant). When measuring, use the copper handle to
insert into the gun muzzle. The center of the [demisemi] circle is threaded through by a string with a
bob, [and through] examining the number of fen ˝ where the string reaches, then [one] can know
where the ball of the cannon reaches. [If] every fen ˝ increased, then the place where the ball of the
cannon reaches is farther than [the range of] horizontal fire. Deduce [the above relation] until 6 fen
˝, only then the increased distance stops [increasing]. [When the elevation] increases to 7 fen ˝,
the ball [reaches] shortened distance instead.ăSee Fig 817Ą
The geometrical square was not only used to determine the distance to the target, but also for measuring
the height of the enemy’s platform. The geometrical principle of these applications requires a
knowledge of similar triangles (see figures 6 and 7)18, but both treatises are only concerned with the
rules of how to use these instruments and do not explain them.

Figure 6

Figure 7

Figure 8

16 He Rubin ъГუ(?-?), Binglu ѢᎩ. [The Records of Military Art]. Published in 1628. Zhongguo kexue jishu dianji
tonghui ˁ  ߱ ዖ Ӓ ீ ն ᙘ  ะ [General Collection of Works on Science and Technology in Ancient China].
Zhengzhou: Henan jiaoyu chubanshe 1994. [Reprint]. Chap. 13, p. 3a.
17 Sun Yuanhua, Xifa shenji, 1662. cha 2, p 26a.
18 Huang Yinong ෧ ɿ ཡ , “Cannon and Wars in China in 1600-1900: A Case Study on the Targeting Techniques
Introduced from Europe” Qsinghua Journal of Chinese Studies. Vol. 26 (1996), no. 1, pp. 31-70.
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The treatises Xifa shenji and Binglu not only describe western devices for aiming but also contain
western knowledge concerning the determination of the range of shots, the method of trial shots, and
calculations based on geometrical considerations. On the other hand, traditional Chinese knowledge
about mathematics and astronomy is applied, represented for instance by terms such as ‘two legs of a
right triangle’ (gougu ˡ ’)ڜand ‘ small pole (biao ’)ڸ.

3. Description and Explanation of the Trajectory of Projectiles
The military literature published between the 1560s and the 1680s contains several descriptions and
explanations of the trajectory of projectiles. These descriptions and explanations indicate that the
Chinese authors, on the one hand, conceived of the projectile trajectory in terms of traditional Chinese
knowledge, but, on the other hand, adapted western knowledge about the trajectory. This will be shown
in the following by analyzing relevant texts.
Three representative texts written at different times by authors with different background knowledge
have been chosen to be analyzed. The first text is the chapter 5 containing “Explanation of the swift
gun” (kuaiqiang jie ӊᕵ༲) of the treatise Lianbing shiji zaji written in 1571 by the famous general Qi
Jiguang ૃᙝδ (1528-1587). The second text is chapter 1 containing “Illustration and Explanation of
the gun platform” (chongtai tushuo ☇ Ⴉ  კ ) of the treatise Xifa shenji, written around 1623. The
third text concerns “The preconditions and principles of the traveling path of a heavy thing in the air”
(zhongwu kongzhong xingdao zhi shili ࡍڐٶˁнཤ˄) of the treatise Qiongli xue ᇵዖ [The
Learning of Making a Thorough Inquiry into Principles], written before or in 1683 by Ferdinand
Verbiest (1623-1688).19

3.1. The Trajectory of Small Chinese Firearms
ʉᗤሉ˄݉,ΈТ̉ള˗ᗤçӶЏɿളçΈ✁ ӮፄéʔཽʫɿفçˀΈʆʓفéʆ ʓ ف
 ڗᕅ é תब ˀ ډí ɿ Ꭶ ᗤ ɿ ᎦăཽĄ ʫç۲̈́ڈçˁ௰ˀ༉Ϛç̤ͅ࠴ӵ֢ˁé
ᗤϡʫწç۲Ͷ̴༂Ъˣϩ̑ìᗤ˳ʫࡍç۲̴༂г̾௰çͬᅐϚéጓ˄κഛçˀિˀͅˁç
̞ˁˀଔʇé20
After the gunpowder fuse is put into [the tube], [and] bamboo or wood tubes are used to contain the
gunpowder. Every time a tube [of gunpowder is loaded], [and] a ramrod (shuozhang ✁Ӯ) is used to
ram [the gunpowder] solid. A lead pellet is put into [the tube], [and] it is not suitable to use two or
three [lead pellets]. [Putting into] two or three lead pellets is an old faulty practice (jiubi ᕅ), They
(they=the users) hardly realized: [if] 1 qian Ꭶ gunpowder [is used to fire] 1 lead pellet, then [the
lead pellet] goes straight, [and] does not fall to the ground in the midway, [so that it] can hit [the
target by] counting bu ӵ. [If] the gunpowder is much [while the lead] pellet is light, then [the lead
pellet] would melt as water [when it] has not gone out of the belly [of the tube]. [If] the gunpowder
is little [while the lead] pellet is heavy, then [the lead pellet] goes out of the belly [of the tube and]
necessarily falls to the ground in the midway. [If the lead pellet which falls to the ground] rebounds
to fire again, [it] dose not impossible to hit [the target], Even [it] hits, [it can] not kill people.
The first part of this text deals with the right proportion of the amount of gunpowder to the weight of
the lead bullet. The following part describes what happens if the amount of gunpowder and the weight
of the bullet are not in the right proportion. Two aspects of this text deserve special attention.
First, the author who has the experience of actual combat knew that the amount of gunpowder should be
in a specific relation to the weight of the bullet. This knowledge was obtained by practice. The text says
that it is an “old faulty practice” to put two or three bullets into a gun barrel having filled it with
gunpowder. This remark shows that such procedure was actually practiced. Furthermore, the text shows
19 Ferdinand Verbiest ۸ ᖪ ˌ , Qiongli xue ᇵ  ዖ [The Learning of Making a Thorough Inquiry into Principles],
written before or in 1683. The only known manuscript, located at Beijing University, is incomplete and contains
only 14 chapters. According to its table of contents, the text originally contained 60 chapters. The section discussed
here and in the following belongs to the chapter Xingxing zhi litui bajuan ӂ   ˄  ʊ ֈ [Chapter Eight
[concerning] Principles and Inferences of Shape and Quality].
20 Qi Jiguang, Lianbing shiji zaji ሁѢᕻ. [Miscellaneous Records concerning Military Training]. Published in
1571. Zhongguo kexue jishu dianji tonghui ˁ߱ዖӒீնᙘะ [General Collection of Works on Science and
Technology in Ancient China]. Zhengzhou: Henan jiaoyu chubanshe 1994. [Reprint], chapter 5, p. 24b, 25a.
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that the Chinese people believed that a bullet possesses the greatest power to kill or wound people as
long as it hits them directly. This belief was based on experiences with shooting arrows in ancient
China. The text argues that once the bullet hits the ground and is rebounced it can no longer hit the
enemy or it is, at least, unable to kill a person even if it hits him. This shows that the Chinese people
knew about the relation between the power of a projectile and the conditions of firing it. Such
knowledge about conditions and effects of shooting was based on experiences gained in longtime
observations and practices.
It is such type of experience that caused the author to describe the trajectory of a projectile using terms
with an intuitive meaning. The term zhui ᅐ is typical for this type of concept. Its meaning is “to fall”
or “to let drop.” It does not imply any details of the curve and lets it open, whether the projectile falls
down vertically or not. It is, however, unlikely that the author assumed that a lead bullet might fall
down vertically at the end of its trajectory. This is evident from the use of the term zhui ᅐ in other
contexts. The term was, in fact, frequently used in ancient China to designate, for instance, the falling
down of arrows and of falling stars. A sentence from the Chuci ᘃ [Songs of Chu], written by Qu
Yuan ( ࢎ340 B.C.-278 B.C.), may serve as an example. The text reads: shi jiao zhui xi shi zheng
xian ΔΠᅐ˙ʧٲη. It says that two armies shoot arrows against each other and the arrows fall down
while the soldiers still strive to approach the position of the enemy. The ancient Chinese people also
used the term zhui ᅐ to describe the motion of a falling star. They knew from observation and
experience that in both cases the end of the trajectory is not a vertical line. The knowledge of these facts
is based on experience and is expressed by a term which denotes this intuitive knowledge.
Up to the late 16th century, nobody seems to have cared about the question of how precisely and why a
bullet travels in this way. Let us now look at the situation about half a century later.

3.2. The Introduction of Western Knowledge about the Trajectory
The first Chinese book on western military technology, Xifa shenji п٘ইጆ [Western Masterpieces of
Firearms], written around 1623, introduced the western technology of gun making in China. Its author
Sun Yuanhua ࢾ˕ˣ learned western mathematics and military technology from the Jesuits. Moreover,
he practiced the making and the use of western guns. As a consequence, his description of the projectile
trajectory differs to a certain extent from earlier Chinese descriptions. Such a description is contained in
the first chapter of his book.
˯☇˄нʜçθΈյڈçΡ̾ΈյЈéЈཬ̾çˀ়ଔʇԢé21
The travel [of ball] of a cannon, fully uses its straight potential (shi ) (the trajectory of a fired ball
is composed of a former straight path and a latter bent path, here straight power means the potential
of straight path.) , also half uses its bent potential (shi )(here bent potential means the potential of
bent path). [If] more than a half of bent potential [is used], [then the ball of the cannon] is not able to
kill people.
It is mentioned in this text, that the trajectory of a bullet shot from a western gun is composed of a
straight path and a curved path. The trajectory begins with zhishi ڈ, followed by qushi Ј. If the
bullet has passed half of the qushi Ј, the power to kill people will be weakened. It is obvious that the
character qu Ј in this sentence designates the bent part of the trajectory. The term is missing in
Lianbing shiji zaji ሁѢᕻ, discussed before. But the viewpoint concerning the power of a bullet
is similar in both texts. It is assumed that the effect is related to the phase of the trajectory at which it
hits the target.
The text is not accompanied by an illustration which could help to further clarify the meaning of the
terms. What precisely do the terms zhishi ڈ and qushi Ј designate? What shapes do these terms
represent? In order to answer this question it is worth while to consider the possible meanings of the
character shi  which is common to both terms. In the present context this character designates the
state or tendency of the moving projectile. Occasionally its meaning is close to that of the term li ʎ
designating force or power. In general, however, it is used to express the condition or situation of
21 Sun Yuanhua, Xifa shenji. 1662. Chap. 1, p. 28b.
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something. It has been shown that the character shi  had in ancient times a variety of different
meanings.22 One of these meanings was close to that of indicating that something is moving.
Some indications of the later use of the term shi  are provided by an encyclopedia collection of
military treatises from the Song dynasty, Wujing zongyao هᑨ࠲ [Collection of the Most Important
Military Techniques], compiled in the 11th century and published between 1040 and 1044 by Zeng
Gongliang ಬ ˚ ( ۑ999-1078). This collection of military treatises uses numerous compound terms
containing the character shi  such as deshi ધ  , shizhong  ࡍ , xingshi ӂ  , chengshi ࡞  ,
shuishi ̑  , fengshi ࡙  , and huoshi ̒  . Their respective meanings are “power and influence,
force, situation,” “circumstance,” “condition,” “state of affairs, tendency,” “trend,” “opportunity, flow
of water,” and “force of the current of a river, the way the wind blows, fire.”
The volumes 10 to 13 of the collection concern the ordnance. An investigation of the use of the term shi
 in these volumes shows, that its meaning varies even in this narrowly defined context. Some
examples may illustrate this, the first concerning a ship with an upper deck (louchuan ᆨ), the second
concerning the defense of a city (shoucheng Ϯ)ܘ, and the third concerning a Chinese bamboo weapon
called “bamboo fire snipe” (zhuhuoyao Т̒ᛟ).
ࠝཪᆞ࡙ç۲ʇʎˀ়տçˀߋءەΈç࠼̑˄ݰçˀ̤ͅˀçԽડӂʜé23
If [the ship with an upper deck] encounters storm wind, then the manpower can not control [it (it=the
ship with an upper deck)], [and] is not very convenient to be applied. But [if] being applied to the
navy, [the ships] cannot but be equipped, [and] are adequate to enlarge the prestige and influence
(xingshi ӂ).
ʙϮ˄ཤçᆙդཧܘçᎽ 黙 Ъ ݅çძ̴؈ç۔յΔΕͅ˫ç۲̤ீॻ˄éࠝཪ̠આвᒃç
ܿյەѧç̤ ઢ  צᓴ ࣈç࡚ Ε է ᐄ çᐎ ˄ç۲࠼ᑶۈరçյͬé24
Generally, the law of defending [the city is that] [when] the enemy comes and approaches the city,
[The defender] waits in silence, [and] does not go out to repel [the enemy] immediately. [The
defender] waits till the enemy [enters the range that] the arrow and stone can reach, then uses tactics
to defeat it (it=the enemy). If [the defender] meets [the situation] that the commanding general
attacks by himself, [the defender should] considers its advantages, [and] uses powerful crossbows to
shoot clusteringly , [uses] slungshots to hit altogether, [and] kill him (him=the commanding general),
then the army prestige [of the enemy] is dejected, [and] its tendency (shi ) [is] necessarily fleeing.
([In] this situation, [the enemy] necessarily flees.)
Т̒ᛟíሇТ୧ç༂ʩʥ॓çӂาசۃé͚ᇿতᆛࡍçջ̫෧йéʉ̒ᗤɿ̄çϛ ˗
̷ ʯ ͂ ăѰĄΕçՠյࡍé25
Weave bamboo to make a cage with sparse holes. Its belly is big [while] its mouth is narrow, [and
its] shape is small and slender. Paste several layers of paper on the exterior, [and] paint to make [it]
yellow. 1 jin ̄ gunpowder is put into [the cage], [and] add small oval-shaped stones inside, [to]
make the potential (shi 䨈) heavy.
These examples show that in the 11th century the term shi  was used with divers meanings. The term
was not yet focused on one specific aspect of the context in which it was used. This situation seems to
have changed in the early 17th century. This change is indicated by the way the term shi  is used in
the three important military treatises written in the first part of the 17th century. These three books are
Xifa shenji п ٘ ই ጆ [Western Masterpieces of Firearms], written around 1623, Bing Lu Ѣ Ꭹ
[Records of Military Art], published around 1628, and Huogong qieyao ̒ Ӥ ࣱ ࠲ [Essentials of
Gunnery], published in 1643 by Johann Adam Schall von Bell (1592-1666) and Jiao Xu Ẅ (?-?)26.
22 See the contribution of ZOU Dahai in this volume.
23 Zeng Gongliang (ed.), Wujing zongyao  ه ᑨ ࠲ . [Collection of the Most Important Military Techniques].
Published in 1510. In: Hua jueming (ed.) Zhongguo kexue jishu dianji tonghui, Jishu juan 5 ˁ߱ዖӒீնᙘะç
 Ӓ ீ ֈ ˊ [General Collection of Works on Science and Technology in Ancient China, Technology Vol. 5],
Zhengzhou: Henan jiaoyu chubanshe 1994, pp. 41–122. [Reprint in part]. Chap. 11, p. 7.
24 Op. cit. chap. 12, p. 1b.
25 Op. cit. chap. 12, p. 57a, b.
26 Schall von Bell composed the text (shou ) and Jiao Xu Ẅ wrote it down (shu ࠾).
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The term shi  is used in all three books, 14 times in the Xifa shenji, 13 times in Bing Lu, and 7 times
in Huogong qieyao. In most of these cases, the term shi  refers to the state of motion or to the effect
of an action. The meaning of the term is now focused on the conceptualization of movements. This
indicates an interesting shift of the meaning of the term in the 17th century, for which the given
example from Xifa shenji п٘ইጆ [Western Masterpieces of Firearms] is characteristic. The author
Sun Yuanhua ࢾ˕ˣ used the traditional term shi  to represent properties of the projectile trajectory
which had not been addressed in traditional Chinese military treatises.

3.3. Later References to the Western Theory of the Projectile Trajectory
During the reign of Kang Xi જ၎ (reg. 1661–1722), the Belgian Jesuit Ferdinand Verbiest using his
knowledge of western military technology cast more than three hundred cannons for the Chinese army.
In 1683 he published his treatise on the principle of western technology Qiongli xue ᇵ  ዖ [The
Learning of Making a Thorough Inquiry into Principles]. He dedicated this book to the emperor Kangxi
જ ၎ and explained that his intention to write the treatise was to present the western theory of the
calendar and to demonstrate why and how knowledge can be deduced from basic theories.27 Among
other topics he discussed in his treatise the foundations of 17th century ballistics.
ᑨࡍ˄ٶçЊ՝ճཤЪнéɿ̇ϖ˄ཤçѯʖקʔ˄нìʆ̇ઢ˄ཤçѯዽʖ
Ънéյϖ˄ཤڗçѯʖקʔіܓሉЪнéለʔյ͵ʜçˮʔ˄ٶçώЊ͵é
˄ٶçΡώయધ͵éӶٶˀϛյç۲ͬႪˬߠç̞ѥٶધ̤Ӥ˄éݮώౝ͵,ʃώ
˄ٶయϏʜéਫϩ̒͵٭ʖçՠ˄ʉ̑ç۲͵ێçەౝຄࣦéࡍ˄ʔç̑ʦյ͵ʜé
̞ڈٶૌçࡍ˄ܓʔçˀіՂЈéٝˮʔ˄ٶజͣçڈሉ˄௰ͬഡéՂЈ˄ሉçյ௰ߋ
ۃéٶయഡૌ˄ەçݮˀڡ؆ЪՂЈʜé
ࡍٶઢЪнçճתАߠˬ˄ʎЪéɿ̇͵˗˄ʎϏʔнìʆ̇íਁ͵͚˄ʎϏʖ
нéႶʙࡍਁٶյ͵Ъઢ֍ç۲ͬڗݰݰେዐ˄ʎʞࡍ˄ٶᝃç̤ઢઙЪéࠝ
ϩА˄ʎᎳࡍ˄ٶᝃЪઙ˄ç۲ࡍݱٶʶᕺ˿˄ڗçѯϖ͵ܓሉ˄ڈཤЪʔнéݱ
ˀ়θෝ͵˄Ъڈʔнçʒେዐ˄ʎçݱˀ়θణࡍਁ˄нçЪᐄ˄ڈʖнé۲ࡍٶ
ڐˁ˄ཤçێ՝ڈሉקʖקʔçિ՝ЈሉçЪΣשϜᙔӂ˄ሉéɿ̾קʖçɿ̾קʔнԢé28
The power and reason of the traveling path of a heavy thing in the air: ‘Generally discussing the
movement of a heavy thing, [it] has two paths to travel along. One is the path relying on the quality,
namely the travels [from] up to down; the other is the path [of] the quality being forced, namely
travels forward or upward (horizontally or up). Its (its=a heavy thing’s) [traveling along] the path
relying on the quality is [its] making a travel [along] a vertical line from up to down. The reason [is
that] down [place] is its original place. Each thing under Heaven has [its own] original place. The
quality of thing is that each of them is also fond of getting its original place. [If] every thing is not at
its original place, it is necessarily inverse of its quality, moreover, it can be can attacked by other
things. Therefore, to moves towards its original place respectively is what each thing likes. For
example, fire originally flames upwards as soon as it is made enter water, which is not its original
place it goes out. The quality of weight is to go down, water and soil are its original places.
Moreover, the quality of things is straightness and directness, a heavy object comes down vertically
instead of acting deviously. Moreover, the quality of all things under Heaven is the most artful. The
route of straight line is necessarily short. The route of a devious line is very long. The thing is fond
of shortness and directness, therefore it does not like to move deviously disobeying its quality. 29

27 Ferdinand Verbiest, Jincheng Qiongli xue zoushu ѻᇵዖऐ[ ܝThe Respectful Dedication of the Book Qiong Li
Xue], written in 1683. In: Xu Zongze ࣞ׆ጏ (1886–1947) (ed.), Mingqing jian yesu huishi yizhu tiyao بଢࠇጿ
 ʧ ᙳ  ಐ ࠲ [Summary of the Translations and Works of Jesuits in the Ming and Qing Dynasties]. Beijing:
Zhonghua shuju 1989. [Reprint], p. 191.
28 Ferdinand Verbiest ۸ ᖪ ˌ , Qiongli xue ᇵ  ዖ [The Learning of Making a Thorough Inquiry into Principles].
Chap. Xingxing zhi litui bajuan ӂ˄ʊֈ [Chapter Eight [concerning] Principles and Inferences of Shape
and Quality], pp. 16a, b.
29 Here part of this paragragh is the same as a paragragh of yuanxi qiqi tushuo ჯп֯ወკ [The Record of the Best
Illustration and Description of the Extraordinary Device of the Far West], written by Wang Zheng ̚ ᅯ (15711644) and Johann Terrenz (Schreck) (1576-1630). Published in 1627. cha1, p 36b.
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[When] a heavy thing travels [with] the quality being forced, [it] is moved by two reciprocal forces.
One is traveling down [relying on] the internal force of original quality. The other is traveling up
[relying on] the outside force against the original quality. [This is] because [if] every heavy thing is
forced to move against the original quality, then the person who exerts the movement always
necessarily exerts fierce force on the body of the heavy thing, and moves [it] by forcing drive. If
there is no such force on the body of the heavy thing to drive and move it, then after the heavy thing
has already departed from the hand of the person who exerts the movement, then it travels down
along the straight path of a vertical line relying on original quality. However neither can [the heavy
thing] follow entirely the movement of original quality to travel down straight, moreover, nor can
the fierce force win completely the quality of weight, and travels conversely, and hits it (it=the heavy
thing) to travel up straight. Then the path of the heavy thing in the air [goes] up and down instead
according to a straight line, [but] only according to a curved line, [which] is similar to the line
[outline] of the shape of a guidou Ϝᙔ. One half [of the path] goes up, [and] the other half [of the
path] goes down.
Verbiest uses the term gui Ϝ which in ancient China designated a certain ritual object made of jade and
used in sacrifices and funerals. The shape of this object consists of a rectangle and a triangle which
forms a peak at the top (see figure 930). Verbiest describes the curved line of the projectile trajectory as
similar to the shape of such a gui Ϝ. The curve he had in mind must have been parabolic although he
did not even explicitly state that the trajectory is symmetrical, like a gui Ϝ. In another book, Xinzhi
lingtai yixiang zhi ๙ Ⴭ  Ⴉ ᄮ එ Ӈ [A Record of Newly-Built Astronomical Instruments at the
Observatory of Beijing] published in 1674, he had depicted trajectories of a crossbow and a cannon (see
figure 1031). These trajectories are roughly symmetrical as they should be from the viewpoint of early
modern mechanics. Verbiest’s comparison of the projectile trajectory with the shape of an ancient ritual
object shows how he tried to combine Chinese and western knowledge.

Figure 9. A ritual object made of jade and used in
sacrifices and funerals. Verbiest used it to illustrate the
curved line of a projectile trajectory.

Figure 10. Trajectories of a crossbow and a cannon depicted
in Verbiest’s Xinzhi lingtai yixiang zhi.

30 Source: http://www.zh5000.com/05/yuti/03/03-0001.htm. The image is entitled Qing yu shuangling guwen gui ۍ
ᕼൣԷচϜ [Blue jade Gui decorated with double diamonds in the shape of grain veins]. The object dates to the
Ming Dynasty and has the dimensions 26.3*6.5*0.8 cm.
31 Ferdinand Verbiest ۸ ᖪ ˌ , ๙ Ⴭ  Ⴉ ᄮ එ Ӈ [A Record of Newly-Built Astronomical Instruments at the
Observatory]. Published in 1674. In: Zhongguo kexue jishu dianji tonghui ˁ  ߱ ዖ Ӓ ீ ն ᙘ  ะ [General
Collection of Works on Science and Technology in Ancient China]. Zhengzhou: Henan jiaoyu chubanshe 1994.
[Reprint]. attached volume: Lingtai yixiang zhi tu ႩᄮඑӇ . [Figures of the Astronomical Instruments at the
Observatory]. Fig 117.
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4. Conclusion
Let us summarize briefly the results of the present investigation.
1. The description of aiming techniques at different times reflects the changing knowledge
background. In the first period considered here when the western musket was introduced into
China, the experience gained from shooting arrows was applied and the aiming technique was
described using terms dating back to ancient Chinese traditions. In the second period when
western cannons were introduced into China, the western method of combining geometry and
calculation methods was accepted, but they were described partly with terms taken from ancient
Chinese mathematics and astronomy.
2. The texts which have been analyzed were written at different times by authors who had different
knowledge backgrounds. Qi Jiguang ૃ ᙝ δ , for instance, was a famous general who never
acquired any western knowledge. Sun Yuanhua ࢾ˕ˣ, by contrast, not only extensively studied
western mathematics and technology, but applied this knowledge as a practitioner in
manufacturing artillery weapons. Finally, Ferdinand Verbiest was a Jesuit who possessed
substantial western scientific knowledge. When these three authors were confronted with
phenomena related to the projectile trajectory, they consequently described them in different ways
using different terminologies. These differences reflect the development from the description of
experiences in natural language to their representation within a scientific theoretical framework, a
process that clarified and structured the knowledge about the projectile trajectory.
3. The gradual understanding and mastery of knowledge about the projectile trajectory depended on
both the use of concepts from ancient Chinese traditions and the adoption of western knowledge.
Based on both conceptual traditions, a new body of knowledge was formed. The Chinese authors
tried to describe the trajectory with concepts of their own tradition. The term shi  played a
special role. Its meaning changed so that it could capture the developing knowledge about the
projectile trajectory.
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Chapter 11

The Use of Galileo’s Theory of the Strength of Materials by the Jesuits in China
CHEN Yue

The Beijing Observatory, which is situated next to the Chang’an Avenue, was built in 1442. It was used
for astronomical observations for a period of nearly 500 years. Today six astronomical instruments are
standing on the platform on top of its tower. These six instruments were built by the Belgium Jesuit
Ferdinand Verbiest (1623-1688) during 1669 and 1673. In 1674, he published his Xin Zhi Ling Tai Yi
Xiang Zhi ๙տ͔ᄮඑӇ [A Record of Newly-built Astronomical Instruments at the Observatory of
Beijing], in the following Yi Xiang Zhi, in which he describes these six astronomical instruments and
discusses theoretical problems related to them. In particular, the book contains a section on mechanical
knowledge with the title “The principles for the strength of new instruments,” which is related to
Galileo’s theory of the stability of materials. The present article focuses on this section.
In the 17th century, western mechanical knowledge was introduced into China together with other
western knowledge and technologies concerning the calendar, astronomy and mathematics etc. In
particular, Yuanxi Qiqi Tushuo Luzui ჯп ֯ወ კᎩజ [The Records of the Best Illustrations and
Descriptions of Extraordinary Devices the Far West] published in 1627 for the first time systematically
introduced western mechanical knowledge. Verbiest’s book, published half a century later, while mainly
dealing with astronomical instruments and stars tables, still introduced European mechanical
knowledge not yet covered by earlier Chinese publications. He argued that this would be necessary to
give “principles” (li3 ) for the way he constructed his astronomical instruments. He considered it not
to be sufficient to describe these constructions but provided also their theoretical background in western
mechanical knowledge. He may have intended to prove in this way that the construction of his
instruments was reasonable.

1. The Section on the Strength of Materials
The section “The principle for the strength of new instruments” counts about 1700 Chinese characters.
This section can sensibly be divided into two parts. The first part, which constitutes about one third of
the whole content, is a general introduction to the mechanical knowledge about materials. In the second
part, which consists of one long paragraph, five statements, which can be considered propositions, may
be discerned. In these five propositions, it is discussed how to deduce the weight that wires or columns
in upright or horizontal position can sustain.
The five drawings corresponding to the propositions are reproduced in Figs. 1–5. They show that only
in the first two propositions there are situations of testing hanging wires or upright columns, while the
others all focus on testing columns parallel to the horizon. In the following, the contents of the five
propositions shall be discussed in more detail.

Figure 1

Figure 2
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Figure 3

Figure 4

Figure 5

2. The Introductory Part of the Section
The introductory part of the section on the strength of materials contains the following passage:
˯ଓᄮտ˄੦֤çˀϛ̣˵ʮ˄̷ᅪçᄃճ˄̷ࡍçЪ̤ࣜۺϐʜéʩୋϛʞᄮࣝۃഡ˄
˵ʮႪᄮᝃწࡍ˄ᄃճߠၴЪቲҕçʃ伡ધЬéႶᄮ˄ࣝۃç۲ᄮᘘ࠸éᄮᝃ䶙ࡍç
ࠝʒ̷ᄁ̤੦֤ç۲ࣝˬࣛЪвʔܓéϩԻཤ෧ཤሂቃçճၸᙀʞ۸̻ճ˄ණéࠝ
ᄃճ̷ࡡç۲سпճ̾˰ࡍçͬвʔܓЪˀϑ̣ˮʖࡓͧ˄ັԢéࠝΙ˄ç۲ʖʔճ
̾ʒʔܓçЪฑʒᘞѰӂԢéյۃฑ˄ࣝڸճၸׇழç۲ˁ˼˰ࡍçͬвʔܓЪᕺ۸̻˄
ࣝሉé
The desired strength of the instrument’s construction does not rely on the increase of the measure
(chicun ˵ʮ) of width [or] the increase of the heaviness of the weight (zhuliang ᄃճ), and taking
the thickness ( )ۺinto consideration is in vain. Generally, [the strength] relies on the measure of
the length of the instrument’s diameter and the weight of the instrument’s body being matched and
harmonious, only then [the principle] is achieved. The reason is [that] the longer the diameter of an
instrument is, the more difficult [it is] to support the instrument. The instrument’s body is already
heavy, if again copper is added so as to seek strength, then the diameter weakens instead and sags.
[For] such various rings of the equatorial and the ecliptic, the two ends are suspended at the axis of
the south and north two poles. If the weight is doubled, then the eastern and western two halves are
too heavy, [and] certainly sag and do not accord with the corresponding celestial plane rings. If they
are erected, then the upper and lower two halves also sag and [causing] the circular rings moreover
to be an egg shape. The two ends of the oval’s diameter which has a marker are fixed [in their]
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places, then the center is too heavy, [and] definitely sags, and deviates from the line of the southern
and northern diameter.
In his introduction, Verbiest firstly emphasizes that it was not advisable to strengthen such things as
poles and circles merely by adding material, since this would only result in distorting them and making
them useless. This kind of opinion was not directly expressed very often in Chinese sources before Yi
Xiang Zhi, while a special criterion system, which is called a Caifen system ӫ α տ , contains
information about materials and sizes of timbers in constructing. 1 This system was widely used by the
7th century at the latest.2 Here Verbiest explicitly pointed out the wrong viewpoint that things would be
stronger the more material was used.
There are two further key ideas of significance in the introduction. The first of them is expressed in the
following sentences which concern the necessary way that showing the stability of an instrument:
˒ӧˊ̤ۂ੦֤˄̤˄بé˯ˊۂയӫ੦֤˄ʎçͬʇ˄ୱЪԴçʒͬᏬ˄
̤ࡍٶЪּԴ˄é
Now, [I] will further take the principles of the strength of the five metals (wujin ˊ )ۂand elucidate
them. The force of the strength of the five metals and other materials can certainly be seen from a
person’s pushing and moving, and also only after pressing it with a heavy object.
According to Verbiest’s point of view, the force of strength is a quality of materials which can be
described by external forces. If somebody pushes and moves a solid body such as a thing made of one
of the five metals or even presses a heavy thing on it, he can determine the force of strength, that is to
say, the force of strength emerges. This way Verbiest conveys the idea of the “force of the strength of
materials” which is quite similar with the one of explanations of the concept li ʎ in the Chinese
tradition.3
The second key idea expressed in the introductory part of this section is the general notion of different
forces that columns can support and their relation to each other:
ָ̅èฑ˄ݾʎ̤ᘞିéʙӂ˄ڗۃçͬЊᑩࣝèЊዽࣝéյᑩࣝ˄ʎႪዽࣝˀωé
ᄮ˄ˁçЊ̅ݾèฑݾìЊ  ̅ ۃώ ૽ ݾìЊۃჯڸéյ ˁ Њ  Ι ڗçЊ Ⴊ Ϛ ͧ ሉ
ͧ н ڗçЊ劲૭ΈڗéᑩࣝèዽࣝώЊკିé˒ηᑩࣝ˄ʎׇ̤ዽࣝ˄ʎé
[We will] now consider the force that rectangular and circular columns [can] support and
categorically deduce [them]. Those that are long in shape must has lengthwise diameters (zongjing
ᑩ ࣝ ) [and] has a transverse diameters (hengjing ዽ ࣝ ). The [resisting] force of the lengthwise
diameters are different from [the force of] the transverse diameters. Within an instrument, there are
1

2

3

Several sentences being found in chapter 64 in Jinshu 㝎书, appear the similar meaning to Verbiest’s opinion. They
are shown as follows: “The saying says: burying [is] hiding. Hiding desires [that] it (the coffin) is deep and firm.
The outer coffin is big, as a consequence, [it is] a hard act to be strong and is no good.” (დ̇í༏ڗçᕆʜéᕆଓյ
ଵЪ֤ʜéᆢʩç۲ᘘ੦֤ç९é, Jinshu 㝎书 (the book of Jin Dynasty, was written by a group of scholars
including Fang Xuanling   龄 (A.D.579~648) who held the post of the minister of public works, in A.D.650,
Qinding Siku Quanshu 钦ׇ͘库θ书 (Complete Collection in Four Treasuries), 256-91, 1773).)
Ying Zao Fa Shi 营௫٘ϸ, which was written by Li Jie ө诫, was officially issued as an architectural law in 1103.
Before this book, criterions of timbers in architecture were establish along with the development of human-beings’
practical knowledge about timber, material, structure and mechanics. According to researches on the historically
remained buildings, most Chinese scholars believe that the Caifen system was at the height of its use from the 7th
century to the 12th century.
In Wai Chu Shuo Zuo Shang chapter of Han Fei Zi, a Chinese book written in the third century B.C., contains
following sentences: “MO Zi made a wood glede, which spent him three year to finish it, it flied only one day and
damaged. His disciples said: “You are so skillful to make a wood glede fly.” Mo Zi said: “I am not so skillful as a
carriage-crossbar maker is. He can use only a small piece of wood and spend less than one morning time to finish a
carriage-crossbar, which can draw 30 dan load to reach a long distance. It has much li ʎ and can be used for many
years. Now I made a glede, which spent me three years to finish, but flied only one day and damaged.” Hui Zi
heard it and said: “Mo Zi was greatly skillful, he was skillful in making carriage-crossbars but was clumsy in
making glede.” (ēᓠێʫë͚ᏣკͤʖĔíኴʫ伡̉ᄨçʓϷЪϿç⠚ɿ̆Ъ૧éӀʫ̇íīη·˄ͣçг়ՠ̉ᄨ
࡚éĬኴʫ̇íīѴˀϩ伡Կ⪩ͣڗʜéΈ̉˄˵܌çˀɿಯ˄çЪ˻ʓʐΕ˄ήࠔჯçʎϡçʚءᆛé˒ӎ
伡ᄨçʓϷϿç⠚ɿ̆Ъ૧éĬʫ႞˄̇íīኴʫʩͣçͣ伡⪩çؓ伡ᄨéĬ) Here, li means the force. The great

efficiency of the carriage-crossbar is represented by the “much li”. This indicates that li mentioned in above source
possesses the meaning similar to the strength of a particular project.
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rectangular columns (fangzhu ̅ )ݾand circular columns (yuanzhu 圆 ;)ݾthere are various long
rectangular (changfang  ) ̅ۃbeams [and] columns; there are markers that are long and faraway.
Among them, there are those that are upright [and] those that are parallel to the horizon, [and] there
are those that are used transversely and obliquely. The lengthwise diameter [and] the transverse
diameter each have their own descriptions. Now [we will] first discuss the force of the lengthwise
diameter to determine the supporting force of the transverse diameter.
In this part, Verbiest deals with the strength of objects with a specific shape such as rectangular columns
and circular columns. If we compare this specification with the beginning where he deals with materials
of indefinite shape or size, we can conclude that the strength of materials depends on the kind of
material as well as on its shape. In particular, the force of strength of an object with a specific shape
varies with the direction it is pushed or pressed.
Verbiest’s idea that ‘the force of strength’ denotes a general quality of materials and ‘the force that
columns support’ denotes a specific force depending on the shape of a material body raises the question
of the relation between these two notions. However, this problem will be addressed only after the
propositions of the following passages in Verbiest’s text have been discussed. But before discussing
these propositions, the importance of the last sentence in the text quoted above should be emphasized.
This sentence is important not only because it announces that the force in the direction of the width of a
column (the transverse diameter, see Fig.6) can be deduced from the force in the direction of its length
(the lengthwise diameter, see Fig.6), but also because it indicates the total scope of these propositions.4

Figure 6: The transverse diameter and the lengthwise diameter

3. The Five Propositions of the Section
3.1. The First Proposition
The following text contains implicitly the first proposition:
пʧ࿃ੀ˄٘̇çʞۂᄀᄁ㨔യܓሉᗔ৺ࠝʹ̄ࡍ၀éЏ̷˝ճçг͵ሉˀ়ັЪᔄé
ϩ˫ۂᄀ˄ܓሉçյዽࣝɿ᪣ç༶̷̄ճгʆʐʓ̄Ъᔄéʒωࣝ˄ᄁ㨔ሉç༶̷̄ճгʐ
ʊ̄ЪᔄéϖА٘Ъç̇íЊۂᄀΙݾʞАçյዽࣝЊ˘᪣çͬધʊСʆʐʂ̄˄˝ճ
়ັ˄ìᄁ㨔ݾçͬધ˘С͘ʐʂ̄˄˝ճ়ັ˄ìЊωࣝ˄ॏ̉യӫअ˄Ιݾç߾ધɿС
ɿʐʊ̄˄˝ճ়ັ˄çϩʊéႶʙճݾʩʯ˄̎գç伡յճዽࣝκ̷˄̎գçЪյ੦֤
˄̎գçͬႪ˄ߠωéᙱʐϩЊۂሉʞАյዽࣝ伡ɿ᪣é়ࠝັʆʐ̄ç۲ɿ˝ࣝ˄ۂሉͬ
়ັʆăʐĄ[ʣ]̄ԢéႶɿ᪣˄ࣝႪɿ˝˄ࣝϩɿ˝˄ࣝႪɿʮ˄ࣝç۲ɿ᪣˄ࣝႪɿʮ
˄ࣝçϩʆʐ̄Ⴊʆʣ̄ωݶκ̷ࡡ˄̎գéАЪ̅ฑയ̤ݾյዽࣝ˄˝ັճࠝʹé
4

The transverse diameter and the lengthwise diameter are not defined in Verbiest’s book. The former one is
mentioned in the first four propositions and the latter one is mentioned only in the second proposition. According to
the usage of these two concepts in the propositions, the transverse diameter means the vertical line of a column,
which parallels to the horizon, or the diameter of a string or a cylinder, while the lengthwise diameter means the
longest line of a column or the length of a cylinder.
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The method of the western scholar, Galileo (Jialile ࿃ੀ ), says: observe plumb wires [made] of
gold, silver, copper, iron and other materials which are tied down with a weight of several jin ̄ .
Gradually add weight (fenliang ˝ ճ ) [to the load] till the wire cannot bear [it] and breaks. For
example, plumb wires of gold and silver have a transverse diameter of one li2 ᪣. Test to add the
weight to 23 jin [before the wire] break. [Likewise], copper or iron wires of the same diameter, were
tested until the added the weight reached 18 jin and broke. [One can] deduce from this method and
say: Given a gold or silver upright column with a transverse diameter of six li2, the weight [of the
load] that it can bear must be 827 jin; a copper or iron column [of the same width] must be able to
bear 647 jin; Given an upright column of the same width [made] of such materials as ebony, the load
it can bear is approximately 118 jin, as in figure 18. The reason is that, every ratio of two columns’
sizes is the duplicate ratio of their two transverse diameters, and the ratio of their strengths must be
the same with it. For example, given a gold wire with a transverse diameter of one li2. If [the wire]
can bear [a load of] 20 jin, then a gold wire with a diameter of one fen ˝ can definitely bear [a load
of] 2000 jin. Since [the ratio of] a diameter of one li2 to a diameter of one fen is proportional to [the
ratio of] a diameter of one fen to a diameter of one cun ʮ, then [the ratio of a maximum load borne
by a column with] a diameter of one li2 to [a maximum load borne by a column with] a diameter of
one cun is proportional to the likewise duplicate ratio of 20 jin to 2000 jin. From this [one can]
deduce the weight [of a maximum load that] a rectangular and circular columns can bear according
to their transverse diameters.5
At the beginning of this quotation, Verbiest referred to Galileo’s work as the source of his exposition of
a theory on the strength of materials. In fact, the quotation starts in the same way as Galileo’s
presentation of the first of his “two new sciences” in the First Day of his Discorsi:6
Salv. I cannot refuse to be of service, provided that memory serves me in bringing back what I once
learned from our Academician [Galileo] who made many speculations about this subject, all
geometrically demonstrated, according to be called a new science. For though some of the
conclusions have been noted by others, and first of all by Aristotle, those are not the prettiest; and
what is more important, they were not proved by necessary demonstrations from their primary and
unquestionable foundations.
Since, as I say, I want to prove these to you demonstratively, and not just persuade you of them by
probable arguments, I assume that you have that knowledge of the basic mechanical conclusions that
have been treated by others up to the present which will be necessary for our purpose.
First of all, we must consider what effect is at work in the breaking of a stick, or of some other solid
whose parts are firmly attached together; for this is the primary concept, and it contains the first
simple principle that must be assumed as known. To clarify this, let us draw the cylinder or prism
AB, of wood or other solid and coherent material, fastened above at A, and hanging plumb; at the
other end, B, let the weight C be attached. It is manifest that whatever may be the tenacity and
mutual coherence of the parts of this solid, provided only that that is not infinite[ly strong], it can be
overcome by the force of the pulling weight C, of which the heaviness [gravità] can be increased as
much as we please, and that this solid will finally break, just like a rope. And just as we understand
that the resistance of a rope is derived from the multitude of hempen fibers that compose it, so in
wood there are seen fibers and filaments stretched out lengthwise which render it even more resistant
to breakage than hemp of the same length would be. In a stone or metal cylinder, the coherence of
parts seems still greater, and depends on some other cement than that of filaments or fibers. Yet even
these [cylinders] are broken by a sufficient pull.
The five propositions of Verbiest’s exposition are all taken directly or indirectly (possibly through an
author paraphrasing Galileo) from Galileo’s theory as it is primarily elaborated in the Second Day of
the Discorsi either as direct reformulations of Galileo’s propositions or as implicit consequences of
them.
5
6

jin is a unit of weight, 1 jin equals 0.5 kg. Li, fen, cun are units of length, 10 li equals 1 fen, and 10 fen equals 1
cun.
Galileo, Two New Sciences, Including Centers of Gravity and Force of Percussion, a new translation with
introduction and notes, by Stillman Drake, the University of Wisconsin Press, published in 1974. p 15.
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Verbiest’s text quoted above contains the proposition that if you increase a weight hanging at a wire
there will come a point so that the wire breaks and that the ratio of the strength of two wires or circular
columns with different diameters made of the same material equals the square of the ratio of their
diameters.
This proposition says, by using the method of Galileo, the weight borne by wires of different materials
can be measured for a specific diameter, and then the weight borne by columns of other diameters can
be deduced. Verbiest gives numerical values, possibly empirical ones, of the weight that wires as well
as columns of different materials could bear. Thus, he establishes a relation between materials and
weights. In this way, a certain kind of column of a certain material corresponds to a certain maximum
weight it can bear. That is to say, an external measure conveys a quality of materials and columns,
namely ‘the force of strength’ and ‘the force that columns support’ is represented by the maximum
weight hung under the wires or column. These relations are illustrated by Fig.7.

Figure 7

3.2. The Remaining Four Propositions
The second proposition is contained in the following text:
ϩʐʄçЊ̅ݾΙ伡ͭʵçյᑩࣝ෯Խᔄ˄̄ճçѯՀᗔϛʞʵéʒЊ̅ݾΌʀ̛ʁ
ءϚͧሉͧнéյʩʯʞΙ˄̅ͭݾʵߠωéյዽࣝ෯Խᔄ˄̄ճçѯ˭ᗔϛ̛ءéᖆ
̇íՀ˄̄ճʞ˭˄̄ճçϩͭʵ˄ݾᑩࣝʞΌ̛˄ݾዽ̾ࣝéႶ̛ʁሉဟӱ˄ᘞçյ́ᑎ
ϛʁçյΈʎϛ̛éА˄í༶̫͵˄ݾዽ̛̾ࣝמЊյᑩࣝΌʀ͘˝˄ɿéЪՀ˄̄ճ
伡͘ʣ̄é۲˭˄̄ճˀཬɿʣ̄éЪࢎݾ՝յዽࣝͬᅐᔄԢé
As in figure19, there is a rectangular column standing upright as E (ͭ wu) and F (ʵ ji), that [each]
has a lengthwise diameter which is only sufficient for a [certain] weight to stretch and break [it],
depicted as H (Հ xin) tied at F. There is also a rectangular column, ABCD (Ό jia ʀ yi ̛ bing ʁ
ding), parallels to the horizon. Its size (daxiao ʩʯ) is the same as the upright rectangular column
EF. Its transverse diameter is only sufficient for the weight [that can] stretch and break [it], depicted
as I ( ˭ ren) tied at C. The proposition says: (the ratio of) the weight of H to the weight of I is
proportional to the lengthwise diameter of column EF to half transverse diameter (hengbanjing ዽ̾
ࣝ) of column AC. This is because the wire CD can be classified as a lever, whose fulcrum is at D,
[and whose] exerted force at C. From this (one can) surmise the following: test by setting half the
transverse diameter CG of the original column to be one forth of its lengthwise diameter AB. Let the
weight at H be 4000 jin. Then the weight at I can be no more than 1000 jin. The said column will
definitely break and fall along its transverse diameter.7

7

Jia Ό, yi ʀ, bing ̛, ding ʁ, wu ͭ, ji ʵ, geng מ, xin Հ, ren ˭, gui ߖ, which were used commonly in ancient
China, are the ten Heavenly stems to designate marks of order. In Yi Xiang Zhi, ji ʵ is always written as ʷ, which
may be treated as mistaken writing.
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Figure 8

The proposition contained in this text states for a column placed horizontally being fixed to a wall at its
one end with a load fixed at its other end that the ratio of the weight that the column can bear if placed
horizontally to the weight it can bear if placed vertically equals the ratio of the column’s half transverse
diameter to its lengthwise diameter. This proposition is found as the first proposition of Galileo’s
treatment of the strength of materials in the Second Day of his Discorsi. The proposition connects the
strength of a column in upright position to its strength in horizontal position. It allows to derive the
force of strength of the horizontal column from the force of strength of the upright column (see fig.12).
The proposition realizes what Verbiest announced in the last sentence of the introductory part quoted at
the beginning.
Deducing model in the second proposition:
the upright column → the horizontal column
The last sentence in the introduction:
the force of lengthwise diameter → the force of transverse diameter.
This second proposition concerns the relation between upright columns to horizontal columns, while
the remaining three propositions all deal with horizontal columns sustaining weights.
The third proposition is contained in the following text [see Fig. 3 and its illustration Fig. 9]:
ʒЊճݾ˄̅ۃçԴʆʐΌʀ̛ʁéЪΌʀ˄̛˫ࡓۺʁ˄ᅜࡓճࡓʞϚͧሉͧнéႪճ
˄ݾɿၸώЊᗔʞ͵ʎߠၴ˄̄ճçϩͭႪʵéࠝκ̷˄̄ճç۲ճͬݾˀ়ັЪᅐᔄԢé
ᖆ̇íΌʀ˄ࡓۺݾዽ̛ࣝءʁݾᅜࡓ˄ዽ̷ࣝࡡ˄˵ʮࠝʹç۲ͭ˄̄ճʞʵ˄̄ճ̷ࡡ
ࠝʹé༲̇çΌʀ˄ࡓۺݾዽࣝႪ̛ʁݾᅜࡓ˄ዽࣝϩˊႪɿéϖЪࠝʵ˄ࡍɿС̄ç۲ͭ
˄ࡍˊС̄Ԣé
Again there are two rectangular columns, see figure 20, [column] AB [and] CD. And [as for] the
thick face of [column] AB and the wide face of [column] CD, these two faces are parallel to the
horizon. At the end of each of the two columns is separately tied a weight equivalent to the
[column’s maximum] original force, as in E and F. If more weight is added, then the two columns
will definitely not be able to bear [it] and will break and fall. Proposition: if the transverse diameter
of the thick face of column AB [in relation] to the transverse diameter of the wide face of column
CD is multiplied by a certain measure, then the weight of E [in relation] to the weight of F is [also]
multiplied by the [same] measure. Explanation: the transverse diameter of the thick face of column
AB to the transverse diameter of the wide face of column CD is 5 to 1. Thus, if the weight at F [is]
100 jin, then the weight at E [is] 500 jin.
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Figure 9

The third proposition states that for a rectangular column fixed to a wall at its one end the ratio of the
maximum weights it can bear standing on edge to the maximum weights it can bear lying flat equals the
ratio of the width to the thickness. This proposition is found as the second proposition in Galileo’s
treatment of the strength of materials.
The forth and the fifth propositions are contained in the following text [see Fig. 4 and its illustration
Fig. 10 and Fig. 5 and its illustration Fig. 11, respectively]:
ЊճݾçԴʆʐɿΌʀ̛ʁèͭʷ˭מéյۃഡയçյஆˀയéյ˄ݾ੦֤Ⴊஆ˄ݾ
੦֤çЊʷ˭˄ዽࣝႪʀʁ˄ዽࣝʓ̷˄̎գéϩʀʁЊʷ˭ʓ˝˄ɿçЪஆ˄ݾ੦়֤ັ
ʓʣ̄ç۲˄ݾ੦়֤ັʊ໘ɿʣ̄é
There are two columns, see figure 21, ABCD [and] EFGI (wu ji geng  מren). Their length
(changduan, ۃഡ) is equal, [and] their thickness (cuxi, ஆ) is not equal. [The ratio of] the strength
of the thick column to the strength of the thin column is the triplicate ratio of the transverse
diameter of FI to the transverse diameter of BD. For example, [if] BD is one third of FI, and the
strength of the thin column can bear 3000 jin, then the strength of the thick column can bear eightyone thousand jin.

Figure 10

ϖАЪฑۃ˄ݾᏼ̷ࠝʹ˄˵ʮé̤ډյˀ়ັ͵ᝃ˄ࡍç̤ډյዽᗔʞڐˁईçࠝА
ɿၸءዏç۲תɿၸвࣛЪࡍçܓʔͬዽᔄԢéϩΌʀݾçԴʆʐʆçዽᙀڐءˁéյۃ
ࣝˊ˵çءϚͧሉͧнéյ͵ᝃ˄ࡍЊ˘С̄éࠝκ̷ɿʣ̄˄ࡍçᗔϛʞʁç۲ฑݾᅐᔄé
˒ăĄ[ӷ]ᏼ̷ࠝʹ˵ʮç̤ډյвܓЪᔄ˄ழé՝͵٘˄̤˄çࠝʞ͵̷ݾɿʕˊ
˵çιધʆʕç۲͵ݾˀ়ັ͵ᝃ˄ࡍçвܓЪዽᔄԢéᑨЪ˄çΌʀ̄˄ݾճႪ͵˄ݾ
̄ճՔյᗔʞʁ̄ճ˄̷ࡡçϩˊ˵Ⴊʆʕɿ˵ʂʮ˄̎գé˒ءʆʕăʀĄ[ɿ]˵ʂʮ
κ̷͵˵ˊۃ˄ݾçЪʓࡡ˄éյጼᆛιધʊʕྒྷăʀĄ[ɿ]ʮéࠝАᆛՔˊ˵˄ᆛˁç
ˁ̎գᆛçધʆʕѯӷΌʀ˵˄ݾʮԢéฑͅ˄ݾ̨̅ᘞìˊݾ˄ۂӂ̨ͅ
ӂ϶ӫअéʒശԧ㥪യᗗ੦֤˄ʎωɿ̎գ˄é
Relying on this, [one can] deduce how much length should be added to the length of the circular
column. Knowing that [the column] is unable to bear the weight of [its] own body, [and] knowing
that when it is tied horizontally in the air, if one end is nailed to the wall, then the other end will
itself be weak and heavy, [and] will sag and definitely break transversely. For example, column AB,
see figure 22, hangs horizontally in the air. Its lengthwise diameter [is] 5 chi, [and it] parallels the
horizon. The weight of its own body is 600 jin. If a weight of 1000 jin is added, tied at ding, then the
circular column will break and fall. Now, [let us] seek how much length should be added [to the
column], [in order] to know the place where it will itself sag and break. Relying on the principle of
this method and discussing it [further], if to the original column is added [a length of] 1 zhang ʕ 5
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chi, for a total [length] of 2 zhang, then the column will not be able to bear the weight of [its] own
body, [and] will sag and break transversely. To sum up, [the ratio of] the weight of column AB to the
sum of its own weight plus two times of the weight tied at D, is proportional to the ratio of five chi to
two zhang one chi seven cun. Now add two zhang one chi seven cun to the column’s original length
of five chi, and triple it. Its product comes to a total of eight zhang one cun. If 5 chi is added to this
number, [and] the mean proportion [of the sum] is taken, [then] resulting two zhang is the sought
length of the column AB. From the principles of circular and rectangular columns can be deduced
other types; from the shapes of columns [made] of the five metals can be deduced other shapes and
materials. Moreover, the force of strength of cords [made] of tendon, rope, hemp, and other materials
[follows] the same principle of ratios.

Figure11

The two propositions concern columns that are horizontally fixed to a wall under two different
conditions. In the first case the diameter of the column to which a weight is attached is varied, in the
second case the length is varied. In the second case the length of the column is increased to its
maximum at which the column breaks due to its own weight. These propositions correspond to
propositions four and propositions three and ten in Galileo’s treatment of the strength of materials.
After this brief review of the contents of the five propositions, we can summarize their structure, as
shown in the following table.
Proposition 1
upright strings or columns

Proposition 2
upright columns ← horizontal columns

Proposition 3, 4, 5
horizontal columns

4. Conclusion
As we have seen, Yi Xiang Zhi, which is commonly regarded as a book on astronomical instruments,
contains some knowledge about mechanics and machines. The mechanical knowledge of materials is
mainly introduced in a section whose title The principles for the strength of new instruments gives
readers the impression that it discusses problems about the strength of instruments. Actually, however,
what is mostly presented in this section are basic propositions of Galileo’s theory of the strength of
materials as it was developed in the First Day and the Second Day of the Discorsi. Although it is
unclear whether Verbiest really used this mechanical knowledge and its methods in order to design parts
of instruments, his work of introducing this kind of knowledge remains a significant achievement. The
theoretical mechanical knowledge about the strength of materials and the methods for calculating this
strength were completely new to Chinese readers. Although ancient Chinese were good at workmanship
in constructing and engineering and the workmanship had a long history, Chinese people rarely
measured the strength of materials or studied the relationship between their strengths and the size of
objects. Chinese craftsmen always did their work on the basis of experiences, which were handed down
from generation to generation. In contrast to the Chinese tradition, Verbiest’s presentation of
mechanical knowledge concerning the strength of materials was an intellectual outcome of the
European Renaissance. It was new to Chinese people. Furthermore, due to the detailed explanation of
propositions on the mechanical knowledge concerning the strength of materials, the instruments
constructed by Verbiest were seemingly constructed on more reasonable grounds than the Chinese
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instruments. Verbiest could thus hope that they would be highly estimated and thereby improve his
career in China.
As to the origin of the knowledge presented in the section, the first proposition possibly comes from the
beginning of the Galileo’s Discorsi, and the second, the third and the forth proposition separately come
from the first, the second and the forth proposition in the Second Day of Discorsi, while the fifth
proposition probably comes from both the third and the tenth proposition in the Second Day. However,
the question whether the mechanical knowledge of materials introduced by Verbiest comes directly
from Galileo’s Discorsi or via some intermediate source available to Verbiest still needs further study. It
is also possible that Verbiest read books or texts rewritten or recompiled on the basis of Galileo’s work
by other Jesuits.
The theory of the strength of materials and the methods of calculation in the five propositions of the
section discussed in this article, which combine the theory of the strength of materials with practical
aspects of instrument making, should have been taken up by Chinese scholars and circulated among
them. Actually, however, the number of readers of Yi Xiang Zhi was very limited and the excellent
Chinese tradition in workmanship was sufficient for practical construction and engineering, so that
theoretical knowledge about the strength of materials was not required urgently and hardly any Chinese
scholar did further research on the topic at that time. Thus, the theoretical knowledge about the strength
of materials introduced by Verbiest was ignored by Chinese readers and was seldom mentioned by other
Jesuits until the next wave of introduction of European knowledge in the latter half of the nineteenth
century.
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Chapter 12

Western Surveying in 17th Century China and Japan
FUNG Kam-Wing

1. Jesuit’s Language Policy and Cultural Accommodation
When Europeans began to span the global world by regular sailing routes, Dominican and Franciscan
Friars as well as Jesuit Fathers had already followed the path to preach Christianity firstly in the South
Asia, South East Asia and then in the Far East.1 The Society of Jesus recognized that to become a
competent user of the local language was the most fundamental tool of communication in their ministry.
Therefore, the Constitutions of the Society of Jesus, completed in 1552, suggested that every Jesuit
missioner should realise the duty of his in “ endeavouring to learn the vernacular language well ” as an
essential preparation.2 In his January 14, 1549 letter sent from Cochin to Ignatius de Loyola (14911556), General of the Society of Jesus, St. Francis Xavier (1506-1552) commended his colleague
Henrique Henriques (1520-1600) because of his mastery of written and spoken Tamil he was able to
work alone with great profit and “ his sermons and private conversations have made him a marvellous
object of love and veneration to the native Christians.”3 When Alessandro Valignano (1539-1606)
landed in Goa in 1574 as the Visitor of the Indian and Far East Provinces, he implemented a definite
language policy as follows: “The desirability of having versions of the scriptures in various native
tongues, as well as native catechisms and other Christian literatures for the masses.”4 In a letter of
February 7, 1583 sent from Sciaochin Ⴀ ᅰ (Zhaoqing, northern Guangdong ᅪ  ) سto the Society
General Claudo Aquaviva (1543-1615), Michele Ruggieri(1543-1607) writes:
I have translated the catechism. …I have learnt the court language (lingua cortegiana) that Chinese
people call mandarin(mandarina). But in Macao, people speak Cantonese that makes me difficult to
practise. It is essential for me to go to the inland of China to practise. 5
A co-worker of Ruggieri, Matteo Ricci (1552-1610) actively followed Valignano’s strategy of “cultural
accommodation”. Ricci’s method of cultural accommodation was not an inflexible policy but an
adaptation attitude developed on a trial-and-error basis. He observed that Chinese were a very
intelligent and reasonable people and placed high priority on moral principles and ethical behaviour,
and filled with admiration for science and technology.6
1

2
3

4

5

6

Joaquim Romero Magalhâes, The Portuguese in the 16th Century World : Areas and Products (Lisboa, 1998),
pp.61-84; K.W.Fung Ꭼသ, M. S. Yeung ̂ے, “ Zhongguo Jiangnan diqu diming di yinyi wenti – yi Helan ren
Joan Blaeu di Xin Zhongguo ditu wei li ˁЖ۸ϚੈϚϐࡗڅᙳᖆþþ̤யᚲʇ Joan Blaeu څē๙ˁϚĔ
գþþĬ ( The System of Chinese Place Names Transliteration : with reference to Dutch Cartographer Joan Bleau’s
Novus Atlas Sinensis), in Zhongguo yuyan xuebao ˁდԶዖై (Journal of Chinese Linguistics, Beijing), Vol.10
(2001), pp. 176-186.
Ignatius Loyola , The Constitutions of the Society of Jesus (Translated by George E. Ganss; St. Louis : Institute of
Jesuit Sources, 1970), n. 402.
Francis Xavier, “Carta de Xavier A S. Inâcio de Loyola, Cochim, 14 de Janeiro de 1549 ”, Epistolae S. Francisci
Xaverii aliaque eius scripta (Edited by George Schurhammer , S.J. and Joseph Wicki, S.J. , Romae: Monumenta
Historica Soc.Iesu, 1944) II, pp. 20-28; Henry James Coleridge, The Life and Letters of St. Francis Xavier
(London: Burns and Oates, Portman Street, 1874), Vol.2, pp.67-75; Ines G. Zupanov, Jesuit Experiments and
Brahmanical Knowledge in 17th Century South India (Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1999), pp.10-25.
Josef Franz Schutte , Valignano’s Mission Principles for Japan (Translated by John J. Coyne, S.J., St. Louis:
Institute of Jesuit Sources, 1980), p. 51, Point 31; Konrad Schilling, Das Schulwesen der Jesuiten in Japan (15511614) [Münster: Druck der Regensbergschen Buchdruckerei, 1931], pp.13-18; J. E. Moran, The Japanese and the
Jesuits: Alessandro Valignano in Sixteenth-century Japan (London: Routledge, 1993; p. 145), pp.134-135; Edward
J. Malatesta, “Alessandro Valignano , Fan Li-An (1539-1606): Strategist of the Jesuit Mission in China”, Review of
Culture (Macau), No. 21 (1994), pp. 35-54.
Michele Ruggieri, “Al P. Claudio Acquaviva Prep. Gen. S.I. a Roma ”(Sciaochin, 7 febbraio 1583) , P. Pietro
Tacchi Venturi S.I. ed. Opere Storiche del P. Matteo Ricci S.I. (Macerata: Premiato Stabilimento Tipografico,
1913) , Vol. 2, pp. 410-419; Albert Chan ႕႗ S.J., “Two Chinese Poems written by Hsü Wei ࣞೡ (1521-1593)
on Michele Ruggieri, S.J. ”, Monumenta Serica, Vol. 44 (1996), pp. 317-337.
Matteo Ricci, “A Giambattista Roman a Macao” (Sciaochin, 13 settembre 1584), Opere Storiche del P. Matteo
Ricci S.I. , Vol. 2, pp. 36-49.
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2. Western Books in the Library Collection of Matteo Ricci
In 1583, Matteo Ricci arrived in Sciaochin (Zhaoqing), where he built a church, and a residence
complete with library. The Jesuit church was marked in a recently discovered map entitled “Sinarum
Regni Alioruq. Regno / Ru Insularu Illi Adiacentium Descripti” as “Latin: ecclesia patrum societatis
(the Church of the Fathers of the Society [of Jesus]”.7 In1585 Ricci described himself gaining the
mastery of speaking fluent Chinese court language (Italian: parlo correntemente la lingua; Portuguese:
falla mandarim ) and preached sermons to Chinese Christians.8
It was very likely that between the years 1583 and 1588, when Ricci and Michele Ruggieri (1543-1607)
jointly prepared a lexicographical work, Dizionario Portoghese Cinese (Portuguese-Chinese Dictionary,
MS. Archivum Romanum Societatis Iesu, Jap.-Sin., I, 198), which contained many translations of
Western scientific and technical terms.9 Matteo Ricci made acquaintance with many Chinese officials
and hoped to identify appropriate partners to systematically translate the works of Christopher Clavius
(1538-1612) and introduced the basic theory of Western medieval planispheric astrolabe and other
horological instruments to the Chinese people.10
In 1589, Matteo Ricci left Sciaochin for Sciaoceu (Shaozhou ᄘϴ). There he built another residence
with a church and a library where he received copies of several scientific works from Clavius. For
instances:
In Sphaeram Ioannis de Sacro Bosco Commentarius (Romae, 1570 edition and 1585 edition, [Pétáng Library, No. 1308])11
Gnomonices Libri Octo (Romae, 1581, [Pé-táng Library , No. 1301])
Epitome Arithmetricae Practicae (Romae,1585,[Pé-táng Library , No.1296 ])
Euclidis elementorum libri XV, (Romae, 1591, [Pé-táng Library, Nos.1297, 1298 ])
7

With a size 34.5cm x 47cm, uncoloured, centerfold very slightly browned with short invisibly closed split at right
end of fold, this map is in fine condition and it is being kept in the University Library, Hong Kong University of
Science and Technology. In terms of the chronology of early maps of China, it is believed that this map post-dates
the Ortelius-Barbuda map of China (1584) but probably pre-dates the Cornelis de Jode map of China (1593).
Though the maker of this map is anonymous, it is believed that the map is drawn from both first-hand Portuguese
and Jesuit sources and indigenous Chinese maps and produced in Europe, most probably in Rome, during or very
shortly after Matteo Ricci and Michele Ruggieri established their Jesuit mission and Church in Sciaochin. On Jesuit
cartographical writings in 16th Century, see Michele Ruggieri, Atlante della Cina (Eugenio Lo Sardo ed., Roma:
Istituto poligrafico e zecca dello Stato, Libreria dello stato, 1993 facsimile reprint), pp.61-120; Boleslaw
Szczesniak, “Matteo Ricci’s Maps of China”, Imago Mundi, Vol. 11 (1954), pp.127-136; idem, “The Seventeenth
Century Maps of China: An Inquiry into the Compilations of European Cartographers”, Imago Mundi, Vol. 13
(1956), pp.116-136; Armando Cartesäo (1891-?) e Avelino Teixeira da Mota eds, Portugaliae Monumenta
Cartographica (Lisboa : Comissao executiva das Comemoraçoes do v centenário da morte do Infante D. Henrique,
1960), Vol.3, pp.91-92 Plates 369-376 and pp.97-100 Plates 381-385.
8 Matteo Ricci, “Al P. Ludovico Maselli S.I. a Napoli”(Sciaochin, 10 novembre 1585), P. Pietro Tacchi Venturi S.I.
ed. Opere Storiche del P. Matteo Ricci S.I. (Macerata: Premiato Stabilimento Tipografico, 1913) , Vol. 2, pp. 61-66.
9 John W. Witek, S.J. ed. Dicionário Português-Chinês (Lisbon: Biblioteca Nacional Portugal, Instituto Português do
Oriente, 2001); K. W. Fung,“Guanyu Mingmo xifang keji yongyu di fanyi ᘖبءͷп̅߱ӒΈდڅᕀᙳĬ(On the
Translation of Western Scientific Terminology in the Late Ming Period), a paper presented in “୷ɿˁდԶ̂ϫ
ᄒዖீߨ৬Ĭ ( The First International Symposium on Chinese Language Studies”, March 12-14, 2002, Hong
Kong, jointly organized by the Department of Chinese and the Department of Linguistics, The University of Hong
Kong, 8 pp.
10 On Christopher Clavius’s life and works, see K. W. Fung, “Christopher Clavius (1538-1612) and Li Zhizao ө˄ᙣ
(1565-1630)”, Celina A. Lértora Mendoza, Efthymios Nicolaïdis and Jan Vandersmissen eds., The Spread of the
Scientific Revolution in the European Periphery, Latin America and East Asia (Proceedings of the XXth
International Congress of History of Science , Liège, 20-26 July 1997, Volume V )[De Diversis Artibus, Collection
de Travaux de L’ Académie Internationale D’ Histoire des Sciences, Tome 45 (N.S.8)]( Direction Editors:
Emmanuel Poulle and Robert Halleux; Turnhout, Belgium: Brepolis Publishers, 2000), pp.147-158.
11 As the author of a number of substantial texts, Clavius was a dissenter of the Copernican theory and insisted upon
the geocentric system of Ptolemy. However, for the maximum declination of the sun ( “maxima solis declinatio
quid, et quanta sit ”), Clavius cited Copernicus' measurement “NICOLAVS Copernicus candem pronunciauit grad.
23. minut. 28. secun. 20”in chapter II of the Christophori Clavii Bambergensis In Sphaeram Ioannis de Sacro
Bosco commentarivs (Romae: Apud Victorium Helianum, 1570), p.330.
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Christophori Clavii Bambergensis Astrolabivm, ( Romae, 1593, [Pé-táng Library, No.1291 ])
De Horologijs [Horologiorvm nova descriptio](Romae, 1599, [Pé-táng Library, No.1302])
Compendivm brevissimvm describendorvm Horologiorvm Horizontalium ac Declinantium (Romae,
1603, [Pé-táng Library , No.1294])
In 1603, Ricci completed the Chinese translation of Clavius’ Calendrivm Gregorianvm (Romae, 1603,
[Pé-táng Library, No.1306]).
Matteo Ricci’s collection also very likely included Austrian astronomer Georg von Peurbach (14231461) and Johannes Regiomontanus (1436-1476) co-authored Epitome in Almagestum Ptolomei
(Venice, Joh. Hamman de Landoia, 1496) and Novae theoricae planetarvm, Georgij Purbachij,
Germani… (Coloniae Agrippinae, apud Haeredes Arnoldi Bircmanni, 1581).12
It is worthy to note here that when Ricci presented himself before Ming Emperor Shenzong ই ( ׆r.
1572-1620) in January 1601, he wrote a memorial to the throne stating as follows: “(In my country,) the
making of instruments and observation of heavenly bodies as well as examination of shadows by
sundial, all are tallied with traditional Chinese ways (yu Zhongguo gufa wenhe Ⴊˁ͆٘䈘ϑ).”13

3. Chinese Researches on Western Surveying during the Ming-Qing Transition
China has a long tradition in practising the art of land survey. From the descriptions in Zhou li ֠ᔪ and
Wujing zongyao  ه ᑨ ࠲ as well as surviving pictures, artifacts, we know about the principal
surveying instruments employed by the ancient Chinese, namely, sighting or reference poles, biao ;ڸ
the set-square, ju ॶ; the plumb line, xian ፐ; the water level, zhun ; and ropes and cords, which were
later replaced by measuring tapes, bu che ӵԿ.
Ming scholar-official Xu Guangqi’s ࣞδ૨(1562-1633, baptized Paul[Paolo] in 1603 by Joāo de Rocha
[1566-1623]) first encounter with Christianity was his meeting with Italian Jesuit Lazzaro Cattaneo
(1560-1640) at Shaozhou in 1596.14 In 1600, he met Ricci in Nanjing ۸ ՛ . Xu appeared to be
acquainted with Western surveying from the Jesuits in the years between 1600 and 1603. In an essay
entitled Liangsuan hegong ji ceyan dishifa ය ၽ ْ ʴ ˫ ೧ ᝁ Ϛ  ٘ (Methods of measuring the
distance on an inaccessible point along the river and topographical measurement, 1603) submitted to
Liu Yiguang ᄹɿユ(jinshi 1595), the county magistrate of Shanghai, Xu discussed various problems in
traditional Chinese surveying and Western surveying for the repair of local waterways.15 On traditional
Chinese surveying, Xu mentioned various methods such as “gougu liangshen fa ˡ  ڜය ଵ ٘
Ĭ(method measuring depth by gougu [the right angle triangle ; base and altitude]theory) and “zhongju
zhongbiao gouguceliang fa ࡍ ॶ ࡍ  ڸˡ  ڜ೧ ය ٘ Ĭ (surveying method using double set-squares,
double sighting or reference poles by gougu theory). And on Western surveying, Xu translated the
newly introduced Western geometric-square or quadrant in Chinese term as judu ॶ ܿ .16 He also
12 See K. W. Fung, “Li Madou jiu cangshu zhong ti xifang keji shuji zai Lingnan diqu ti liubo ѧၚᙔᕅᕆऐˁڅп̅
߱Ӓऐᙘϛ۸ϚੈޠڅᆒĬ( The Transmission of Western Scientific Books in the Library Collection of Matteo
Ricci in 16 th and 17th Century Guangdong), Zhao Chunchen ყݲ, He Dajin ъʩ, Leng Dong Ѥ سeds.,“ˁп
̂ˣΠޠႪ۸ڋ᜶ቶĬ(East and West Cultural Exchanges and Social Transformation in South China)[Beijing:
Chinese Social Sciences Press, 2004], pp. 616-627; idem, “The Transmission of Georg von Peurbach’s Theoricae
novae planetarum in Sixteenth and Seventeenth Century China”, Orchiston, W., Stephenson, R., Débarbat, S., and
Nha, I.-S. eds., Astronomical Instruments and Archives From the Asia-Pacific Region (Seoul: Yonsei University
Press, 2004), pp. 81-86.
13 ෧ ј ໖ (Pierre Hoang, 1830-1909) ed., Zhengjiao fengbao  ૦ ֮ ሹ (Zi-Ka-Wei, Chang-hai: Catholic Mission
Press, 1904), pp.4-5.
14 Fang Hao ̅ რ (1910-1980), Zhongguo Tianzhujiao shi renwu zhuan ˁ  ˮ ̠ ૦ ͒ ʇ  ٶ෮ (Biographies of the
History of Chinese Catholic)[Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1988 reprint], p.102; Wang Zhongmin ̚ࡍͻ (1903-1975)
ed., Xu Guangqi ji ࣞδ૨  (The Collected Works of Xu Guangqi)[Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 1984),
p. 4.
15 Wang Zhongmin ̚ࡍͻ(1903-1975)ed., Xu Guangqi ji ࣞδ૨ (The Collected Works of Xu Guangqi)[Shanghai:
Shanghai guji chubanshe, 1984], pp.57-62.
16 The diagram of a quadrant appeared in Spanish Friar Fray Juan Cobo’s (1546?-1592) Bian zheng jiao zhen chuan
shi lu ᛃ૦ॳ෮Ꭹ(Apologia de la Verdadera Religion , Manila, 1593) but without specific Chinese translation.
See Fidel Villarroel, O.P. ed. Pien Cheng-Chiao Chen-Ch’uan Shih-Lu: Apologia de la Verdadera Religion por
Juan Cobo, O.P. Manila, 1593 (Introduction by Alberto Santamaria, O.P., Manila: Universidad de Santo Tomás
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illustrated how to use a geometric-square to find the width of a river by using “diping ce yuan fa Ϛͧ
೧ჯ ٘Ĭ (method to find the horizontal distance between two points) and to read the shadow scales
zhijing  ڈಧ (Latin: umbra recta). In 1607, Xu and Ricci jointly translated Clavius’s Euclidis
elementorum libri XV (Romae, 1591; Pé-táng Library, Nos.1297,1298) into Chinese under the title Jihe
yuanben ౧ъࢎ͵.17 One year later, they translated “Vol. 3 Examples of rectangular-linear-dimensions
by suspended, stable, stationary but moved Geometric Quadrant [Liber III “ Earundem rectarum
linearum dimensione per Quadratum Geometricum tum pendulum, tum stabile , etiam per unicam
stationem agit] ” of Clavius’s Geometriae Practicae (Romae, 1604; Pé-táng Library , No.1300) into
Chinese with the title Celiang fayi ೧ය٘ (Principles of Mensuration; published by Shi Jichang ݰ
ᙝ إin the years between 1608and 1609).[Figures. 1a, 1b, 2a, 2b, 2c] In Celiang fayi, the main content
includes: (1)Method of construction of the geometric-square;(2) Conversion of shadow scales between
zhijing and daojing ಧ (Latin: umbra versa) [umbra recta ac versa in quot partes in hoc opere dividi]
and (3)Fifteen mathematical examples of application of geometric- square or quadrant surveying. For
the construction of a portable quadrant or geometric square, it normally involves three basic features for
its use as a surveying instrument: (1) two pinnule-bearing sighting vanes fixed to one of its sides, (2) a
plumb bob or line suspended from the intersection of its two sides, and (3) the division of its quarter arc
limb into 90º. Apart from these features, a shadow square was generally included and it might be
inscribed within the arc of the geometric square, or the arc inscribed within the square. The shadow
square comprised a square with two adjacent sides divided into equal parts (i.e. shadow scales) and was
used to measure ratios (which were commonly regarded as tangents or co-tangents, expressed as
fractions) rather than angles in degrees. The scale measuring ratios (tangents) from 0/12 to 12/12
(angles from 0 to 45º) is the “umbra versa” (Arabic: al-mankūs ; Latin: umbra versa , conversa , back or
contrary shadow); that measuring ratios from 12/12 to 12/0 (angles from 45ºto 90º) the “umbra recta”
(Arabic: al-zill al-basīt; Latin: umbra recta, umbra extensa, direct or right shadow). The common
corner of the undivided sides carried either the pivot of an alidade or the suspension point of a plumb
line.18
In the prologue to the Celiang fayi , Xu gives an account of Chinese gougu , a system in conformity
with Euclidean system in terms of mensuration:
“ Concerning that particular (Western mensuration) method, is this different from gougu system of
mensuration in the Zhoubi suanjing ֠ぷၽ and Jiuzhang suanshu ʄఉၽீ (Nine Chapters on
the Mathematical Art)?” “They are not different.” “If (they are ) not different, why is it so
important?” “(It is) because of its principle. (People) like Liu Hui ᄹ㛰 (3rd century A.D.) and Shen
Gua ӻ(ݨ1031-1095) have already discussed about (gougu) mensuration, they explain (the theory
Press, 1986), p. 263. On Fray Juan Cobo, see Fray Juan Cobo, El Libro Chino Beng Sim Po Cam ˼بᘾᜌ; Espejo
Rico del Claro Corazon (Edicion e Introduccion del P. Luis G. Alonso Getino [1877-?], Madrid : Imprenta del
Asilo de Huérfanos del S. C. de Jesús , 1924), pp.1-20; Edwin Wolf, “Doctrina Christianaí An Introductory Essay
”, Doctrina Christiana: The First Book Printed in the Philippines, Manila 1593 (Facsimile edition, Washington
D.C.: Library of Congress, 1947), pp.1-50; Fidel Villarroel, O.P. ed. Pien Cheng-Chiao Chen-Ch’uan Shih-Lu:
Apologia de la Verdadera Religion por Juan Cobo, O.P. Manila, 1593 (Introduction by Alberto Santamaria, O.P.,
Manila: Universidad de Santo Tomás Press, 1986), pp.1-46, 263; Francisco Antolin (1745-1796), Noticia delos
infieles igorrotes en lo interior de la Isla de Manila, de sus minas de oro, cobre y su comercio... (translated by
William Henry Scott; Manila : University of Santo Tomas Press, 1988), pp. 30-38. On brief introduction of Bian
zheng jiao zhen chuan shi lu José Antonio Cervera Jiménez, “Spanish Friars in the Far East: Fray Juan Cobo and
His Book Shi Lu”, Historia Scientiarum (Tokyo)Vol. 7, No.3 (1998), pp.181-198; K. W. Fung,“Chugoku
chishikijin no seiyo sokuryogaku kenkyu -- Minmatsu kara shinmatsu ni o ke ru ˁډᗱʇ䝔пޝ೧යዖߨԦŔŔ
 بͷ 䜱 䝯 ଢ ͷ 䝑 䜰 䜷 䝱 Ĭ (Chinese Researches on the Western Science of Surveying during the Ming-Qing
Transition), Hazama Naoki ॓ڈዿ ed., Seiyo kindai bunmei to Chuka sekai - - Kyoto Daigaku Jinbun Kagaku
Kenkyujo nanaju shunen kinen shinpojium ronshu пب̪̂ڼޝ䝎ˁൢ̜ߎŔŔ՛௳ʩዖʇ̂߱ዖߨԦ 70 ֠Ϸ৪
 䞐 䟌 䞵 䞑 䝿 䞹   (Modern Western Civilization and the Universe of China: Proceedings of International
Symposium in Celebration of the Seventieth Anniversary of the Institute for Research in Humanities, Kyoto
University) [Kyoto: Kyoto University Press, Feb.,2001], pp. 354-373.
17 Peter M. Engelfriet, Euclid in China: the Genesis of the first Chinese Translation of Euclid’s Elements Books I-VI
(Jihe yuanben; Beijing, 1607) and its Reception up to 1723 (Leiden: Brill, 1998), pp.132-138.
18 Edmond R. Kiely, Surveying Instruments (New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia
University, 1947), pp.75-83; Nan L. Hahn, “Medieval Mensuration : Quadrans Ventus and Geometrie Due Sunt
Partes Principales…”, Transactions of the American Philosophical Society, Vol.72, Part 8 (1982), pp. 1-204, esp.
Introduction, pp. ix-Ixxxv.
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of) a single gnomon but not double gnomons … And there is no application.” “If it is the case,
wouldn’t it be that those (aforementioned ) people are unable to discuss, or even Li Shou ᓛ and
Shang Gao ੌਣ are also not able to discuss? Is the Zhou bi suanjing not suggesting application?” “It
is not just the application, there should be elaboration among applications. The Jihe yuanben is
resourceful in application and unlimited in elaboration ……. Extending the (Western mensuration )
methods to the urgent issues like renovation of water control and agriculture would certainly be
bring about great benefits, therefore, I put it in the first place.” 19
It seems that Ricci also orally taught Li Zhizao ө˄ᙣ(1565-1630, baptized Leon in 1610) to improve
that translated text and accordingly re-titled as “celiang sanlü fa ೧යʓୋ٘Ĭ and incorporated into
Chapter six of Tongwen suanzhi tongbian ω̂ၽݤሇ (Extended Chapters for the Integrated Manual
of Calculation, 1614).20 [Figure 1c] Xu then further compared similarities and differences in terms of
theory, methods and instruments between Chinese gougu surveying and Western geometric-square
surveying, and along this line he completed Celiang yitong ೧ය ω (1608) and Gougu yi ˡڜ
(1609). In the preface to the Gougu yi, Xu Guangqi again emphasized the practical use of surveying. He
admired the contribution of the Great Yu ʩ߯ who employed the surveying method to bring the floods
under control and survey the territory of China. He stated that learning Chinese and Western surveying
systems, and of an integration of the two (yu yi tong bian ̤ء᜶), could serve the practical purposes,
such as taming the rivers in the Northwest and repairing water works in the Southeast, to relieve the
urgent needs.21
In 1630, the second year of the Calendar Reform (1629-1635), Xu worked with Italian Jesuit Jacobus
Rho(1592-1638) to adapt Giovanni Antonio Magini’s (1555-1617) De Planis Triangulis (Venetiis, 1592;
Pé-táng Library , No.2149) and Trigonomtria Sphaericorvm, et Astronomica, Gnomonica, Geographica
(Bononiae, 1609; Pé-táng Library , No.2150), Clavius’s Geometriae Practicae, Tycho Brahe’s (15461601) Astronomiae Instauratae Progymnasmata (Prague Bohemiae, 1602; Pé-táng Library , No.1602)
and translated them into Chinese under the title Celiang quanyi ೧ ය θ  (Complete Meanings of
[Western] Surveying, ten juans ֈ). [Figure 1d] This newly translated work was presented to Emperor
Sizong (׆r.1628-1644) in 1631 as part of the Chongzhen lishu ઊၰዳऐ (Chongzhen Reign Period
Treatises on Astronomy and Calendrical Science, 1634).22
In any case, Xu Guangqi’s view on Western surveying , particularly the related issues on
“Technological synthesis or integration East and West (huitong Zhongxi   ˁ п )”, “Western
Learning originated from China (Xixue yuan chu Zhongguoshuo п ዖ ກ ̴ ˁ  კ )” and “The
Discussion of Practical Learning(shixue ዖ)”, influenced his contemporaries.23 From then on, Chinese
19 Shanghai Cultural Relics Conservation Committee ed.,, Xu Guangqi zhuyi ji ࣞδ૨ᙳ (The Collected Writings
and Translated Works of Xu Guangqi) [Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubenshe, 1983], Vol.8, Celiang fayi, pp.1a-1b.
20 K. W. Fung, “Christopher Clavius (1538-1612) and Li Zhizao ө˄ᙣ (1565-1630)”, p.155.
21 Xu Guangqi zhuyi ji, Vol.8, Gougu yi, pp.1a-3a.
22 Bai Shangshu Ώ  ࣣ , “Celiang quanyi di ben wenti chutan ē ೧ ය θ  Ĕ  ͵ ס ᖆ  ڷ Ĭ (A Preliminary
Investigation to the Original Copy of Celiang quanyi), Ke xue shi ji kan ߱ዖ̶͒(Beijing), No.11(1984), pp.143159; Christopher Clavius, Geometriae Practicae (Romae: Ex Typographia Aloisij Zannetti, 1604) Liber III “
Earundem rectarum linearum dimensione per Quadratum Geometricum tum pendulum, tum stabile, etiam per
unicam stationem agit”, p.16. On personal correspondence between Clavius and Magini, see Ugo Baldini , Pier
Daniele Napolitani edited, Christoph Clavius: Corrispondenza (Pisa: Università di Pisa, 1992) , Volume II (15701592), Parte I: Lettere e testi , pp.126-127.On Calendar Reform during Chongzhen Reign Period, the definitive
study is Hashimoto Keizo, Hsü Kuang-Ch’I and Astronomical Reform: The Process of the Chinese Acceptance of
Western Astronomy 1629-1635 (Osaka: Kansai University Press, 1988); K.W. Fung,“Mingmo Qingchu shidafu dui
Chongzhen lishu zhiyangjiu بͷଢڷʧʩ˯ēઊၰዳऐĔ˄ߨԦĬ(Scholar-officials’ Study on Chongzhen lishu
[Chongzhen Reign Period Treatises on Astronomy and Calendrical Science] during the Ming- Qing Transition),
Bulletin of Ming-Qing Studies بଢ̶͒ (Hong Kong), Vol.3 (1997), pp.145-198, esp. pp.151-161.
23 On the issues of huitong Zhongxi and Xixue yuan chu Zhongguoshuo, see K.W.Fung, “ Mingmo Qingchu Fang shi
xuepai zhi chengli ji qi zhuzhang بͷଢ̐̅ڷዖި˄ϿΙ˫յ̠ડĬ(The Formation of the School of the Fang
Family and their view at the End of Ming and Beginning of Qing Dynasties), Yamada Keiji ʲΊᅰձ ed., Chugoku
kodai kagaku shiron ˁ̪͆߱ዖ͒ (Researches on History of Ancient Chinese Science)[Kyoto: the Institute for
Research in Humanities, Kyoto University, 1989], pp.139-219; Idem., “Ming mo Xiong Mingyu fuzi yu Xixue بͷ
ၐبཪ̔ʫႪпዖĬ(On Xiong Mingyu and his son’s Western Learning in the Late Ming Period), Law Pin-min ᗙ
႓, Lau Kin-ming ᄹਰ بed., Ming mo Qing chu Huanan diqu lishi renwu gongye yantaohui lunwenji بͷଢڷൢ
۸ Ϛੈጉ͒ʇ̸ٶ ߨ৬̂ (Proceedings of the Conference on the Achievements of Historical Figures in
South China during the Late Ming and Early Qing)[Hong Kong: History Department, Chinese University of Hong
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researches on Western surveying and its instrumentation began to flourish in the Qing period. Here I
would like to discuss three prominent figures, namely, Chen Jinmo, Fang Zhongtong and Chen Xu, so
as to examine the process of reception of Western Learning during the early Qing period.
(1) Chen Jinmo ⿑ᕖ(1600?- 1688?):
Chen Jinmo was Huang Daozhou’s ෧ཤ֠ (1585-1646) student and was acquainted with Fang Yizhi ̅
̤ (1611-1671).Chen was one of the early readers of Huang Daozhou’s San yi dongji ʓޤؤጧ (The
Three [Levels of ] the Yi as Astronomical Instruments, 1629) and expressed his views on the Book of
Changes with Huang through letters. San yi dongji consists of elaborate, abstract correlations among
Yijing ؤ hexagram lines, calendrical units, harmonic measures, and astronomical formations based
on Huang’s understanding of ancient divinatory methods as recorded in pre-Qin texts. In his earlier
work Yi benxiang ͵ؤඑ(The Real Images in Yijing, 1609), Huang had already displayed his unique
temporal schema (linian ጉ Ϸ ) based upon sixty-four hexagrams about history in the past and in the
future.24 In 1634, Chen collected his correspondences with Huang on the Book of Changes and
astronomical studies under the title Suan qian Ε ൌ ટ ⥀ (Correspondences of [Chen] Suan) and
published a celestial cartographical book entitled Xiang lin එ( عThe Copse of Heavenly Bodies), in
which Chen examined those celestial degrees of constellations being cited in the Sanyi dongji. Apart
from Master Huang, Chen is likely to have received intellectual influences from Xu Guangqi’s works
such as Celiang fayi and Gougu-yi. Chen conducted research on the integration of Chinese surveying
with the related Western studies and published his third book under the title Du ce ܿ೧ (Investigation
on [Shadow] Scales, 2 juans)in 1640.[Figure 1e] In the section of “quanqi ཁ ወ Ĭ (Explanation of
instrument)in Chapter one, Chen stated that the European mensuration system in the Celiang fayi was
advanced but it was basically a development of the gougu theory in the Zhou bi suanjing. He argued
that judu, the geometric square, might be re-named heju ϑ ॶ because the geometric square was
composed of two set-squares that already mentioned in the Zhou bi suanjing. He also designed a similar
geometric square with a suspended pointer (xuanzhen ᙀ)and called it Suanjudu Εൌટॶܿ.25
(2) Fang Zhongtong ̅ˁ(1634-1698):
Fang Zhongtong was a famous mathematician in the Late Ming and Early Qing period. The second son
of Fang Yizhi, a great thinker and Ming loyalist who was acquainted with German Jesuit Johann Adam
Schall von Bell (1597-1666). It is significant to note here that Fang Yizhi and his father Fang Kongzhao
̅˲(1591- 1655) were experts on Yijing learning. They jointly composed the Zhouyi shilun hebian
֠ؤई ϑ ሇ (Combined Commentaries on Critique of Time in Yi Learning, published in1660). In
fact they were strong supporters of the view that the Chinese , in ancient times, had been quite
advanced in their exploration of exact sciences, but this preoccupation was regrettably taken over by the
West in their times. They emphasized the concept of “time” in the Book of Changes and held a
Kong, 1993], pp.117-135; Idem., “ You Yi ji qi Tianjing huowen qianhouji ᗠ˫յēˮ݉ۯĔĬ (You Yi
and his Tianjing Huowen Qian houji [The Former and Latter Parts of Queries on the Classics of Heaven] ), Wang
Yusheng ̚೩· ed., Di qi jie Zhongguo kexueshi huiyi wenji ୷ʂˁ߱ዖ͒ᙰ̂ (The Colloquia of the 7th
International Conference on the History of Science in China) (Zhengzhou: Daxiang chubenshe, 1999), pp.286-301;
Wang Yangzong ̚ಚ׆, “Ming mo Qing chu ‘Xixue Zhongyuan’ shuo xinkao بͷଢڷĩпዖˁກĪკ๙ЩĬ, Liu
Dun ᄹ ව , Han Qi ᓠ  ed., Ke shi xin zhuan ߱ ͒ ᒆ ෮ (The Torch of Learning in History of Science and
Technology) (Shenyang: Liaoning Jiaoyu chubenshe,1997), pp.71- 83. On the issue of “shixue”, Ogawa Haruhisa
ʯʳಥʚ, “Jitsu gaku gainen ni tsu i te ዖ䝑䝊䜪䝌Ĭ , Nihon chugoku gakkai ho ̆͵ˁዖై , Vol.33
(1981), pp.131-138; Idem., “Xixue yu Rujiao shixue di xianjiedian п ዖႪ ૦ ዖ څᄆ ોᓮ Ĭ (A Conjunctive
Point of Western Learning and Confucian Practical Learning), Ge Rongjin ༐သउ ed., Zhong Ri shixue shi yanjiu ˁ
̆ዖ͒ߨԦ (Chinese and Japanese Scholarship on the Studies of Shixue History) [Beijing: Chinese Academy of
Social Sciences Press, 1992], pp.247-263;K. W. Fung, “ Fang Yizhi yu Sanpu Meiyuan ̤̅ႪʓहଌฐĬ(Fang
Yizhi and Miura Baien), Journal of Oriental Studies ̂̅سˣ (Hong Kong), Vol. 33, No.2 (1995), pp.230-257.
24 K. W. Fung, “Min matsu ni okeru Ekigaku no tenkai—Ko Do-shu no Ekishosei o meguute بͷ䝑䜰䜷䝱ؤዖ䝔࣊ෆ
þ෧ཤ֠䝔ğؤඑĠ䝸䝧䜶䝉䝌Ĭ( The Development of Yijing Studies in Late Ming —concerning the Yixiang
zheng of Huang Daozhou), Chugoku Shisoshi Kenkyu ˁߨ͒ืԦ(Kyoto), No.12(1989), pp. 29-61.
25 Chen Jinmo, Du ce (Manuscript copied in the Late Ming and Early Qing period), juan 1, pp.18a-19b. Also see K.
W. Fung,“Mingmo Qingchu Chen Jinmo zhi Xixue  بͷ ଢ  ڷ ⿑ ᕖ (1600?-1688?) ˄ п ዖ Ĭ (On Chen Jinmo’s
(1600?-1688?) Western Learning during the Ming and Qing Transition) a paper presented in “ʆʐɿ̜ˁዖீ
ߨ Ԧ  ۯᔧ ᄒ ߨ ৬ Ĭ (International Conference on “Chinese Studies in the 21st Century : A New Vision”) to
celebrate the 90th anniversary of the University of Hong Kong, January 17-19, 2001, organized by Department of
Chinese, the University of Hong Kong, 15pp.
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balanced view to adopt advantages of Western Learning from all quarters. In the “fanli ʙ գ Ĭ
(Introduction) of Zhouyi shilun hebian, they held an opinion that referring to the advocated by Shao
Yong’s (ྌڽ1011-1077) , i.e. the cycle (yuan ˕, 12 hui , 1296000 years)-epoch (hui , 30 yun, 10800
years)-revolution (yun ར, 12 shi, 360 years)- generation (shi ̜, 30 years). They offered the following
account:
Concerning our cycle, the sage king Yao ృ is corresponding to the end (mo ͷ) of si ʷ epoch; the
times of Duke Zhou ֠˚ and Confucius is corresponding to the beginning (chu  )ڷof the wu ˥
epoch; our present times is in the mid of the wu epoch (zhengwu  ˥), thus all the doctrines (or
teachings)[wanfa ໘٘] are manifested in their beauty.26
Fang Kongzhao had keen interest in Western Learning. He had chance to read the unpublished
Chongzhen lishu and wrote a synopsis on it under the title of Chongzhen lishu yue ઊ ၰ ዳ ऐ ߾ (A
Summary of Chongzhen lishu ). In the preface to the Chongzhen lishu yue, Fang Kongzhao highly
praised Matteo Ricci and his introduction of European astronomy (including Aristotelian concept of
concentric heavens and the round earth)and other sciences belonged to “zhice ቚ ೧ Ĭ (material
investigation).He even cited Confucius’ saying, “I have heard that, when the officers of the son of
Heaven are not properly arranged, we may learn from the wild tribes all round about.”(Zi yue tianzi
shiguan xue zai siyi ʫ̇ˮʫ͜ዖϛ͘Ϣ), which is recorded in the seventeenth year of Duke Zhao
 ˚ݳin Zuozhuan ͤ෮.27 The story of Confucius learning from a barbarian , the Viscount of Tan ₴,
became an influential concept in the perspective of learning Western sciences during the Ming-Qing
Transition. And Fang Yizhi has this to say in the General Discourse of his Wuli xiaozhi ٶʯᗱ(Little
notes on the principles of the phenomena):
Using the Far West (yuanxi ჯп)as a Viscount of Tan, extending the Great Yu and Duke Zhou’s ֠
˚ set-square mensuration.28
Having been influenced by his father and grandfather, Fang Zhongtong showed his great interest in
studying Western mathematics under the supervision of Polish Jesuit Johannes Nickolaus Smogulecki
(1610-1656), who was probably a Copernican, in Nanjing during the period 1649 -1653. Fang
Zhongtong’s prose writings and poems also recorded the episode of the introduction of Copernican
heliocentric theory to Chinese intellectual circle under Smogulecki’s direction. When Fang Zhongtong
visited Beijing and met Adam Schall von Bell in 1659, he wrote a poem entitled Yu Xiyang Tang
daowei xiansheng lun lifa ႪпޝೣཤͶη·ዳ٘ (A Discussion of Western calendrical sciences
with Jesuit missioner Adam Schall von Bell). The poem tells us that Fang Zhongtong learned Keplerian
method on Mars triangulation movement from Smogulecki and he discussed it with Adam Schall von
Bell. 29
His encyclopedic mathematical work Shudu yan ᆛܿ࠰(Development of Calculations and Measure, 26
juans, 1687) was basically a synthesis between traditional Chinese mathematics and Western
mathematics. [Figure 1h] Careful comparison between Shudu yan and major Jesuit translated works, for
instances, Tianxue chuhan ˮዖ ڷո (First Collection of Writings on Learning from Heaven, 1628),
Chongzhen lishu and its revised edition Xiyang xinfa lishu п  ޝ๙ ٘ ዳ ऐ (Western New Method
Treatises on Astronomy and Calendrical Science, 1645), reveals the obvious fact that John Napier’s
(1550-1617) rods or bones and Galileo Galilei’s (1564-1642) proportional or sector compasses had been
used by Fang Zhongtong and these instruments were widely researched by Fang’s friends who were
scientists but of anti-Manchurian stand.
In the introductory section of “fanli” of his Shudu yan, Fang gave an account of his idea on traditional
Chinese mathematics and Western mathematics:
26 Fang Kongzhao and Fang Yizhi, Zhouyi shilun hebian (1660 published edition, 1980 reprint), “Zhouyi tuxiang
jibiao ֠ؤඑ౧ڸĬ(Diagrams and Tables of Image-and-Number in Yi Learning), “fanli”, pp.1a-1b.
27 Fang Kongzhao and Fang Yizhi , Zhouyi shilun hebian, “Zhouyi tuxiang jibiao”, juan 7, pp.1a-2a.
28 Fang Yizhi, Wuli xiaozhi (published in 1664), p.1a.
29 K. W. Fung, “Fang Zhongtong ji qi Shudu yan – jian lun Ming Qing zhi ji Nabaier èGebaini è Kaipule è Jialilüe
zhi lisuan zuopin zai Hua liubo di qingxing – ̅ˁ˫յēᆛܿ࠰Ĕþþࡿبଢ˄ᄒণΏၓèΏ͡èෆಣੀèю
ѧ 㡕 യ ˄ ዳ ၽ і  ܈ϛ ൢ  ޠᆒ  څષ ӂ þ þ Ĭ (Fang Zhongtong and his Shudu yan: with special reference to the
transmission of scientific works by John Napier, Nicolaus Copernicus, Johannes Kepler and Galileo Galilei in the
Ming-Qing Transition), Lun Heng ፱(Hong Kong) Vol.2 (1995) No.1, pp.123-204.
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That Western mathematics is the most refined, is only because China has lost its (mathematical )
tradition. Now, I have intended to bring Western Learning back to the Jiuzhang , and to bring back
the Jiuzhang to the Zhoubi. The Zhoubi only discusses the gougu, but the Jiuzhang has entirely come
forth from gougu. Therefore I have placed the chapter on gougu at the beginning. 30
Fang’s conception of “Bringing Western Learning back to the Jiuzhang” (Xixue gui Jiuzhang пዖᔐʄ
ఉ) is probably inherited from Fang Kongzhao’s idea. In the preface to the Chongzhen lishu yue, Fang
Kongzhao writes as follows:
Those (astronomical) researches (introduced by Matteo Ricci) were already discussed by Chinese
sages and intellectuals in ancient times. In general , simple and creative idea started from very
earliest time and it developed in details. (Traditional Chinese mathematics such as Zu Chongzhi আ
㗠˄[c.429-c.500] and Zu Geng আ㛷Īs) zhuanshu 叀ீ(the art of measuring geometrical shapes),
zhuishu ႎீ(the “stitching” method ) and other methods all originated from gougu.31
In the section of “qice ወ೧ (Investigation on instrument)‧judu” under the topic of Gougu in Chapter 7
of Shudu yan, Fang Zhongtong not only examined the structure of an geometric square, but also worked
out a convenient and illustrative account of “the conversion of daojing into zhijing”(daojing bian
zhijing tushuo ಧ᜶ڈಧკ). The lengthy description is tabulated as follows:32 [Figure 2f]
Daojing
Zhijing

11º
13º1'

10º
14º4'

9º
16º

8º
18º

7º
6º
20º5'7" 24º

5º
28º8'

4º
36º

3º
48º

2º
72º

1º
144º

His significant discourse on quadrant or geometric square surveying was later cited by Mei Wending ଌ
̂ ྦྷ (1633-1721) in an unpublished manuscript entitled San jia celiang he ding ʓ ࣂ ೧ ය ϑ ࠵ (A
bound volume of Textbook on Surveying by the Three Great Mathematicians ) preserved in
Momijiyama Bunko ߺ༎ʲ̂ࣘ Library in Tokyo, Japan.33
(3) Chen Xu ৳(styled Yanyang Զಚ, 1650-1732):
Chen Xu learned traditional Chinese mathematical computation such as methods of roots extraction and
Western surveying from Huang Zongxi ෧׆ፖ (1601-1695), the renowned Ming scholar and loyalist,
in 1676. By 1677, Chen wrote his first mathematical book entitled Kaifang faming ෆ ̅ ഛ ب
(Innovation on Roots Extraction). Thereafter, he was enlightened by Huang Zongxi’s advice and his son
Huang Baijia’s ෧ С ࣂ (1643-1709) Gougu juce jieyuan ͕  ॶ ڜ೧ ༲ ࢎ (Explanations Illustrating
Problems on Gougu and Judu Mensuration, 1678?) [Figures 1f, 2d], he then wrote his surveying books
with a balanced view on both East -West theory and practice , namely, Gougu shu ͕( ࠾ڜNarration on
Gougu [Mensuration], 2 juans, 1678) [Figures 1g, 2e], Juce ॶ೧ (Judu Mensuration ,1679) and Gougu
yinmeng ͕ ˻ڜႲ (The Gougu Primer, 5 juans, 1722).34 In 1679, Huang Zongxi wrote a preface for
Chen’s Gougu shu, which provides some information about Huang’s attitudes towards Western
mathematics and surveying. Huang writes as follows:
30 Fang Zhongtong, Shudu yan (Revised edition, 1890), “ fali”, p.1a.
31 Fang Kongzhao and Fang Yizhi , Zhouyi shilun hebian, “Zhouyi tuxiang jibiao”, juan 7, pp.1a-2a; K.W. Fung,
“Ming mo Qing chu shidafu dui Chongzhen lishu zhiyangjiu بͷଢڷʧʩ˯ēઊၰዳऐĔ˄ߨԦĬ (Scholarofficials’ Studies on Chongzhen lishu during the Ming-Qing Transition), Bulletin of Ming-Qing Studies بଢ̶͒
(Hong Kong), Vol.3 (1997), pp.145-198.
32 Fang Zhongtong, Shudu yan, juan 7, p.13b.
33 Kobayashi Tatsuhiko ʯعᏞ䬶, “Momijiyama Bunko ni shuzosareru Bei buntei no chosaku ni tsu i te ߺ༎ʲ̂ࣘ䝑
Ѓᕆ䜻䝲䝱ଌ̂ྦྷ䝔і䝑䝊䜪䝌Ĭ (On Mei Wending’s Work in Momijiyama Bunko Library), Kagakushi Kenkyu
߱ዖ͒ߨԦ (Journal of history of science)[Tokyo], Vol.41 (No.221) [Spring 2005], pp.26-34.
34 K. W. Fung, “ Qing chu Xiyang celiandxue di fazhan – yi Chen Xu ji qi Gougu Shu wei li ଢڷпޝ೧යዖڅഛ࣊þ
þ̤৳(1650-1732)˫յē͕࠾ڜĔգþþĬ(The Development of Western Surveying in the Early Qing Period:
with special reference to Chen Xu [1650-1732] and his Gougu shu), in Sin Chow Yiu శ֠ృ, Lee Cheuk Yin ө∟
 and Wong Yoon Wah ̚ᇂൢ eds., Dongxi wenhua chengchuan yu chuangxin سп̅̂ˣ෮Ⴊఠ๙ (East-West
Studies: Tradition, Transformation and Innovation: A Festschrift in Honour of Professor Chiu Ling Yeong on the
Occasion of his Retirement from the Chair of Chinese, The University of Hong Kong)[Singapore: The Centre for
the Arts, National University of Singapore and Global Publishing Co. Ltd., 2004], pp.136- 160.; idem., “Min matsu
shin sho ni okeru Ko Hyaaka no shogai to chosaku بͷଢڷ䝑䜰䜷䝱෧Сࣂ䝔·ଥ䝎іĬ(Huang Baijia [16431709]: His Life and Works), Chugoku Shisoshi Kenkyu, No. 20 (1997), pp.61-92.
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The gougu learning , culminating in the “inscribed circle” (rongyuan ࣆฑ ), the “measurement of
circles” (ceyuan ೧ฑ) and the “cutting of the circle” (geyuan ఞฑ), are all inherited art of the Duke
of Zhou and Shang Gao. It was one of the Six Arts. Thereafter, scholars ceased to discuss it.
Practitioners of occultism (fangji jia ̅១ࣂ) appropriated it…Chen Yanyang from Haichang ऻإ,
on the basis of one word of mine, gave up work and composed a book on gougu. As to the abstract
numbers and the abstract principles: one by one he has made them manifest. … Subsequently, I
refrained from paying attention to it. Now, on the instigation of Yanyang I had as yet to complete my
former work, in order to be able to hand it over to him in its entirety. Yanyang has extended it
further, and moreover, he made the Westerners return to us our “fields of Wenyang” (yi shi Xiren gui
wo Wenyangzhi tian Ρՠпʇᔐӎԍ˄Ί).35
The expression “fields of Wenyang” is an allusion to “Qiren gui wo Wenyangzhi tian ᄬʇᔐӎԍ˄
ΊĬ in the second year of Duke Cheng Ͽ˚ in Zuozhuan ͤ෮. Perhaps this expression meant that the
Westerners had occupied the “fields of mathematics”, which had now been returned to China. Chen Xu
later extended Huang’s idea in a balanced view in his Gougu yinmeng:
Mathematics was one of the Six Arts. Gougu was a chapter in Jiuzhang suanshu. The concepts of “ji
ጼĬ and “mi ኼĬ in the Zhoubi suanjing in the ancient time and nowadays concepts of “sanjiao ʓ
ԵĬ and “baxian ʊሉĬ, all are methods of gougu. Gougu method is the origin of all methods of
surveying … Concerning mensuration, Western methods have been published and in fact, they are
not different from Chinese methods. …But for the making of instrument, Western method is
recommendable. 36
In Gougu shu, Chen Xu also paid considerable concern on conversion of zhijing and daojing scales.
Chen had discussed this issue with Huang Baijia who was known to have acquired the skill of using
Western surveying method to draw topographical map with contours. He received Huang Baijia’s
critique on calculation of “Measuring altitude by double geometric squares” and incorporated Huang’s
comment in juan 3 of Gougu yinmeng.37

4. Japanese Confucian Mathematicians and Surveying
In 1605, after reading Ming mathematician Ke Shangqian   ކቶ Īs Quli waiji bu xue li liuyi fulu
Shuxue tonggui Ј ᔪ ͚  ༪ ዖ ᔪ ˘ ᗠ  ۉᎩ ᆛ ዖ  ࠽ (Rules of Mathematics, Appendix to Outer
Chapter of Minutiae of Rites for supplementing with Learning Six Arts of Rites, 1578 Ming edition),
the influential Tokugawa ᅮ ʳ Confucian scholar Fujiwara Seika ᗣ ࢎ ౸ ၶ (1561-1619) wrote his
disciple Hayashi Razan  عᗙ ʲ (1583-1657) a private letter re-emphasizing the relation between the
traditional Confucian six arts arising from the Zhouli ֠ᔪ (namely, li ᔪ [propriety], yue ᆫ [music],
she ࣈ[archery], yu ફ [charioteering], shu ऐ [writing] and shu ᆛ [mathematics]) and the significance
of learning mathematics among Confucian scholars.38
Japanese surveying in the seventeenth century was derived from two main streams. One is known as
choken jutsu  Դ ீ (methods for measuring the length of a town), based on ancient Chinese
mathematical treatises such as Zhou bi suanjing ֠ ぷ ၽ and Jiuzhang suanshu ʄ ఉ ၽீ , dating
from the 7th century; the other is known as “kiku jutsu ॶீĬ(methods using “carpenter’s ruler” or
“carpenter’s squire” for surveying) which was introduced by missionaries or foreigners in the
seventeenth century.39 The actual technique was a synthesis of the two traditions.
35 Chen Xu, Gougu shu (1683 published edition), pp.1a-1b.
36 Chen Xu, Gougu yinmeng (Wenyuan ge Siku quanshu ̂ବᄍࣘ͘θऐ, 1772-1782, Taipei,1984 photo-facsimile),
the introductory “fanli”, pp.1a-2b.
37 Ibid, juan 3, p. 31a; K.W. Fung, “Min matsu shin sho ni okeru Ko Hyaaka no shogai to chosaku”, pp.72-73, 83.
38 Abe Yoshio ۇ௱χූ(1905-) ed., Nihon no Shushigaku ̆͵䝔Ѝʫዖ (Chu Hsi Confucianism in Japan ) [Tokyo:
Meitoku Shuppansha, 1975], Vol.2, pp.114-115. On the discussion of Confucian six arts and mathematics in Early
China, see K. W. Fung,“Kongzi yu Zhongguo keji wenhua ˲ʫႪˁ߱Ӓ̂ˣĬ(Confucius and Chinese Scientific
Culture), International Confucian Association ed., Guoji ruxue yanjiu ᄒዖߨԦ(Beijing, Chinese Academy of
Social Sciences), Vol.4 (1998), pp. 249-264.
39 Mikami Yoshio ʓ ʖ  ˯ (1875-1950), Nihon sokuryo jutsu shi no kenkyu ̆ ͵ ೧ ය ீ ͒ 䝔 ߨ Ԧ (Studies of the
History of Japanese Surveying)[Tokyo: Koseisha Koseikaku, 1948], pp.1-4; Oya Shinichi ʩ Δ ॳ ɿ (1907-),
“sokuryo ೧යĬ(Surveying), in Yajima Suketoshi Δ࣒ঃѧ (1903-)ed., Nihon kagaku gijutsushi ̆͵߱ዖӒீ͒ (A
History of Science and Technology in Japan) [Tokyo: Asahi Shinbunsha, 1962], pp.285-300; Matsuzaki Toshio ؾ
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By the beginning of seventeenth century, Western surveying and related instruments such as quadrant,
marine astrolabe had been brought to Japan by Jesuits through Nagasaki ۃઌ.40 In Ikeda Koun ЗΊϧ
རĪs (fl.ca. 1616-1636) Genna kkaiki ˕֝ৄऻ৪ (Book of the Art of Navigation in the Genna Era,
1618), he mentioned he was taught the art of navigation and use of marine astrolabe by a Portuguese
captain Manuel Gonzalez (Gonçalves) in 1616 while he sailed to the Philippines with him for two
years.41 Following the incident of burning Jesuit publications on 23 July 1626 at Nagasaki and the
sakoku ᕭ  (national seclusion) policy adopted by the Tokugawa Shogunate in 1635, foreign ships
such as Portuguese or Dutch ships would no longer be allowed to enter Japanese ports except Nagasaki,
the introduction of Western surveying and related instruments were then stopped.42 However, as
Tokugawa Shogunate gained political stability, exact land-surveying was pressingly demand for mapmaking, constructing water-works, and building canals. It was until the legendary Dutch medical
practitioner Caspar Schamberger (1623-1706) came to Japan in 1647 or 1648 and taught the art of
Western surveying, particularly on “bundo yo jutsu ˝ ܿ ኝ ீ Ĭ (techniques of protraction) and “
tenmon kikugenpo jutsu ˮ̂ॶ˕٘ீ Ĭ (methods using “carpenter’s ruler” or “carpenter’s squire”
for astronomical observation and land surveying), to Higuchi Gonemon 㝰ʥ労͇ስ(ۄstyled Kentei ᒤ
࠷ , also known as Kobayashi Yoshinobu ʯ  عᒤ ࠷ ; 1601- 1683), an astronomer at Nagasaki.43
According to Hosoi Kotaku’s ஆ ˈ 㚜 㼇 (1658-1735) Hiden chiiki zuho daizen  ෮ Ϛ  ٘ ʩ θ
(Complete Book of the Secret Art of Surveying and Mapping, 1717), he considered the Western
surveying originated from the art of navigational pilot and it carried meaning of computation or
calculation.44 For that reason, various Western surveying instruments were introduced and employed in
astronomical observational exercise and land-surveying practice, for instances:
watarante 䟈䞘䟂䟌䞟 (Portuguese: quadrante; English: quadrant),
kuhadarantei 䞈䞨䞙䟂䟌䞟䝽 (Spanish: cuadrante; English: quadrant),
konpansu 䞌䟌䞪䞒(Portuguese: compasso; Spanish: compass; English: compass),
isutarabiyo 䝽䞒䞘䟂䞬䟁 (䝽䝻䞘䟂䞫 or ̤ՙ˰̎; Portuguese: astrolábio; Spanish:
astrolabio; English: astrolabe)
kenban යᇠ (plane table). 45
As Higuchi Gonemon mastered the methods of Western surveying, Shimatani Sadanaga ࣒Է?( ࡍׇ1690), Hirai Unsetsu ͧˈේ, Yamasaki Kyuya ʲઌΪʜ and Kanazawa Gyobuzaemon ۂጏν௱ͤ
ስ ۄwere studied under him.46 Because of its wonderful ingenuity and convenience, many common
people of Japan began to regard the methods of Western surveying as superstitious magic and as a result

ઌѧූ(1933-), Edo jidai no sokuryojutsu Ж˾ई̪䝔೧යீ (Surveying of the Edo Period) [Tokyo: Sogo Kagaku
Shuppan, 1979], pp.5-12; Kawamura Hirotada ʳ Ӭథ ( 1935-), Kinsei ezu to sokuryojutsu ̜ ڼ佫 䥠䝎 ೧ය ீ
(Maps and Surveying in Pre-modern Japan) [Tokyo: Kokon Shoin, 1992], pp.55-59; Kazutaka Unno ऻ ௵ ɿ ැ ,

40
41
42
43

44
45
46

“Cartography in Japan”, in J. B. Harley and David Woodward eds., The History of Cartography Vol.2 Book 2 :
Cartography in the Traditional East and Southeast Asian Societies (Chicago & London: The University of Chicago
Press, 1994), pp. 356-359; idem, Chizu no bunkashi : sekai to nihon Ϛ䥠䝔̂ˣ͒í̜ߎ䝎̆͵ (A Cultural History
of Maps and Charts: The World and Japan) [Tokyo: Yasakashobo, 2004], pp.121-127.
Mikami Yoshio, Nihon sokuryo jutsu shi no kenkyu, pp.1-2; Matsuzaki Toshio, Edo jidai no sokuryojutsu, pp.13-18;
Kawamura Hirotada, Kinsei ezu to sokuryojutsu, pp.59-62.
Pagès Léon (1814-1886), Histoire de la religion chrétienne au Japon depuis 1598 jusqu'à 1651, comprenant les
faits relatifs aux deux cent cinq martyrs béatifiés le 7 juillet 1867 (Paris: C. Douniol, 1869-1870), Tome 1, pp.389.
J. E. Moran, The Japanese and the Jesuits: Alessandro Valignano in Sixteenth-century Japan, p.145; Takamura
Tsuko ˁӬʧ, “Edo jidai no Tenmon䜡sokuryo giki Ж䗴ई̪䝔ˮ̂䜡೧යᄮወĬ (Astronomical and Land-survey
Instruments of the Edo Period), Kagakushi Kenkyu (Tokyo), Vol.44 (No.234) [Summer 2005], pp.102-105.
Mikami Yoshio, Nihon sokuryo jutsu shi no kenkyu, pp.10-11; Kawamura Hirotada, Kinsei ezu to sokuryojutsu,
pp.59-61; Kazutaka Unno, “Cartography in Japan”, in J. B. Harley and David Woodward eds., The History of
Cartography Vol.2 Book 2 : Cartography in the Traditional East and Southeast Asian Societies, pp. 393-394;
Wolfgang Michel, Von Leipzig nach Japan : der Chirurg und Handelsmann Caspar Schamberger (1623-1706)
[München: Iudicium, 1999], pp.45- 50.
Kawamura Hirotada, Kinsei ezu to sokuryojutsu, p.63.
Kawamura Hirotada, Kinsei ezu to sokuryojutsu, pp.87-88.
Mikami Yoshio, Nihon sokuryo jutsu shi no kenkyu, p.16.
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teaching Western surveying publicly was prohibited by the Shogunate.47 From then on, transmission of
Western surveying among Japanese intellectuals became in secret and its development was considerably
hindered. Kanazawa Gyobuzaemon handed down methods of Western surveying to his son, Kanazawa
Seizaemon ۂጏଢͤስ(ۄ1624-1684) who taught it to his younger brother Kanazawa Kanemon ۂጏ
ੂ͇ስ?(ۄ-1691), and he in turn passed it on to Shimizu Sadanori ଢ̑࠷克(1645-1717).48 It is worthy
to note here that after a great and destructive fire in Edo in the period of 18th –19th of the first month of
the third year of Meireki بዳ Era (1657), a large portion of the Edo City was greatly damaged and a
large number of people lost their lives, Kanazawa Seizaemon was then summoned by the Shogunate
and appointed as the chief surveyor to head the mapping campaign of Edo City.49 Obviously, Kanazawa
Seizaemon applied the methods of Western surveying in making the Edo zu Ж䗴  (Cartographical
Map of Edo) which was completed in the later part of the second month of the same year.50
As Shimizu Sadanori worried the “kiku jutsu” might be entirely lost because of the governmental
prohibition, he intentionally arranged and enlarged what he had studied from Kanazawa Kanemon, and
prepared a series of treatises entitled Kiku genpo honden  ॶ ˕ ٘ ͵ ෮ (The Main Course of the
Original Method of Western surveying), Kiku genpo betsuden  ॶ ˕ ٘ ѥ ෮ (The Supplementary
Course of the Original Method of Western surveying) and Kiku genpo betsudeninka no maki ॶ˕٘
ѥ෮вഛ䝔ֈ (Further Elaboration of the Supplementary Course of the Original Method of Western
surveying) respectively for his disciples.[Figure 3] Consequently, Shimizu Sadanori founded the
“Shimizu School of Western surveying” in 1712. His methods of surveying employed different kinds of
instruments such as compass, protractor, quadrant, measuring-pole, measuring-rope and leveling
instrument.
Another mathematician Murai Masahiro Ӭ ˈ ( ͪ إfl.1729-1754), also a follower of Higuchi’s
surveying system but holding different views with Shimizu Sadanori, who published Ryochi shinan ය
Ϛ  ݤ۸ (A Guidance of Land Surveying) in 1733. In this volume, a number of instruments are
illustrated, for instances, a plane table to be employed for both horizontal and vertical positions, a
straight rule to be used as a simple alidade, a plumb for horizontal and vertical tests, a measuring-rope,
a measuring-pole, a sign-post, a telescope, drawing-compasses and protractor for map-making.51 Murai
Masahiro further summarized different schools of surveying can be characterized by techniques falling
into five fundamental operational categories, namely, kenban jutsu ය(Դ)ᇠீ, banshin jutsu ᇠீ,
konbasu jutsu ೪ഛ ீ , sankan jutsu ၽ ੂ ீ, kiten jutsu ጆ ᕣீ.52 Of these, the major two may be
described as follows:
The first is known as kenban jutsu (lit., plane-table method) which used a board mounted on a tripod, to
measure proximate and medial distances. This practical approach involved producing a scaled
cartographical representation at the surveying site to deduce the actual distances. The other, known as
banshin jutsu (lit., azimuth board-and-compass method), was based on an ancient Chinese tradition,
utilizing magnets and an azimuth table. It was generally used for measuring distances of one ri Վ or
more and for mapping relatively extensive areas.53

5. Concluding Remarks
In the 17th -18th centuries, Chinese scholar-officials faced various challenges from the West. In order to
strengthen the content of traditional Chinese science, Chinese scholar-officials made use of traditional
thought arising from the Zhoubi suanjing, Zuozhuan and Yijing to reinforce their theoretical or
philosophical fundamentals. Since Western surveying performed “practical values”, researches on
surveying became a prevailing subject of the “Practical Learning” among Chinese scholar-officials.
Apart from the afore-mentioned intellectuals, Mei Wending ଌ ̂ྦྷ (1633-1721) and his friend Yang
47 Kawamura Hirotada, Kinsei ezu to sokuryojutsu, p.60.
48 Mikami Yoshio, Nihon sokuryo jutsu shi no kenkyu, p. 16; Kawamura Hirotada, Kinsei ezu to sokuryojutsu, p. 60.
49 Kawamura Hirotada, Edo Bakufu sen kuni ezu no kenkyu Ж䗴נᆋᗘ䝔ߨԦ (A Study of Provincial Maps and
General Maps of Edo Japan ) [Tokyo: Kokon Shoin, 1984], pp.23-45.
50 Mikami Yoshio, Nihon sokuryo jutsu shi no kenkyu, pp. 37-41.
51 Murai Masahiro, Ryochi shinan යϚݤ۸ (Oya Shinichi ed.; Tokyo: Kowa Shuppan, 1978 facsimile edition), maki
ֈ 1, pp.13b-20b; Oya Shinichi, “sokuryo ೧යĬ, in Yajima Suketoshi ed., Nihon kagaku gijutsushi, pp. 289-300.
52 Murai Masahiro, Ryochi shinan, Preface, pp.4a-4b.
53 Kawamura Hirotada, Kinsei ezu to sokuryojutsu, pp. 83-106.
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Zuomei і فhad also made significant discourses on quadrant or geometric square surveying in their
works. Evidential scholars like Li Rui өኆ(1769-1817), who was well-known in the Yijing learning and
calendrical- mathematical sciences, had worked on surveying and problems related to isoperimetre
figures in his unpublished diary Guanmiao-ju ri ji Ң̆৪.54
Likewise, Japanese Confucian mathematicians discussed the relation between the traditional Confucian
six arts arising from the Zhouli ֠ᔪ and the significance of learning mathematics. Some of them such
as Hosoi Kotaku responded actively to the Western surveying and acknowledged the surveying
techniques they had mastered had their roots in European navigation, of which was seldom addressed
by their Chinese contemporaries. Other scholars such as Miyake Shosai ʓ ϯ  䶔 (1662-1741)
attempted to synthesize or elaborate the idea of Confucian value of learning mathematics with Orandaryu chokenjutsu ۇᚲ  ޠۆԴ ீ (Dutch School of surveying) and he even quoted Hosoi Kotaku’s
surveying work Hiden chiiki zuho daizen  ෮ Ϛ  ٘ ʩ θ (Complete Book of the Secret Art of
Surveying and Mapping, 1717).55

54 K. W. Fung, “Qianjia shiqi lisuanxuejia Lirui di shengping ji qi Guanmiao-ju ri ji ਧ࿃ईಮዳၽዖࣂөኆ (17691817)  ˫ͧ·څյēҢ̆৪Ĕ (A Confucian Mathematician :Li Rui’s [1769-1817] Life and His Unpublished
Diary Guanmiao-ju ri ji) , Zhongguo wen hua yan jiu suo xue bao ˁ̂ˣߨԦዖై(Journal of Chinese Studies)
[New Series], No.8 (1999), pp. 269-286.
55 Sato Kenichi ьᗣɿ, “Miyake Shosai to Oranda-ryu chokenjutsu ʓϯ䶔䝎ۇᚲޠۆԴீĬ(Miyake Shosai
and Dutch School of surveying), Yogakushi Kenkyu  ޝ䑗 ͒ ߨ Ԧ (Journal of the History of Western Learning),
Vol.18 (2001), pp.23-51.
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6. Figures
Fig.1:

Judu ॶܿ (Western geometric-square or quadrant ) as seen amongst Western and Chinese works in the 17th
centuries.

Fig.1a: Clavius’s Geometriae Practicae
(Romae, 1604; Pé-táng Library , No.1300)

Fig.1b: Celiang fayi ೧ය٘
(Principles of Mensuration; co-translated by Matteo Ricci and Xu Guangqi, and published by Shi Jichang ݰᙝإ
in the years between 1608 and 1609)

Fig.1c: Li Zhizao’s Tongwen suanzhi tongbian ω̂ၽݤሇ
(Extended Chapters for the Integrated Manual of Calculation, 1614)
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Fig.1d: Celiang quanyi ೧යθ
(Complete Meanings of [Western] Surveying; co- translated by Xu Guangqi and Jacobus Rho in 1630)

Fig.1e: Chen Jinmo’s Du ce ܿ೧
(Investigation on [Shadow] Scales, 1640)

Fig.1f: Huang Baijia’s Gougu juce jieyuan ͕ॶڜ೧༲ࢎ
(Explanations Illustrating Problems on Gougu and Judu Mensuration, 1678?)
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Fig.1g: Chen Xu’s Gougu shu ͕࠾ڜ
(Narration on Gougu [Mensuration], 1678)

Fig 1h: Fang Zhongtong’s Shudu yan ᆛܿ࠰
(Development of Calculations and Measure, 1687)
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Fig.2:

An illustrative account of “The conversion of daojing into zhijing” (daojing bian zhijing tushuo ಧ᜶ڈಧ
კ) as seen amongst Western and Chinese works in the 17th centuries.

Fig.2a: Clavius’s Geometriae Practicae
(Romae, 1604; Pé-táng Library , No.1300)

Fig.2b: Clavius’s Diatriba Geometrica
(Romae, 1603)

Fig.2c: Celiang fayi ೧ය٘
(Principles of Mensuration; co-translated by Matteo Ricci and Xu Guangqi)
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Fig.2d: Huang Baijia’s Gougu juce jieyuan ͕ॶڜ೧༲ࢎ
(Explanations Illustrating Problems on Gougu and Judu Mensuration, 1678?)

Fig.2e: Chen Xu’s Gougu shu ͕࠾ڜ
(Narration on Gougu [Mensuration], 1678)

Fig 2f: Fang Zhongtong’s Shudu yan ᆛܿ࠰
(Development of Calculations and Measure, 1687)
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Chapter 13

The Knowledge about the Lever in 18th Century Chinese Mathematics
XIAO Yunhong

1. Introduction
In ancient Chinese mathematical works, the mechanical knowledge usually appeared in the form of
computational problems. Starting with Suanfa tongzong ၽ ٘  [ ׆General Source of Algorithmic],
first published in 1592, computational problems concerning the equilibrium of the lever were included
in the collections of problems in mathematical works. Suanfa tongzong ၽ ٘   ׆contains two
problems of this kind. The first deals with a pig that is too heavy to be weighed by the available
steelyard. Then, in the problem, another sliding weight is added to the original one and the pig is
weighed again. The problem is to calculate the actual weight of the pig. In the second problem the
sliding weight of a steelyard is lost and it is necessary to buy a new one of the same weight as the
original, which is, however, unknown. Then, in the problem, an arbitrary sliding weight is used to
weigh an object of known weight. The problem is to calculate the value of the original sliding weight
from the result of the procedure.
From the 17th century on, Chinese theoretical knowledge about the lever can be attributed to two
distinct traditions. The first is an indigenous Chinese tradition. It is represented by computational
problems concerning the equilibrium of the lever that are found in mathematical works; the second is a
Western tradition, represented by knowledge about the lever mainly introduced by Yuanxi qiqi tushuo
luzui ჯ п ֯ ወ  კ Ꭹ జ [The best Selection of Diagrams and Explanations of the Wonderful
Machines of the Far West], first published in 1627. On the whole, the two traditions remained separate.
In the 18th century, Western knowledge concerning the lever again entered China. Chinese
mathematicians began to pay attention to and study this knowledge. Shuli jingyun ᆛႆᙪ [Collected
Basic Principles of Mathematics], first published in 1723, is a typical example.
Shuli jingyun ᆛႆᙪ was compiled and published during the reign of Emperor Kangxi જ၎. This
work contains fifty three chapters (juan ֈ ). It occupies an important position in the history of
mathematics during the Qing Dynasty. This work contains some important mechanical knowledge,
including the knowledge concerning the lever. The characteristics of the knowledge of the lever in Shuli
jingyun reflects the interaction of Chinese and Western theoretical knowledge on this topic. Although
some modern scholars have paid attention to the mechanical knowledge in Shuli jingyun, the
interaction between Chinese and Western knowledge in this work has remained largely unexplored.

2. Research Questions
In this paper, I address the following questions.
What knowledge about the lever is contained in Shuli jingyun?
What was the nature of the interaction between Western and traditional Chinese knowledge of the
lever that is reflected in Shuli jingyun?
What was the influence of this interaction on the subsequent Chinese tradition?

3. The Knowledge about the Lever in Shuli Jingyun
The knowledge of the lever in Shuli jingyun appears in the form of computational problems concerning
the equilibrium of the lever. There are seven problems of this kind in this work. The original texts of
these problems and their translations are as follows:
1Ąăʔሇ ֈʄ 㣣௱ʂ ᛸˉᅯĄ
ϩЊΕճปçʩʯˀയçࡳˀࡍډᆛé͑Њᄁɿङçࡍʐʆճçˉಘၴ˄çЪધʆΕ˄
ώࡍ౧ъé
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٘íηઆᄁ˝іʐʆ˝çӶ˝ʒіʐ˝éΈɿᗗ繋˄˝ˊ୷ءʖă繋ڗ˝ˊءᎳەɿᆛ
ʜĄçʃ̤ˊ˝̷ɿࡡéႪʐʆ˝ߠཛྷçኝʆ˝çӝ̾ધɿ˝éႪˊ˝ߠ̷伡˘˝éʃ̤ˊ
˝伡ɿୋç˘˝伡ʆୋçኝʆ˝іʆճ伡ʓୋăϖᄁࡍʐʆճç˝伡ʐʆ˝ç˒ʆ˝ݮ伡
ʆճʜĄçધ͘ୋʆճ͘ᎦăА͘ୋݶηઆᄁ˄ˊ˝ழҕͧ˄٘éႶಐ繋ϛˊ˝ʖçͬ
˄˝ˊءၸ̷ʆճ͘ᎦçʃႪʂ˝ߠͧʜĄ
ɿୋ
ʆୋ
ʓୋ
͘ୋ

ˊ˝
˘˝
ʆճ
ʆճ͘Ꭶ

̤ᄁіঋӱçઆʩΕݬϛᄁɿᏄçᕺಐ繋ˊ˝éЪ̤ʯΕіᓎၴ˄ç˒ᕺಐ繋ધ˘˝
ּͧç৪˄ăϩۯĄéʒઆʯΕݬϛᄁɿᏄçᕺಐ繋ˊ˝éЪ̤ʩΕіᓎၴ˄ç˒ᕺಐ
繋ધ͘˝ּͧçΡ৪˄ăϩ݉Ąéʃηʆʐ˘ճ͘Ꭶ伡ʩΕᆛçႪۯધʆճ͘Ꭶߠ
㗤çኝʆʐ͘ճă˗㗤ʆճ͘Ꭶڗçϖᄁ˄ˊ˝ɿᘄ̷ͬʆճ͘Ꭶּͧé˒ءˁ㗤̈́
ڗç̤༪Խҕͧ˄ᆛç݉ཛྷ˄ٶწࡍʜĄéΈ˘˝伡ɿୋăѯʯΕϛ˘˝˄ᆛĄçˊ˝
伡ʆୋăѯʩΕϛˊ˝˄ᆛĄçʆʐ͘ճ伡ʓୋăѯʩΕˁ㗤̈́ʆճ͘Ꭶኝ˄ᆛĄçધ
͘ୋʆʐճç伡ʯΕ˄ᆛăА͘ୋ̤ݶʩΕᆛӷʯΕᆛĄ
ɿୋ
ʆୋ
ʓୋ
͘ୋ

˘˝
ˊ˝
ʆʐ͘ճ
ʆʐճ

ϖ̤ʯΕᆛʆʐճႪʆճ͘Ꭶߠ㗤çኝʐʂճ˘ᎦăАΡ㗤̈́ʆճ͘ᎦçϖʯΕୱϛˊ˝
˄ɿᘄç༪Խҕͧ˄ᆛʜĄéΈ͘˝伡ɿୋăѯʩΕϛ͘˝˄ᆛĄçˊ˝伡ʆୋăѯʯΕϛ
ˊ˝˄ᆛĄçʐʂճ˘Ꭶ伡ʓୋăѯʯΕˁ㗤̈́ʆճ͘Ꭶኝ˄ᆛĄçધ͘ୋʆʐʆճ
ăА୷ʆ͘ୋʒ̤ʯΕᆛᕣӷʩΕᆛç༶յϑѵʜĄé
ɿୋ
ʆୋ
ʓୋ
͘ୋ

͘˝
ˊ˝
ʐʂճ˘Ꭶ
ʆʐʆճ

ႪʩΕᆛʆʐ˘ճ͘Ꭶߠཛྷç۲˳͘ճ͘Ꭶéκʓʐʆճ͘Ꭶ伡ʩΕᆛçႪʆճ
͘Ꭶߠ㗤çኝʓʐճéΈ˘˝伡ɿୋçˊ˝伡ʆୋçʓʐճ伡ʓୋçધ͘ୋʆʐˊճç伡ʯ
Ε˄ᆛé
ɿୋ
ʆୋ
ʓୋ
͘ୋ

˘˝
ˊ˝
ʓʐճ
ʆʐˊճ

ϖ̤ʯΕᆛʆʐˊճႪʆճ͘Ꭶߠ㗤çኝʆʐʆճ˘ᎦéΈ͘˝伡ɿୋçˊ˝伡ʆୋçʆ
ʐʆճ˘Ꭶ伡ʓୋçધ͘ୋʆʐʊճʆᎦˊ˝é
ɿୋ
ʆୋ
ʓୋ
͘ୋ

͘˝
ˊ˝
ʆʐʆճ˘Ꭶ
ʆʐʊճʆᎦˊ˝

ႪʩΕᆛʓʐʆճ͘Ꭶߠཛྷç۲˳͘ճɿᎦˊ˝éʃઆۯᆛʆʐ˘ճ͘Ꭶç˳͘ճ
͘Ꭶऐ͇ءç݉ᆛʓʐʆճ͘Ꭶç˳͘ճɿᎦˊ˝ऐͤءéΈճˀԽ٘ၽ˄é̤ݶءճ˳
ᆛߠ㗤çћʆᎦˊ˝伡ɿୋéճᆛߠ㗤çኝ˘ճ伡ʆୋéۯᆛႪʩΕᆛߠཛྷ˄ç˳͘
ճ͘Ꭶ伡ʓୋçધ͘ୋɿСྒྷˊճ˘Ꭶç̷ۯᆛʆʐ˘ճ͘ᎦçιɿСʓʐʆճçѯʩΕ
˄ࡍᆛé
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ʓʆ͘ О

˳
͘ɿˊ

ɿୋ
ʆୋ
ʓୋ
͘ୋ

ʓʆ͘ О
ʆ˘͘ О
О ˘ ОО
͘͘ О
͘ɿˊ
О ʆˊ

ʆ˘͘ О

˳
͘͘ О

ʆᎦˊ˝
˘ճ
͘ճ͘Ꭶ
ɿСྒྷˊճ˘Ꭶ

ʒءʩΕࡍᆛ˗㗤̈́ʆճ͘ᎦçኝɿСʆʐʄճ˘ᎦéΈ˘˝伡ɿୋçˊ˝伡ʆୋăѯ̤ۯ
ʩΕᆛӷʯΕᆛ˄٘éݱЊʩΕॳᆛçݮˑ̤٘ۯӷʯΕॳᆛĄçɿСʆʐʄճ˘Ꭶ伡
ʓୋçધ͘ୋɿСྒྷʊճç伡ʯΕ˄ࡍᆛʜé
ɿୋ
ʆୋ
ʓୋ
͘ୋ

˘˝
ˊ˝
ɿСʆʐʄճ˘Ꭶ
ɿСྒྷʊճ

ϩ̤͘˝伡ɿୋçˊ˝伡ʆୋăѯ̤ۯʯΕӷʩΕ˄ࡍ٘ĄéءʯΕࡍᆛɿСྒྷʊճ˗㗤̈́
ʆճ͘ᎦçኝɿСྒྷˊճ˘Ꭶ伡ʓୋçધ͘ୋɿСʓʐʆճç伡ʩΕ˄ࡍᆛçΡϑۯᆛʜé
ɿୋ
ʆୋ
ʓୋ
͘ୋ

͘˝
ˊ˝
ɿСྒྷˊճ˘Ꭶ
ɿСʓʐʆճ

А٘ႶϖᄁࡍʐʆճçЪ˝іʐʆ˝éϩіɿΌʀ㣣伡ᄁç˝іʐʆ˝çӶ˝ࡍɿճé
ಐ繋ϛ̛ழçΌ̛Ⴊ̛ʁയç۲յࡍΡͬയéϩ̤ΌʁႪΌʀߠ㗤ç۲ћʁʀçѯ̛ʀϡء
Ό̛˄ʆ˝ʜéݱϡʆ˝çͬࡍʆճéϩ̤ʆճࡍءݬٶʀʁˁ˄ͭழç۲̛ʀвࡍءΌ
̛ʜé˒ଓ̤ٶ䍀˄çՠյճͧé۲̤Ό̛ˊ˝伡ɿୋç̛ͭ˘˝伡ʆୋçʆճ伡ʓୋçધ
͘ୋʆճ͘Ꭶé
ɿୋ
ʆୋ
ʓୋ
͘ୋ

ˊ˝
˘˝
ʆճ
ʆճ͘Ꭶ

ݶઆʆճ͘Ꭶ˄ء̷ٶΌழçּધճͧéյ̛̤ͭ˘˝伡ʆୋڗçъʜîႶ̛ʁႪΌ̛യç
Ъࡍ̋ڗϛʁʀɿޘéЪͭ伡ʁʀ˄ˁé̛ͭ̈́ჯçΌ̛̈́ڼéિࡍ̷ݮڼЪ̤݉ͅణჯ˄
წéࠝءΌોۃʆ˝ç۲ءʆ˝˄ˁçݰʆճ˄ٶçѯঋͧԢé̤ݮʆճ͘Ꭶ̷ءΌழçּ
়䍀ͧʁʀ˄ʆ˝ʜéА٘ᆛᅟ̷㗤ç౧Έ̎գçᄙ᙮ᑫၙéЪΈ̅ധၽ˄çา᙮ᔵبéє
ۣᛸ͵٘çݮճЃ˄éЃʉᛸڗç̤ϬյéЪЃʉ̅ധڗç̤յᔵʜé
(1) (The Second Part Chapter IX Linear Section VII diejie huzheng ᛸˉᅯ)
Suppose there are two lumps of stones unequal in size. The amount of both weights is unknown.
There is only a copper bar, whose weight is twelve liang 䒙.1 (With the bar) (one) weighs one stone
against the other and vice versa. Then (one) finds out how much the respective weight of the two
stones is.

1

Liang ճ, qian Ꭶ and fen ˝ are units of weight in ancient China. 1 liang is equal to 10 qian, and 1 qian is equal to
10 fen.
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Figure 1
Figure 2
(Both figures taken from Yu Zhi Shu Li Jing Yun, Siku Quanshu edition)

Method:
Firstly, divide the copper bar into twelve sections. Each section is furthermore divided into ten
sections. Use a rope to be fastened (to the bar) at the fifth section (the fifth section at which the rope
is fastened is an arbitrarily selected number). Then multiply five sections by two. Subtract (the
product) from twelve sections, remaining two sections. (The remainder) reduced by half, getting one
section. (One section) plus five sections are six sections. And then take five sections for the first
proportional and six sections for the second proportional. The remainder two sections are treated as
two liang and take it for the third proportional (As copper bar weighs twelve liang and is divided
into twelve sections, now two sections are treated as two liang). (Then) get the fourth proportional of
two liang four qian Ꭶ (Here the fourth proportional is for the time being a method for balance
adopted at the fifth section on the copper bar. Because the lifting cord is at the fifth section, only by
being added two liang four qian can the end of five sections be on a level with (the end) of seven
sections).
The first proportional
The second proportional
The third proportional
The fourth proportional

five parts
six parts
two liang
two liang four qian

Then take the copper bar as the beam of a steelyard. Hang the big stone from the end of the copper
bar that is five sections from the lifting cord. And take the small stone as sliding weight to weigh the
big one. Now when (the small stone) is six sections from the lifting cord, (the bar) becomes level,
which is indicated as the former figure. Furthermore, hang the small stone from the end of the copper
bar that is five sections from the lifting cord. And take the big stone as sliding weight to weigh the
small one. Now when (the big stone) is six sections from the lifting cord, (the bar) becomes level,
which is also indicated as the latter figure. Then first borrow twenty-six liang four qian and take it as
the cuishu  ᆛ of the big stone. Subtract the previous result two liang four qian from it and the
remainder is twenty-four liang.(Subtract two liang four qian from it because only by being added
two liang four qian can the end of five sections be on a level (with the other end). Now what is
subtracted from the borrowed cui makes up the number for balance, and then measure the weight of
objects). Take six sections (namely six sections where the small stone is) for the first proportional;
five sections (namely five sections where the big stone is) for the second proportional; and twentyfour liang (namely the remainder gotten when two liang four qian is subtracted from the cui of the
big stone) for the third proportional. (Then) get the fourth proportional of twenty liang, which is the
cuishu of the small stone (four proportionals are for finding the cuishu of the small stone by that of
the big stone).
The first proportional
The second proportional
The third proportional
The fourth proportional

five parts
six parts
twenty-four liang
twenty liang
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And then subtract two liang four qian from twenty liang, the cuishu of the small stone, and the
remainder is seventeen liang six qian. (Here also subtract two liang four qian because the small
stone is shifted to the side of five sections. (It is ) the number to be made up for balance.) Take four
sections (namely four sections where the big stone is) for the first proportional; five sections (namely
five sections where the small stone is) for the second proportional; and seventeen liang six qian
(namely the remainder gotten when two liang four qian is subtracted from the cui of the small stone)
for the third proportional. (Then) get the fourth proportional of twenty-two liang (here the latter four
proportionals are furthermore for conversely finding the cuishu of the big stone by that of the small
stone and for checking up whether (they) are identical).
The first proportional
The second proportional
The third proportional
The fourth proportional

four parts
five parts
seventeen liang six qian
twenty-two liang

If (it is) compared to the borrowed cuishu of twenty-six liang four qian of the big stone, there is a
deficit of four liang four qian. Once more borrow thirty-two liang four qian and take it as the cuishu
of the big stone. Subtract two liang four qian from it and the remainder is thirty liang. Take six
sections for the first proportional; five sections for the second proportional; and thirty liang for the
third proportional. (Then) get the fourth proportional of twenty-five liang, which is the cuishu of the
small stone.
The first proportional
The second proportional
The third proportional
The fourth proportional

six parts
five parts
thirty liang
twenty-five liang

And then subtract two liang four qian from the cuishu of twenty-five liang of the small stone and the
remainder is twenty-two liang six qian. Take four sections for the first proportional; five sections for
the second proportional; and twenty-two liang six qian for the third proportional. (Then) get the
fourth proportional of twenty-eight liang two qian five fen.
The first proportional
The second proportional
The third proportional
The fourth proportional

four parts
five parts
twenty-two liang six qian
twenty-eight liang two qian five fen

If (the fourth proportional) compared to the borrowed cuishu of thirty-two liang four qian of the big
stone, there is a deficit of four liang one qian five fen. Then write the former borrowed number of
twenty-six liang four qian and the deficient number of four liang four qian on the right; the latter
borrowed number of thirty-two liang four qian and the deficient number of four liang one qian five
fen on the left. Apply the method of two deficiencies to calculate it. And then operate subtraction
between the two deficient numbers, the remainder of two qian five fen taken for the first
proportional; operate subtraction between the two borrowed numbers, the remainder of six liang
taken for the second proportional. Compare the former borrowed number to the cuishu of the big
stone, the deficit of four liang four qian taken for the third proportional. (Then) get the fourth
proportional of one hundred and five liang six qian. Adding it to the former borrowed number of
twenty-six liang four qian, that is, one hundred and thirty-two liang in all, namely the weight of the
big stone.
3240
deficit
415

3240
2640
600
440
415
25

2640
deficit
440
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The first proportional
The second proportional
The third proportional
The fourth proportional

two qian five fen
six qian
four liang four qian
one hundred and five liang six qian

Furthermore, subtract two liang four qian from the weight of the big stone and the remainder is one
hundred and twenty-nine liang six qian. Take six sections for the first proportional; five sections for
the second proportional (namely the former method of finding the cuishu of the small stone by that
of the big stone. Since there is already the true number of the big stone, so still apply the former
method to finding the true number of the small stone); (Take) one hundred and twenty-nine liang six
qian for the third proportional. (Then) get the fourth proportional of one hundred and eight liang,
which is the weight of the small stone.
The first proportional
The second proportional
The third proportional
The fourth proportional

six parts
five parts
one hundred and twenty-nine liang six qian
one hundred and eight liang

If taking four sections for the first proportional, five sections for the second proportional (namely the
former method of finding the weight of the big stone by (that) of the small stone). From the weight
of one hundred and eight liang of the small stone subtract two liang four qian, remaining one
hundred and five liang six qian taken for the third proportional, (we) get the fourth of one hundred
and thirty-two liang, which is the weight of the big stone. (It) also accords with the former number.
The first proportional
The second proportional
The third proportional
The fourth proportional

four parts
five parts
one hundred and five liang six qian
one hundred and thirty-two liang

This method (is applied) because the copper bar weighs twelve liang and is divided into twelve
sections. Supposedly draw a line AB denoting the copper bar and divide it into twelve sections, the
weight of each section being one liang. The lifting cord is at C and AC and CD are equal, so their
weights are also equal. If operating subtraction between AD and AB, the remainder is DB, namely
the two sections that CB is more than AC. Since (it is) two sections more, certainly (it is) two liang
heavier. If a heavy object of two liang is hung on E between B and D, CB is of course heavier than
AC. Now you want to match it with an object and make the two ends level. Then take AC of five
sections for the first proportional; CE of six sections for the second proportional; two liang for the
third proportional. (Then) get the fourth proportional of two liang four qian.
The first proportional
The second proportional
The third proportional
The fourth proportional

five parts
six parts
two liang
two liang four qian

It is when an object of two liang four qian is put on A that the two ends get level.
Take CE of six sections for the second proportional, why? It is because that (the weight) of CD is
equal to (that) of AC and the heavier is only on the segment DB. E is the middle point of DB. E is far
from C and A is close to C. It is because (A) is close that a weight is put on (it) and then it can bear
the light of being further. If you extend two sections at A, when on the middle of (the segment) of
two sections an object of two liang is set, the steelyard becomes level. Therefore, it is when two
liang four qian are added to A that it can match with two sections of DB. This method needs layer
upon layer of addition and subtraction and to apply proportion several times, it is felt rather
overelaborate. However, if applying the equation to calculate it, it will be felt simple and clear
slightly. But it is the original method of diejie ᛸ  , so both are collected. To collect diejie is to
preserve its reason and to collect equation is to adopt its simplicity.
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(2) (ʔᇻ ֈʐ 㣣௱ʊ ̅ധ)
ϩЊΕʆปçʩʯˀയçˀࡍډᆛé͑Њᄁɿङçࡍʐʆճéҕ˝ʐʆ˝ç̤ᗗ繋୷ء
ˊ˝˄ʖéɿᏄˊ˝çɿᏄʂ˝éઆʩΕءݬᄁɿᏄçᕺಐ繋ˊ˝éЪ̤ʯΕіᶔၴ˄ç
ᕺಐ繋ધ˘˝ּͧéʒઆʯΕݬϛᄁɿᏄçᕺಐ繋ˊ˝éЪ̤ʩΕіᶔၴ˄çᕺಐ繋ધ͘
˝ּͧéʩʯʆΕώࡍ౧ъé
٘íη̤ˊ˝̷ɿࡡéႪʐʆ˝ߠཛྷçኝʆ˝çӝ̾ધɿ˝éႪˊ˝ߠ̷伡˘˝éʃ̤ˊ˝
伡ɿୋç˘˝伡ʆୋéኝʆ˝іʆճ伡ʓୋéધ͘ୋʆճ͘Ꭶéѯˊ˝˄ၸ̷ʆճ͘ᎦּႪ
ʂ˝ߠͧʜéઆʆճ͘Ꭶ̤ʩΕᕺಐ繋ˊ˝ϖ˄çધʐʆճç伡ˊʩΕ̎˘ʯΕϡ˄ᆛ
ăʩΕᕺಐ繋ˊ˝ʯΕᕺಐ繋˘˝ЪͧçݶʩΕࡍ˘˝ʯΕࡍˊ˝ʜéࠝˊʩΕ˘ʯΕç۲
ώધʓʐ˝յࡍּയéˊ˝˄ɿၸçᏼ̷ʆճ͘ᎦçݶʩΕࡍ˘˝çϡʆճ͘Ꭶʜéࠝ
ˊʩΕç۲ϡʐʆճԢéݮ伡ˊʩΕ̎˘ʯΕϡʐʆճʜĄé
ɿୋ
ʆୋ
ʓୋ
͘ୋ

ˊ˝
˘˝
ʆճ
ʆճ͘Ꭶ

ʒઆʆճ͘Ꭶç̤ʯΕᕺಐ繋ˊ˝ϖ˄çΡધʐʆճç伡͘ʩΕ̎ˊʯΕ˄˳ᆛăʯΕᕺ
ಐ繋ˊ˝çʩΕᕺಐ繋͘˝ЪͧçݶʯΕࡍ͘˝çʩΕࡍˊ˝ʜéࠝˊʯΕ͘ʩΕç۲ώધ
ʆʐ˝յࡍּയéˊ˝˄ɿၸᏼ̷ʆճ͘ᎦçݶʯΕࡍ͘˝ϡʆճ͘ᎦʜéࠝˊʯΕ۲
ϡʐʆճԢéݮ伡ˊʯΕ̎͘ʩΕϡʐʆճéϖ̤ʩΕ伡çݮ᜶伡͘ʩΕ̎ˊʯΕ˳ʐʆ
ճʜĄé
ϖіཛྷᆛ̅ധ٘ၽ˄é̤ʩΕˊ伡çʯΕ˘伡࠸çࡍϡʐʆճ伡çμءʖéʒʩΕ͘伡
çʯΕˊ伡࠸çࡍ˳ʐʆճ伡࠸μءʔéʃ̤ʖʩΕˊ࡞ʔʩΕ͘èʯΕˊè˳ʐʆճç
ધʩΕʆʐèʯΕʆʐˊè˳˘ʐճéʒ̤ʔʩΕ͘࡞ʖʩΕˊèʯΕ˘èϡʐʆճçધ
ʩΕʆʐèʯΕʆʐ͘èϡ͘ʐʊճéճʔߠཛྷç۲ʩΕώʆʐçתА㗤ၤéʯΕճᅟߗ࠸ç
ߠݮ㗤ኝɿéࡍ˳˘ʐճႪϡ͘ʐʊճߠ̷çધɿСྒྷʊճçѯ伡ɿʯΕ˄ࡍᆛé
ʩ

ʯ

ࡍ

ˊ
͘

˘࠸
ˊ࠸

ɿʆ
ɿʆ࠸

ʆO
ʆO

ʆˊ࠸
ʆ͘࠸

˘O࠸
͘ʊ

OO

Oɿ

ɿOʊ

̤ʯΕ˘ϖ˄çધ˘С͘ʐʊճç伡˘ʯΕ˄ιࡍᆛé̷ˊʩΕϡʐʆճçધ˘С˘ʐճç
伡ˊʩΕ˄ιࡍᆛé̤ˊᔐ˄çધɿСʓʐʆճçѯ伡ɿʩΕ˄ࡍᆛʜéА͵ᛸˉᅯ˄٘é
Ъ̤̅ധၽ˄çഥ伡ᔵିؤé
(2) (The Second Part Chapter X Linear Section VIII Equation)
Suppose there are two lumps of stone unequal in size. The amount of (both) weights is unknown.
There is only a copper bar, whose weight is twelve liang. Equally divide (the copper bar) into twelve
sections. Use a rope to be fastened to the bar at the fifth section. One end is five sections and the
other is seven sections. Hang the big stone on the end of the bar that is five sections from the lifting
cord and take the small stone as a sliding weight to weigh the big stone. When (the small stone) is
six sections from the lifting cord, (the bar) gets level. Furthermore, hang the small stone on the end
that is five sections from the lifting cord and take the big stone as a sliding weight to weigh the small
stone. When (the big stone) is four sections from the lifting cord, (the bar) gets level. Ask: how much
do the big and small stones weigh respectively?
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Method: Firstly multiply five sections by two. Subtract (the product) from twelve sections,
remaining two sections. (The remainder) reduced by half, getting one section. (One section) plus five
sections are six sections. And then take five sections for the first proportional and six sections for the
second proportional. The remainder two sections are treated as two liang and take it for the third
proportional. (Then) get the fourth proportional of two liang four qian. That is, only being increased
by two liang four qian the end of five sections is on the same level with (the end of) seven sections.
Then multiply two liang four qian by five sections that the big stone is from the lifting cord, and get
twelve liang, which is the number of the five big stones more than the six small stones. (The big
stone five sections from the lifting cord balances with the small stone six sections from the lifting
cord, because the weight of the big stone is six portions and the weight of the small stone is five
portions. If there are five big stones and six small stones, when they have thirty portions respectively,
their weight is equal. However, the end of five sections should be increased by two liang four qian,
because the weight of (one) big stone is two liang four qian more than six portions. Then five big
stones are twelve liang more. Therefore, five big stones are twelve liang more than six small stones.)
The first proportional
The second proportional
The third proportional
The fourth proportional

five parts
six parts
two liang
two liang four qian

Furthermore, multiply two liang four qian by five sections that the small stone is from the lifting
cord, and also get twelve liang, which is the number of four big stones less than five small stones.
(The small stone five sections from the lifting cord balances with the big stone four sections from the
lifting cord because the weight of the small stone is four portions and the weight of the big stone is
five portions. If there are five small stones and four big stones, when they have twenty portions
respectively, their weight is equal. However, the end of five sections should be increased by two
liang four qian, because the weight of one small stone is two liang four qian more than four
portions. Then five small stones are twelve liang more. Therefore, five small stones are twelve liang
more than four big stones. Because the big stone is at the head, it is changed into that four big stones
are twelve liang less than five small stones.)
Thus make jiaoshu equation (jiaoshu fangcheng ཛྷᆛ̅ധ) to calculate it. Take five (of big stones)
as the positive, six (of small stones) as the negative, weight twelve liang (more) as positive. (All of
them) are listed above. Further, take four (of big stones) as the positive, five (of small stones) as the
negative and weight twelve liang (less) as the negative. (All of them) are listed below. Then multiply
by the above five (of big stones) individually the below four (of big stones), five (of small stones)
and twelve liang (less), resulting in respectively twenty (of big stones), twenty-five (of small stones)
and sixty liang (less). Once more, multiply by the below four (of big stones) individually the above
five (of big stones), six (of small stones) and twelve liang (more), resulting in respectively twenty (of
big stones), twenty-four (of small stones) and forty-eight liang (more). Operate subtraction between
the two below (rows). Then, (as) big stones (in the two rows) are twenty respectively, the difference
between them is 0. Small stones in both rows are negative. So, operating subtraction between them
the remainder is 1. The weight 60 liang (less) plus the weight 48 liang (more) is 108 liang, namely
the weight of one small stone.
the big stone

the small stone

weight

5 (positive)
4 (positive)

6 (negative)
5 (negative)

12 (positive)
12 (negative)

20 (positive)
20 (positive)

25 (negative)
24 (negative)

60 (negative)
48 (positive)

0

1

108
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Multiply it by six (of small stones), resulting in 648 liang, which is the total weight of six small
stones. This plus 12 liang that six small stones are more results in 660 liang, which is the total
weight of five big stones. Divide it by 5, resulting in 132 liang, namely the weight of one big stone.
Originally it is (solved by) the method of diejie huzheng ᛸ  ˉ ᅯ (the method of double-falseposition). However, it is slightly simpler to solve it by equation (fangcheng ̅ധ).
(3) (ʔᇻ ֈʓʐ͘ ͷ௱͘ ङ̅̎գ 㣣ᘞ)
ϩЊʩʯʆΕçˀࡍډᆛéЊᄁɿङçࡍʐʆճçҕ˝ʐʆ˝ç̤ᗗ繋˄˝ˊ୷ءʖç
ɿᏄˊ˝ɿᏄʂ˝éઆʩΕءݬᄁ˄ၸçᕺಐ繋ˊ˝éЪ̤ʯΕіᶔၴ˄çᕺಐ繋˘˝ּ
ͧéʒઆʯΕءݬᄁ˄ၸçᕺಐ繋ˊ˝éЪ̤ʩΕіᶔၴ˄çᕺಐ繋͘˝ּͧéʆΕώ
ࡍࠝʹé
٘íη̤ˊ˝̷ɿࡡçႪʐʆ˝ߠ㗤çኝʆ˝ӝ̾ધɿ˝çႪˊ˝ߠ̷伡˘˝éʃ̤ˊ˝伡
ɿୋç˘˝伡ʆୋçኝʆ˝˄ࡍʆճ伡ʓୋçӷધ͘ୋʆճ͘Ꭶéѯˊ˝˄ၸ̷ʆճ͘Ꭶּ
Ⴊʂ˝ߠͧʜé
ɿୋ
ʆୋ
ʓୋ
͘ୋ

ˊ˝
˘˝
ʆճ
ʆճ͘Ꭶ

˒ʩΕᕺಐ繋ˊ˝çʯΕᕺಐ繋˘˝ЪͧéݶʩΕࡍ˘˝çʯΕࡍˊ˝çЪʩΕϡʆճ͘Ꭶç
۲ʯΕ伡ʩΕ˘˝˄ˊЪ˳ʆճʜăᄁˊ˝˄ၸᏼ̷ʆճ͘ᎦЪͧé˒ʩΕϛˊ˝˄ɿᏄç
ݶʩΕϡʆճ͘Ꭶʜéઆʆճ͘Ꭶ̤ʩΕ˄˘˝ਜ˄çӶ˝ધ͘ᎦçݶʩΕ̎ʯΕӶ˝ϡ͘
Ꭶé̤ʯΕˊ˝࠴˄ç۲ʩΕ̎ʯΕϡʆճéݮʯΕ伡ʩΕ˄˘˝˄ˊЪ˳ʆճʜĄéʒʯ
Εᕺಐ繋ˊ˝çʩΕᕺಐ繋͘˝ЪͧçݶʯΕࡍ͘˝ʩΕࡍˊ˝.ЪʯΕϡʆճ͘Ꭶ,۲ʯΕ伡
ʩΕˊ˝˄͘Ъϡʆճ͘Ꭶʜăᄁˊ˝˄ၸᏼ̷ʆճ͘ᎦЪͧé˒ʯΕϛˊ˝˄ɿᏄçݶ
ʯΕϡʆճ͘Ꭶʜéઆʆճ͘Ꭶ̤ʯΕ˄͘˝ਜ˄çӶ˝ધ˘ᎦçݶʯΕ̎ʩΕӶ˝ϡ˘Ꭶé
̤ʯΕ͘˝࠴˄ç۲ʯΕ̎ʩΕϡʆճ͘ᎦéݮʯΕ伡ʩΕ˄ˊ˝˄͘Ъϡʆճ͘ᎦʜĄé
ʃʓʐङă˘˝ˊ˝ߠ࡞˄ᆛĄ伡ʩΕ˄ࡍᆛç̤ʯΕ伡ʩΕ˘˝˄ˊЪ˳ʆճ࠴˄ç۲
ʯΕ˄ࡍ伡ʆʐˊङ˳ʆճé̤ʯΕ伡ʩΕˊ˝˄͘Ъϡʆճ͘Ꭶ࠴˄ç۲ʯΕ˄ࡍʒ伡ʆ
ʐ͘ङϡʆճ͘ᎦçАճᆛ伡ߠയéճᘄώ̷ʆճçધʆʐˊङႪʆʐ͘ङϡ͘ճ͘Ꭶߠയé
ճᘄκώ㗤̈́ʆʐ͘ङçኝɿङႪ͘ճ͘ᎦߠയéɿङݱႪ͘ճ͘Ꭶߠയç۲ʓʐङͬႪɿ
СʓʐʆճߠയéѯʩΕ˄ࡍᆛ˘ᔐ˄çધʆʐʆճçˊϖ˄ધɿСɿʐճç㗤̈́ʆճધɿ
СྒྷʊճçѯʯΕ˄ࡍᆛé̤ʩΕ˄ࡍᆛˊᔐ˄çધʆʐ˘ճ͘Ꭶç͘ϖ˄ધɿСྒྷˊճ
˘Ꭶç̷ʆճ͘ᎦçΡધɿСྒྷʊճç伡ʯΕ˄ࡍᆛʜăАᛸˉᅯ٘çΈ̅ധ٘ၽ˄Ρ
ͅĄé
(3) (The Second Part Chapter XXX IV Last Section IV jiegenfang ङ̅ Proportion Line Class)
Suppose there are two stones, one is big and the other is small. Their weights are unknown. There is
a copper bar, whose weight is twelve liang. Equally divide (the copper bar) into twelve sections. Use
a rope to be fastened to the bar at the fifth section. One end is five sections and the other is seven
sections. Hang the big stone on the end of the bar that is five sections from the lifting cord. And take
the small stone as a sliding weight to weigh the big stone. When (the small stone) is six sections
from the lifting cord, (the bar) gets level. Furthermore, hang the small stone on the end that is five
sections from the lifting cord. And take the big stone as a sliding weight to weigh the small stone.
When (the big stone) is four sections from the lifting cord, (the bar) gets level. Ask: how much do
the big and small stones weigh respectively?
Method: Firstly multiply five sections by two. Subtract (the product) from twelve sections,
remaining two sections. (The remainder) reduced by half, getting one section. (One section) plus five
sections are six sections. And then take five sections for the first proportional, six sections for the
second proportional, and the weight two liang of remainder two sections for the third proportional.
And find the fourth proportional of two liang four qian. That is, only being increased by two liang
four qian the end of five sections is on the same level with (the end of) seven sections
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The first proportional
The second proportional
The third proportional
The fourth proportional

five parts
six parts
two liang
two liang four qian

Now the big stone that is five sections from the lifting cord balances with the small stone that is six
sections from the lifting cord, so the weight of the big stone is six portions and the weight of the
small stone is five portions. Nevertheless, the big stone is two liang four qian more (than six
portions), so the small stone is two liang less than five-sixths of the big stone. (Only if the end of five
sections of the copper bar is increased by two liang four qian, can the bar be level. Now the big
stone is at the end of five sections, so the big stone is two liang four qian more. Divide two liang
four qian by six portions of the big stone. Each portion gets four qian, which means each portion of
the big stone is four qian more than each portion of the small stone. Calculating with five portions of
the small stone, the big stone is two liang more than the small stone. Thus the small stone is two
liang less than five-sixths of the big stone.) Furthermore, the small stone that is five sections from
the lifting cord balances with the big stone that is four sections from the lifting cord, so the weight of
the small stone is four portions and the weight of the big stone is five portions. Nevertheless, the
small stone is two liang four qian more (than four sections), so the small stone is two liang four qian
more than four-fifths of the big stone. (Only if the end of five sections of the copper bar is increased
by two liang four qian, can the bar be level. Now the small stone is at the end of five sections, so the
small stone is two liang four qian more. Divide two liang four qian by four portions of the small
stone. Each portion gets six qian, which means each portion of the small stone is six qian more than
each portion of the big stone. Calculating with four portions of the small stone, the small stone is
two liang four qian more than the big stone. Thus the small stone is two liang four qian more than
four-fifths of the big stone.) Then borrow thirty unknowns (the product of six sections and five
sections) as the weight of the big stone. Calculating according to that the small stone is two liang
less than five-sixths of the big stone, the weight of the small stone is two liang less than twenty-five
unknowns. Calculating according to that the small stone is two liang four qian more than four-fifths
of the big stone, the weight of the small stone is two liang four qian more than twenty-four
unknowns. These two numbers are equal. Two liang is added to two sides respectively, then twentyfive unknowns are equal to the sum of twenty-four unknowns and two liang four qian. Furthermore,
subtract twenty-four unknowns in two sides respectively. Then the remainders, one unknown and
four liang four qian, are equal. Get the fourth proportional 8 qian, namely the weight of the original
sliding weight. Since one unknown is equal to four liang four qian, thirty unknowns should be equal
to one hundred and thirty-two liang, namely the weight of the big stone. Dividing it by six, get
twenty-two liang. Multiplying it by five, get one hundred and ten liang. Subtracting two liang, get
one hundred and eight liang, namely the weight of the small stone. Or dividing the weight of the big
stone by five, get twenty-six liang four qian. Multiplying it by four, get one hundred and five liang
and six qian. Plus two liang four qian, also get one hundred and eight liang, namely the weight of
the small stone (this is the method of diejie huzheng. It may be solved by the method of fangcheng)
(4) (ʔᇻ ֈʓʐʂ ͷ௱ʂ ᘘᖆ)
ϩЊɿʩΕçˀډյࡍçєډɿʯΕࡍ͘ճéӷʩΕࡍ౧ъé
٘íΈɿ̉ӱç഼繋ءˁçճၸ̫ͧéʃ̤ʩΕءݬɿၸç̤ʯΕіᶔၴ˄éϩʩΕඣಐ繋
ɿʮçʯΕඣಐ繋˘ʮધͧé۲̤ɿʮ伡ɿୋçʯΕࡍ͘ճ伡ʆୋç˘ʮ伡ʓୋçӷધ͘ୋ
ʆʐ͘ճѯʩΕ˄ࡍʜéϩçΌʀ伡ʩΕඣಐ繋ɿʮçΌ̛伡ʯΕඣಐ繋˘ʮéʁ伡ʩΕç
ͭ伡ʯΕéͭʯΕ˄ࡍѯΌʀ˄˝çʁʩΕ˄ࡍѯΌ̛˄˝éΌʀႪͭʯΕ˄̎ωءΌ̛Ⴊ
ʁʩΕ˄̎ʜé
(4) (The Second Part Chapter XXXVII Last Section VII Difficult Problems)
Suppose there is a big stone, whose weight is unknown. But it is known that the weight of a small
stone is four liang. Find how much the big stone weighs.
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Figure 3
(Figure taken from Yu Zhi Shu Li Jing Yun, Siku Quanshu edition)

Method: Use a wooden pole, in the middle of which a knot is fastened. Make the two ends (of the
pole) level. Then hang the big stone from one end and take the small stone for the sliding weight to
weigh it. If the big stone is one cun ʮ 2 from the lifting cord and the small stone is six cun from the
lifting cord, the pole gets level. (Then) take one cun for the first proportional, the weight of the small
stone four liang for the second proportional and six cun for the third proportional. Get the fourth
proportional twenty-four liang, which is the weight of the big stone. See the figure, AB is one cun
from the big stone to the lifting cord and AC is six cun from the small stone to the lifting cord. D is
the big stone and E is the small stone. The weight of the small stone E is the sections of AB and the
weight of the big stone D is the sections of AC. The ratio between AB and the small stone E is the
same as the ratio between AC and the big stone D.
(5) (ʔᇻ ֈʓʐʂ ͷ௱ʂ ᘘᖆ)
ϩЊᄀʩʯʆᎡçιࡍʐˊճéӷʩʯᎡώࡍ౧ъé
٘íΈɿ̉ӱ, ഼繋ءˁçճၸ̫ͧéʃ̤ʩᎡʯᎡώݬɿၸéϩʩᎡඣಐ繋͘ʮçʯᎡඣಐ
繋˘ʮધͧé۲̤͘ʮ˘ʮߠ̷çધʐʮ伡ɿୋçιࡍʐˊճ伡ʆୋçʩᎡඣಐ繋͘ʮ伡ʓ
ୋçધ͘ୋ˘ճçѯʯᎡ˄ࡍéϩ̤ʯᎡඣಐ繋˘ʮ伡ʓୋç۲ધ͘ୋʄճçѯʩᎡ˄ࡍʜé
ϩçΌʀ伡ʩᎡඣಐ繋͘ʮçΌ̛伡ʯᎡඣಐ繋˘ʮé̤ݮΌʀΌ̛ι˝Ⴊʁͭιࡍ˄̎
ωءΌʀႪͭʯᎡ˄̎çΡωءΌ̛ႪʁʩᎡ˄̎ʜé
(5) (The Second Part Chapter XXXVII Last Section VII Difficult Problems)
Suppose there are two ingots of silver, one big and the other small. The weight altogether is fifteen
liang. Find how much the big and small ingots weigh respectively.

Figure 4
(Figure taken from Yu Zhi Shu Li Jing Yun, Siku Quanshu edition)

Method: Use a wooden pole, in the middle of which a knot is fastened. Make the two ends (of the
pole) level. Then hang the big and small ingots separately from the two ends of (the pole). If, when
the big ingot is four cun from the lifting cord and the small ingot is six cun from the lifting cord, the
pole gets level, four cun plus six cun is ten cun. (Take it) for the first proportional, the weight
altogether fifteen liang for the second proportional and four cun that the big ingot is from the lifting
cord for the third proportional. Get the fourth proportional six liang, namely the weight of the small
ingot. If taking six cun that the small ingot is from the lifting cord for the third proportional, then get
the fourth proportional nine liang, namely the weight of the big ingot. See the figure, AB is four cun
from the big stone to the lifting cord and AC is six cun from the small stone to the lifting cord.
Therefore, the ratio between the sum of sections of AB and AC and the weight altogether of D and E
2

Cun ʮ is a unit of length in ancient China.
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is the same as the ratio between AB and the small ingot E, and is also the same as the ratio between
AC and the big ingot D.
(6) (ʔᇻ ֈʓʐʂ ͷ௱ʂ ᘘᖆ)
ϩ̤␑ၴᄀç␑ᆛˀԽçઆᶔʖ̷͘ճçၴ˄ધʆСճéࢎᶔࡍʊճçᄀࡍ౧ъé
٘í̤ࢎᶔࡍʊճ伡ɿୋçʒ̤ࢎᶔʊճႪ̷͘ճߠ䩈ધʐʆճ伡ʆୋç̤˒ၴʆСճ伡ʓ
ୋçધ͘ୋʓСճ伡ࢎᄀ˄ࡍᆛʜéϩçΌʀ伡ʆСճ˄˝ç̛伡ᶔ, ࡍʐʆճé༶આΌʀ
␑፱˻ۃгʁéΌʁ伡ʓСճ˄˝éͭ伡ࢎᶔ,ࡍʊճéΌʀ࡞̛ᶔѯႪΌʁ࡞ͭᶔ˄ᆛയé
̤ͭݮᶔႪΌʀ˄̎çω̛ءᶔႪΌʁ˄̎é伡ᕣ̎գ͘ୋʜé
(6) (The Second Part Chapter XXXVII Last Section VII Difficult Problems)
Suppose (someone) weighs silver with a small steelyard, but the scale of the small steelyard is not
(long) enough. Add four liang to the sliding weight. Weighing the silver, get two hundred liang. The
original sliding weight is eight liang. Ask: how much is the true weight of the silver?

Figure 5
(Figure taken from Yu Zhi Shu Li Jing Yun, Siku Quanshu edition)

Method: take the weight eight liang of the original sliding weight for the first proportional.
Furthermore, the weight eight liang of the original sliding weight plus four liang is twelve liang.
Take (the sum) for the second proportional and the present result two hundred liang for the third
proportional. Get the fourth proportional three hundred liang, which is the original weight of the
silver. See the figure, AB is the section corresponding to two hundred liang and C is the sliding
weight, whose weight is twelve liang. For the moment, extend the arm AB of the small steelyard to
D. AD is the section corresponding to three hundred liang. E is the original sliding weight, whose
weight is eight liang. The product of AB and the sliding weight C is equal to that of AD and the
sliding weight E. Therefore, the ratio between the sliding weight E and AB is the same as that
between the sliding weight C and AD. This is (the theory of) the four ratios of zhuanbili ᕣ̎գ.
(7) (ʔᇻ ֈʓʐʂ ͷ௱ʂ ᘘᖆ)
ϩ␑ʫ̈́͜ᅐᶔçଓਏɿᶔçˀډწࡍé̤ࡍʓճ˄ٶçΈ˘Ꭶ˄ᶔၴ˄ધ͘ճçࢎᶔ
ࡍ౧ъé
٘í̤ࢎࡍʓճ伡ɿୋç˒ၴધ͘ճ伡ʆୋç˒ᶔࡍ˘Ꭶ伡ʓୋçӷધ͘ୋʊᎦѯࢎᶔ˄ࡍ
ʜéϩçΌʀ伡␑ᇠඣಐ繋˄˝ç̛伡ࡍٶéΌʁ伡ʓճ˄˝éͭ伡ࢎᶔçΌʶ伡͘ճ˄
˝çמ伡˒ᶔé̤̎գ˄éΌʀႪͭᶔ˄̎çωءΌʁႪ̛ࡍ˄̎éʒΌʀႪמᶔ˄̎ç
ωءΌʶႪ̛ࡍ˄̎éݶΌʁ࡞ͭᶔѯႪΌʶ࡞מᶔ˄ᆛയé̤ݮΌʁႪמᶔ˄̎çѯωء
ΌʶႪͭᶔ˄̎ç伡ᕣ̎գ͘ୋʜé
(7) (The Second Part Chapter XXXVII Last Section VII Difficult Problems)
Suppose a small steelyard lost its sliding weight. (Someone) wants to have a sliding weight made to
fit the steelyard, but its weight is unknown. Using a sliding weight of 6 qian to weigh an object of 3
liang, get 4 liang. Ask: how much is the weight of the original sliding weight?
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Figure 6
(Figure taken from Yu Zhi Shu Li Jing Yun, Siku Quanshu edition)

Method: Take the original weight 3 liang for the first proportional; the present result 4 liang for the
second proportional; the weight 6 qian of the present sliding weight for the third proportional. Get
the fourth proportional 8 qian, namely the weight of the original sliding weight. See the figure, AB is
the section from the pan of the small steelyard to the lifting cord; C is the object; AD is the section
(corresponding to) 3 liang; E is the original sliding weight; AF is the section (corresponding to) 4
liang; G is the present sliding weight. Discuss it by the theory of proportions. The ratio between AB
and the sliding weight E is the same as that between AD and the weight of C. In addition, the ratio
between AB and the sliding weight G is the same as that between AF and the weight of C, that is, the
product of AD and the sliding weight E is equal to that of AF and the sliding weight G. Therefore,
the ratio between AD and the sliding weight G is the same as that AF and the sliding weight E. This
is (the theory of) the four ratios of zhuanbili ᕣ̎գ.

4. Analysis of Sources
4.1. Origin of the Problems
Shuli Jingyun is a compilation of Western mathematical knowledge prepared during the reign of
Kangxi. Many previously translated and edited manuscripts in the Palace served as the basis for this
compilation, one of which was Suanfa zuanyao zonggang ၽ ٘ ᙞ ࠲ ᑨ ႐ [General Principles of
Algorithmic], probably written between 1689 and 1695.
Textual comparison has suggested that Suanfa zuanyao zonggang ၽ٘ᙞ࠲ ᑨ႐ was translated and
edited by the Belgian missionary Antoine Thomas (1644-1709), who made use of his own Synopsis
Mathematica, first published in 1685.3 By comparing Suanfa zuanyao zonggang4 and Shuli jingyun, we
have found that some computational problems related to equilibrium of the lever in Shuli jingyun are
directly taken from Suanfa zuayao zonggang. But among them, some had been provided with new
solutions and in some the numerical data had been changed. In addition, some problems have no
counterpart in Suanfa zuayao zonggang.
The seven problems quoted above and discussed here turned out to come from different origins. The
first three problems ask for the answer to the same question posed in each of the three cases in a slightly
different way. The basic question is taken from Suanfa zuanyao zonggang. The first of the three
problems has the original solution, the other two provide new solutions to the problem. The fourth and
fifth problems are not taken from Suanfa zuanyao zonggang. The fourth problem is similar to the
thirtieth section (୷ʓʐೇ) of chapter two ( ֈʆ) of Qiqi tushuo. The fifth problem seems to be an
adaptation of related problems in Qiqi tushuo. The sixth and the seventh problems stem directly from
Suanfa tongzong.
3
4

See: Han Qi and Catherine Jami, “The Circulation of Western Mathematics at the Court during the Kangxi PeriodA Case Study of the Compilation of the Suanfa zuanyao zonggang.” Studies in the History of Natural Sciences,
2003(2): 145-156.
According to statistics by Han Qi and Catherine Jami, Suanfa zuanyao zonggang has nine editions, eight in Chinese
and one in Manchu. I made use of the Chinese edition of the Anletang collection at the Institute for the History of
Natural Sciences, Chinese Academy of Sciences.
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4.2. The Types of Problems and the Structures of Their Solutions
All seven problems discussed here are composed of two parts: the question (ti ᖆ) and the method (fa
٘). This is, in fact, the general pattern of problems in the Chinese mathematical tradition.
As for the types of problem, the common question of the first three problems deals with two stones of
unknown weight and a copper bar of known weight. The question is how to determine the weights of
the two stones. The fourth problem is to find the unknown weight of an object from the known weight
of another object by applying the law of the lever. The fifth problem asks for the unknown weights of
two objects by applying the law of the lever, if the sum of their weights is given. The sixth and the
seventh problems were both Chinese traditional computational problems of steelyard equilibrium which
follows from the fact that they appear already in Suanfa tongzong. The first, the fourth and the fifth
problem differ from traditional Chinese problems in that they are what may be termed “heuristic
problems”, 5 i.e., they ask in a more general way to find a method of solution. Their common
characteristic is that the numerical values of the data are partly left unstated in the question, and the
method to solve the problem is left open.
As for the structures of solution, the methods of these problems not only consist of the algorithms for
the solution but are mingled with explanations or even proofs of the algorithms. This is different from
both the former Western and the former Chinese mathematical tradition. In the former Western
mathematical tradition, algorithm and proof are separate. And in the former Chinese mathematical
tradition, often only the algorithm is given, but the proof, if there was any, is concealed.

4.3. The Solutions
4.3.1. The Solution of the First Problem
The solution of the first problem is based on the method of double-false-position (diejie huzheng fa ᛸ
ˉᅯ٘, literally the “method of doubly borrowing and mutually comparing”). The Western method
of double-false-position was first introduced into China by Tongwen suanzhi ω ̂ ၽ [ ݤA Guide to
Arithmetic in Common Language], first published in 1613. Essentially, this method corresponds to the
traditional Chinese method of surplus and deficit (yingbuzu fa ߚˀԽ٘), which was introduced already
in the Chinese mathematical classic work Jiuzhang suanshu ʄఉၽீ [Nine Chapters of Mathematical
Procedures], probably written between 50 and 100 A.D. The way the Western method of double-falseposition could be reduced in the Shuli jingyun to the traditional Chinese method of surplus and deficit
although the given problem does not involve a surplus and a deficit, is by introducing a surplus and a
deficit by two times assuming arbitrary numbers (jie , literally “borrowing” [originally: from the pile
of calculation rods]) and then solving the problem by the method of surplus and deficit.
The first problem is solved in the following way:
First, the copper bar of known weight is equally divided into several sections, and each of the sections
is further subdivided. Preferably, the number of sections and subsections corresponds to the weight of
the bar in the Chinese system of weight units. A suspension cord is fastened to the bar at a suitable point
dividing the bar into a longer and a short part, thus turning it into the beam of a steelyard.
Second, implicitly using the law of the lever, the weight which would compensate the greater weight of
the longer arm of the bar, i.e., the size of a weight which would balance the suspended bar if it were
attached to its shorter end is calculated.
Third, the big stone is actually attached to this end, the small stone is used as a sliding weight to bring
the bar into equilibrium, and its position at the bar is determined. Then the small stone is attached to
this end, the big stone is used as sliding weight to bring the bar into equilibrium, and again the position
at the bar is determined.
Fourth, the weights of the two stones are calculated from the two positions of equilibrium by using the
method of double-false-position.
5

This term is borrowed from George Polya. See: George Polya, How to solve it, 2nd ed., Princeton University Press,
1957.
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In Shuli jingyun, the copper bar is assumed to weigh 12 liang and the bar is divided into 12 sections
each of which is further subdivided into 10 subsections corresponding to the division of the liang into
10 qian. The suspension cord is assumed to be attached at the fifth section. The size of the weight which
attached at this shorter end would bring the bar into equilibrium is calculated as 2 liang 4 qian.
For the two situations in which the suspended bar is actually brought into equilibrium, the missing
values are now introduced. In the first situation, in which the small stone is used as sliding weight and
the big stone is attached to the shorter end, the missing value of the position of the small stone is given
as the sixth section counted from the suspension point. Similarly, in the second situation, in which the
big stone is used as sliding weight and the small stone is attached to the shorter end, the also missing
value of the position of the big stone is given as the fourth section counted from the suspension point.
Then, follows the application of the method of double-false-position.
First, 26 liang 4 qian is tentatively assumed to be the weight of the big stone, so that after subtraction of
the weight which would compensate the greater weight of the longer side of the bar the remaining
weight disturbing the equilibrium is 24 liang.
The corresponding weight of the small stone is then calculated by regarding the first situation of the
balance and applying the law of the lever. The result is 20 liang. Now this value of the weight of the
small stone is assumed to be given and the corresponding weight of the big stone is calculated by
regarding the second situation of the balance and applying the law of the lever. The result is 22 liang.
This calculated value for the weight of the big stone differs from the value of 26 liang 4 qian tentatively
assumed at the outset by 4 liang 4 qian.
Second, the same procedure is performed starting with a tentatively assumed value of 32 liang 4 qian
for the weight of the big stone. The resulting value of the weight of the small stone is 25 liang from
which a value of 28 liang 2 qian 5 fen is calculated for the weight of the big stone which in this case
differs from the tentatively assumed value of 32 liang 4 qian by 4 liang 1 qian 5 fen.
The problem has thus been transformed into a form which turns out to be the Chinese surplus and
deficit problem as it occurs in many Chinese mathematical texts beginning with the Jiuzhang suanshu,
albeit usually applied to quite different problems. If one inserts the figures of the present problem into a
typical problem on which the method is applied, one obtains a problem of the following kind:
“Now some persons buy an article together. If each person contributes 26 liang 4 qian, the total money
has a deficit of 4 liang 4 qian; If each person contributes 32 liang 4 qian, the total money has a deficit
of 4 liang 1 qian 5 fen. The posed problem is to find out how much money each person should
contribute.”
The method by which the Chinese would solve this problem is the special case of the method of surplus
and deficit in which two deficits are given. It is therefore called the method of two deficits (liangbuzu fa
䒙ˀԽ٘). The Chinese solution is based on the proportionality of the individual and the total deficit,
i.e., that the ratio between the total deficit and the deficit of each person is equal in both cases. This is so
because the total deficit is in both cases the deficit of each person multiplied by the number of persons
involved.
To evaluate such proportions is the subject of the ancient Chinese method of proportion (jinyou shu ˒
Њீ), which is similar to the way such proportions were treated in the Western mathematical tradition.
The Chinese solution in the present case is based on the fact that if two ratios of magnitudes are equal,
the differences between the corresponding magnitudes are also in the same ratio. These two differences
can easily be calculated in the present case. The two total deficits are given in the problem so that their
difference can be calculated. The deficits of each person are the differences between what they have to
pay and what they actually paid in both cases. Since what they really have to pay is equal in both cases,
the difference between the deficits of each person is equal to the difference of what they actually paid.
Again these values are given in the problem.
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Based on these given values, the solution of the problem consists in first calculating from the known
proportionality the deficit of each person in the first case as 105 liang 6 qian. Added to the actually paid
amount of 26 liang 4 qian, the amount each person really has to pay turns out to be 132 liang.
The calculation of the weight of the stones in the original problem follows precisely the procedure of
the paradigmatic example, thus leading to a weight of the big stone of 132 liang. Finally, based on the
law of the lever, the weight of the small stone is calculated from the weight of the big stone as 108
liang. This application of the method of surplus and deficit can, of course, be applied to the original
problem only because this problem is a linear problem as it is in the discussed paradigmatic problem of
this method.

4.3.2. The Solution of the Second Problem
As mentioned before, the second problem presents a different solution to answer the same posed
question as that of the first problem. Here, the problem is solved by applying the theory of systems of
linear algebraic equations. Generally, this theory as it is applied in Shuli jingyun is adapted from
Fangcheng lun ̅ധ [On Equations], written by Mei Wending ଌ̂ྦྷ (1633-1721), first published
in 1672.6 In fact, with regard to the definition, the classification and the solution of systems of linear
algebraic equations (fangcheng ̅ധ), both works are very similar. Shuli jingyun differs slightly from
Mei Wending’s Fangcheng lun with regard to the form equations are represented. In the latter,
equations are represented in the form of columns while in Shuli jingyun they are represented by
horizontal lines. The main source of Shuli jingyun, Suanfa zuanyao zonggang, does not introduce the
theory of system of linear algebraic equations at all. The solution of the second problem must therefore
have been introduced by the compilers of the present work.
The main difficulty in solving the given problem consists of finding the correct equations. Once the
system of linear equations is formulated, the solution follows a standard procedure.
Similar to the solution of the first problem, the method of proportion is applied to find at first the size of
a weight that is able to bring the copper bar into equilibrium when it is suspended at the end of the fifth
of the 12 sections into which it is divided. The result of 2 liang 4 qian is, of course, the same as in the
first problem. In the first situation in which the big stone is attached to the shorter end and the small
stone is used as sliding weight the bar is in equilibrium when the position of the small stone is at the
end of the the sixth section counted from the suspension point. If the weight of the bar is disregarded it
follows from the law of the lever that the weight of 5 big stones equals the weight of 6 small stones.
Taking the weight of the bar into account, the weight of the 5 big stones must exceed the weight of 6
small stones by 5 times the calculated weight compensating the greater weight of the longer arm, i.e. by
5 times 2 liang 4 qian or 12 liang.
In the second situation in which the small stone is attached to the shorter end, the big stone is used as
sliding weight and the bar is in equilibrium when the position of the big stone is at the end of the fourth
section counted from the suspension point, the weight of 5 small stones must exceed the weight of 4 big
stones by 12 liang, which follows by the same argument. On the basis of these two conditions, a system
of two linear algebraic equations can be set up, which can then be solved by Mei Wending’s method
mentioned above.
Using modern notation, this method can be explained as follows. Suppose that the weight of the big
stone is x and that of the small stone is y. Then the two conditions described above can be represented
as
5x - 6y = 12

(3)

4x - 5y = -12 (4)
Then (4) and (3) are multiplied by 5 and 4 respectively, giving
20x - 25y = -60

(5)

20x - 24y = 48 (6)
6

See: Qian Baocong (ed. in chief), A History of Chinese Mathematics, Beijing: Science Press, 1964, p. 271.
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subtract (5) from (6), then y = 108.
Substituted into (3), then x = 120.
Therefore, the big stone is 120 liang and the small stone is 108 liang.

4.3.3. The Solution of the Third Problem
The method used for solving the third problem, i.e. the third way of answering the common question of
the first three problems, is called borrowing root and power (jiegenfang  ङ ̅ ). It is a kind of
algebraic method introduced into China during the reign of Emperor Kangxi (reg. 1661 - 1722). In
Shuli jingyun, the word “proportion” (bili ̎գ) is sometimes attached to the name of this method, thus
being called the proportion of borrowing root and power (jiegenfang bili ङ̅̎գ).
In the first paragraph of Chapter 31 of the second part of Shuli jingyun, the compilers emphasize the
advantage of this method to have a wider range of possible applications. They say that this method is
applicable also to quadratic and the cubic problems, whereas another method called borrowing the rates
and mutually comparing (jiecui huzheng   ˉ ᅯ ) as well as the method of double false position
(diejie huzheng ᛸˉᅯ) discussed above can be used only to solve linear problems.
In the same paragraph, the method of borrowing root and power is furthermore explained. This
explanation may be summarized as follows. First, there is an unknown number which is called root
(gen ङ). Second, an equation is formulated according to the proportional relations between given and
unknown numbers occurring in the problem. Finally, the equation is solved.
Chapters 34 through 36 contain problems in whose solutions the method of borrowing root and power is
applied. It has been shown that the content of these chapters was adapted from Jiegenfang suanfa
jieyao ङ̅ၽ٘࠲ [A Summary of the Algorithm of Borrowing Root and Power].7 The problem
discussed here is contained in chapter 34, but the copy of Jiegenfang suanfa jieyao preserved in Beijing
Library does not contain this problem. So, the solution to this problem may have been added by the
compilers of Shuli jingyun.
In the Shuli jingyun the problem is solved by a sequence of equations formulated in everyday language
in the following way.
First, the size of the weight to compensate the greater weight of the longer arm of the copper bar is
calculated along the same lines as in the first and the second problem, yielding 2 liang 4 qian.
Second, the following equations are formulated on the basis of the relations given in the problem:
the small stone = 5/6 the big stone - 2 liang

(7)

the small stone = 4/5 the big stone + 2 liang 4 qian

(8)

Third, the unknown (root) is introduced in the following way.
assume the big stone = 30 roots, then
the small stone = 25 roots - 2 liang

(9)

the small stone = 24 roots + 2 liang 4 qian

(10)

Therefore,
25 roots – 2 liang = 24 roots + 2 liang 4 qian
1 root = 4 liang 4 qian
Therefore, the big stone = 30 roots = 132 liang
Fourth, 132 liang is substituted for “the big stone” in (7) or (8), then obtain
the small stone = 5/6*132 liang - 2 liang =108 liang
7

See: Han Qi, “A Summary of Shuli jingyun,” in Zhongguo kexue jishu dianji tonghui, shuxue juan, Henan jiaoyu
Chubanshe, 1993.
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or
the small stone = 4/5*132 liang +2 liang 4 qian = 108 liang
Again, the main difficulty in solving the given problem consists of finding the correct equations
formulated in the second step. We take (7) as an example and analyze the train of thought in the text.
Equation (7) represents the situation that the beam is in equilibrium if the big stone hangs at the shorter
end of five parts and the small stone used as a sliding weight hangs at the sixth part of the longer end
consisting of seven parts. If the weight of the copper bar is not taken into account, since “the big stone
that is five parts from the lifting cord balances with the small stone that is six parts from the lifting
cord,” “the weight of the big stone is six parts and the weight of the small stone is five parts.” However,
if the weight of the copper bar is taken into account, the big stone must be two liang four qian more
than six parts while the small stone is five parts. If the big stone is still taken as six parts and the small
stone is still taken as five parts, then one part of the big stone should be 4 qian more than one part of the
small stone. Here we may take a part of the big stone and a part of the small stone as two different units
of weight, for the sake of differentiation, being denoted “G” and “g”. Then, the weight of the big stone
is 6G and the weight of the small stone is 5g, where G is 4 qian more than g or g is 4 qian less then G.
If g is converted into G, the weight of the big stone is 6G and the weight of the small stone is 5g = 5 (G
- 4 qian) = 5G - 2 liang. Since G is one-sixth of the weight of the big stone, so “the small stone is two
liang less than five-sixths of the big stone”, which is (7) if being expressed in formula. Along a similar
reasoning (8) can be obtained.

4.3.4. The Solution of the Fourth Problem
The fourth problem is to find the unknown weight of a big stone from the known weight of a small
stone by using a wooden pole suspended in the middle and applying the law of the lever. This solution
is based on the method of proportion, which, using modern notation, can be expressed as follows.
Suppose the weight of the big stone is W and the distance between the big stone and the point of
suspension is L; the weight of the small stone is w and the distance between the small stone and the
point of suspension is l. From the law of the lever, the following proportion is obtained.
L: w=l :W
Therefore,
W=wl/L
Replacing the variables by the given data, i.e.
L = 1 cun,

w = 4 liang,

l = 6 cun

this formula yields the procedure used in the text, resulting in the answer:
W = 24 liang.

4.3.5. The Solution of the Fifth Problem
The fifth problem asks for the unknown weight of two silver ingots, one big and the other small, if the
sum is given. The problem is solved by using a pole suspended in the middle and applying the law of
the lever.
The solution of this problem is based on the method of the proportion of the total number (heshu bili ֝
ᆛ̎գ). By applying this method a proportion is obtained in the following way: if a total number needs
to be divided into several parts and the ratio of each part to the sum of the parts is known, then the ratio
between the sum of the parts and the total number is equal to the ratio between each part and
corresponding number to be determined. This method is equivalent to the art of distributing according
to proportions (cuifen shu ˝ீ), in the Jiuzhang suanshu, which is mainly used to solve distribution
problems.
In the present problem, since the pole is in equilibrium if the distance L of the big ingot from the point
of suspension is four cun, and the distance l of the small ingot from the point of suspension is six cun, it
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follows from the law of the lever that the big ingot is six parts and the small ingot is four parts of the
total weight. Then, applying the method of the proportion of the total number, the following
proportional expression involving the weight of the big and the small ingots W and w, respectively, can
be obtained.
(L + l) : (W + w) = L : w
or
(L + l) : (W + w) = l : W
The total weight of the big and small ingots is given as 15 liang. Inserting the numbers into the two
formulas yields
(4+6) : 15 = 4 : w
or
(4+6) : 15 = 6 : W
From these proportions it follows that the weights of the small and big ingots are 6 liang and 9 liang
respectively.

4.3.6. The Solution of the Sixth and Seventh Problems
It is mentioned above that the sixth and seventh problems are both Chinese traditional problems
concerning the equilibrium of steelyards. When they first appeared in Suanfa tongzong, they were
solved by the ancient Chinese method called jinyou shu (˒Њ ீ), which corresponds to the Western
rule of three and is essentially equivalent to the use of proportions. Later, the same two problems were
included in the Tongwen suanzhi, now with a solution using proportions, a method adopted from the
West. The solutions to the sixth and seventh problems are the same as those used in the Tongwen
suanzhi.

4.4. The Characteristics of the Knowledge Concerning the Lever in Shuli Jingyun
The knowledge concerning the lever in Shuli jingyun has two distinct characteristics. First, the law of
the lever adopted from the West is for the first time applied to steelyards. This type of balance was used
in China already since ancient times, however, no theoretical law such as the law of the lever is known
from ancient Chinese sources. The production and use of these balances was probably based merely on
empirical knowledge derive the Chinese experiential formula for steelyards. An indication for such
empirical knowledge may be the formula given in the 17th century by the Chinese mathematician Fu
Guozhu క   ݾabout whom nearly nothing is known. Fu Guozhu’s క   ݾformula indicates that
whenever the sliding weight of a steelyard is replaced by another one with different weight, the product
of the weight of the sliding weight and the value on the scale of the steelyard after having moved the
sliding weight so that equilibrium is obtained does not change.
In Shuli jingyun, the solutions of the seven computational problems dealing with the lever are all
consistent with the law of the lever. Especially the sixth and seventh problems are remarkable in this
respect. Although they continue to use Chinese traditional methods of calculation, the solutions are
directly based on the law of the lever. This is not found in earlier works of the Chinese tradition.
The second characteristic of the knowledge concerning the lever in Shuli jingyun is the way in which
the dead weight of a material beam is taken into account. In this text, the method of dealing with the
dead weight of the beam of the lever is called the method of balancing (junping zhifa ҕͧ˄٘).
This method becomes clear from the solution of the first problem discussed above. The symmetric parts
in both arms of the copper bar suspended at a point outside of its center are cancelled out. The surplus
weight of the longer arm is considered to be compensated by a weight attached to the end of the shorter
arm of the bar. If the copper bar is used to determine the weight of an object attached to this end of the
shorter arm, part of its weight has to be considered as representing this compensating weight.
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In contrast, the Qiqi tushuo deals with the dead weight of a material beam in a different way. This
weight is imagined be concentrated in the middle of the beam. This corresponds to imagining an object
attached to the beam at its center of gravity, an object whose weight is equal to the deadweight of the
beam. On this basis problems involving material beams can be solved by a direct application of the law
of the lever.
Comparing the two ways of dealing with the dead weight of a material beam in Shuli jingyun and Qiqi
tushuo, it turns out that there are both similarities and differences between them. The similarity consists
in the fact that in both cases the dead weight of the beam is converted into the weight of an object. The
difference is that in Shuli jingyun a suitable weight is considered to be added to the end of the short arm
of the beam, while in Qiqi tushuo an object whose weight is equal to the dead weight of the beam is
considered to be attached at the center of gravity of the beam so that the object and the dead weight
have the same effect on balancing the beam.

5. Conclusions
From the above analysis, we can come to the following conclusions. In the 18th century, Chinese
mathematicians had given attention to and studied Western knowledge concerning the lever. In the
mathematical work Shuli jingyun, Western knowledge concerning the lever and Chinese traditional
knowledge interacted with each other. The results suggest that, on the one hand, the law of the lever
adopted from the West was applied to reconceptualize Chinese empirical knowledge about the
steelyard. On the other hand, Chinese traditional mathematical methods were applied to solve problems
concerning the equilibrium of the lever adopted from Western sources.
It needs to be pointed out that this interaction had a great influence on the subsequent work of Chinese
mathematicians. For example, He Mengyao ъ ࿘ ၘ (1693-1764) in his Suandi ၽ ࡁ [A Guide to
Arithmetic], written around 1732, changed Chinese traditional computational problems of steelyard. He
absorbed the ideas concerning the treatment of the dead weight of a material beam taken from Shuli
jingyun.
Suandi contains eight computational problems concerning the equilibrium of the lever. Among them,
four problems are identical to those in Shuli jingyun, two other problems are also the same as those in
Shuli jingyun, but the data are different. Moreover, the latter two problems are supplemented with a
comment, which emphasizes the influence of the dead weight of a steelyard’s beam on the results of
weighing. The further two problems dealing with steelyard equilibrium are largely different from those
in previous mathematical works. They make the additional supposition explicit that “the head of the
beam of a steelyard is four qian lighter than the end” so that the influence of the dead weight of a
steelyard on equilibrium has to be taken into account.
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